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It's your own fault if you don't earn more. Blame yourself if you
stick to your small pay job when I have made it so easy for you to
earn S3500 to S10,000 a year as an electrical expert. Electrical Experts are badly
needed. Thousands of men must be trained at once. One billion dollars a year is
being spent for electrical expansion and everything is ready but the men. Will you
answer the call of this big pay field? Will you get ready now for the big job i will
help you get? The biggest money of your life is waiting fur you.

Quick and Easy to Learn
Don't let any doubt about your being able to do what these other men have

done rob you of your just success. Pence and Morgan and these other fellows didn't have a thing on
you when they started. You can easily duplicate their success. Age, lack of experience or lack of
education makes no difference. Start just as you are and I will guarantee the result with a signed
money back guarantee bond. If you are not 100% satisfied with my course it won't cost you a cent.

Free-Electrical Working Outfit and Tools
In addition to giving my students free employment service and free consultation

service. I give them also a complete working outfit. This includes tools, measuring instruments, material
and a real electric motor-the finest beginners' outfit ever gotten together. You do practical workright from the start. After the first few lessons it enables you to make extra money every week doing
odd electrical jobs in your spare time. Some students make as high as $25 to $35 a week in spare time
work while learning. This outfit is all FREE.

Mail Coupon for 'FREE BOOK-
The Vital Facts of the Electrical Industry

The coupon below will bring you my big free electrical book-over 100 interest-
ing pictures. The real dope about youropportunitier in electricity-positive proof that you, too, canearn $3500 to $10.000 a year. Send for it now. Along with the book I will send you a sample lesson,
a credit check allowing you a $45.50 reduction, my guarani., bond and particulars of the most wonderful
Pay -raising course in the world. Send the coupon now-this very second may be the turning paint inyour life. Send it while the desire for a better job and more money is upon you, to
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flow to Invent-
What to Invent

and What to Do About Protecting
and Selling An Invention

ALTHOUGH the fact has been uni-
versally recognized that Inven-
tion is governed by a few simple,
easily acquired, fundamental prin-

dples, no one ever thought of putting
these principles in black and white so that
everybody interested in invention could
read them. In spite of the fact that
Thomas A. Edison made his famous state-
ment that invention should be taught as a
science, thousands of people continued to
work blindly, doggedly, haphazardly to
perfect their ideas.

But now anyone can learn how to in-
vent. Fifteen famous inventors have at
last given to the world the laws and prin-
ciples of Inventive Science. They have
shown every ambitious man and woman
how to invent. They are teaching Inven-
tion exactly as other people are teaching
law, medicine, bookkeeping. Instead of
spending years groping blindly, instead of
wasting your time in useless,
heartbreaking drudgery, you
learn how to complete your
ideas quickly and what to do
about them when they are com-
pleted. You learn how to think
so you are sure to succeed.

Everybody Invents
For a long time it was com-

monly believed that every in-
vention was a matter of pure
hick-the result of some happy
inspiration that suddenly
flashed though a man's brain,
and which made him fabulously
rich without the slightest ef-
fort or thought. But you can
prove for yourself that this is
not so. You can prove for yourself that
invention is the result of thinking and ac-
tion along definitely exact. scientific lines.

Suppose when vou went home tonight,
yr)II found a window rattling, Through
your mind would flash, almost instinct-
ivelY, a regular order of thoughts which

characterize the conception and com-
pletion of every invention the world has

ever known. First, you would recognize a

Problem to be solved-the rattling of the
window. Then you would think of several
principles of science or mechanics which
would solve your problem. You might
think of the scientific fact that if you
Poured water on the frame the wood would
swell and tighten the window. You might
think of using a nail. But what you most
Probably would do would be to use the

011ie

mechanical principle known to man,
the wedge.

What Invention Is
Brought down to its simplest terms,

that is exactly the way every invention has
j2.7 made-combining two ideas; a pmh-

'" which must he solved and a fact of
aiechanics or science which solves the

Raymond R. Veda.
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your zoom time at

lama

-How to develop your imagination
-How to develop your ideas
-How to get the facts you need for

inventions
-How to keep legal records of ideas
-How to use scientific principles of

mechanics
-How to avoid wasting time on im-

practical inventions
-How to apply for a patent
-How to organize a company
-How to protect your rights
-How to market a patent
and hundreds of other vitally importantfacts
which EVERY successful inventor knows

and uses.

problem. So, although you may never
have thought of it in just this way every
time you solve a problem in your daily
life-at home, traveling, or in business-
you are an inventor; you use the principles
of thought and action which govern the

Science of Invention!
You can see, therefore, how

easy it is for you to develop
your natural instinct to "fix
things." The same processes of
thought that almost instinctive-
ly told you to fix a rattling win-
dow with a wedge can be so well
developed that you can learn to
invent other things almost as
easily and quickly. You know,
,too, that every invention is
made only by thinking inven-
tively. And every inventor is
agreed that the principles of In-
ventive Science are so simple, so
easy to learn that any one, re-
gardless of training oreducation,
can develop himself to become a
successful inventor!

With every new advance, with every
new discovery that the world experiences,
more problems are coming up-and more
inventions are needed to solve these prob-
lems. Now, as never before, are new inven-

tions wanted, and the world will pay a for-

tune to the man or woman who gives it just

one of the inventions it needs.
Even little ideas can bring you a for-

tune. Eberhard who invented the rubber

on the end of a pencil, has been paid hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars for his simple

idea. The man who invented the metal

tip for shoelaces, the man who conceived

the idea of the
"humped" hairpin, the man

who developed the metal tape measure;

all have achieved success and wealth as

great or greater than the inventors of large

machinery.

Learn how to invent at home

If you would like to develop your natu-

ral inventive ability along money snaking

lines. instead of trifling with ideas-if you

would like to DO something about your

ideas instead of letting someone else
patent and market them ahead of you, let

this great Course in Inventive Science help

you. Get the advice and the help of the

fifteen famous inventors who tell you the
secrets of invention which you MUST
know to he successful.

This is the first course in practical inven-
tion that has ever been devised. In simple.
easy -to -understand language you are told
how successful inventors work; you learn
how to think along inventive lines, you
learn the short-cuts to successful inven-
tion; you learn how to use thesecrets of
invention that convert a simple little idea
into money.

No one step in invention has been omit-
ted. Everything you want to know about
invention-developing your ideas, secur-
ing information you need, boil/. to apply
for patents, how to protect your rights,
how to sell your invention-are taken up
step by step, so that when you have com-
pleted the course you have a wealth of in-
formation worth thousands upon thou-
sands of dollars.

FREE-New Book on
Inventive Science

A wonderful new book has just come
from the press that tells you all "about the
Science of Invention. It tells you how to
avoid the pitfalls that have brought failure
to thousands of would-be inventors. It
tells you how to learn the secrets of prac-
tical invention, which famous- inventors
discovered only after years of heart -break-
ing effort and discouraging mistakes and
it tells you how to do this in only fifteen
minutes of your spare time each day. This
fascinating book will be sent to all those
who are genuinely interested. Get the ad-
vice of those fifteen famous inventors. Let
them tell you how you can easily. learn the
secrets of successful invention.' Send for
this Book today as only a limited number
are available for free distribution. Send
the coupon below NOW, or a letter or pos-
tal card will do. There is no cost or obliga-
tion. This bureau is not connected in any
way with patent attorneys or manufac-
turers. Our only work is to help ambitious
men and women to develop their inventive
ability-to become successful inventors.

Bureau of Inventive Science
Dept.78, Wisner Building, Rochester, N. Y.

BUREAU OF INVENTIVE SCIENCE
-I

Dept.78, Wisner Building
Rochester, New York
Please send me your tree book. "The Science of

Invention."

Name Age

Address

L`f State
_J
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a Day
will buy

The Job YouWant
Every newspaper is full of ads that offer big opportunities to Office Men, Factory

Men, Construction Men and Men with Trades. YOU-no matter what your occupa-
tion-can get the place and the money you want by going right after the knowledge
necessary to make you know more than the men with whom you work.

More than 200,000 ambitious men have won success with the help of the American
Technical Society, its consulting service and its complete research and .publications in

every line of commerce and industry.

They Will Raise Your Pay
If you don't know all you should to get and hold the big

job you want there is a set of their thorough reports listed
below which you can use in home study in connection with
their consulting service and master your own field.

Seven Days' Free Trial
The Society seriously wants you to be certain of the big

value the pay raising books present. They want you to be
as sure as are the thousands of members who are no -.v grow-
ing by the help of the books and the consulting membership.
That's why they gladly send any set you want-they know
you'll see the volumes are worth infinitely more than is
asked and want to become one of the men who
grow because they know.

That you may test these books in every way-
use them as if you owned them-show them to
our friends or the men for whom you work-get

their opinions-in other words to prove to you that
these books can help you with all your problems-
the books are sent for absolutely free examina-
tion. DON'T SEND ANY MONEY.

You'll Raise Your Pay
for a Dime a Day

If you keep the books just pay $2.80 within a
week and send $3.00 a month-just 10 cents a day
-until they belong to you. Send in the coupon now
and know more than the other fellows on the job.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X -25-C Chicago, U. S. A.

FREE
Consulting Membership

A resident consulting staff of from 15 to 20 practi-
cal experts 0 waiting to solve for you any job diffi-
culties that you may have. A letter or a wire to the
American Technical Society will bring you an im-
mediate answer and the solution to your problems.
This advisory staff of practical men plus your Refer-
ence and Working library will enable you to handle
successfully any job. These men know all the latest
methods and the newest and best ways of doing things.
Let this pay -raising consulting staff be YOUR
SILENT PARTNER. Use this service daily if neces-
sary. This free consulting membership is good for a
limited time only and can be withdrawn without notice.

These Are the Books
that Pave the Way

to Bigger Pay
Yours for a Week's FREE Use

Carpentry and Contracting. 5 vols.. 2138
pages, 1000 pictures-was $37.50 now 819.80

Civil Engineering. 9 vols., 3900 pages. 3000
pictures-was $67.50 now 34.80

Electrical Engineering. 8 vols.. 4100 pages,
3300 pictures-was $60.00 now 29.80

Automobile Engineering, 6 vols., 2600.
pages, 2000 pictures-was $45.00 now 21.80

Machine Shop Practice, 6 vols., 2300 pages,
2500 pictures-was $45.00 now 21.80

Steam and Gas Engineering. 7 vols., 3300
pages, 2500 pictures-was $52.50 now 24.80

Law and Practice (with reading course), 13
vols.. 6000 pages. illus.-was $97.60 now 49.80

Fire Prevention and Insurance. 4 vols.,
1500 pages, 600 pictures-was $30.00 now 14.80

Telephony and Telegraphy. 4 vols.. 1728
pages. 2000 pictures-was $30.00 now 14.80

Sanitation, Heating and Ventilating, 4
vols., 1454 pages. 1400 pictures-was
$30.00 now. 14.80

Business Management. 8 vols.. 2500 pages.
well illustrated-was $52.50 now 29.80

Drawing. 4 vols., 1578 pages, 1000 pictures
blue prints, etc.-was $30.00 now 14.80

WARNING
Make sure that all your reference books are
up-to-date and authentic. Without ques-

tion they will be if published by the
American Technical Society. Whether
merely a new short cut in accounting

or a new municipal electrical plan every
American Technical statement is true

and up-to-the-minute as it is humanly
possible to make it.

=1.1M OM

Self Betterment Coupon
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, Dept. X -25-C
Chicago. U. S. A.

Please send me set of for seven
days examination. shipping charges collect. I will examine the books thoroughly. and. if satisfied.
will send $2.80 within seven days and $3.00 each month until I have paid the special price of
s .. . .. . If I decide not to keep the books I will return them at your expense at the end of
one week. Title not to pass to me until the set is fully paid for. It is understood that if I purchase
these books I am entitled to a full consulting membership in your society as outlined above.

Name

Address

City

Reference

State

(Please fill out all lanes. Give local merchant, bank or employer.)

WI MP  lin no.
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To "Make Your Own"---
ASK FOR

46 "-Rba

onsoldated" E.I.Companyi
Patterns T 25c. Books

These books and patterns were written and prepared by well known experts. They cover every 'desired phase of radio.
Technically correct but so simple that even a child can understand them.

See Full Page Ad on Pages 408 and 382
The following Dealers carry a complete assortment of Consolidated Patterns at 50c and E. I. Books at 25c.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Ludwig Hommel & Co
Pittsburgh. Pa.. Gan -a -Day Electric Co
Plttaburgb. Pa., Liberty Inca. Sup. co
Pittsburgh, Pa.. Pitts.Radio & ADD. Co
Pittsburgh, Pa., U.8. Radio Co. of Pecr.Pittsburgh, Pa. Doubleday Hill Co
Pittsburgh, Pa., F. & W. Grand Storer
Plainnold, N. J.. F. & W. Grand Ron,
Plattsburg, N. Y.. H. E. Atwater
Portland. one.. L. M. Cleveland Co.
Portland, Mc, Chisholm Brothers
Portland. Ore., Stubbs Electric Co.
Portland, Ore., Etymon Electric Co.
Pottstown, Pa., Pottstown Radio Sup. co
Providence, R. I., Union Electric Sup.
Providence, B. I., R.I. Elec. Equip. Co.
Providence. R. I.. F. & W. Grand Storer
Providence, It. I., B. & H. Supply Co.
Reading, Pa.. P. & W. Grand Stores
Rochester, N. Y.. Hickson Elec. Co
Rochester, N. Y., Rochester Elec. Sup. Co
Rochestor, N. Y., Wheeler Green EI.Sup.Co.
Rochester. N. 11.. Eastman Radio Co.
Rochester, N. Y., B. Schmidt & Co.
Rochester, N. Y., E. C. Sykes & Ca
Rochester, N. Y., Neisner Brothers
Rock Island. III., H. E. Geihart & Cc
Rock Island, ill.. Beardsley Specialty Co.
Rock Island, Ill.. Valle Co.
St. Joseph. Mo., Empire Electric Co.
St. Joseph. Mo.. Mannschrecks Book Stare
St. Louis. Mo., The Beamed Co.
St. Louis, Mo., Fuetterer Battery Service
St Louis, Mo., Una Electric Supply Co.
St Louis. Mo., Ernest Electric Co.
St. Louis, Mo., Foster Book & Cigar Co
St. Louis. Mo., Security Auto Supply Co.
St. Louis, Mo., Stewarts
St Paula Minn.. North-West Elee. Era re
St. Paul, Minn.. Premier Radio Mfg. Co.
St Paul. Minn.. Pioneer Electric Ca
St. Paul. Minn., St, Paul Book & Ste. Co
St. Paul, Minn.. Crist Book Shop
Salem Mass.. Salem Plumb. & Lgt Sup Co
Salisbury. N.C., T. M. Casey's Elec. Shoo
San Francisco. Calif.. Leo J. Meyberg Co
San Francisco, Calif., Conrad Richter
Schenectady, N. Y., Finch & Hahn
Seattle. Wash., Northern Radio & nee. Co
Seattle. Wash., Northwest Radio Service
Seatlte, Wash.. Archway Book Store
Beattie, Wash., Williamson Electric Co.
Shanghai, China, E. Evans & Son, Ltd.
Shreveport, La.. Interstate Electric Co.
Spartanburg, S. C., Brill Electric Co.
Springfield. Mass., %%Ball Electric Co.
Stamford, Conn., Fairbanks Electric CO.
Stamford. Conn.. Arthora
Stillwater, Okla, Stillwater Electric Niro
Sydney. Australia. N. 8. W. Bookstall
Syracuse. N. Y., Hughes Electric Corp.
Syracuse, N. Y., Alexander Grant Sons
Tacoma, Noah.. W.A. Mullen, Electric r

Terre Haute, Ind., National Auto Sup. Co
Toledo. Ohio, Koehler Radio Co.
Toledo, Ohio, W. J. Nagel Electric Co.
Toronto, Ont.. Can., T. Eaton. Ltd.
Trenton. N. J., Radio Chain Stores
Trenton, N. J., M. M. Fleron & Son, Inc
Troy. N. Y., P. & W. Grand Stores
Tyler. Ter.. R. E. Bryan
Union Hill, N. J.. N. W. Friedman
Uniontcorn, Pa., Frederick Plane Cc
Utica, N. Y., M. F. Dent Co.
Utica. N. Y. Utica Electric App. Co..-
Waco, Tex.. Jaeksen's Radio Eng. Lae.
Washington. D. C., Harry C. Grove. In.
Wuhingt°^, D. C., National Radio institute
Wallington. D.C., Oon'tal Elec. & SUP. Cn
Watertown. Wise.. D. & F. Kneel Ce
Watertown, N. Y., F. A. Empsall & Ce.
West Hoboken. N. J. The Hence Enhance
West New York. N. I.. West N. Y. Herne
Wheeling, W. Vs.. Gee Menne re.
Wilkes-Barre. Pa., Foster Radlo&Elee r,"
Wilmington, DeL, Willa Elec. Spec Cr
Wilmington, Del., Neisner Brothers
Winnipeg. Can., T. Eaton Co.,Ltd.
Worcester. Mass.. Neisner Brothers
Yonkers, N. V. F. & W. Grand Stores
York, Nebr., Bullocks
Zanesville. Ohio. Fergus Electric

Order direct from these dealers. If your dealer cannot supply you, send us his name and address

Albany, N. Y., Albany Radio Con.
Albany'. N. V., Havens Electric Co.
Albany, N. Y., Ignition Service Supply Ca
Albany, N. If.. Schroeder Electric Co.
Albany, N. Y., Lonsberg Bk. & Mtn. House
Allentown, Pa., Has Brothers
Allentown, Pa., F. & W. Grand Store
Altoona, Pa., Altoona Elec. Sup. Co.
Anthoni, Kans., Le Roy Hughbanks Rad.Co.
Astoria. 1.. L, Astoria Radio Shop
Atchison, Bans. Lose & Blythe Company
Atlanta, Ga., Capital Electric Co.
Atlantic City, N. J.. Paramount Radio Sup.
Attleboro, Mass., Sweet Accessory Shop
Auburn. Me., G. L. Foss
Baltimore, Md., Jos. A. Becker
Baltimore, Md.. Joe. M. Zamoiski
Baltimore, Md.. Wilbur Electric Co.
Baltimore, Md.. Bacharach Rash, Co.
Baltimore. Md.. F. & W. Grand Stores
Baltimore. Sid- W. W. Hentrachel
Batavia. N. Y., H. F. Smith
Bethlehem, Pa.. Lehigh Radio Compels,
Billings. Mont, Torgerson Brothers
Birmingham, Ala., Interstate Electric C.a.
Bluefield. W. Va., Burgess Electric Co.
Boston. Masa., Atlantic Radio Company
Boston. Mass.. Cutter & Wood Supply Ca
Baton, Mass- Seth Fuller Co.
Boston. Mass., International Radio Corp.
Baton, Mass.. Lewis Electric Supply
Boston, Mass.. F. D. Pita Co.
Boston, Mass., Williams Book Stores
Boston, Mass., J. B. Hunter & Co.
Boston, Mans.. James H_ Jones
Bridgeport. Conn., W. T. Grant
Brooklyn. N. Y., Brooklyn Radio Son. Co
Brooklyn. N. Y., 0. Olsen
Brooklyn. N. Y., Tanner Electric Co
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Anderson Electric Co.
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Brooklyn Radio Center
Brooklyn. N. Y., Bobs Radio Service
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Halperin Elec. Sun. Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Brooklyn Elec. Lamp and

Non. CO.
Brooklyn. N. Y., F. & W. Grand Stores
Brooklyn, N. Y., Globe Radio & Bat. Shop
Brooklyn, N. Y., Haag & 'Tian Company
Brooklyn, N. Y.. S. B. Kresge
Brooklyn, N. Y., O. Kleintelch
Brooklyn. N. It C. G. Ronan
Brooklyn. N. Y., J. Strelff
Brooklyn, N. Y. Damara
Buffalo, N. Y., McCarthy Bros. & Ford
Buffalo N. Ir., Robertson Cataract Elmer..
Burlington, N. J.. Bur'i'n Else. & Nov. Ca
Butte, Mont, Montana Electric Co.
Cambridge. Mass., Clapp-Eastham Co.
Camden. N. J.. Neisner Brothers
Camden, Ill., Frank White & Brother
Carrollton. Mo., Carrollton Radio Shop
Centerville, is., IL E. Luther
Champaign. Ill. H. C. iarannell & Sea
Charleston, W. Va., John R. Koch
Charleston. S. Car., S. Caro. Radio She*
Charlotte, N. C.. Smith Novotny Elee. Ca.
Chester. Pa., Neisner Brother,
Chicago. Ill., Harry Alter & Co.
Chicago. Ill., Renown Company
Chicago, Ill.. Beckley -Ralston Co.
Chirac°. III.. Chicago Radio App. Co
Chicago, Ill., Electric APPlianee Ca
Chicago. Inland Eleetrie Co.
Chicago. III., Marshall -Field & Ca
Chicago. III.. A. C. McClurg & Ca
Chicago, Ill., Montgo Ward & C.
Chicago. Ill., NewarkmeryElectric Co.
Chicago, III.. Henry Paulson & Co.
Chicago. Ill., San -Roebuck & Co.
Chicago, Ill., rhingo rut Radio Rook Co.
Chicago, Ill.. Community Boa Store
Chicago. III., Izenstark Radio Co.
Chicago. 111., Follett Book Co.
Chicago, Ill., McArthur Electric Co.
Chicago, III.. P. 0. News Company
Cincinnati. 0.. Midwest Radio Co.
Cincinnati, 0.. 3f ilnor Electric co.
Cincinnati, 0., Precision -Equipment Co.
Cirrienati, 0., Murray Spring co.
Cincinnati. O.. Reuter Electric Co.
Cleveland, 0., Elliott Electric Co
Cleveland. O.. Newman -Stem Co
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Cleveland, O., Radio Electric Shop
Cleveland, O.. Radio Eng. & Sales Co.
Cleveland, O.. Oliver C. Schroeder
Columbus. 0., Hall Electric Co.
Coraopolis. Pa.. T. C. O'Donovan
Cumberland, Md., J. A. Fulton & Co.
Dallas, Tex.. Huey & Philip Hdwre Co.
Dallas. Tax.. Southwest Radio Supply Co.
Dallas, Tex., Radio Equipment Co.
Dayton, Ohio, Wilkie News Company
Denton,Tex., Even Hardware Co.
Denver, C010.. Electrical Auto App. Co.
Denver, Colo., Pratt Book Store
Denver, Colo, Reynolds Radio Co.
Des Moines, la., H. W. King
Des Moines, Ia. Iowa Radio Co.
Detroit Mach., Federal Elec. Supply Ca
Detroit. Much., Twentieth Cen. Radio Ca
Detroit, Mich.. Crowley Milner Co.
Detroit. Mich.. McCauley Brothers
Detroit. Mich., Detroit Electric Co.
Duluth. Minn., Kelley Duluth Co.
Easton, Pa. F. & W. Grand Stores
Edmonton Alta, Can., Diller Book Co.
Eureka. IIL, Klaus Radio Co.
Fergus Falls, Minn.. Grande & Sether
Flushing, L. I., The Electric Shop
Fort Worth, Tex.. H. C. Meacham Co.
Galveston. Tex- Galveston Wireless Sop. Co.
Gardner. Mass., Gardner Hardware Co.
Gloucester. N. J., Lamers Variety Storrs
Granite City Ill., Rosenberg Dept. Store
Great Bend. Kane., Oct. Bend Radio XL Ca
Greensburg. Pa., H. Hamilton
Hamilton. 0., Radio Co.
Hartford. Conn., Elec. Sup. & Equip. Co.
Hartford, Conn., F. & W. Grand Storer
Havana, Cuba, Diamond News Co
Havana., Cuba, Liberia De Jose Albele
Helena, Mont, Van Blaricon Co.
Hoboken. N. J.. International Book Store
Holyoke, Mass., Haskell Electric Co.
Honolulu, Hawaii. The Electric Shop
Independence. Mo.. Melodian Co. of America
Indianapolis, Ind., Alamo Sales Corp.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Capital Radio Sup. Co.
Indianapolis, Ind., Hatfield Electric Co.
Jacksonville. Fla., Southern Electric Co.
Jacksonville. Fla.. Holt Electric Co
Jersey City, N. J., F. & W. Grand Stores
Johnson City, Tenn., Bishop Electric Co
Kansas City, Mo., Western Radio Co.
Kansas City. Mo. Donaldson Radio &

Service Station.
Kansas City, Mo., Vulcanizers Sup. Co.
London. Ont, Con.. Wm. Gird & Co.
Los Angeles, Calif., Leo J. Meyberg
La Angeles, Calif., S. California Else. Co.
Los Angela, Calif.. West Radio Elec. Co.
Los Angela, Callf.,Radio Concert & Equip.
Los Angeles, Calif., Natick Book Store
Los Angela, Calif., Brode Electric Ca
Louisville. KE, Sunnite Company
Lowell. Mass., G. A. Hill Co.
Lyons, Kans., B. I. Case
Macon. Ga., J. W. Burke Co.
Memphis, Tenn.. Street Electric Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.. Julius Andrae & Co.
Milwaukee. WI. Dewey Sport Goods Co.
Milwaukee. Wis.. Badger Radio Co.
Minneapolis. Minn., Jacob Andressen Co.
Minneapolis, Minn., Findley Elec. Sup. Co.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nagel] Hdwre Co.
Minneapolis. Minn., Reinhard Bro. Ca Ina
Minneapolis. Minn.. Sterling Elec. Co.
Minneapolis. Minn.. Peerless Elec. Co.
Ifissoula, Mont, Missoula Elec. Sup. Co.
Montreal, Can., Millen & Bon., Ltd.
Nashville. Tenn., Zibart Brothers
Newark. N. J., Bamberger & Co.
Newark. N. I.. Bassett Radio Sup. Ca
Newark. N. J., Davis Electric Co.
Newark, N. I.. Eddies Wireless En.
Newark, N. J., S. S. K Co.
Newark. N. J., F. & W. Grand Stores
Newark, N. J., Bannister & Pollard
Newark. N. J., Essex Mfg. Co.
Newark, N. J., W. T Grant Co.
Newerk, N. J.. United Elec. Supply CO.
New Brunswick. N. T., Schneider Brothers
New Rrunewick. N. J.. The Electric Shop
New Orleans, La , interstate Electric Co.
New Orleans. La.. Nola Raclin Company

New Orleans, La., Rae Radio 8uPPI7
Newport, B. I., George H. Chase
New York City, Con'tal Rad. & El. Sup. CO
New York City. Fenno & Co.
New York City, Frank Radio Co.
New York City, Fremont Radio Co.
New York City, J. J. Kelleher Else. Shen
New York City, David Mach & Co
New York City, Liberty Radio Co.
New York City. R. H. Macy & Co.
New York City, Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
New York City, Overland Radio & Eq. Co.
New York City, Peerless Light Co.
New York City, Radio SpecialtyCo.
New York City, Stanley & Patterson
New York Cin, Viking Radio Co.
New York City. The Winchester Store
New York City'. Army & Navy Dist Co.
New York City, Chamberlain Elec. Co.
New York City. Economy Radio
New York City, Elec. Service Eng. Co.
New York City, Goldfinger Bros.
New York City, Gimbel Bros.
New York City, R. 0. Malinger
New York City. Herbert & Huesgen
New York City, Allied Radio Co.
New York City, American News Co.
New York City, J. Belmuth
New York Cita J. H. Bunnell & Co.
New York City, Butler Bros.
New York City. Carnahan & Dahill. Inc.
New York city, Broadway Radio Corp.
New York City, P. M. Dreyfuss Co.. Inc.
New York City. Delta Electric Co.
New York CUL Foniham Radio & Spec. Co
New York City, F. & W. Grand Stores
New York City, J. L. Lewis & Co.
New York City, Lowe Motor Sup. Co
New York City, Ron Radio Stores
New York City. Lire Wire Elec. Co.
New York City, Marks Elec. & Radio Co
New York CItY, Modelle-11 Stores
New York City, Phillips Sport Shop
New York City, Wehman Bros.
New York City, A. & A. Electric Co
New York City. Acme Radio Co.
New York City, Am. Elec. Tech. App. Co.
New York City, Atlas Elee. Supply Co
New York City, Atlas Radio Co.
New York City. Bergmaler Bros.
New York Cid, Franklin Radio Shop
NewNew York'r°rk CClityty:413.logeabltalerda ShiaNew York City, Greenhuta
New York City, Monad(' Electric Co.
Nes. York City, International Radio Stone
New York CitY, J. Kelleher
New York City, Marlon Hardware Co.
New York City. Met. Type. & Radio Co.
Now York City, Nassau Radio Co.
New York City, Times 8q. Auto Sup. Co.New York City, Triggers
Niagara Fall, N. Y., M ssssss lath & Sons
Norristown, Pa., E. IL Law
Oakland, Calif., Warner Brothers
Omaha. Nebr., Wolfe Electric Co.
Omaha, Nebr., Holtz News Co.
Ottawa. Ont., Can., Photographic Stores
Ottawa, Ont., Con., A. H. Jarvis Co.
Passaic. N. J., J. L. David
Paterson, N. J., Federal Radio & Elec. Co.Paterson, N. J.. F. & W. Grand Stores
Patason, N. J., S. S. Kresge
Pawtucket. It. I., Delancey Fetch & Co.Philadelphia, Pa., Gimbel Brothers
Philadelphia. Pa., Phi Wir. Saler Corp.Philadelphia. Pa., H.C.loRoberta Elec.8up.Co.
Philadelphia. Pa., Rare Level Radio Co.Philadelphia, Pa., Goetz Music Stores
Philadelphia, Pa.. Ross Frankford Mue. Co.Philadelphia. Pa., F. & W. Grand Stores
Philadelphia, Pa.. E. P. Noll & Cu,
Philadelphia. Pa.. Roberta Bros. Elee. Co.Philadelphia, Pa., G. W. Snell Co.
Philadelphia. Pa.. 7:Isenberg & Schaeffer
Philadelphia, Pa.. W. T. Grant
Philadelphia. Pa., Neisner Brothers
Philadelphia, Pa., New York Radio Co.Philadelphia. Pa.. Post Cigar Store
Philadelphia. Pa., Schimmel Electric CoPhoenix, Aria. Nielson Radio SUP. Co.Pittsburrh, Pa.. Goldsmith & Sons Co.

233 Fulton Street, New York City

Publishers of Consolidated Patterns
Sales Agents for E. I. Co. Books
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When the Chemist Harnessed the Thunder -bolt !

MAN and beast react with electric
speed to a warning of danger,
if the alarm is immediate and

personal. Self-preservation is the first
law of Nature. Yet subtle perils far
more disastrous than any we expect to
meet lurk in the shadow of our fan-
cied security. They are the dreaded
ogres of Famine and Disease.

A few years ago the world faced a
famine more terrible than any in his-
tory. Nitrates, the most essential ma-
terials for enriching the soil, were be-
ing rapidly exhausted, and universal
starvation seemed inevitable. Everyone
knows that plants must feed, and if the ground
is not replenished with the chemicals they have
consumed, vegetation will eventually die out.
Nature's way of making up the deficit is too
slow for our concentrated population, and
farmers have resorted to artificial fertilizers
for ages. Europeans. always more receptive to
the teachings of Chemistry than we. raise
more than twice as much grain per acre as
Americans. owing to their greater use of fer-
tilizing chemicals.

The principal substance used for this
purpose is sodium nitrate, better known as
Chile saltpetre. because of the large deposits
of it in that country. Millions of tons of this
precious chemical were being mined annually,
for vast quantities are consumed in making
explosives and in other industries, besides that
required for agriculture. Chile kept getting
richer, but her nitrate beds got continually
poorer until their inevitable exhaustion became
a grisly prospect. And there was no other
source of supply!

It. was here that electro-chemists
stepped in and devised a way of making nitrates
from the air! They stole a trick from Nature,
using an artificial bolt of lightning, the electric
arc, to change the nitrogen and oxygen into
nitric acid. This is indeed what happens dur-
kit a thunder -storm, though to a very slight
extent. Other methods followed, and thanks to
Chemistry the air -made nitrates can now be
sold for less than the saltpetre of Chile. Better
still, the supply is unlimited.

Today we are confronted with sim-
ilar crises. There are impending shortages of
other important raw materials. Yet so great is
the general confidence in chemistry to solve
such problems, little anxiety is felt. A wealth
of opportunity awaits the chemist of the pres-
ent, particularly in the fascinating field of
Electro-chemistry. In many industries there are
hundreds of chemists employed by a single
company. Thousands of concerns have chem-
ists supervising the quality of their output and
of the materials they buy. In countless capaci..
ties a knowledge of Chemistry is essential.

You Can Learn Chemistry at Home
Dr.T.O'Conor Sloane Will Teach You

Dr. Sloane. Educational Director of the Chemical Institute of New York, is one of this
country's foremost authorities on chemistry. He was formerly Treasurer of the American
Chemical Society and is a practical chemist with many well-known achievements to his credit
Not only has Dr. Sloane taught chemistry for years, but he was for a long while engaged in
commercial chemistry work.

The Chemical Institute of New York was originally founded to fil! a long -felt need in the
Educational field. Thousands of young men and young women, realizing the wonderful oppor-
tunities for the chemist produced by the recent war and the assumption by the United States of
world leadership, were keenly anxious to enter this promising field. Many of these prospective
students, however. were unable to give up their regular occupations to devote the necessary time
to their training. Correspondence study at home was the only solution.

Dr. Sloane will teach you Chemistry in a practical and intensely interesting way. Our home
study course written by Dr. Sloane himself is thorough, logical and remarkably fascinating. It is
illustrated by so many experiments that are performed right from the start that anyone, no mat-
ter bow little education he may have. can thoroughly understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane teaches
you in your own home with the same individual and painstaking care with which he has already
taught thousands in the class room.

The Personal Help of Dr. Sloane
Dr. Sloane will personally examine and correct all of your examination papers, pointing out

Your mistakes and correcting them for you. He will, in addition, give you any individual help
You might need in your studies. This personal training will be of inestimable value to you in
your future career.

Easy Monthly
Payments

uu t pa) :11monthly
go along. The` price of our course is very

reasonable, and includes everything. There
are no textbooks to buy extra, and the chemi-
cals and apparatus used for experiments are
supplied to the student without additional
charge. Our plan places an education in
chemistry within the reach of everyone.

Experimental
Equipment

Given to Every Student With-
out Additional Charge

We prepay even the shipping charges on
the outfit. It comprises 42 pieces of appa-
ratus and 17 chemicals and reagents. The
fitted, heavy wooden case serves not only as
a carrying case. but also us a laboratory
accessory for performing experiments.

Special 30 -Day Oiler
For a short period we are making a special

otter that will be worth your while to take
advantage of. Write for our free book, using
the coupon below or simply a postal card. This
will not obligate you in the least. Do not wait
until tomorrow. Send the coupon now while
you think of it, and let us tell you our story.

Chemical Institute of New York, Inc.
Home Extension Division 8 66 -D -West Broadway, New York City

IM

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK. Inc.
Horne Extension Division 8
66-ID-West Broadway. New York City.

Please send me at once without any obliga-
tion on my part, your free Book "Opportuni-
ties for Chemists." and full particulars about
the Experimental Equipment furnished to
every student. Also please tell me about your
plan of payment and your special 30 day offer.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
OP. 111.. 8-23
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New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to
me your 64 -page book.

CITY

NAME

STREET

STATE

Science and Invention for August,

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the
very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.
That is the method of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,
Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves tobe the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Only Institution of the Kind
in America

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art
of Electrical Drafting; the best business methods and ex-
perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old andYoung. Individual instruction.

Over 8,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics isnecessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course nowand by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You willbe taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, underactual conditions.
The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition Course as anadvanced training for Auto Mechanics, Garage Men and Car Owners.The course covers completely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lightingand other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats, airplanes.etc.

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If youcan't call, send now for 64-page book-it's FREE to you.

New York
Electrical School

29 West 17th Street, New York
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"ThoseWho Refuse to Go Beyond Fact Rarely Get As Far As Fact"- HUXLEY

YTeelicfing Futuire
EVERY inventor must be a prophet. If he were

not, he could not think up inventions that will
only exist in the future. For this reason, every

. inventor must ascend from fact to non -fact.
What non -fact will turn out to be, not even the inventor
knows beforehand. He prophesies to himself that he
can make such and such an invention, all the while think-
ing about it. and letting his imagination, work overtime.
lie keeps on turning the question or problem over and
over in his mind until the subject finally crystallizes
itself into a concrete form. All of this takes place in
the inventor's mind. He is not working with concrete
facts but he imagines and hopes that the particular
device upon which he is laboring will turn out to be
as he imagines it.

if the inventor's imaginings were wrong, he is a poor
inventor. If they are right, he is a good one.

The art of inventing is to produce something that
has not existed or has not been known on earth previ-
ously. Of necessity, therefore, it lies in the future.
Sometimes an inventor may have a perfectly good idea
of a certain machine, which he is convinced will work,
if certain conditions were fulfilled. He starts working
it out until he finds to his dismay that he cannot pro-
cure certain materials or certain articles which he knows
are needed. but which have not as yet been developed.
For instance; inventors over 150 years back, knew the
automobile. Steam automobiles operated on the roads
of England in the 18th century capable of running
at a fair rate of speed and could carry from ten to
fifteen people. Such automobiles failed because the
automotive power had not as yet been developed per-
fectly. The missing link was the gasoline engine, which
up to that time was not known. The inventor had had
all this in his mind's eye and he was prophetic enough
to realize that some day such vehicles would become
commonplace. as indeed they are now. Jules Verne in
his prophetic books, describes dozens of future inven-
tions. nearly all of which have become realities. Indeed.
there are not more than three or four of his imagina-
tions left. and these no doubt will come true very shortly.
Consider the submarine which was prophesied in its
entirety by Jules Verne long before it made its appear-
ance. He had laid the basis for the present day sub-
marine. and lived to see the day when the first one was
actually built and had operated as he had prophesied
it would.

There are a certain class of people. and we hear con-
tinually from them. who condemn the policy of this
magazine because we exploit the future. These good
people never realize that there can be no progress with-
out Prediction. it is impossible to have in mind an in-
vention without planning it beforehand, and no matter

JivenCion
how fantastic and impossible the device may appear.
there is no telling when it will attain reality in the
future. To illustrate: in the August, 1918, issue of the
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, the writer ran a
story entitled : "The Magnetic Storm." This was (lur-
ing the war and was a purely fantastic idea ; the sug-
gestion was made to stop the war by burning out all
electrical instruments throughout Germany. The idea
was to have a tremendously large Tesla coil along the
border, which would send a current into all electrical
circuits through Germany, burning out armatures, auto-
mobile wiring, electric installations of airplanes, tele-
graph and telephone apparatus, etc. While theoretically
possible, the idea was very fantastic. Cable dispatches
during the middle part of June of the present year
brought the news from Germany that the very thing
had actually been accomplished by the powerful Nauen
radio station. A number of automobiles were stopped
at a distance by the energy sent out from this station.

Then again in this magazine we have for the last ten
years exploited television, the faculty of seeing at a
distance. We have shown all sorts of television
schemes. all of which seemed to belong to the distant
future. We have on file a great many letters from
critics denouncing us for printing such "foolishness."
as they call it, because they said it would ever be im-
possible to invent a machine, by which a man could
see at a distance. During the latter part of June, Mr.
Jenkins of Washington, publicly demonstrated before
Army and Navy officials a machine, whereby it is pos-
sible not only to see at a distance but to project a film
on a screen in New York and broadcast it all over the
country by radio the same as voice and music is broad-
casted by radio now.

These are just a few examples among many.
And so it goes. What seems impossible and even

ridiculous today becomes an actuality tomorrow.
Throughout the ages, the man who looked into the
future vas usually considered a crank or insane. He is
in the same position today. Human nature is such that
it opposes changes, particularly if such changes are vio-
lent. Anything that tends to pull us out from our daily
rut is not welcome, because it means an effort.

When some of our greatest scientific authorities, as
late as twenty years ago, proved by mathematics that
it was impossible to sustain in the air a machine such
as an airplane ; when the news of the X-ray was greeted
with derision ; when the sending of messages by radio
was not believed by the populace, when it had already
been used for years-it behooves the average man to
he extremely cautious in denouncing any idea just he -
cause it is new and appears impossible on the face of it.

H. GERNSBACK.
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In the Center Are Illus-
trated the Conditions
Under Which a Person
Must Be Able To Read
An Open Book. The
Performer Is the Young
Lady Against Whose
Back Is Held An Open
Book. S h e , Without
Seeing tne Pages of the
Book, Is To Tell What

Is Printed Thereon.

The Way the Slates Are To Be Meld By
Mr. Rinn While There Is Being In-
scribed Upon Them a Spirit Message.

Secured As Above. Two Persons Must Be Able To Perform
Mental Telepathy From One To the Other In Order To Receive

a 51,000 Reward.

At the Left Is Shown
How a Mind Reader
Must Be Able To Per.form In Order To Com-pete In This Prize Con.
test. The Young LadyWho Is Blindfolded
Must Be Able To Tell
What Is Being Written
By the Gentleman
Whose Back Is Turned

To Her.

How a Medium Must Be Bound When
She Is To Produce Ectoplasm From Her
Mouth Or Any Other Part of Her Body.

A Readable Message,
of Which the Young Ladyfolded Knows Nothing,

Must Be Produced With the Ouija BoardIn Order To Meet the Conditions.

Who Is Blind -

ABOVE ARE THE CONDITIONS IN THE $10,000 CHALLENGE
BY MR. RINN.
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$11,000,,00 For 3pirit Manifesta0on3
IN the June issue of SCIIENCE.AND INVEN-

TION MAI,A7INI. we made an announce-
ment of a $1,000 challenge expiring on
May 1st, 1924, in which we offered
prizes open for award to any practicing

medium imputing supernatural or spiritu-
alistic claims to the manifestations presented.
sir. Joseph Dmminger, chairman of our in-
vestigating committee, has announced that
tip to the present time no medium has had
courage enough to Conte forward and try
to win a prize in this contest.

We are repeating herewith the conditions
of our contest and adding another; mediums
and others may compete for any prize. We
have been, and are still of the opinion that
we cannot obtain communication from those
who have passed out of the world of life.
We already know of Mr. Dunninger's work.
His name is well known about the country
and his articles appearing monthly in this
magazine are of vast interest to our read-
ers. Mr. Dunninger and other members of
our scientific investigating body, whose pic-
tures will appear in an early issue of this
journal, claim to be able to duplicate the
stunts of any medium without calling upon
spirits to assist them, The communication
or whatever it may be must, however, be
performed before us.

$10,000 MORE IN CHALLENGE
Mr. Joseph F. Kinn, who was for years

a member of both the British and American
Societies for Psychical Research, and who
participated in such work with the late
Prof. James Hyslop, former president of
the American Society for Psychical Re-
search, and who further worked with Dr.
Isaac Funk, Rev. Minot J. Savage, Prof.
William James, Dr. Richard Hodgson, and
many others, has added to our challenge an
additional $10,000.

It will Ise seen by Mr. Rinn's prize offer
through SCIENCE AND INVENTION MAGAZIN',
that he challenges many things which even
the educated public believe to be proven.
For twenty years he investigated mediums
and found his own colleagues to believe in
phenomena, which to the endowed magician
were absolutely fraudulent. He made state-
ments through the press to the effect that
all phenomena classed as psychic by spiritu-
alists were produced through fraud. To
prove this both Mr. Flinn and Mr. Dunninger
have held open meetings, producing phe-
nomena which outclass spiritualists at their
best.

WHAT HAPPENED TO EUSAPIA
PA L LA D I NO

When Columbia University experts tested
the powers of Eusapia Palladino, the Italian
medium, who fooled the scientists of Europe
for years, and after six-
teen seances were about
to certify that her pow-
ers were genuine, she
was exposed and her
methods w e re thor-
oughly revealed. There-
after she discontinued
her work, Mr. Rinn
also offered to dupli-
cate any of her phe-
"mama by fraud in a
test seance, or he would
forfeit $1,000. She ac-
cepted this offer and the
moue_ was duly posted
Photographs were taken
eit the time when the in-
vestigating committee
were waiting for her,
Rotb fadjvjauals, that is, Eusapia Palladino
rd Mr. Rinn, were to be tied. Mme. Palla-
7' lent word that she desired eight inches

b" StaCk to the rope stir was to be tied with;
think'jne perhaps that Mr. Rinn would object,
.."1 Instead be agreed She backed out, how-

ever, and (11.!. chow up, Mr. Rinn scoffs
at the rewards offered by another publication
and their method of investigating would -la
mediums. and classes his rewards as follows

Mr. Joseph Rinn, Who Make, the 110,000.00
Challenge For True Psychic Demonstrations.

$1,000 Challenge
SCIENCE & INVENTION does not

believe that there exists a proven scientific

the deceased with the living

SCIENCE & INVENTION believes
that it can duplicate any avowed spiritistic
phenomenon or manifestations effected by
any medium, whether they be signals,
table -rapping., spirit photographs, or other
things.

SCIENCE & INVENTION is willing
to pay $1,000.00 to any company of sin-
cere investigators, if we cannot duplicat,
such phenomena or manifestations, to the
satisfaction of a disin d body of
scientists.

$1000-To any person
is on the pages
random by me
hind their back

$l000-To any jx.-rson

.` 1111111111117 --

who will read what
of a book opened at
and placed open be -
during the test.
who, will produce a

,1000-To any person who
sage to appear on .

jolrwd together and . .

which during the test arc 
beneath the bosom of my
removed for examination
to be provided by me for
tests.

$101/1 To any person whet ai:1 pro.
apthy or the power of two, p -
V, communicate a nth cacti
thought, after being blind
persons secured, arid thr-ir ear,
mouth filled with coon h,

$1f%%)-To any person v -ho will aCCIIriet:,'
describe something definite going 0:.
at a distance in a place selected by
me, or who will predict in advance
an event or calamity of such a
definite nature that it would be in, -
possible for such person to have any
controlling power over or previous
knowledge of the same; or who will
produce a picture on a negative sup-
plied by me while the same is in a
locked safe and in a room provided
by me,

SYMO-To any person who, alter being
searched and secured by me shall
produce from their mouth or body
what is called crtopfann, and which
shall shape itself into definite forms
of hands or faces

OR ANY PERSON
who will prove under scientific con-
ditions laid down by me that the
spirits of the dead can communicate
with the living.

OUR $1,000.00 CHALLENGE
1-The contestant must be a practising medium

or spiritist, imputing supernatural or spiritistic
claims to the manifestations to be presented. This
offer is made as a test to spiritist, directly. It
does not include conjurers' tricks or optical illu-
sions Therefore the performances of magicians.
or of those not claiming spiritistic powers. ,annot
be considered, and such tricks will not be ac-
cepted as evidence, the contest being intended
for practising mediums only.

2-('contestants must be willing to undergo tests
spiritistic phenomena r.. manifestations at the

New York offices of SCIENCE & INVENTION,
at 53 Park Place,

3-The same committee of investigators that
witnesses the tests of the medium will also witness
the tests which SCIENCE & INVENTION will
'rage to diiplicate the phenomena or manifestations
in question.

4-Automatic writings will not be considered:
such productions as these are considered subcon-
scious phenomena.

5-Mediums must consent to present their of-
ferings before the staff of SCIENCE & INVEN
TION'S investigation experts. general press rep-
resentatives, anil also Joseph Dunninger.

MR. JOSEPH P. RINN, who is making his $10,000.00 challenge this
month in SCIENCE AND INVENTION, is well known in psychical
circles. The offer that is made by Mr. Rinn is absolutely bona fide and

there are no strings attached to it. The conditions that he imposes are ex-
traordinarily simple and not at all technical. Strar.ge to say it requires no
apparatus or instruments and the offer is, of course, open to everyone who

cares to make a try. The scientific committee selected by SCIENCE AND
INVENTION will be impartial enough to suit both Mr. Rinn and the individual

trying for the prize.
Mr. Joseph F. Rinn exposed the famous Italian medium Eusapia Palladino

who had succeeded in fooling the greatest scientists of Europe for many years.

Furthermore, Mr. Rinn does this work as a hobby; his real profession
being a merchant, and he is thoroughly responsible, therefore, for the $10,000.00

which he offers, --EDITOR.

readable message of any sense on a
ouija board, the letters of which
have been transposed from their usual
positions, and the performer to be
blindfolded and his ears stuffed with
cotton by me

6- It is understood that
SCIENCE & INVEN-
TION need not necessarily
expose the methods they
employ in duplicating the
phenomena or manifesta-
tions. If the effect pro
dared by the presentation
of SCIENCE & I N VEN-
TION duplicates the tests
submitted by the medium.
this is to be accepted as a
sufficient reproduction. The
details or methods em-
ployed by SCIENCE &
INVENTION need not he
exposed., as it is under-
stood that SCIENCE &
INVENTION reproduce. -
all manifestations in a
.i-ientific manner, minus the
spirits.

- An impartial commit.
tee 01 pass upon felleb test

iatially.
8 --No exposit' will be published io this suaga

zinc as to the methods employed by the _prat
rising mediums contesting, as it is SCIENCE &
INVENTION'S desire to expose nothing other
than fraud spirit medium methods, as wen as self
deceptions.

(Continued vn page 411)
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MAN-MADE LIGHT/MG

IO-Feet

1.500.000 Volts Leaping a
Gap Between Needle Points
Ten Feet Apart. At 2.000.000
Volts. the Spark Jumped a

15 -Foot Gap.

Holes Burned Through Metal by Man-Mrie Lightning
Discharges in Mr. Peek's Researches.

NOTE VISITORS
IN GALLERY

woRKM N
!---

NOOMMEMEINIMIEW
A Miniature Village
Demonstrated in Con-
nection with 2.000,000
Volt Lightning Bolts
with Rain an' Every-
thing. Several Build-
ings Were Struck.

Yes, They Were Delighted (Afterwardsl. As Thtty Stood in the Gallery of the High
Voltage Laboratory of the General Electric Company, at Pittsfield. Mass., and Watched
the 2.000.000 Lightning Bolts Jump Across the Spark Gap, as Shown in the Picture Above.
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Showing How the Corona Dis-
charge Around a Small Wire
Carrying Too High a Voltage
Causes Loss of Energy. This
Wire is Too Small for the 800,-

000 Volts Applied to it.

Showing Tremendous Size of Specially InsulatedTransformers Used in 2,000.000 Volt Experiments.



Mai\n-M&die Uightning
TWO million volts, the highest electric

potential yet generated directly with
the aid of transformers or lightning
generator, was loosed in the high
voltage engineering laboratory of the

great General Electric Works, at Pittsfield,
Mass., a few weeks ago, before a group of
invited guests. Giant sparks and arcs of
various kinds leaped, crashed and snapped
across huge spark gaps ten to fifteen feet or
more in length with a deafening roar that
held the spectators spellbound. This appa-
ratus was all contained in a steel building,
so that the waves set up by the terrific dis-
charges would not interfere with the electric
light and telephone circuits about the city or
cause Hertzian waves to be radiated over the
earth, which might interfere with radio
receiving plants many miles distant.

The voltage was raised from one hundred
thousand gradually, the glow discharge
about the various wires and spark gaps in-
creasing in the darkened chamber, until sud-
denly when a maximum potential of some
two million volts was reached, the spark gap
was bridged with a roaring crashing spark
discharge that looked, and in fact was, ex-
actly like the lightning discharges produced
by Dame Nature. Dr. Steinmetz's guess is
that the average lightning flash is about
15,000.000 volts; other estimates place the
potential of Nature's lightning flashes as
high as 50.000,000 volts. Mr. Peck's recent
investigation indicates that the voltage of
the lightning flash is higher than heretofore
supposed. The lightning generator devel-
oped by Mr. Frank W. Peck, Jr., consulting
engineer of the General Electric Co. and in
charge of the high voltage research, has
been added to from time to time until at
1,-esent over two million volts are available.
and experiments with discharges exactly re-
sembling real lightning so that the effects on
transmission lines and many other engineer-
ing problems, stch as the loss of power due
to corona or glow discharge at high volt-
ages, can be carried on. "This impulse gen-
erator discharge must not be confused by
that produced by an oscillator," says Mr.
Peck in his technical discussion of the re-
sults of the experiments published in the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Journal. The difference between the Peek
lightning generator and others is that it is
excited directly by A. C. voltage and does
not require rectifiers and static machines.
Hence much higher voltages are obtained.

12 FOOT SPARKS

The length of the spark gap, measured
between needle points, which a current ata

ipotential of 1,500,000 volts will jump, s,
according to the curves and results of test
given by Mr. Peek, 115", or nearly ten feet.
When the tension is raised to two million
volts, or 2.000 kilovolts, a kilovolt being a
unit of 1,000 volts, the length of the spark
144 between needle points which thi4 gigan-
tic potential will jump is 121/2 feet. The
current value of the discharges, some of
which measured 3" in diameter, between
metal spheres frequently rose to 10,000
amperes.

During a thunder storm lightning voltages
that reach the transmission line appear across
insulators, transformers and other apparatus
at the extremely rapid rate of millions of
volts Per second With this rapid rate of
!I)Plication the voltage may reach a very
tlth value in a micro -second (one -millionth

a second). Hence, since there is always
st delay or lag in the breakdown of insula-tion, quite peculiar effects result from these
nOlaages. For instance, some remarkable
Pnenomena that take place are: Much
hither- lightning voltages are usually re -
(Mired to jump a given distance than volt -

Two Million Volt Dis-
charges P2-cpdluce Art n.=

Thunder StGruts
ages at normal operating frequency; con-
ductors at normal frequency voltages are
often good insulators for lightning voltages:
water may be punctured like oil; the wet

I.11"".111,1
1

You Can Foretell the
Weather

E. B. "Farmer" Dunn. famous weather
forecaster, formerly of the United States
Government Weather Bureau, tells how, in
simple language. to interpret the meaning
of the various clouds we see in the sky.
and various other factors, such as the direc-
tion of the wind, appearance of the stars
at night, et cetera, so that everyone may
become his own weather forecaster-an
interesting thing to know.

Other September Feature
Articles in

Science and Invention
NEW PAPER FILM MOVIES.

By Eric A Dime.
PITFALLS OF THE RADIO INVES-

TIGATOR AND INVENTOR.
By Everett N. Curtis.

VESUVIUS GIVES WARNING.
LEAPS. LOOPS AND SKIDS IN A

MOTOR CAR-THE PHYSICS OP
IN MOTION

EXPLAINED IN PLAIN LAN-
GUAGE.
By Harold F. Richards, Ph.D., of the
staff of the Graduate College, Prince-
ton, N. J.

COLONEL HEEZALIAR FLIRTS
WITH RADIO.

A ONE TUBE REGENERATIVE RE-
CEIVER-WITH FULL DESCRIP-
TIVE DRAWINGS AND PHOTOS,

By Bert T. Bonaventure.

THE PARIS OBSERVATORY.
WHAT TEMPERATURE CAN THI

BODY STAND?
By Joseph H. Kraus. Staff Medical
Expert.

CAMERA OBSCURA FOR PUBLIC
USE-HOW IT WORKS.

By Lewis Yeager.

MAKING LEAD SHOT,
By Robert H. Moulton.

HOW SUBMARINES DIVE AND RISE
By Irwin R. Fahriaender, late of the
U S. Navy Submarine Division.

RUBBER-THE WORLD'S SHOCK
ABSORBER, By Ismar Ginsberg.

TANTALUM-ALL ABOUT IT,
By 0. Ivan Lee.

1

and dry spark -over voltage of insulators are
equal; the lightning discharge has a decid-
edly explosive effect, etc. In addition to
the characteristics just mentioned, a study
has also been made of the change in voltage
and shape of a lightning wave as it travels
over a transmission line at the velocity of
li 'lit.

MINIATURE 'V ILLA GE STRUCK BY

"ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING"
To show that the man-made li^,htning was

in every respect almost exactly, if not a
true replica of Nature's electric discharges
during thunder storms, a miniature village
several feet long was placed beneath the

spark gap and even artificial rain was avail-
able. One of the accompanying photographs
shows the branchlike discharge of artificial
lightning several feet in length, as it struck
the lightning rod on the miniature church
and other buildings in the town. Inciden-
tally, the value of the lightning rod was
proven, as the buildings were not set afire
or even scorched.

Another interesting and striking test con-
ducted by Mr. Peek and his associate engi-
neers, to prove that his artificial lightning
was indeed just like that produced in Na-
ture, including the accompaniment of ex-
plosive effects, due to the liberation of mil-
lions of kilowatts in a single discharge in
the infinitesimal fraction of a second, con-
sisted of splitting large pieces of hard wood
asunder with one single crack of the 2,000-
000 volt spark. Down the center of the 12"
and 18" pieces of maple ran a large indented
mark where the current had run its way
through. In most cases the wood was not
burned at all. Occasionally there were
slightly blackened spots as though they had
been a little burned, and the wood was
somewhat darker on each side of the inden-
tation. It smelt peculiarly from the gases
generated by the electric discharge or spark.

LARGE TUBES FOR HIGH TENSION
WIRES

As the result of some of these experi-
ments with 60 cycle power currents it
has been found that the problem of keep-
ing down the corona loss has been found
to be one of building a tube of sufficient
diameter, and one 61/2" in diameter has been
mentioned as the proper size for carrying
a potential of one million volts. The second
problem with regard to transmission lines is
to space these tubes or cables far enough
apart. In this respect, the sparking distance
for 60 cycle power currents is over nine feet
for one million volts, and almost fifteen feet
for a million and a half effective volt;.

At present the highest voltage in use for
transmitting power is a little less than a
quarter of a million volts, or 220,000 volts
to be exact, which is in use in California.
The principal reason why electrical engi-
neers are endeavoring to find how to effi-
ciently employ higher and higher voltages
for transmitting electric power is that as
the voltage is raised, the current is reduced
and conductors of less weight may be util-
ized, and power may be transmitted more
economically over greater distances, which
is the all important thing in the scheme of
the super -power plants now being talked
about by the leading engineers of the day.

HIGHER VOLTAGE MEANS LONGER DIS-
TANCE POWER TRANSMISSION

For example, one hundred thousand horse-
power may he transmitted over a distance
of two to three hundred miles economically
at a potential of 220.000 volts which is in
actual use in southern California at present.
Raise the potential to one million volts and
three million horse -power may be trans-
mitted a thousand miles economically with
the same amount of copper, but of larger
diameter, made in the form of thin tul-es.
Tomorrow there will he a demand for the
transmission of such power over great d s-
tances, as our engineers come to exam ne
the giant sources of power which are n

to waste in various parts of the

WA"1"..."7: HAS HIGHER DISRUPTIVE
STRENGTH THAN AIR

One of the peculiar results of the tests so
( ontinued on page 375)
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Uncilerwn-HR-a' Safety Tests
A. JP'. 4,41C)

T. the majority of persons the
phrase "Passed by the Board of
Underwriters" does not carry a

very great meaning. It is taken
as a matter of course that such

things are passed and the public at large
is not familiar with the rigorous stages
of testing to which various articles are
subjected before that little phrase cited
above can be applied in the advertising
of that particular article. Also the great
scope of the Underwriters Department
is not usually realized and the significance
of the name, to most people. is confined
to a very few articles.

SAFES HEATED WHITE HOT AND
DROPPED

For instance, it is not usually known
that safes are put through a series of ex-
acting tests before they are acceptable to
large banks and trust companies. How- tile casing of the alarm in such a way
ever, several of the illustrations given as to interfere with the working of thei
herewith will show at once that the tests mechanism, it is not passed. Our photo -
made are of a very exacting character and graph shows one of the testers with a
tend to make safe deposit vaults and safes full layout of burglars' tools attempting
more reliable. to get at the working parts of a vault

For instance, the safe to be tested is alarm. However, he was not able to
placed in a furnace, but before the doors make an impression upon it. either with
of the safe are closed, several magazines, the hand -drill or with his various chisels
newspapers, and loose papers are placed and therefore, the safe was awarded the
on the shelves. The safe is then closed Underwriters' sanction.
and locked and the furnace sealed. Gas
is turned into the furnace and ignited ELECTRIC SAFE ALARMS TESTED

and through mica peep holes in the walls Another of our illustrations shows bow
of the furnace the engineers make obser- various electrical alarms which are de-
viations. The fire is regulated to keep signed to be placed within safes, are
the temperature even on all sides and the thoroughly tested and subjected to a com-
heat is kept up for over four hours. At plete examination by experts. The abil-
the end of this time the safe is white ity alarms to work
hot; the fires are extinguished and the lions is taken into consideration, as is

safe is allowed to cool. If the papers also the fact that they sometimes operate
within the safe are found to be damaged at times when there is no attack being
upon opening the safe, it is not passed. made upon the safe. Such deficiencies are

Also it thermo-couples which have been carefully watched for and tested. All

placed within the safe before the test these tests and many others are made
started have registered higher than 300° which render the work of the burglar
F.. the safe is not considered fit and does more difficult day by day, and will, it is

not receive the Class A label to he hoped, eventually eliminate stories
After this actual fire test, if the safe has of bank burglaries from our newspapers

so far passed the requirements. it is re- FIRE EXTINGUISHERS RECEIVE THIRD
placed in the furnace and heated again to a DEGREE
white heat. It is then removed from the
furnace. chains are slung around it and One of the greatest home protectors which

it is hoisted to a height of over thirty has been invented is the hand fire extin-

feet, as shown in one of our photographs. guisher and practically every office building

From this height it is dropped upon a throughout the country is or should be

concrete base, which is covered with equipped with one or more. However, these

broken bricks. When the safe has cooled fire extinguishers are not infallible and the

it is again examined and then subjected
Underwriters have done considerable work

to still further heat. It is turned upside towards making them more nearly perfect.

down and subjected to flames for one
Our illustration shows one of these hand

hour. After cooling. the contents are fire extinguishers being tested on a standrd

again examined and if intact. an autopsy fire. If a certain amount of the chemical

is performed on the safe itself, which de- contained within the extinguisher will not

termines what grade label should be
put out the standard fire within a certain

awarded to it. This last operation shows
length of time, that particular piece of ap-

the condition of the insulation between paratus will he rejected. Tests are also

the walls
carried out on various types of sprinkler
systems and other fire preventatives. All

SECRET CHECK KEPT ON SAFES types of fire alarms are also subjected to

The tests outlined above are not al- examination and anyone purchasing one

ways made upon safes furnished by the labeled as being passed by the Board of
manufacturer for this particular work. Underwriters may be sure that he is getting
but about once a year. safes of earl- the very best of apparatus.
ODE MOMS are purchased secretly on
the open market and then tested, doing

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT THOROUGHLY

away with any possibility of the workers
EXAMINED

testing a safe especially prepared to un- Various states in the country arc lately
dergo such an ordeal. conducting vigorous campaigns against the

Another test is also made on safe and use of automobile head lights which glare
vault alarms. The covers of these alarms into the eyes of the driver of an oncoming
are subjected to the oxy-acetylene torch vehicle. Various lenses and other apparatus

as well as to the electric drill- and hand- are designed to reduce this dangerous glare

dull If an impression can be made upon and the Underwriters Laboratories are fully

DO YOU KNOW WHAT AN IMPORTANT PART THE
UNDERWRITER'S LABORATORIES PLAY IN
YOUR LIFE? FOR INSTANCE. DO YOU KNOW

THAT YOUR FUNDS IN THE SAVINGS BANKS
AND VAULTS OF VARIOUS TRUST COMPANIES
ARE PROTECTED TO A GREAT EXTENT BY
THESE WORKERS? THEY ARE. HOWEVER. AND
THE METHODS USED IN TESTING THESE PRO.
TECTIVE DEVICES ARE DESCRIBED IN THE
TEXT HEREWITH. EVEN YOUR SAFETY FROM
FIRE DEPENDS UPON THESE EVER WATCHFUL
WORKERS AS THEIR TESTS INCLUDE ALMOST
EVERY CONCEIVABLE TYPE OF FIRE EXTIN.
GUISHER AND FIRE PREVENTION APPARATUS.
EVEN YOUR AUTOMOHILE EQUIPMENT IS PRO.
TECTED BY THEM IT IS WELL WORTH WHILE
TO READ THE ACCOMPANYING ARTICLE. TO
GET AN INSIGHT AS TO THE WORKINGS OF
THIS WONDERFUL DEPARTMENT KNOWN AS
THE BOARD OF UNDERWRITERS.

equipped with apparatus for measuring the
light intensity of various types of head-
lights. The beam of light at any given
point from the car is carefully studied to
determine whether or not the headlight will
comply with the various laws. Its non -
glare qualities are studied as well as the
possibility of it throwing the light too high
from the ground.

The above test is especially interesting
now, as several states have passed laws.
which in a very short time will require every
automobile driver to have his headlights
examined and tested against a standard
photoinetei. If his headlights pass the test
he will be given a card stating that fact.
which card must be carried at all times.
the same as the driver's license is now re-
quired.

Bumpers are as important a part of a
car as anything else and if the apparatus
is not capable of withstanding humps such
as would he encountered in collisions it is

valueless. The Underwriters' Laboratories
test various types of bumpers by mounting
them as shown in the accompanying illus-
tration and causing a pendulum with a
weight of about 600 pounds to swing back
and forth against the bumper. The weight
is swung through a given distance at all
times. If the bumper is to pass the test
it must give with the shock, but spring hack
into its normal position. If it does not do
this it is not awarded the Underwriters'
label.

Aside from those two parts which we
illustrate in the action of being tested, there
are various other parts of the car which are
subjected to the eagle eye of the inspectors.
Wind shield visors, stop lights, locks for
preventing theft which are to be attached
to the steering wheel and various other ac-
cessories and necessities on the car are thor-
oughly examined and subjected to various
tests in order to determine whether or not
they are worthy of being used.

NOVEL BUILDING MATERIAL TESTS
Various materials that go into the con-

struction of buildings are often purchased
en the open market by the inspectors, and
are made to undergo the tests which have
been outlined for them. For instance, in
our illustration we show a combination of
furnace and ram. In this apparatus is
placed a column which has been designed
to support various parts of buildings. This
apparatus consists of a furnace capable of
maintaining a heat of the intensity to he
anticipated in building conflagrations, while
at the same time a hydraulic ram exerts a
downward thrust which is equivalent to the
weight of many stories in the building. If
the column buckles it is not passed.

These are only some of the many objects
which are daily tested by the Underwriters'
Laboratory and if anyone desires to go into
the matter further they will find a com-
prehensive study of the various tests given
in a new work entitled "A Symbol of
Safety." by Harry Chase Brearls. This
book deals entirely with the work of the
Underwriters' Laboratories and is viers
complete throughout. It covers consider-
ably more ground than we have been able to
do in this short article and anyone interested
in the work will do well to procure a cops
of the hook. The photographs used here-
with are given by courtesy of the Breads-
Service Organization.

(EDITOR'S NOTE-Anyone desiring to pur-
chase a copy of the above mentioned book
may obtain the name and address of the
publisher by addressing the Editor and en-
closing a stamped self-addressed envelope.)
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SOLENOIDS
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PRODUCERS

REVOLVING
DISCS

MOTOR

SLIDE- SHARPS
FLATS

HARMONIC

PRODUCER

RACK SLIDES
OH HERE

VIOLIN -
VIOLIN CELLO

AND BASSVIOL

The Complete One Man Orchestra is Shown in the Above
Madman. A Perforated Music Roll Operates All the Instru-
ments Simultaneously. Stops Regulate the Intensity of Volume
of Each Instrument. While the Tempo is Likewise Controlled
by the Conductor. At the Right We See the Apparatus Used
o Both the Cornet end the Slide Trombone. Artificial Lips
F.nahle These Wind Instruments to Duplicate the Playing of
an T, re, Solenoids Control the Main Air Supply. and the

v... of the Cornet 07 the Slide of the Trrdllhone

Solenoids and Magnets Control individual Strokes on the Bass Drum Cymbal and
Triangle, While a Motor -Driven Cog Causes the Rat -tat -tat of the Snare Drums

.4 I 4 ir)i

MAGNETS TO
CLOSE GAP

ARTIFICIAL - I

LIP

MOVING STATION -
LIP ARY LIP

ARTIFICIAL
RUBBER LIPS

SOLENOID

AIR REGULATOR

AIR SUPPLY HOSE

.--ARTIFICIAL LIPS

SOLENOID
CORES

KEY SOLENOIDS

CORNET

SLIDE
TROMB
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The One Man OrccheM,Ta
/N these days of labor saving, strikes.

and what not, it becomes more and
more necessary to save man -power
wherever possible. NVhen we visit the
average first class theater, we seen any-

where from forty to ninety musicians in the
orchestra pit, while if we come to the smal-
kr cities, we find that good productions of
operas and musical comedies have been suf-
fering from lack of musicians. Good
musicians tend to flock to the great centers
more and more because they know more
money can he made there. So the smaller
cities usually have not much talent left.
The idea therefore to have a mechanical
orchestra that would replace twenty to fifty
first class musicians is not so absurd as it
seems to he at first. Furthermore the idea
is neither improbable nor impossible.

One of our big musical instrument com-
panies is already turning out mechanical
musical instruments, and there is on the
market now a small automatic orchestra
which contains a piano. violin. drum. etc.
and such instruments are in good demand.
The next step was to develop the idea on a
larger scale, not only for the piano and the
violin. but for all musical instruments. The
adjoining illustration shows how it can be
accomplished.

Let us first consider the electrically oper-
ated violin. 'cello and bass viol. There is
nothing new about these instruments as they
have already been made. It is possible by
this means to reproduce any sound that
human fingers and the bow can accomplish.

By H. GERNSBACK
On these instruments we have a number of
solenoids which replace the fingers. A 11= -
tier of revolving disks operated by a small
electric motor replace the bow. We even
have the pizzicato notes produced as well
as the harmonics, all of these being operated
by solenoids. Once the violin or 'cello has
been tuned, it will play any score from a
regular perforated paper roll and with such
fidelity that it is impossible to tell whether
the instrument is being played mechanically
or by hand.

The next instruments which so far have
riot been developed, are the cornet and slide
trombone. These two instruments are oper-
ated by compressed air, and here again a
number of solenoids operate the pistons to
imitate the human fingers. An artificial
rubber lip is represented by an clectro-mag-
netic valve shaped to resemble the natural
lips which open and close as desired. Then
there is a regulator to control the amount of
air from the source of air supply. The
same thing holds true of the slide trombone.
where a number of solenoids are coupled
together to operate the slide backward and
forward. the same as do the human hand
and arm. The flute, piccolo, and other musi-
cal instruments are operated in much the
same manner. The drums, such as snare
drum. and bass drum. are operated by
electro-magnets as well, as is clearly shown
in our illustration. The drum sticks are
operated by a small electric motor and the
cog reproduces the drum tattoo. much the
same as the human hand and even faster if

so desired. The bass drum is operated by
means of larger magnets, while the esrutral
and the musical triangle are worked
small electro-magnets as shown in the il-
lustration.

As for the operation of such an orchestra.
it requires. of course. a regular conductor.
fur the reason that while the various musi-
cal instrummus are electrically operated it
is the function of the conductor to give the
expression. the tempo. and all tither refine-
ment in music, the same as if the instruments
were played by regular musicians. The per-
forated roll upon which the musical selection
is stencilled will reproduce nothing except
straight music, but when it comes to expres-
sion and real interpretation. the conductor
is called upon. and you may rest assured
that he will not have a simple task. There
will he several keys on a piano -like hoard
for each instrument. The conductor will
have to play these keys the same as an or-
ganist works his keys. In this manner the
full expression is brought out from the
various instruments.

As soon as these various instruments have
been commercially developed, there is no
reason why a mechanical orchestra of sixty
to one -hundred pieces cannot be played by
one man. In this case, the conductor will
have the glory that he really is conducting.
as it is well known that many conductors
these days. unless they are exceptional. do
not really conduct, and as experiments have
shown, the orchestra can get along without
the conductor tolerably well, providing of
course that it is a well trained one.

"How to Make Money"
By JAY G. HOBSON

THERE is an old saving that it isn't
what you make hut what you save that
counts. That is true as far as it goes.

but it doesn't go far enough to make a man
rich. Before there is anything to save
something must be made : and the more that
it made. the more one can save if he will
practice thrift and economy.

In this discourse we are particularly in-
terested in making money and will let the
thrift habit overtake us afterwards.

Making money enough to he called suc-
cessful and saving such of it as to he called
well-to-do is the most difficult part for the
majority of us. How -ever, there are more
opportunities than you may imagine if you
will hut train your mind to observe them
and then make the most of them as quickly
as your ability and resources permit.

For instance there is a pressing need for
an improved telegraph transmitter that will
send telegrams more rapidly. The ancient
finger method still employed is not speedy
enough for present requirements. Something
m the form of a perforated paper roll is,

needed-one upon which the message to be
sent can be stenciled, then inserted into an
automatic transmitter and a greater num-
ber of words per second could be sent over
the wires that are so badly congested now
with inert finger messages.

Any improvement in radio, properly per-
fected and pridected undoubtedly will bring
stealth to the originator The prohibitive
cost of building material creates many op-
fmumities ft, new inventrins in substitutes
for lumber. and more economical designs
of buildings of all kinds The inventor who
"4 design an attractive home that will cost
km than the present kind certainly will profit
vicll from his improvement and also do much
good for Isis fellow mai.

A most lucrative field for inventors is the
advertising novelty line. Anything new and
novel, that will attract the eye of the public,
and that can be made in large quantities at
small cost will find a great sale, because this
is the age of publicity and anything that
will help to place a product before the
potential buyer's eye will interest the average
business man.

One of the successful advertising novel-
ties that has made its inventor wealthy is
the small, round dime savings bank. It is

inexpensive, attractive and effective. Puzzle
devices that have space for the advertiser's

Interesting Articles
in August

"Practical Electrics"
LOUD SPEAKERS AND MOVIES
DRY WEATHER ELECTRICAL

STORMS
STUDYING LIGHTNING

By Dr Albert Neuburter

EXPERIMENTAL D C. TRANS-
FORMER By Arnedeo Glohtto

CUTTING METALS WITH ELECTRIC
ARC

NOVEL ELECTROPHOROUS
By Dr. Alfred Gradenvrtu

SILVER PLATED LEYDEN JARS
PLANTE STORAGE BATTERY
MAGNETIC GRAVITY MOTOR
WHEATSTONE SLIDE WIRE BRIDGE

By A P. Peck

NEW YORK'S ELECTRIC MAP
By T O'Conor Sloane, Ph D

WINDSHIELD CLEANER

name always make good money. The field
for new advertising inventions is so exten-
sive and success so certain, that I often
wonder why inventors overlook it. Some-
thing small, inexpensive and simple is usually
preferred. If it works or runs, so much
the better. It will create interest in its
operation and advertise the article it repre-
sents quite forcefully. Start your shrinking
machinery to work for something practical.
protect it with a patent when perfected, and
your chance for wealth is good.

Another field which is open to the re-
sourceful inventor, particularly one with a
chemical turn of mind is that of bestut
preparations. It seems that the women are
particularly susceptible to any new cream
or powder which will give them the youth-
ful complexion which they so greatly desire.
Of course, there are many such compounds
on the market today. but there is always
room for more, particularly. if it has any
great merit. The chemist in working on
such a formula should always remember
that anything which will be the least injurious
to the skin is absolutely taboo. The com-
pound must be easily applied and if it is nor
that is designed to present a beautiful ex-
terior, it must be so made that it will not
easily wear off or otherwise become less
presentable in the course of a day Beauty
clays have lately come into great popularity
and an inventor with a new- one is sure to
find a good sale for it, if it is properly ad;
vertised and otherwise brought to the atten-
tion of the women. The usual clays on the
market today require some time for prepara-
tion, and usually have to he left on the face
for a considerable length of time. One that
could be placed on the face and not be
noticeable would be very useful. or one that
would do its work instantaneously wouldbe
sure to find a ready market.
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1923. by SCIENCE & INIENTIOIf All the People in the United States Lived in One Dwelling House, It Would Be of the Size Illustrated Above. its Total Height Would Be Miles o.Slightly More Than the Height of Mount Washington. Its Width Would Be 1 6-10 Miles or Slightly Less Than the Total Length of Brooklyn BridgeThe Woolworth Building and one of California's Largest Red -Wood Trees Are Shown in Comparison with Thi3 Building. The "Leviathan," Looking Lika Toy Boat. is Also Shown for Comparison.

hf Al the Peoplle in the Unktcod statesLived in One Vast Dwelilliing
By CHARLES NEVERS HOLMES

ABOUT forty years ago, fifty million
people lived in the United States.
They occupied 9 million dwellings.
from Atlantic to Pacific, and, on an
average, each dwelling housed

5 6/10ths people. Ten years later, almost
sixty-three million people lived in the
United States. occupying about 11.483,000
dwellings. At the beginning of the 20th
century, our country possessed 76.000.00e
citizens, young and old, and more than
14.000.000 dwellings. In 1910, there were
92.000.000 citizens, who dwelt within al-
most 18.000,000 homes. At this present
time, the population in the United States
approximates 109000,000. and our country
possesses. in all probability, about 21,300,000
dwellings.

Accordingly, there are about 5 1/10th per-
sons to each dwelling. Or, 4 3/10ths person,
in a family. As we should expect, the state
of New York averages a larger number per
dwelling than any of the other states,
7 8'10th persons to each of its more than
1.300.000 abodes The state of Massa-
chusetts comes next to New York in the
number of occupants per dwelling, about
6,/2 persons After Massachusetts, there
follow the states of New Jersey. Rhode Is-
land. and Connecticut. The District of
Columbia has about 6 1/10th occupants per
dwelling, and the state having the smallest
average per dwelling is Nevada, about
3 7/10ths persons.

These 109,000.000 citizens of the United
States, domiciled beneath 21,300000 roofs,
are scattered over a surface -area of about
3,000,000 square miles. That is, were each
citizen-men, women and children-to own
exactly his average share of national real
estate, he would possess almost 3/100ths of
a square mile. Accordingly, he would own
about 17 acres of land and water. \Vere all
these 109,000,000 people to live within the
District of Columbia, each of them would
occupy, on an average, about 17 square feet
of land. Were all of them to live together,
under line roof, inside of one vast dwelling,
such a dwelling, mountainous in height,
would occupy only a little more than twicethe area of Central Park. in New York City.That is. such a vast national dwelling
would have a height equal to, or higher than,Mount Kosciusko, the loftiest peak inAustralia. Its foundation would rest upon
a surface -area covering, approximately,
1,800 acres. Our country's entire popula-
tion could not be crowded together into the
foundation area occupied by this huge domi-
cile, and this dwelling would have to pos-
sess 75C stories, each 10 feet in height in
order to provide each of its occupants with
an individual space equalling about 4,500 cubic
feet. In other words, each of its occupants
would then have a cubical home, about 16%
feet for each of its three dimensions.

Of course such a huge national home
would have to be very much larger to be
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really comfortable, but this 750 -storied
dwelling is equal in capacity to the 21.300.000
domiciles in the United 'States multiplied
by the capacity of a single, average domi-
cile. As it is. this huge national abode
would have a frontage  or width approxi-
mating 8,300 feet, a distance equivalent to
a line of about 6,640 men, standing close to-
gether. If everybody were "at home," the
planks and beams of this vast building wouldhave to support an additional weight oh
about 6,500,000 tons. Were all the citizeneof New York City to reside within such
a structure, each New Yorker would have
a large apartment. This apartment would
approximate 104 feet in length, 78 feet in

width, and would be about 10 feet M height
However, if a home were built for the

people of New York City alone it would have
to be fully 4/10 of a mile wide and would
contain a cubical contents of more than 9
minim cubic feet. From this it can he easily
seen what a large proportion of the
tion of the United States is contained wit"'"
the boundaries of New York City. These
figures would seem somewhat astounding 1"
one not used to the large cities. but a ithis'11of Broadway and 42nd Street in New 1"e
City during the rush hours would almost csm

vine one that the figures are too small,
unitiated would viesv the Woolworth bull
ing and would then be in doubt as to whether
a house of the dimensions given would be
sufficient for its purpose,
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The Man From the Atom
By G. PEYTON WERTENBAKER

I

IAM a lost soul, and I am homesick.
Yes, homesick. Yet how vain is home-
sickness when one is without a home!
I can but be sick for a home that has
gone. For my home departed millions

of years ago, and there is now not even a
trace of its former existence. Millions of
years ago, I say, in all truth and earnest-
ness. But I must tell the tale-though there
is no man left to understand it.

I well remember that morning when my
friend. Professor Mar-
1Yn, called me to him
on a matter of the
greatest importance
may explain that the
Professor was one of
those mysterious Out-
casts, g,niuses whom
Science would not res.-
.1rniZe because they
scorned the pettiness of
the men who repre
stinted Science Martyn
was first of all a
**ntist, but almost as equally he was a
roast of intense imagination, and where the
ordinary man crept along from detail to de-
tail and required a complete model before
being able to visualize the results of his
work, Professor Martyn first grasped the
great results of his contemplated work, the
vast, far-reaching effects, and then built
with the end in view

The Professor had few friends. Ordinary
eneo avoided him because they were unable
u. U derstand the greatness of his vision.

he plainly saw pictures of worlds
touverses. they vainly groped among

Petwes of his words on printed Pages.

That was their impression of a word. A
group of letters. His was of the picture it
presented in his mind. I, however, though
I had not the slightest claim to scientific
knowledge, was romantic to a high degree.
and always willing to carry out his strange
experiments for the sake of the adventure
and the strangeness of it all. And so the
advantages were equal. I had a mysterious
personage ready to furnish me with the
unusual. He had a willing subject to try
out his inventions, for he reasoned quite

l'Sq111146111:111141ithillo.l...1:1V.11110111klitirkir

I F you are interested in Einstein's Theory of Relativity, you cannot afford to
miss this story. It is one of the big scientific stones of the year and is

worth reading and rereading many times. If the Theory of Relativity has
been a puzzle to you, this story, written in plain English, cannot fail to hold
your interest from start to finish. The thoughts expressed in this story are
tremendous. It will give you a great insight, not only into the infinitely large,

but also the infinitely small. Better yet, relativity is brought home to you in
a most ingenious and easily understandable manner-EDITOR.

naturally that should he himself perform
the experiments, the world would be in
danger of losing a mentality it might even-
tually have need of.

And so it was that I hurried to him with-
out the slightest hesitation upon that, to me,
momentous day of days in my life I little
realized the great change that soon would
come over my existence, yet I knew that I

was in for an adventure, certainly startling,
possibly fatal. I had no delusions concern-
ing my luck.

T found Professor Martyn in his labora-
tory bending with the eyes of a miser count-
ing his gold over a tiny machine that might

easily have fitted in my pocket. He did not
see me for a moment, but when he finalls
looked up with a sigh of regret that he
must tear his eyes away from this new and
wonderful brain -child. whatever it might be,
he waved me a little unsteadily into a chair,
and sank down in one himself, with the ma
chine in his lap waited, placing myself
in what I considered a receptive mood.

"Kirby," he began abruptly at last, "have
you ever read your Alice in Wonderland?"
I gasped, perhaps, in my surprise.

"Alice in- ! are you
joking, Professor"

"Certainl n.d," he as -
slued me. "I speak
in all seriousness."

"Why, yes, I have
read it many times. In
fact, it has always
struck me as a book
to appeal more to an
adult than to a child
But what -1 can't see
just how that is im-
portant." He smiled.

"Perhaps I am playing with you unduly."
he said, "but do you remember the episode
of the two pieces of cheese, if my own recol-
lection is correct, one of which made one
grow, the other shrink?"

I assented. "But." I said incredulously,
"certainly you cannot tell me you have spent
your time in preparing magical cheeses?"
He laughed aloud this time, and then, seeing
my discomfort, unburdened himself of his
latest triumph.

"No, Kirby, not just that, but I have
indeed constructed a machine that you will
be incapable of believing until you try it.

on N.A. .38B !
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Doctor Hackensaw's Secrets
By CLEMENT FEZANDIE

(Autnou's Non.-Shall we ever be able
to make telescopes sufficiently powerful to
reveal living beings on the moon, if any such
extst. Unquestionably, yes; and in my opin-
ion the thing would not be impossible at the
present day, by successive magnification,
using due care to reduce distortions to a
minimum and illuminating each successive
magi to make up for the loss of light at
ach illumination. The fact that we have
'ound neither air nor water on the moon is
`iy no means proof that living beings of some
sort do not dwell there.)

,11 ILAS," said Doctor Hackensaw, im-
pressively, "I'm going to reveal to
you another of my secrets to -day,
one that may have far-reaching con-
sequences and prove of greater im-

portance than any of my other inventions.
I am going to let you have a look through
my super -telescope."

"You have invented an improved tele-
scope?"

"'Yes' and 'No. to that question. In real-
ity I have devised a new instrument to take
the place of the telescope, and far superior
to the latter in its power of magnifying

No. 19
The secret of the
Super -Telescope

bodies without detracting from their clear-
ness. I spent many years trying to improve
our present telescope, but only with partial
success. I began by offering fabulous sums
to a celebrated firm of opticians if they
would produce for me a telescope far supe-
rior to any before made. The result was
almost nil. A big bill to pay and nothing
to show for it. Not a single new discovery
of any consequence resulted. I then decided
to take matters into my own hands, break
loose from tradition, and start on a new
tack. A telescope is nothing but a magnify-
ing instrument, and there seemed to me no
reason why the image of a star or planet
could not be received on a mirror and then
magnified to any desired extent.

SEVERAL PROBLEMS TO SOLVE
"Of course there were several problems

to solve: 1. As each magnification dimin-

ishes the light. there must be rnezn,
creasing the original light received from! M.
star or planet itself. 2. Every refrthe
and hence every magnification, produ,';,rig
certain apourit of distortion in wed
the distortion of course increasing ,,!re'
each increase of size. Thu distortion

the same for light of different colors 167,

he redt tbceemdawgntoor

fiahciaemtsisoinni

m3u. m

thereeo

rf

aflrsnwlt.oraetlandceh light to separate into all the cdenrton
of the rainbow. This is known as "chro-
matic aberration and must be guarded
against. 4. .Any imperfection in the tense,
themselves, or any impurities in the earth.,
atmosphere will be greatly magnified. Tto,,,
are the four principal troubles.

TELESCOPE IMAGE E STNLAAGESRGED IN S.C.CILISIV

"I accordingly used the following meow
I received the first magnified image of tin
moon on a mirror. This mirror I illumi-
nated by a powerful electric light, and the
threw a magnified image from this on a
screen, which was in reality a second mir-

( Continued an page .W3)

c. 1921 hi 9,,n1119
urn

giegriestly Took a Seat Before the Television Screen and Waited., .While Doctor Hackensaw
Adjusted His Instruments.And TINS !j;MinaGave Cy of Surprise. for There Appear. on rha Screen P rro, Anything He Had Ever Imagined.

Eplained the Ded.'coeporo., or the Moon's Surface. It Is Soros -whet Hazy asid Distorted, to the Treendo.,s Magnifying
You  Tolershty Clear Idea of Conditions on the ldoCei . Power uteri. But it in Sufficient hf
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CH AMER i i 1
IN WHICH TUBBY AND SIR ISAAC MEET

THE VENUS -GIRL AND LEARN OF THE
PLOT TO DESTROY THE EARTH

TUBEY had gone to sleep in the star-
light and tern dim moonlight. He
awoke, most uncomfortaidy warm, to
find the glaring sunlight heating di-
"silY on his bed through the bed-

roum window. For a moment he did notknow where he was. The sun, larger thanhe had ever seen it before, was about levelWith the window-shining among the starsin the black sky, intolerably bright. earns -surly Ism. He lay blinking and gasping;
°I
then with

returning memory, he leaped out
with

sha and Jerked down the green rollerd,

The vehicle was without vibration, silentas before. The
room was hotter than mid-

sacmmerWI" was the professor? Wasmithiag wrong?
What time was it?pb-h,
"'perfessor ' Tubby bellowed.

bebroww*
Isaac's voice answered him from

d:Oh, you're
awike. are you? Come on.7, bre. as coolly as possible."

r''''". Was dressed in a few moments.otesn on his thinnest clothes-white flannelWTI, whne buckskin shoes and white

0 1923, by ,u'igNet a INeENTION

'Hellool- Tubby Caged lowititaeusly The Gol Sprang Erect, and Stood Trembhng. Lyre in Hand. as They Hurred Forward. Tubby Saw She Wes
Rather Small. Very Shen Girl, Dressed in a Flowing White Garment from Shoulder to Knee. Which sew Gathered at the Waist with  Golden Cord

Whew Tasseled Sods Hong Downs Her Side. Her Bare Sandaled;e Feet Were Sandal, Her Arms Were Bare. Her Glossy Black Hair, Gathered at the Neck with
 Single Golden Loop, Hung in Prolusion Nearly to Her Went Her Fare Was Delicately Oval-Her Cheeks  Pure Pink -White. Her Mouth Was
Small. Her Lips Prettily Bowed. Her Dark Eyes, Which Had Long Black Lashes, Were at the Moment Wide With Surprise and Fear. She Stood as

though About to Dash Away-re Startled Nymph Hesitating Before Flight

Around the Universe
By RAY CUMMINGS

SECOND INSTALLMENT
negligee shirt-which he had found in the
bureau drawers and the wardrobe. He was
glad to find them there, and glad that they
fitted him so perfectly, for he wanted to
look his best when arriving on Venus.

When he got downstairs he found Sir
Isaac also dressed all in white, with his
shirt sleeves rolled up and his shirt open at
the throat exposing half his honey but broad
chest. Around his forehead WAS tied a
white silk handkerchief to keep the hair out
of his eyes. He was sitting at the instru-
ment room table, working at his interminable
figures.

The side window of the room, which was
now turned away from the sun, showed only
the Mack void of space with its glittering
stars. Through another window, in the
floor directly under Sir Isaac's feet-which
Tubby had not known to he there since it
had been covered the night before-a soft,
pale -blue light was streaming. It flooded
the entire room, more intense than moon-
light, hat blue rather than silver.

Sir Isaac looked up from his calculations
and smiled.

-Good morning. I was lust coming up to
call you "

"The sun woke me up," said Tubby. "It's
awful hot up there . . It ain't so cool
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down here eithe'i; . . What's that blue
light from? How are we gettin' on? What
time is it?"

Sir Isaac laid down his pencil reluctantly.
"Seven thirty-three," he said. "You've had

a good long sleep. I just altered our course
again. We intersected the orbit of Venus
twenty-seven minutes ago, so I thought I
had better turn and head directly for her.
That's why the sun swung up to your win-
dow."

Tubby hung his natty Panama hat on a
rack and approached Sir Isaac.

"What's that blue light? Venus?"
Looking down through the window. Tubby

saw directly beneath them an enormous blue
half moon, with dark, irregular patches all
over it. Against the black background of
space it glowed with intense purity-its pale -
blue light making it seem ethereal-unreal.

"That is Venus," said Sir Isaac softly.
"You no see the whole of the sphere when
your eyes become accustomed to the light."

A moment more and Tubby saw the dark,
imilluminated portion. He saw, too, that
where the edge of the light crossed the face
of the globe, it was not a continuous line,
hut was broken into many bright spots and
patches of darkness

(I oithnurd 0.1 pd,,, 3oR1
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Miraculously Professor Carbonic Opened His Eyes. and Rose To His Feet Hr. Eyes Were Like Balla of Fire. It,. Lips Moved Inaudibly. cad at TIr
Moved 1,,,k Blue Sparks Were Seen To Pas. From One To Another. His Hair Stood Out From His Head The Chemical Reaction War Carat

111 the Professor's Brain. With a Dose Powerful Enough To Restore Ten Men He Tottered Slightly

Advanced ChennalTy
PROFESSOR CARBONIC was dili-

gently at work in his spacious labor-
atory, analyzing, mixing and experi-
menting. He had been employed for
more than fifteen years in the same

pursuit of happiness. in the same house,
same laboratory, and attended by the same
servant woman. A negress, who in her long
period of service had attained the plumpness
and respectability of two hundred and ninety
pounds.

"Mag Nesia," called thy professor. The
servant's name was Maggie Nesia-Profes
sor Carbonic had contracted the title to save
time, for in fifteen years he had nut mounted
the heights of greatness: he must work
harder and faster as life is short, and elimi-
nate such shameful waste of time as putting
the "gie" on Maggie.

"Mag Nesia I" the professor repeated.
The old negress rolled slowly into the

MOM.
"Get rid of these and bring the one the

boy brought today-"
He handed her a tray containing three

dead rats, whose brains had been subjected to
analysis.

"Yes, Marse," answered Mag Nesia in a
tone like citrate.

The professor busied himself with a new
preparation of zinc oxide and copper sul-

By JACK G. HUEKELS
',hate and sal ammoniac. his latest conctie
lion, which was alxiut to be used and, like
its predecesssors, be abandoned.

Mag Nesia appeared bringing another
rat. dead. The professor made no experi
inents nn live animals. He had hired a boy
in the neighlxirhood to bring him fresh dear,
rats at twenty-five cents per head.

-raking the tray he prepared a hypodermic

-
wE are certain that you will

enjoy "Advanced Chemis-
try." It is a satire that

cannot fail to amuse you. While
Mr. Huekels has treated the subject
lightly and is poking fun at our sci-
entists, nevertheless, there is more
truth than satire in his story.

For the up-to-date scientist today
is pretty well convinced that all
chemical, as well as physiological
actions, have their origin in the
electric current. We are certain you
will like this story.-EDITOR.
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filled with the aew preparatin. Orel:.

he made an incision above the right
ti7i.c:i:craini,c,th

half
hht.hpee

hopelessly, hall
lie id 1,r17,7

antis.. The old negress watched hiss e'
had done many times before, with iln"
the same' pitiful expression. Pitiful -

for the man himself or for the gad
Mag Nesia seldom expressed her yen

Inserting the hypodermic needk ifr'r;
farting g fahrebonciicintsetnetpspeid if batck.he sYrvg`'

PROF CARBONIC MAILS A RI-.AI

"Great Saints I'C" IHis°VltTvoice cwt,'.:-
been heard a mile. Slowly the robin',
gait to point skyward; and as 517.7. it
Nesia began to turn white Pro17,0e0

and moved his feet. The rots of r

animal,

nsdiahtseeepaidn,riahlt ,yhrigredghabt.,vetberi:

he jumped about the room OF

around her, bringing the rat cltxt osi

years made one jump with lime 11;b;01

seemed unable to move. he threw P.; 0
Spying the negress, who ounLasi.

to the
professor

soAt rornochunclotdIf ittihnher. al:nebirertabev5rner"-Yshn;.±.the: .eVi'
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The Electaqc Duel
NEWS item from Milan. Italy, re-
ports the strangest duel that prob-
ably ever was fought between two
men. It was supposed to be a
contest to the death-the first electric

duel in history. The story has it that two
young Italians employed in one of Milan's
great industrial electric works, became
enamored of the Superintendent's daugh-
ter and fought many fistic battles over the
titian haired, comely young woman, reported
to be one of the belles of Milan. She could
not make up her mind whether she was to
be the future Mrs. Alessandro Fahiano or
Mrs. Benedetto Luigi. these being the names

of the two swains.
Finally the two suitors

reached an agreement
whereby they were to
fight out the issue to the
death. This was imme-
diately after a terrific
fistic encounter by the
two young men.

Both being graduates
of the University of
Padua in Electrical En-
gineering, they chose
electricity as a new form
of duel. Accordingly the
place of the encounter

By H. GERNSBACK
was chosen some thirty miles from the out-
skirts of Milan at a spot where a high ten-
sion line carrying over twenty thousand volts
passed through the open country. One of the
wires was connected as shown in the illustra-
tion and the other wire was attached to one
of the feeders which came down to an insu-
lator attached to a pole nearby. A wooden
platform which had been used in building a
bridge not far away was utilized as an in-
sulating means. The two duelists had
brought along large insulators from their
factory upon which the platform rested.
The wires were then led to the beadmasks
as shown in our illustration. Three wit-
nesses, as well as a doctor, who had been
sworn to secrecy, were also on hand to wit-
ness the strange spectacle that was vi take
place.

The idea was simple in itself. The two
combatants were equipped with a pole and
buffer as shown in our illustration. The
idea was that one combatant was to push
to other off the platform. The one remain-
ing on the platform would be the winner.
The unfortunate one who first touched the
ground would naturally be electrocuted the
instant his hotly came in contact with the
earth.

The moment arrived when the two com-
batants at the shot of a pistol started the

battle. The two rivals were wary of each
other for the first fifteen minutes. and mit
much headway was made in the dangerous
business. First Benedetto. then Alessandro
was nearly pushed over the edge of the
board only to recover by a supreme effort
At one time when lk nedetto ;1411, st  41

the brink of going over he so -al -shed hold of
the pole of his antagonist and managed v
pull himself forward to the other side again.
After a while the men were fighting hard
and furious. till finally a most extraiirdinary
thing happened which had not been fore-
seen by either of them. They were rushing
at each other, savagely, diagonally across the
platform and both caught each other squarely
in the stomach at the same instant. The
impact was so terrific and so violent that
both keeled river to the side, one lauding
on the ground on one side and the other on
the opposite side, practically at the same
instant. There was a big flash while the
two bodies of the poor unfortunates be-
came enveloped in a dense cloud of smoke
and their bodies were burned by the light-
ning -like discharge of the tremendous volt-
age.

The frightfulness of the situation was so
great that I myself woke up and promised
myself never again to eat Welsh rarebits
before going to bed.

,'it.,, n 1,1 yr.,.
Something Brand Now is the Electric Duel Here Portrayed the Wires Secured To the Metal Helmets Worn By the Contestants Connect To a FluTh

whams Transmission Line- The First Contestant Who Ts Pushed Off the Insulated PlatformCourse, Electrocuted, Due To the Current Pasmne
Through the Body To Earth. Thus completing the Circuit.

Another OlOur Prophecies
SEVERAI. years ago (.august. 'u t'

issue) during the progress of the
World War, we published a story

called "The Magnetic Storm.- by M

fiermback, in which a great electrical
scheme was described for use in war. where-
by powerful radio or electric waves were
radiated from a gigantic generating plant.
which waves induced intense electric cur-
rents in the metallic frames and electric
coils and wires of automobiles, tanks, air-
Phates, etc., of the enemy, and caused the
electric windings of magnetos, spark coils.
etc. to be burned out.

At the tithe this story was published the
editors bad faith in the theme, due to the
fact that Dr. Testa's wonderful experiments,

oss, a score of years ago in his Colorado
laboratory. had proved that strong electric
waves radiated from high frequency oscil-
lators could and did burn out generators ten
miles away.

Now comes a report from Berlin. Ger-
many, of an experiment carried out re-
cently wherein a number of automobiles were
taken on a mysterious trip from Berlin

toward the pnwerf ul Nauen radio plant
After the machines had gone nn for many
miles. the leader of the party of automobiles
who had been invited on the mystery trip
(each car seas fitted with a high-tension mag-
neto). told the members of the expedition
that within the next half hour something
mysterious yet harmless to the persons in the
party, would happen. Everyone wondered

Comes True
what was going to happen. but thee slid not
have long to wait.

Suddenly the cars all stopped and the
twenty drivers tried to start their engtile.,
but found it useless. The mysterious leader
of the party then came up to a group of
the auto drivers and said

"It is Nauen, that big wireless station.
which has stopped all our cars by sending
nut waves that killed our magnetos. It is
an entirely new invention, and a special wave
is being used for this purpose. This experi-
ment is the first of a series which will he
applied eventually to airplanes, electric
trains and even submarines. If every trial
we make proves as successful as this, war-
fare in the future will be completely revolu.
tionized."
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1923. 1,, SCIEN,I.: dr INVENTIONThere in Front of Them They Saw the Reason for the Mysterious Vanishing Movies A Projector Mounted Beneath the Floor Boards Threw Its LigUpon the Screen, the Opening in the Ceiling Being Operated by an Electro-Magnetically Controlled Shutter. Which in Turn Was Controlled by Sektum
Cells Lccated Near the Screen,

ss 0 you ref use to accept my offer?"
inquired Jack Dandly, rising and
reaching for his hat.
"Certainly, and what's more, you'd
better steer clear of this place."

Ben Jackson replied vehemently.
(-enterville. a town of about ten thousand

population, boasted two movies, the Prin-
cess. and the New. The New had only re-
cently been built by Jackson. hut, having
more modern fixtures and equipment and
running better films than the Princess, had
greatly decreased the patronage of the lat-
ter. At the present time the owner, Dandly,
of the Princess. had offered to buy the New.
Jackson had indignantly refused and, in
return, had offered to buy the Princess. In
this way they had failed to come to an agree-
ment so the argument finally became hot

"My offer holds good for one week."
Dandly promised as he left -Jackson's office.
"but. mind you. after that you will be forced
to accept my own figure."

"Accept your figure." Jackson snorted
"You're crazy!"

Early one morning about a week after
the above incidents. Frank Lowrie, who
had the night before returned with Fred
Mathews from a camping trip, flung him-
self out of bed to answer the insistent ring-
ing of the door bell. "Hello. Fred!" he cried
as he opened the door "How did you get up
so earl)'"

"You surely judge me by your own habits.
How are you feeling by now ?"

"Fine! We shall have to make another
trip in the fall."

"Yes, hut here is something more Imme-
diate. This is yesterday's Star. Read that!"

Movle,(5
By TEDDIt J. HOLMAN

MOVIE MYSTERY
Vanishing Pictures at New Inexplicable
A startling mystery deeper than any of

those on the films astonished all present atthe New last night. Just as the "Dutch-
man's Scream" was reaching its most inter-
esting stage, the picture became invisible!
The machine was immediately stopped andthe film carefully examined. Nothing could
to found wrong. The part a moment beforeinvisible was as clear as could lie desiredwhen it was again flashed on the screen.
As the film continued, however, the picturewould vanish intermittently. Some attrib-
uted the phenomenon to a fault of the filmwhile others considered that it was causedby the machine. The first hypothesis wasdisproved by trying several films known tobe good. The mystery was deepened whennothing could be found wrong with the
machine: nor could such a fault be adequateto produce the observed results. The screenwas brilliantly illuminated as if the filmhad been run off thereby leaving the lightfocused on it. As yet no plausible explana-
tion has been offered.

THE MYSTERY BECOMES DEEPER
"Well. what do you think of it ?" Fredinquired.
"It is hard to say, but what do you makeof it ?"

"1 intend to wait until I know more of
the matter before forming a conclusion
Suppose we drop in and see Jackson?"

"It is a good idea, but I'll have to visit
the pantry first as that hike yesterday leftme empty."

"Yes!" Jackson exclaimed savagely, "yes.
334

.r.se got a corking good riddle to solve
Last night things went off the same as night
before last. A peculiar thing is the picture,
only disappear when we have a crowd and.
then, the same part of the film seldom
vanishes when it is flashed on again. After
we had dismissed the crowd last night a
went on without a flaw. This eliminates all
the plausible explanations: it can be a fault
neither of the film nor of the machine. Co
you see where that leaves us ?"

"U a tree; still, do you think there
treachery or mischief behind it?" Frank
asked.

"That's the deuce of the question. I banepersonally

inspected everything thoroughly
several times so I think my employee, at

alit
oldtadded ssiiagenrisficantly,

honest and arc not implicated in this; but.
he

can't imagine how anyone can get by w"

""1It does."

that the screen In.c°rnebrilliantly lighted when the picture fades

to"flpaosh"au

though,"I toamsan: n7) cleirtfeai,

watch."

where?"

in various parts of the house last night

light
konit

it?"
srpossible for an)otm

"No- I had over a dozen men stationed

"But might not a light be concealed sonic

A POSSIBLE CLUE
Jackson looked at him scornfulli for

moment and then exploded. "That is on
Possible as the rest! No one. in the .,"replace, could get in here unless in l'"'"with an

employee to conceal it ahe could not conceal it without leaving
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tract. Third. it would be impossible to
conceal the glow or reflection. Last. I have
inspected absolutely even square inch of
the ceiling. floor, and walls without finding
any such place for the light which would
of a necessity be very strong. In fact, only
an arc could produce the observed results.
Do you think that such a light could be
hidden? Absurd! Nor is this all. Last

night I tried throwing a shield in fond of
the projector while the picture was invisible.
In no instance was I
able to see a light on
the screen even for a
fraction of a second
after the shield cut off
the light. Also. when
I jerked the shield
away the picture was
still invisible. It would
he impossible for a

person to control a

hidden light in exact
synchronism with th.
shield: further. the
shadow of the shield
was seen to progress across the screen with
the picture still remaining invisible. Oh not
Tye fully considered that phase of the
question.

"You are quite right. but what do you
intend to do?"

'That's another puzzle. Of course for
a night or two we shall have large crowds
but it will not last as they will soon be
dissatisfied. I am ruined if this mystery
cannot be cleared."

"Do you know of anyone soh, would
profit by such a thing?"

"No- by Jove! That remolds me.

Dandly was in here last week offering to
buy me out. f guess his business has sup
fered quite a bit since I set up my rig Hr
said that his offer would hold good for a
week and that ii i didn't accept I would
he forced to come to terms.

"He's the titan you're after."
"So I helieve: now. but what good will

it do us to know who it is unless we can
get the goods on him? We would be sent
to the and house if we said what we be-

lieves He is covering his tracks well al-
though how he does it is beyond me. Hello!
I believe that's him coming now."

JACKSON SUSPECTS DANDLY
"How are you?" greeted I/aridly as he

entered. "I hope you are more reasonable
than v -a were last week."

*What do you want?" Jackson demanded
angrily.

"Are you ready to sell?"
"Sell! I'd go bankrupt a dozen times

before I'd sell to you at a profit."
"I was hoping you would hi rational

enough to accept a reasonable offer. 'ery-
Well! I suppose you will change your mind

before long."
"What do you mean?"
"Precisely what I say."
"Why are you ruining my shows?"
"Wh.n. said I was?"
"Never mind I know you. and if this

Present business keeps up see that you

get yours.
"Are yrou mad? Who could behest such

an incredible story!"
"Begone and stay gone!"
"Let's look over the building." Fred sug-

gested after Dandly had left
'Sure." agreed Jackson.
A kfmg mid careful examination only yeri-

6011 Wawa's statements. The idea of
visidgat pictures in a modern movie seemed

to be insanity itself, but it was. neverthe-
las, true. They examined and tried the

machine but cookd find nothing wrong: it

threw a flawless picture on the screen
"Isn't that the deuce"" exclaimed Jack -

ono "I suppose you will be here tonight?
"erY good! You wall see for yourself how

"What do you think of it now '" I rank there 1., , .plant,:,,
asked as he and Fred left the building a vague shadow
"I can hardly believe that such a tiling Is .1 an ,,ti beat
possible."

"That's how I feel, exactly."
"E-e-e-venino tits -a -at," cried a news-

loy. "All about the movie mystery."
A FALSE SOLUTION

"Here. tyoy." piled l' red. tossing halt
.4 v..) He ot I lie sheet.

it CI -LSO -Tr,

"Look at thAt,'
N. he .te.ke l

1,4 obi I lin ..: rem We, flashed the w.d,P
"Ifs. New will so -it h. sold to the man.",
fount of the Princ., he words vatosh,:
and the ',tilt!' re.inteared

Peed ea 1,4114 "Oi all the
pooping, how hug. o annoc snrprr.tS

N' het tit st
lin, phenol. 11.41 led

AN entirely new mystery story is presented herewith. It it, a story
that will hold your interest from start to finish. If you are at all
scientifically inclined, this story will keep you guessing quite a

little on account of its unusual plot and .he unusual ending. And what
is more, the idea is not only feasible, but you can try it out yourself on
a small scale, should you be inclined that way, for your own amuse-
ment purpose. We are quite certain you will like this story.-Editor.

twies

"What's this?' he gasped, startled.
FILM MYSTERY NO MYSTERY AT ALL

Reporter Detects Fraud. Purpose Can
Only He Guessed

It was learned today that the recent
mystery at the New was nothing hut
a sham, a deliberate fraud perpetrated
to arouse interest and increase the at-
tendance which. we are informed. has
decreased considerably here lately. In

tact, it was made known today that the
manager of the Princess is negotiating
for its purchase. No decision has as
yet been reached but Dandly. of the
Princess, seems confident that he and
Jackson will soon reach a mutually

satisfactory agreetnent.
Just what method was employed by

the New to effect the surprisiin^ dis-
appearances can only be conjectured.
It is probable that full details will soon
be available. After all. it is a clever
scheme, one the pitons doubtless ap-
preciate.
"Well! Of all the mysteries. this is the

greatest, the most intangible," Frank cried.
"What does it mean, I wonder. Can this

report to true? Has Jackson been deceiv-
ing us?'

"There's no telling. It's too much for
me to digest at one time. Come on. let's
go. cat. We can see Jackson later."

"Have you seen the evening paper:
Jackson bellowed as they entered his office

"That's the biggest outrage of the year!
Dandly will pay for it. It's some more of
that subtle rascal's work."

"What about it? Is it a lie?"
"..\ lie! The dirtiest. most abominable

lie ever uttered. It's a frame-up. I tell you.
another score for which that underhanded

Scoundrel must answer."
"Hut, what can his purpose lie
"Dandly is desperate. my dears," he de-

clared grimly. "There is no telling how
much money that reporter received. and

through channels no devious to be traced.

too. I'll wager! He wants the attendance

In Ile unusually large
tonight so that he can

thoroughly disgust them. This is the rot-
tenest thing a villain ever conceived! I'd

give a thousand dollars to he able to turn
the tables on him tonight.

However, it will

soon he time for the show to start. We

shall see!"
JACKSON'S SUSPICIONS

ARE CONFIRMED

Jackson's inferences were well founded

for the crowd tau large. Fred and Frank
secured seats on the side of the room. The

show finally started
and continued for about

twenty minutes without any irregularities
Then things began to happen. The screen

became illuminated with a silvery light.

41.-4 'On i'd dn./tiler
41
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"If that lying. neaktih.:
scoundrel I son t do

time I'll die of &sap-
illIfOr Ili... he mut-

tered.
h0,1; rootiiitied

for some time but the pictures continued to
"vanish" at short 11111:1,41S The crowd
gradually dispersed. evidently disgusted, so
Jae -loon stopped the machine

"Unless we can solve this riddle. boys."
he said to Fred and Frank. "I am ruined
There is no doubt in my mind that Dandly
is behind it Prosing it is the problem.
I had at least a dozen men on watch tonight.
Since you yourselves saw everything that
happened, you ran readily understand why
they failed to discover anything"

LIGHT MUST BE THE BASIS OP THE
TROUBLE

"We shall do our best to help you."
promised Frank. "Now let's get down to
business and study this matter rationally.
Deep as it is. there must be an explanation
depending on natural laws. It is quite evi-
dent that it canned be caused by a fault
of the film or of the machine; nor is it
likely to he treachery on the part of any of

the employees. This can lead to hut one
explanatiem: somebod) is in some way pro-
ducing this phenomenon, which, we must
conclude in spite of the apparent impossi-
bilities. can only fe produced by flashing a
powerful light on the screen. Let us wnrk
on this hypothesis at least until we have
proved it imp.ssible. I believe you said
it would be impossible to conceal the glow
and rays of a powerful light. Now listen!
Light rays of themselves arc invisible and

can only he seen when reflected to the eyes

by matter. Purr air and similar isivisif,/,.
gases refracts light to a very limited exec it
Naturally, the amount refracted would he

dependent upon the intensity of the ray
However, if there are any solid or liquid
particles in the air. such as chalk -dust or
water vapor, light is reflected. thus showing
the path of the ray. The theater is well
ventilated so a weak ray would he invisible.
Viii know yourself that the ray from the

machine is visible only within a few fret of
it and that this is practically when a
"dark" picture is being flashed. You say.
though, that a powerful light corresponding
in strength to that flashed on the screen fir
the projector would be necessary to "vanish"

the picture. Nnw what is there to prevent
someone locating many very weak lights in
strategic parts of the lion? Of course it
would he hard to pis in such a system but

if it has been dour it would not he Um -

possible.
"The 'glow' from the lights presents an-

other seemingly insuperable
Shadows. you know, have two parts, the
s,Aira and the peniimhea, the first tiring the
dark renter and the latter the lighter circle
around it. The penumbra is the part from
which a portion of the radiating body is

(Cont.", it I II Pi,. 3'40
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This Birdseye View of the United States From Ears to Went Shows the Route Followed by the Daring U. S. Army Birdmen, Lieutenants Oakley G.Kelly and John A. Macready in Their Flight Prom Roosevelt Field, Hempstead, L. I.. to San Diego. Calif.. Which Non -Stop Plight Established a No
Record and Wan Completed in 26 Hours. SO Minutes. and 38 2.5th Seconds. The Route is about 2,700 Miles Long, or 1.000 Miles Longer Than Or
Trans -Atlantic Non -Stop Flight Made in 1919 by Captain J. Adcock and Lieutenant Brown. The Large Amount of Gasoline and Oil Carried For the Nos

Stop Flight is Shown in Photo Above of the Two Aviators and Their T-2 Plane. The Darkened Section Shows the Night Route.

Non -Stop flight Acrose, Continent
NON-STOP flight across the United
States and a race against time and
weather was successfully complcted
on May 3rd. when two American
army lieutenants, Oakley G. Kelly

and John A. Macready, flew the army mono-
plane T-2 from Hempstead, L. L, to San
Diego, California, in twenty-six hours, fifty
minutes and thirty eight and two -fifth sec-
onds. The distance covered. approximately
two thousand seven hundred and twenty
miles. established a new non-stop flight rec-
ord. and is about one thousand miles longer
than the flight made by Captain J. Alcock
and Lieutenant Brown across the Atlantic
Ocean in 1919. The plane carried over seven
hundred gallons of gasoline. the great space
occupied by this amount of gasoline tiring
forcibly demonstrated by the accompanying
photograph. which shows the two intrepid
fliers with their gasoline and nil supply. A
speed of more than one hundred miles an
hour was maintained practically all the way.

FLEW AT NIGHT
The fliers had nearly reached Indianapolis

when darkness set in. as the relief map here-
with shows. were flying at an altitude
of 2.000 feet. trusting solely to our compass
when we approached Belleville." said Lieut.
Kelly. "A huge beam of light. showing
through the clouds over that point proved
that our course was correct. and we headed
for the Missouri River. A light rain fell
at this time. As we neared the Missouri -
Kansas line we were going more than 110
miles an hour at 5.000 feet altitude and saw
the moonlight break through the clouds."

The moonlight was a great aid to the
fliers as they passed rapidly over Indiana.
Illinois. Missouri. Kansas. Oklahoma, Texas
and part of New Mexico. the first rays of
dawn finding the speeding plane in sight of
Tticumcari. N M.
TECHNICAL DETAILS OP MONOPLANE
The Fokker F 4 monoplane which. named

bv its army symbol T 2. has become world
Lump with:. a few months through the

remarkable series of flights by Lieutenants
0. G. Kelly and J. A. Macready was origi-
nally designed and built early in 1922 by the
Fokker Company as an 8 to 10 passenger
commercial transport plane. In design, in
constructional details and in efficiency, it is
a direct development of the well known F 3
type used with such conspicuous success on
the European air lines. Combined with the
unfailing reliability and power output of the
Liberty engine, the same qualities which
have largely contributed to the success ofthe Fokker planes in commercial service.

Originally designed for a total commer-
cially loaded weight of 8.500 pounds. theAir Service found it possible to overload
this airplane up to 10.860 pounds and achieved
a safe start and maintain safe flying quali-
ties in the air. The plane carried about
225 gallons of water and about an equalquantity of oil.

WING CONSTRUCTION
The monoplane wing is of a construction

similar to that of the small Fokker pursuitmonoplane and the F 3 commercial type,excepting that while the smaller types haveone piece wings, the F 4 wing is built inthree sections to facilitate transportation
byroad or rail, which will be understood,
inview of the fact that the span of this wingis over 80 feet. The wing is built up ontwo immense box -girder spars of spruce

and birch veneer, with ribs of solid but thinbirch veneer. The covering of the wings
is of 3/64th inch three ply veneer, a type
of construction which has also been provedin practice during the last three years to be
nf extraordinary durability under all weather
and service conditions.

The main changes made by the Army AirService in the original Fokker F 4 mono-plane for the purpose of the record flights
are in the fuel system and other engine in-
stallations. Originally one gravity tank con-taining fuel for six hours' flight was fitted
and to this were added further tanks in the
wings and in the forward part of the cabin
to increase the gasoline capacity to 735.
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gallons. which quantity proved sufficient fir
the World's Endurance Record made .1pril
17th, 1923, of 36 hours and five minim.
The gasoline is fed to the carburetor by purer
from the lower tank, into which the other
tanks can be emptied under control of the
occupant of the cabin.

PILOT CONTROL
Originally controls for only one pilot or

forward beside the engine were provide!,
but the new installation made by the Air
Service added a complete pilot's control and
instruments inside the cabin; on the left
hand side the windows were enlarged to'
to the floor and a sliding door was provided
in the side of the fuselage next to the as-
sistant pilot's seat. A small triangular door

original pilot's seat. The entire arrange -
was made in the front cabin wall behind the

mtaeknet ethneablceosmthroelsocwcuhpanikt tohfe thepaoctabcinvot,

through into the cabin and changes Place'
with

hry hsiimx.houInrs. the
carried out so that the pilots changed Pl2c6
Kelly and Macready this arrangement was

Besides the fitting of the large 82-scr"'

the
etal

flights of Lieutenant.

tanks and the reinforcing of the center n
Lion of the wing to support the weight. °

ularindsednetvaenrk,beafogrreeatfittnatedn
glr

plane were installed and the g
ytoaVi

must be given to Lieutenants Kelly al
Macready, assisted by the engineers °f for
Engineering Division' at McCook Field,
the exceedingly clever and thorough svPk,which these details were carried out. itan illustration of the thought exPe°°`"

realest Cm',

Record flight, the glass tube gasoline ga:"1on the main tank was broken and fel'', 0

mnay be mentioned that during the Fnduraact

he a spare which was carefully stow'.board. The new installations made hid,' yita tank for catching expamion walcr4;itethe cooling system and pumping it back is'the system. An arrangement ryascostalled whereby an anti -leak ,...nv"m"be injected into the cooling uater.
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Impulses Generated Are Kr, °riled On a Moving
Film By Means of An OtsalograPil

By HAROLD F. RICHARDS, Ph. D.
HERE is a problem for all those

practical electricians who think
that electricity is good only for
lighting lamps and running sub-
way trains and energizing mag

nets that lift locomotives. We have a stout
little cannon, a few tons of powder, all the
six-inch shells we care to use, and plenty
of room, and somebody interested in such
things tells us to find out how fast those
shells can be made to travel. He cautions
is specifically that the speed must be given
in feet per second, to the fraction of a foot,
since he already knows that the shell ordi-
narily reaches a target ten miles away soon
after being fired; and furthermore, he says.
it may be a good idea to use different
charges of powder and find how the speed
varies; and also to measure the speed at
several different points of the same path
without touching the shell, in order to learn
how rapidly the speed falls off on account
of air -resistance: and as a final suggestion
he wants us to determine exactly how much
.lower the shell looses given speed if it is
fired at an angle upwards so as to pass
through the rarer air of the upper at-
mosphere.

We may picture ourselves balancing in
an airplane trying to dodge while snapping
a stop -watch as the shell passes the two
ends of a yardstick, and conclude audibly
that speed is a problem for mechanicians
.tncl not for electricians. The gentleman who
for some reason desires all this information
mutters something about fine electricians and
goes off; and after firing a trial shot and
discovering that the shell reaches a dis
tam target a good while before the sound of
the explosion gets there, we conclude that
there may be something about electricity
which cannot be found in the Handbook for
kle,-traral Engineers. Finally we leek up
the members of the Clark Institute of Bal-
listics and the London Physical Society and
The Ordnance Division of the U. S. Army,
and learn how electricity can be used to
measure high speeds such as 2,400 miles
ter hour and intervals of time as short as
i millionth of a second. After digesting
'hit information we perform certain inter -
,sting experiments.

III. Electrical Speed-
ometers for Six-inch

Shells
PHOTOGRAPHING A BULLET IN FLIGHT

Before actually measuring the speed of
the large shell it seems best to experiment
with ordinary rifle bullets, and we begin
by photographing the bullet at a given
point of its path in order to find whether
it is still traveling nose foremost.

For this purpose the electrical camera
shown in Fig. I proves to be very satis-
factory. Obviously the photograph must
lie taken instantaneously, and no shutter can
lie made to work with sufficient rapidity to
catch the bullet in its flight; so the bal
listician takes advantage of the lag of an
electrical circuit to produce a flash of the
spark -gap at the instant the bullet passes
above the photographic plate. The power
switch is closed just before the gun is fired.
and then the projectile breaks the primary
circuit by cutting a thin wire. This causes
a single heavy electro-magnetic pulse in the
secondary, by induction, and if the capacities
of the condensers in the two circuits are
properly chosen the flash at the spark -gap
can easily be made to occur just as the bul-
let passes between the quartz lens and the
film. The wire which is severed can be
made very thin, because if the switch is

thrown just Before the gun is fired. the
wire will not have time to fuse before be-
ing cut. A falling body can conveniently
he used to close the circuit and fire the gun
in rapid succession. By properly adjusting
the resistances and capacities of the two
circuits, the experimenter can control the
position of the photograph on the plate to
within one -quarter of an inch, correspond-
ing to a time -interval of the order of
1'100.0(10 of a second.

DETERMINING THE SPEED OP THE
BULLET

The speed of the bullet is then easily
determined with an apparatus such as that
shown in Fig. 2 The measurement de-
pends on the fact that when the two plates
of a charged condenser are short-circuited,
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the discharge does not take place install
famously, hut during a finite time. The
period of discharge is very brief. of course.
as anyone who has joined the terminals of
a charged condenser and seen the resulting
flash will appreciate at once: but neverthe-
less the actual time required for an ap-
proximately complete discharge can readily
be calculated as soon as the capacity of the
condenser and the resistance of the dis-
charging circuit are known. Furthermore.
if the terminals of the condenser remain con-
nected for so short an interval that only a
partial discharge occurs, it is possible. by
measuring the remaining charge with a
ballistic galvanometer. to determine exactly.
to the millionth of a second, how long the
discharge continued. The principle of the
experiment is now apparent contacts are
so arranged that the bullet, by breaking them
in succession, allows the condenser to dis-
charge during the time required for the
bullet to pass from one contact to the other

The battery switch (Fig. 2) is closed.
charging the condenser to the full voltage
of the battery, and the bullet is then pro-
jected so as to break the upper contact
first. The battery is thus cut out. and the
condenser discharges through the resistance
until the lower contact is broken by the
bullet. This terminates the discharge, and
the condenser stands insulated with its re-
maining charge. The condenser key is then
depressed, causing the charge to pass through
the ballistic galvanometer, which swings
under the electric impulse very much as a
suspended pendulum moves under a me-
chanical blow; and by reading the maximum
deflection of the needle, and knowing the
sensitivity of the galvanometer, the capacity
of the condenser, the original voltage, and
the value of the discharge resistance. the
time during which the condenser discharged
can readily he calculated by the well known
logarithmic equation. Dividing the dis
tance between the contacts by this time. we
then have the speed of the projectile.

For example, if it is found that the
original charge of the condenser wan twie,
as large as that which remained after the
bullet was fired. we take the Napierian

(Continued ,^aJe 3801



In the Upper Left Hand Corner of Fig. I is a Top
View of the Original Bell and T.iinter Phonograph.
A Shows the Recorder and "B" the Reproducer. The
Lower Right Hand Corner Shows the Apparatus in Use.

Above in Fig. 3 is Shown One of the First Cylindrical
Graphophones to be Placed on the Market.

One of the First Disc Type Graphophones is Shown Above in
Fig. 5 The Horn and Reproducer Are Fastened Rigidly To-
gether and Pivoted so as to Follow the Groove in the Record.

Fig. 2 Shows One of the Original Commercial Phono-
graphs Manufactured. It Is Equipped for Recording and

Reproducing and Works by a Foot Treadle.

A Large Cylinder Type of Graph,
phone is Shown Below in Fig. 4.
Note the Large Horn Which Gave

Quite a Volume of Sound.
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The Non -Set Auto-
matic Stop Which is
Fully Described inthe Text is Illustrated

Below in Fig. 6.



PhortAograph Evoluton
E, ERYONE is familiar with the

account of the first phonograph as
built by Thomas A. Edison, which
consisted of a cylinder coated with
tinfoil, upon which was impressed

sibrations by means of the human voice
Mr. Edison did some experimental work
along this line in 1878, but it was not un-
til 1887 that he developed his findings to
an extent which rendered the results com-
mercially practical.

SELL AND TAINTOR'S EARLY TALKING
MACHINE

In 1884.4. Chinchester A. Bell and Sum-
ner Tamterpbtained a patent on an ap-
paratus for recording and reproducing
speech and sounds. We are illustrating
in Fig. I some of the drawings taken from
their patent specifications. It will be no-

t tired that instead of having the recorder
or reproducer move along the face of the
record as is done in the present-day ma-
chines, the record is made to move hori-
zontally as well as rotate, and the record-
er or reproducer is maintained in a sta-
tionery position. This apparatus was
worked by hand and the sounds were re-
corded by one type of stylus and repro-
duced by another, both of which are
shown in Fig. 1. A metal plate was used
for supporting the disc and on the face
of it was clamped a cardboard circle
coated with a mixture of beeswax and
paraffin. on which was impressed the
voice or sound vibrations

UNIQUE STYLUS USED

The recording stylus was composed of
a piece of steel wire ground to a coni-
cal point One side was then ground off
to the axis of the wire. This method
left a sharp cutting edge which removed
the material from the disc when making
grooves in it, on the bottom of which
the sound record was impressed.

The details of the recorder or repro-
ducer may be seen in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 A
is the recorder and Fig I B is the repro-
ducer. In the former, a, denotes a dia-
phragm placed over the end of the tube
connecting with the mouth -piece- Over
this is placed a rubber cup. c. in contact
with which is a plate. b. on which is

mounted. in a standard. the stylus. d. As
the sound virations pass through the tube
they vibrate the diaphragm. which vibra-
tions are transmitted through the rubber
cup shaped piece to the stylus. The stylus

then cuts indentations corresponding to
the sound vibrations.

In Fig. 1 B we have the reproducer
with the needle or stylus shown at d.
This is held between a e, and a cir-
cular piece of hard rubber c. a is the
metallic standard through which passes
an air tube which ends at disc, b, in the
center of which is a hole. When the
stylus, d, is vibrated by the impressions
on the record it causes the column of
air to vibrate, whose vibrations are in
turn transmitted to the ear which is
placed either at the mouthpiece or to a
special pair of ear pieces.

In recording with this instrument a
person spoke into the mouthpiece as il-
lustrated and when he desired to hear his
own voice he removed the recorder and
substituted for it the reproducer. Then.
by listening at the mouth piece or mak-
ing use of special ear tubes it was pos-
sible to hear the sounds. It must be re-
membered that during all this process it
seas necessary to have the disc rotated by
hand.

MANY STYLES EVOLVED
Our second photograph shows one of

the first commercial machines which al-
lowed both recording and reproducing.
It was actuated by means of a foot -treadle
similar to that used on a sewing machine.
In fact. the entire apparatus bore a great
resemblance to that household necessity.

Our third, fourth and fifth photographs
show different types of instruments pro-
duced at different stages of development;
the third and fourth using the obsolete
cylinder records and the fifth bearing a
great resemblance to our phonograph of
today, in that it used a disc record. In
the latter it was necessary to balance the
horn and reproducer carefully so as to re-
duce the wear and tear on the record to
a minimum

NEW AUTOMATIC NON -SET STOP
Our sixth illustration show, wit of the

latest devices applied to phonographs by
one of the prominent manufacturers.
which provides a clever means for auto-
matically stopping the motor when the
end of the voice record is reached. This
is done without any previous setting or
any attention whatsoever from the opera-

tor. A short description is given below
of the action of this apparatus. which may
he readily understood by following the
figures on our illustration.

A Pocket Field
A sort of big brother to the pocket tele-

imese described in the pages of this maga-
gine several months ago has been produced
by the same company and is illustrated here-
with It is known as the Biascope and give.
a magnification power of six. In size, it is

3M inches king and 3% inches maximum
width- The lenses are carefully grotmd and
afford an ample field of vision. The glass

supplied with a leather case.
A feature of the apparatus is the diopter

scale by means of which one may set his
glass at its- necessary focusing point with-
out an, fumbling. This point is ascertained
by- experiment ; by using the scale provided.
the glass can be instantly adjusted foe the
novssar, focus.

Reing very snuff and compact yet at the
33'i

When the motor IS started by tie 'roc.
uat lever it will be seen that the gover noi
brake, 9, will be released by the action id
the square hole, 5, on the pin, as t to ie.:,
pivots on its fulcrum. 4. This action al
lows the motor to start, and also i arses
the pawl, 10, to snap past the pin 11 to

the position shown. It also releases the
so-called interrupted wheel, 14

The arm, 13. is frictionally clutched to
the tone arm so that it can II110%, with
the same, but upon being stopped will
not interfere with the movetnent of the

arm. As the reproducing needle travels
along the grooves. the lever. 13, presses
on 14, which is attached to the lever. IS.

which causes the latter to pivot on 16
till it hits the stop, 17, causing the end,
IS, to slip past the pin, 19 Wheel 12
then rotates for nearly one full turn in a
clockwise direction until pin, 22, engages
with the small tooth, 23 Also pin,
clears the pawl, 10, and the pin, 19, is
in contact with the end 18

ACTION AN OSCILLATING ONE
The movement of the wheel. 12, is now

changed to a limited oscillating action which
action occurs every two revolutions of the
disc shaft, the nose, 18, causing it to move
in one direction and the pin 22 causing
it to move in the opposite direction.
Wheel 21, is moved by the gear, 10. The
lever, 13, also progresses and retrogresses
alternately without interfering with the
movement of the tone arm, being pushed
by the projection, 14.

When the needle reaches the end of the
sound spiral, the progressional action of
the levers. 13, and 15, cease but that of
the pin. 22, continues. Therefore, it will
swing over to the curved side of the large
tooth and cause the wheel. 12. to move
clockwise, carrying the pin, 11, against
the nose of the pawl, 10. and causing the
brake lever to act upon the governor disc.
thereupon stopping the motor.

This feature is one of the latest devel-
opments in the phonograph world and
has achieved great popularity due to its
features of being foolproof and entirely
eliminating the human factor, as it needs
no setting.

While it is entirely possible that many
greater features will be added to the pho-
nograph in coming years still it can easily
be seen that wonderful advances have
been made to this date over the antiquated
apparatus shown in Fig 2. --Photos. cour-
tesy Columbia Graphophone Company.

Glass
'Mk' time powerful. these glasses are
adapted very well for the uses of newts -
men and others interested in the great
outdoors.

The Neat Little Poch., Site Field Glass in
on the Lett Has a Magnification Power of Si.
Times. It Can be Contained in the Leather Case
Shown and Very Easily Slipped Into she Porbet

\ pair or two of these glasses should le .1
very great aid to any boy scout troop ins,
much as it will enable them to cart, ,41 pro
tire in long distance visual signaling, a44,1

other field work where a large glass would
be too, cumbersome.
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Movie Shown Dawn of Life
0NE of the most entrancing subjects

which cinema producers and photo-
graphers have endeavored to place
before the public time and again,
is that showing the dawn of crea-

tion, and especially the beginning of our
earth. The editor recently had the pleasure
of being present at a private presentation
of a new film, forming reel No. 1 of a
series on "The Science of Life." This movie
shows at the beginning the earth revolving
in space, and clouds of hot vapor envelop-
ing it. A caption tells us that-the earth
was not always in the condition that we
know now, and informs us that once it was
a hot body revolving in space, like myriads
of stars that we now watch and study
through our giant telescopes.

The next scene shows the earth's crust
starting to cool and wrinkle up, this part of
the picture being done iii a very clever way,
illustrating the various strata of rock.
Cavities are formed due to the wrinkling

process, and it is very instructive and in-
teresting to see the various ground layers
of the earth rising and falling under the
play of natural forces. Shortly some of the
hollows formed by the wrinkling of the
earth's crust fill with water, and we have
oceans, lakes and rivers.

This film would be an excellent one in
the editor's opinion, for use in public schools
and other educational institutions, and
should form a part in the instruction in
geography an astronomy. The beginning
of life is shown in an authoritative scien-
tific manner and it is most absorbing even
to the layman who knows nothing of biology,
for he can easily understand pictures. The
first form of life on the earth is illustrated
as single celled beings, which were taken
with the aid of a very powerful microscope
and high-powered electric lights, under the
direction of the U. S. Bureau of Public
Health Service. One of the first stages of
life shown, is, of course, the amoeba, and

several fossil imprints on rock are shown,
and it is explained how inns the io
these fossil remains found in rocks, the
history of life on earth has been traced.

To give a clear idea of how the first forms
of animal life on earth gradually grew and
changed into other larger forms, a little
animal called the eithippus and resembling
A horse. and measuring but a few inches in
length. is shown; this corresponds accurately
to researches and studies carried out in trac-
ing the history of life on earth. Following
this several other animals (checked with
fossil life remains at the New York Museum
of Natural History) are shown with X-ray
views of their bony structure. until finally
we come down to the present-day horse. It
is hard to exaggerate the value this picture
would have in the hands of practically any
teacher of geography, biology and astronomy,
in the average public school or high school,
where a suitable lecture is given with it.
1.7ustrotions Courtesy The Dray Productions.

A Telescopic Microscope
By DR. ALBERT NEUBtlik.GER.

THE two notions telescope and micro-
scope seem to exclude themselves and
the composition telescopic microscope
seems to be a contradiction. A tele-
scope is, as is well known, an optical

instrument, which serves for the observation
of objects which are far away. On the con-
trary a microscope is used for very small
objects which are always in the nearest
neighborhood of our eyes. What is. then, a
telescopic microscope? Well, it is a very
useful instrument, which makes the observa-
tion of small objects a good deal easier and
more comfortable than by using a common
magnifying system of lenses or a simple
microscope. The telescopic microscope is
particularly useful in all cases where it is
vither not practicable or not desirable to
bring the magnifying combination close up
to the object which is to be viewed.

Therefore they are certainly a valuable
instrument for institutions working in widely
differing fields. in schools, agricultural
laboratories. public offices. libraries, mu-
seums. scientific instrument workshops. en-
graving offices, and many other establish -

Telescopic Microscope
ii,vided With Illuminating Attach-

ment and Head Band.

incnts, in weaving and spinning mills, by
zoologists, botanists, medical men, collectors,
and Connoisseurs.

The telescope itself, without front lens
attachment, is available for use as a field
glass or in the theater. With the aid of
the central conjoint focussing mechanism
or by rotation of the eyepieces it can be
focussed upon objects only two yards dis-
tant. Its capacity for being focussed within
such extensive limits will cause the instru-
ment to meet with a wide apprcciatiun among
nature students, frequenters of picture gal-
leries. museums. theaters, and such like.

Telescopic magnifiers are available either
for use with one eye (monocular pattern)
or for use with both eyes (binocular pat-
tern ). The binocular telescopic magnifiers
have this material advantage that they en-
able objects to be seen in solid relief. Solid
objects seen through a binocular glass pre-
sent a far more realistic appearance than
when viewed through a monocular one. The
monocular telescopic magnifiers would natu-
rally be quite adequate for viewing objects

on the flat, such as documents, drawings,
art prints, etc., and in all cases where it is

essential to obtain the highest available de-
gree of magnification.

The customzry field -glasses (single and
double patterns) are adaptable for use as
telescopic magnifiers (field -glass magni-
fiers). When equipped with two identical
front lens attachments, binoculars become
available for use as stereo -telescopes.

The telescopic magnifiers can be especially
useful as an aid to vision in cases of weak
sight, especially when the visual capacity
is far impaired.

For intermittent use, when it is not neces-
sary to have the hands disengaged, the most
convenient method is to hold the telescopic
magnifier in the hand without any supporting
device. Where these are required they may
take the form of head bands, head clips, or
stands (with or without fine adjustment).
The latter are mainly intended for the use
of weak -sighted persons. for whose con-
venience there is also a special reading desk.

84X Telescopic Microscope (Tele- Binocular Telescope Magnifier With
scope to and Front Objective At- Drawing Prism Supported on Focus -

mammal.) ing Stand.

Binocular Telescopic Microscope At-
tached to a Head Band But With-

out plummeting Attachment.
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Storing Steam for Use WLine rch Needed
By ISMAIL. GINSBERG, B. Sc., Cheinn. Eng.

STEAM is evaporated water. It is the
liquid, water, converted by heat
through elevation of temperature into
the gaseous condition. We never see
steam. The white cloud, escaping

from the water kettle, from the valves on
radiators, from exhaust pipes of locomotives
:aid stationary engines, is not steam, but fine

particles of condensed water. Steam is
colorless just like air. VIlhen steam comes
in contact with a surface or any other
medium, as for example air, which is at a
temperature below the boiling point of water.
or 212 degrees Fahrenheit, a part of the
steam is immediately condensed with the
formation of a white cloud.
DR. RUTHS, SWEDISH ENGINEER. IN-

VENTS STEAM STORER
Steam is made !as and when it is needed.

It has not been possible to store steam
economically and practically for future use
by arty means known up to the present time.
before the Swedish engineer Dr. Ruths de-
vised his steam storer or accumulator. The
reasons for this are quite obvious. In the
first place steam can only exist as such when
the temperature is high. As soon as the
temperature decreases, the steam condenses
and forms water. Then again, the volume
of steam is very great. For example. one
pound of water at 212 degrees Fahrenheit
and atmospheric pressure will produce 26.79
cubic feet of steam. A pound of water will
occupy only 1-62.5 cubic feet or 0.016 cubic
foot. while the steam, produced thereform,
will occupy 26.79 cubic feet. It is easy to
see that it would be a practical impossibilb
to store very much steam, even if the tem-
perature conditions were favorable. Of
course, it is possible to store the steam under
pressure just as any gas is stored under
pressure, where a large volume of the gas
is squeezed into a small cylinder. as in the
case of oxygen or hydrogen gas. hut this
method is also not economically feasible for
many reasons, the required high temperature
being an obstacle to its use.

Si,, the steam plain. that is the boiler plant.
has continually made steam as it was re-
quired by the power producing machines and
other apparatus in the works. When the
plant shut down in part or in entirety, the
steam plant was shut down correspondingly.
When the steam demand increased, the
banked fires were started again or another
boiler or two was set into operation. In
a plant where the steam demand varies con-
stantly from hour to hour. and in many
elwmical plants. paper mills, steel works,
sm. this is practically the case, there must
necessarily be constant stopping and starting

of boilers. The result is low efficiency of
operation. The reason for this variable de-
mand for steam is due to the fact that the
steam is used for other purpiises in the
plant than for producing power. In a paper
mill, for example, it is used in heating up
the digesters which convert wood and other
paper making materials into pulp; it is also

On the Left is Shown
the Slem Storage
Tank in Actual Opera-
tion. The Steam in
First Generated and
Then Lead Into the
Storage Tank Where it
is Condensed by the
Water Within. A Pull
Explanation of the Ac -
lion of This Tank in
Contained in the Text.

employed in the drying cylinders on the
paper making machine for drying the moist
sheet of paper after it leaves the Fourdrinier
wire. It finds similar uses in chemical
plants. plants making soap, dyes, food prod-
ucts, rubber. steel, and in fact in almost an)
establishment where heat is required in the
manufacturing process. In every case this
means variation in steam consumption and
high cost of steam production.

DETAILS OF STEAM STORER
The new machine that stores steam and

delivers it in excellent condition for use
in various operations is known as the Ruths
steam accumulator. It is a large steel tank
with rounded ends. The tank is provided
with double walls and the best heat insula-
tion available. It is filled about nine -tenths
full of water, and the insulation is so per-
fect that no matter what the temperature
is on the inside, it is cold on the outside
surface. The tank is provided with a steam
dome on top in which the discharge or
safety pipe is connected. The charging pipe
passes through the top of the tank and opens
into a long horizontal pine. extending along

CHARGING LINE
D°UVI3LALEVESACTING

,

WATER

CHARGING OUTLETS

DOUBLE JACKET TUBULAR CASINGS FOR
DISTRIBUTING STEAM

He- ewith. All,hectional

Digrame
Variou.

of the
Parts
Steam

Arcot abr ge Tank Illuxtrated
eled and by Comparison

With the Text Thei Us
in the tipper Left Hand ComeUsesr i Fe

untirt Ie olgth 4,1 tile tank, provided
numerous small charging necks, e,,,,e"Ith
at right angles to the horizontal pipel".e14
steam enters the apparatus through.
necks and is condensed by the water,
in direct contact with it. The steatn'is7,,In. g
tically speaking, stored in the water,

t',quantity of which is accurately determined
before the apparatusis put into operatri
The charging outlets are surrounded

withtubular casings to distribute the steam
it enters the apparatus. Both

on

pipe and the discharging pipe are provided
with double acting valves of special
struction and possessing a high degree

of
sensitivity.

The apparatus is located
steam line. The valves are adjusted so thatthey work at the proper pressures.

Thecapacity of the boiler plant is calculated
to

supply a certain average quantity of gem
per hour to take care of normal operating,
of the plant. Then the mill is not working
to capacity or when a part of the manufac-
turing process is temporarily shut down,
waiting for another part to catch up with
it, the boiler plant is of course producing
more steam than is required. The result
is that the pressure of steam in the steam
line builds up and the double acting valve
on the steam inlet line to the accumulator
opens and allows the excess steam to flow
into the machine and store up in the water.
If the demand for steam suddenly increases.
the first thing that happens is that the don
of steam towards the accumulator is stripped
and then the double acting valve on the
steam discharge line opens and the gored
steam from the accumulator is permitted
to enter the steam line.

RESULTS OBTAINED
Very remarkable results have been oh-,

tained with this apparatus. The use of
the machine has made it possii le to work
with fewer boilers and less labor. The

largest Ruths accumulators built up to the
present time allow the discharge at the

maximum rate of 100,000 kilograms of steam
per hour from the machine. that is more than
220.000 pounds of steam per hour, without
the steam losing any appreciable pressure.
It has been remarked by the President of on:
of the largest paper concerns in the coun-
try, after he had seen the machines in action
in Europe, that in one case the steam by
dormant, was stored up for three wok'
in the accumulator and then practically all
of waso reecrorveenrte.d. as the loss was sob

ut

DISCHARGE OR
SAFETY NOZZLE

HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUT-/ ING RIPE
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Now Unde Sam 00Neep5 Ttath" o FE' q'n-s
Y. 5. II, WHWVERS11'

U. S. Bureau of Standards Wind Tunnel For Making Airplane Test.
Thee Tunnel is Also Used to Test Automat. Roof Ventilators The
Air es Drawn Through the Wind Tunnel by a Powerful Motor -driven Fan.

is IEUT. WRIGHT
makes forced land-
ing near Rantoul.
Illinois. No in-
juries to personnel.

D. H. 4 plane is partially
wrecked. Repairs being made
at Chanute Field."

With a variation in the
text, this imaginary message
is likely to be true to life
at any time, and although
the accident may occur hun-
dreds of miles from the Na-
tional Capital. the report is
written on a blackloard in
a room at Bolling Field.
Washington, D. C.. a few
minutes after the mishap.
And, thereby hangs a talc
of "How Uncle Sam Keeps
Tab on Airplanes in Flight."

The Air Service of the

How Uncle Sam Keeps Track of His Airplanes. The Blackboard Map
Corresponding to the One Shown Below. is Kept Up To Date every Few
Minutes by Radio and Wire Reports on Airplane Positions and Weather.
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 OPERATING GOVERNMENT FIELD
 SERVING GOVERNMENT FIELD
o ORGANIZED INTERMEDIATE FIELDS
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CliVELAND i)-411. MITCHEL FIELD
naosisum MINEOLA

P VALE

ABERDEEN

BOLLING FIELD
WASH. D.C.

LANGLEY FIELD
HAMPTON

War Department has a net-
work of seven fields for the landing and
taking off of aircraft, these points form-
ing the so-called 31odel Airway. These fly-
ing stations are located at Rantoul, Illinois:
Dayton. Ohio: Mt. Clemens. Michigan:
Moundsville. West Virginia; Hampton
Roads. Virginia; Mineola. New York: and
Vl'ashington, D. C. Then. too. there are
intermediate points serving these respective
Air Service flying fields. including Kokomo.
Columbus. and Cleveland. Ohio: Fort Ben-
jamin Harrison. Indiana: Frostburg, Penn-
sylvania: Aberdeen. Maryland; and Camp
\'ale. New Jersey.

Bolling Field. located at the National Capi-
tal, and the place where the Air Service
conducts many of its experimental aircraft
nights, has been, quite logically, selected as
the control station for the network of flying
fields comprising the model airway. At this
Mint. the branch of the Government service
oneemed with the development of aircraft
has stationed a control officer. radio control
officer. and meteorological control officer, each
having functions to perform in conjunction
with the operations of the airway. Air-
g,ing machines from any of the seven air
write stations named in a preceding para-
graph. take to the air in accordance with
well-defined schedules. F-ach of these seven
Government flying fields assign every other
week an airplane to fly over the "Model Air-

way." and the dates on which these flying
machines make cross-country flights are so
arranged that at least one airplane flies either
east or west over the Allegheny Mountains
daily.

The Airways Office of the Air Service, in
Washington. under the direction of Captain
Burdette S. Wright, controls the movements
of Uncle Sam's aircraft on these periodical
flights over a vast and populous area of the
United States. Out at Bolling Field. under
the active guidance of Captain St. Clair
Street, the Operations Office marks a de-
parture in the control of the movements of
these mechanical birds of flight. Here, in
a room. 110 by 20 feet in dimensions, de-
signed and built for this specific purpose.
a crash occurring at Mitchell Field. Long
Island. New York, hundreds of miles away,
is almost instantly flashed by means of radio-
telegraphy to Washington.

Fastened on the wall of the operations
..;ce at Bolling Field, District of Columbia,

a huge map (incased in glass) of the
United States. On this figured representa-
tion of our physical country. is posted daily
a chart from the Weather Bureau of the
United States Department of Agriculture.
which is a forecast of weather conditions:
this chart or map is similar to those widely
issued daily by the Weather Bureau. Sup-
plementing this chart, indicating whether the
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weather for the forth-
coming twenty-four hours
is to be fair or foul, is a
board reserved for posting
meteorological information
existing at each of the seven
Air Service flying fields.
These data are in the form
of advance weather fore-
casts based on reports made
available to the control office
of each of the stations along
the model airway. The re-
verse side of this board con-
tains information of par-
ticular value to aviators
contemplating flights, and
this is known as the Aviation
Weather Forecast, predict-
ing the state of the upper
atmosphere for the different
sections of the airway.

A blackboard, extending
over nearly one-half of the

side wall of he 110 by 20 feet of the Opera-
tions Office, is reserved for the dispatching
of aircraft on these periodical cross-country
flights. One section of this board indi-
cates the flying schedule in effect; an -tither portion contains a line drawing of
the model airway, or a section for posting
weather conditions as they relate to the
different points along the Government air-
way. Also, this hoard carries in suspension
a group of miniature models of aircraft.
these representations serving, in a graphic
manlier, to show the location of each air-
plane in flight, according to the latest in-
formation received by radio -telegraphy.

If a unit of aircraft is delayed at a sta-
tion-say, for instance, at Chanute' Field.
at Rantoul, Illinois-this is indicated on the
blackboard, as well as information pertain-
ing to the cause of the delay, and the name
and type of the machine are given. A third
section of this large bulletin board is re-
served for announcing the arrivals. depart-
ures. expected arrivals and expected de-
partures of air -going machines. In a
measure, it is a railway -train bulletin board
adapted to the facilities of transportation
through the air. The names of the per-
sonnel. the home station. and the type and
number of the airplane are supplemental-)
information contained on the Model Airway

(Contonted on page 3Th)



Haw Filmtes

IF is almost universally known that the
ordinary photographic plate is very
sensitive to the blue and violet end of
the spectrum, and nearly entirely insensi-
tive to the red, orange and yellow side.

Upon such a plate even a dark blue sky will

11-Y;
i16 ;I!

appear almust solute, unlie dowers of a
radiant yellow and trees of a light green are
seen in the photograph darkly outlined. By
adding various chemicals or coatings to the
ordinary plate, it is quite easy to sensitize it,
so that a chromatic plate will be produced.

w loch plate will record light wag,
longer ware -length, such as yellow, red' a

Picture taken with this plate !",4,

while dark.%

be produced with the sante degree, tit .7,,
' iiHitand dark. which the natural scene

establish in the human eye. For init.

gave more satisfae.

,ellow would appear light,
would appear dark.

Rtintgen or X-rays differ front the ordi-
nary rays of light in one important
The wave -length is extraordinarily si,
Although many plates have been deigkim,

ttryXr-ersau)Itswtohrakn s'titheichstandard plates found
upon the market, no attempt has been mad,
up to the present time to sensitize the plat,
for extraordinarily short wave -lengths, sigh
as those emitted by the X-ray tube, nit
X-ray photographic plate, therefore, hat

differed in no way from plates for other
purposes. For this reason the exposure re-
quired was rather long due to the relative
insensitivity of the plate to the shorter watt.

Photo No. I Is An X -Ray Picture of the Ron
Taken With Ordinary Plates. No 2 Is the SOte
Produced on Neo-Rontgen Plates. N. I It t
Photo of the Hand Taken On An Ordinary Pim.
Half of Which Was Subsequently Exposed T
Yellow Light, Blotting Out the Image Almon'
Entirely. The Same Effect Tried On Photo No I

Produced No Loss of Detail.
.........

lengths, and there was little difference he.
tween hard and soft rays; in other words.
short wave and long wave X-rays. On this
account. there was little contrast in X-ray
photographs. In addition to that X-ray

plates were far too sensitive to ordinary
light.

Dr. Schleussner, a well known Gennut
authority in photo -chemical matters, has

succeeded. after years of investigation. in
sensitizing photographic plates for X-ray
use by an addition of certain organic salts
which are absorbed by the grains of silver
bromide on the photographic plate. The

plate thus formed is very responsive to the
soft rays of an X-ray tube. The soft rays
are relatively longer than the hard Riintgen
rays. One could compare the soft rays with

visible yellow -red light, and hard rats to
blue -violet light, if their effects on this new
photographic plate are used for the com-
parison. Photographs taken with such*"
give very real contrasting effects.

In the picture of the elbow reproduced
here, the first photograph was take with

the ordinary plate, and the second with
the

new Neo-Röntgen plate. These new 1)bie.,

are hardly affected if exposed wholly or in

(Continued on page 376)

Urhulual Meteozite
On Thursday, January 25th. an unusual

phenomenon was witnessed in the Canton-
ment of Quetta, on the Northwest Frontier
of India, a large meteorite falling to earth
during the course of a thunderstorm, at
about half past two in the afternoon.

A Strange Meteorite Phenomenon Is Shown lo
the Accompanying Picture. the Meteorite Pene-
trating the Huge Stock of Ba/ed Straw Nearly To
the Ground and Not Setting Fire To the Straw

Until Several Hours Afterward.

Previous to its impact, a house near the
point of its arrival was struck by lightning.
About a minute later, came the meteorite
itself, hitting a lam- stack of haled straw
about a hundred feet long and thirty feet
high. The force of its impact may be

(Continued "ft page 375)
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FIG.I

Above is Shown Ideal Streamline Body
for Automobile. As Will Be Seen
Eddies Are Formed. and the Resulting
Resistance is Very Little More Than
the Skin Friction Between the Air and
the Surface of the ModeL In the Dia.
gram Nine Smoke Threads Am Shown:
of These Nos. 4 and S Are Diverted
to the Greatest Extent, the Adjoining
Threads 3 and 6 Alrmad ey Show Flatter

Cury

In Fig. 2 a Compromise in
Streamline Body Design is
Shown, the Upper Part of the
Body Being Placed as Foe Back
as Possible to Avoid Sharp In-
terference with the Air Currants.
A Still Better Design is Shown

in Pig. 3.
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SPEED IN MILES Mal HOOP

Fig. 5 Shows the Flow of Air Around a Standard Type
of Closed Auto Body Traveling at High Speed. The
Eddy Currents Formed in the Venous Angles About a
Body of This Design, Cause a G Amount of Power
to Be Consumed in Driving Such  Body Through the

Air et a Given Speed

By Sunably Streamlining Automobile Bodies, More Speed with Less Power Becomes Possible, no Wfll Be Evident by Studying the Accompanying DiagramsMade with the Aid of Smoke Streams nd Wooden Body Models of Different Shapes By Smdying the Diagram. Fig 4. it Will Be Seen at Once that theHorsepower Required Overcome the Air Resistance Alone of  Standard Closed Body Is Much Greater Than That of a Streamline Body. At 100 Milesper Hour. One Hundred and Fifty Horsepower Are Required or Rather Wasted. in Forcing a Standard Closed Body Through the Air, White a StreamlineBody Only Absorbs Slightly Over Fifty Horsepower.

More Auto Speed Wrath
By C. A. OLDROYD

WHEN the motorcar designer had
exhausted all possibilities of
speeding up his cars without
further increasing their power,
he consulted his colleague, the

aeronautical engineer, and the latter
showed him how he could actually con-
struct much faster cars, using even less
Power than that of present standard types
of automobile engines.

Small wooden auto models of about one-
tenth full size were made and suspended
in a windtunnel.

Around such a shape as shown in Fig. I
the air flows in steady curves, as indi-
cated in the diagram: no eddies are
formed, and the resulting resistance is
'el' little more than the skin friction

l' between the air and the surface of the
model. In the diagram. nine smoke -
threads are shown; of these, number 4
and 5, are diverted to the greatest extent,
the adjoining threads, 3 and 6. already
show flatter curves. Threads I and 8
are only very slightly affected, and num-
her-5 is not deflected at all

Lnfortunately, a true streamline shape
does not lend itself readily to a car body
design, first for purely constructional rea-
sons, and second, because a streamline
shape iseat its best when in a free current
of air.

The streamline, therefore, had to be
modified by flattening the underside. As
a fast touring car must be comfortable in
all weathers, a closed body had to be pro-
vided. This was done by placing a sec-
ond streamline shape, this time only
streamlined in plan, on top of the first
body, the lower one. The upper body ends
in a knife-edge to prevent the formation
of eddies.

At first sight (see Figs. 2 and 3), the
new type of body seems rather strange,
and one is inclined to wonder why the
upper body has been placed so far back,
as otherwise the outline would appear
more balanced. It was, however, neces-
sary to place the upper part so far back,
if high efficiency was to be obtained, be-
cause the streamline shape is very sensi-
tive to any disturbance in the flow of

Less "ewer
air, and with the -body set back, this in-
terference occurs too late to be harmful.

When studying the diagram (sec Fig.
4), which shows the horsepower needed
to overcome the air -resistance alone, one
will see at a glance what a tremendous
step forward a streamline car is. The
curves show the horsepower needed to
overcome the air -resistance of a standard
closed hotly in one case, and of a stream-
line body in the other case.

Figure 5 gives the explanation. it shows
the flow of air around a standard type of
closed body travelling at high speed.

The "washing away" of the eddies takes
place between lines I and 2, some of the
eddies also disappear around the body
sides.

But Fig. 5 shows us even more than
that. it gives an idea, how far the dis-
turbance of the air reaches. Lines Ito
4 are severely deflected. the .following
curves are easier, but even line 8 and
, are not yet straight lines, and the dis-
turbance extends still further.

The Two Photos Above Show Recent Streamline Automobile Bodies of German Design
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N© OF-Engi00ne Stops -111
ADEVICE has recently been designed

for use on any internal combustion
engine with a pressure lubricating

system, which will stop the engine at
any time when the oil system does
not act properly. The bottom part of
the device is connected to the gaso-
line line. near the carburetor. while the
top opening of it is connected to the oil

The Auto-
matic "No -
Oil" Cut -Ott
Here Illus-
trated, Should
Prove a Boon
to Motorists.
and Prevent
Scoring the
Cylinders of
Engines. Due
to the Oil
Having
Leaked Out
Because a
Broken Pit-
ting or to
Neglect on the
Part of the
?Moist.

rfINNINIr

line. A diaphragm made of speciall; treated
Austrian gnat skin, separate: the oil com-
partment front the lower et mtpa rt ment

where the gasoline flows through. \s long
as the engine is running and the lubricating
system acting properly, the nil pressure
against this diaphragm will keep the valve
in the gasoline section wide open. allowing
the gasoline to flow freely In the carburetor

When the Oil Pressure Falls, Ow-
ing to the Shortage of Oil, the
Gasoline Flow to the Carburetor as
Cut Off, as Explained in the Ac.
companying Article. The Oil Pres-
sure as Long as it is Kept at Nor-
mal or Nearly Normal Value. Acts
on a Flexible Diaphragm D. Which
in Turn Holds Open the Gasoline

Valve E.

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE

OIL LINE

Paw No -OIL CUT -OFF

GASOLINE SUPPLY

i,111 ,f1t11 lilt nil anpply
pump fails. the oil pressure (zit,' a thj
.1,rip:.; Islitailt the gasoline ealeeatOte
the s ilie t.. close immediately, that
the engine. *4%

When the engine is voluntarily
sI

by the driver, the valve in the gask"Vlffri
autonlatieally closes until the eng-ikklik
started again. this preventing gdridi koir
age. Should his engine stop and the

drip.,.

dawnde
as to the cause, he can in."

a tester which is on top of the /14
and if the engine starts, and then go,
soon as the carburetor is emptied, he n;
feel assured that the lubrication is not ned's
nig properly. One can also use this

tester
to refill the carburetor that has been dramen

A. Testing rod to use when the driver
undecided as to cause of the engine on,.
ping. 11. 01 line. C Upper coinpartm,
where oil I :essure bears against the pat
skin diaphragm. D. Specially treated {1.s.
tralian Goat skin which separates the oi
compartment from the gasoline comm.,
ment. The pressure of the oil quern
against this goat skin pushes the plow
that ripens the valve allowing the gas to Boo
freely. E. Valve plunger. F. Vale
G. Spring which lifts the valve thus closing
it as soon as the oil system ceases to func-
tion. and does not have the proper pressure
against the top of the diaphragm. H. Gass
line line.

It is a wonder that some genius did an
long ago, bring out a device similar to this
as there is more trouble encountered from
improper lubricating conditions in autumn-
file engines than one would imagine olf
hand. Some of the reasons that automobile
engines have their bearings burned, or some-
times have their cylinders badly scored and
grooved because of no oil, is due to negli.
genre of the driver not watching the nil Iced
in the tank: in other cases a leak has perhaps
developed unknown to the driver as he spun
along.

Contributed he HENRY 5. Woos.

New Enehle Anfi-Sta.-
ORE than a few of our automobile

Mdisasters arise from stalling of en-
gines. It is very easy indeed when

taking a rough railroad crossing at cautious
pace with engine closely throttled, or when
running in heavy traffic, with just enough
gas to keep it alive, for the roadway or the
driver to make a sudden demand for more
power- a demand which cannot he met with
the small amount of gas which the engine is
getting. The resulting stalling of the en-
gine is always embarrassing at the very least,
and it always brings within the realm of pos-
sibility a crash from behind or from the

aide.
A very ingenious anti -stall device has been

placed upon the market by a Brooklyn, N. V.,

concern. The starting motor is connected
into the ignition switch circuit in such a man-

ner that the act of switching on the ignition,
switches on the starter as well. This has
been done in the past. of course, an automatic
cut-out being supplied to put the starter out

Of action at soon as it had done its duty.
But these cut-outs have been regulated solely
by the engine speed, and have had to be set
for the speed, at which the engine just start-
ing is certain to remain started, rather than
from a zero speed. The result has been that

when the engine stalled, or was closely
throttled, the starter came into play and

drained off the life blood of the battery.

The anti -stall device illustrated is con-
structed differently, and does not act until

tile engine comes to a dead stop. When this
occurs. however, it acts instantaneously, and
the engine presumably being warm, comes
right out of its stall. One's hasty impres-
sion might he that it would be impossible
to stop at all, but this, of course, is not the
ease. Switching off the ignition cuts off
the spark and cuts out the starter also, so
that the anti -stall apparatus does not come
into play. A master switch is provided in
addition to the regular ignition switch. If
for any reason it is desired to run the car
with the anti -stall device inoperative, this
switch is opened. The ignition circuit re-
mains undisturbed, and the starter will work
when the starting pedal is depressed in the
usual way, but the ignition and starting cir-
cuits have lost their connection, and the car
performs in the ordinary way. just as though
the anti -stall device were not present

It will be possible, for instance, to expltire
for trouble by spinning the engine with the
starter. It is pointed out that there is really
no good reason why one should have to close
two electrical circuits to start the engine.
Separate switches for ignition and for start-
ing motor are a relic of the day when the
starter was new and a novel attachment
superimposed upon the car and not an in-
tegral part thereof. Incidentally, the device
makes it impossible to have the ignition cur-
rent flowing and exhausting the battery, for
one can stop the engine only by turning off
the spark, and if one should then. turn the
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Devfice
ignition switch over accidentally, the egior
will at once start and attract the ounces
attention.

Raster switch to
Cut out ante

dud saf

Ground

Contacts
normally.
closed

To Battery

Citntt to vagr sun. GfOrlAr_,

The Device Here Shown in Detail is of
Coat and Effectively Prevents the Autn_.-
gine from Stalling at  Moment When " se rfftoNot-for Example, When you HOP" CO"
trhenetRaiislrosatiTtcrhaecdk. soon asA.thz..11:.d.

Switch Here Shown Comes Into PUY
the Engine Over,

Shown,
Throwing,,_ V/10

Motor into Gear.. It is Thus See ....tra0
.. the Charging -Dynamo Seed taiee

L'rnP Below Normal Value Tut mo
...nom Into Play and Start the DAV-

't Slops. Preventing Stalling



ew Apparatus for MfiCTO"'IP1110tOgraPittlY
B Dr. H. BECH

A Microphotograph of an Infecttous Disease of the
Nose is Shown In the Reproduction Above.

IN taking micro -photographs the crud-
est extemporized arrangements have
frequently been employed. Perhaps

standing on the seat of a chair or top of
a table, the person taking the magnified
picture of a microscopic object had to
do his focusing in a very uncomfortable
position accentuated by the necessity of
using a camera with a very long bellows,
or he may have had to connect the mi-
croscope with the camera in a horizon-
tal position, almost as awkward if done
without special camera and stand. Fur-
thermore an intensive source of light was
necessary and above all the whole proced-
ure demanded a very great experience. For
instance. the focusing upon the ground
glass plate of the camera was exceedingly

1.4 entre the 1,:bers n This Linen Cloth Magnified
''As Diameters. The Wonderfully Even Illumins-Cobtatepti by the Lighting Devi, at the

Right

A Sits hiliiLiDiii.:sieas;, oy Z he c Aortai
Be

i 5 1.t

Without Loung Its Sharpness.

difficult ii moving objects had to be taken.
for before the slide could be gotten into
place, this moving object would have dis-
appeared. If ever it was possible to take
a photograph by such methods, it must
be considered as a mere piece of good
luck.

The photographic objective "Phoku"
and the camera belonging to it, which
has been devised by Mr. Siedentopf and
now manufactured by the Zeiss-Werke of
Jena, Germany, does away with all these
draw -backs. As the figure shows, the
'Phoku" camera is an exceedingly com-
pact instrument, having a height of but

inches. while all other cameras for
micro -photography. even those of small-
est size, are 12 to 20 inches high.

The most important merit, however, be-
longing to the "Phoku" is the fact that
focusing upon the ground glass is com-
pletely avoided. Intead of this the pic-
ture is thrown upon the photographic
plate by a triangular prism which at the
same time focuses the picture in a hori-
zontally adjusted side tube, from which
it is reflected again by a second prism.
This latter brings the picture slantingly
upward to the surface, thus allowing the
photographer to watch and control it
quite comfortably through the objective
in the vertical tube of the camera. This
enables the person taking the picture to
snap the moving object at the very mo-
ment when it shows itself most advan-
tageously. The photographs arc about
111 by 2i/ inches in size. The apparatus
can easily he connected directly with any
larger camera The adjustment for se-
curing sharp pictures is also quite simple.
In fact, anybody can within a very short
time get acquainted with the instrument
and gather the necessary experience for
making fine micro -photographs.

NOVEL MICROSCOPE ILLUMINATOR

A device giving a uniform and intensive
illumination from all sides. is the apparatus
invented and patented by Professor William
\ fleck. of the University of Dayton, called

The Phoku Attached to the Top of a Microscope
is Shown in the Illustration Here Given With This
Device the Excellent Microphotographic Pictures

Shown at the Left Were Taken.

"An Illuminating Device for Microscopes."
The medium for the transmission of light
in this mechanism is circular in shape; it has
a central depression or well into which is
fitted a shell containing the object -platform
or stage. This platform can be moved up
or down by means of a knurled screw. The
inside portion of the medium above the stage
is beveled to firm an angle of 95r, 20' with
the horizontal, while the outside portion of
the medium has a slant of 135' with the
horizontal. The edges of the two beveled
slopes do not meet but terminate in a flat
surface to prevent injury while in use.
When in service, the light enters at A,. is
reflected at C. and again refracted at D
so as to strike the object on the stage at E,.

It will be readily seen that, on account of
the circular form of the medium. every part
of the object receives a maximum of con-
centrated light, which illuminates the object

(Continued on page 411)
Long belierek camera

Cyepece used

A, 1

mirror'
'or cbrecf light)

Great Detail Possiblel
MicroscopePibley .This :done

Cowaro lens nerved

PI

TOP YEW
-Stags

axl lows siege

Reflect,
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10,000 L.Y.

Popular Astronomy
kiy ISABEL M. LEWIS, M. A.

STARS, like human beings, have the
social instinct. They travel through
the universe in groups and clusters.
streams and drifts. Their small
family units consist of two or more

members in revolution about a common
center of gravity. We refer to these family

OF THE U. S. NAVAL. OBSERVATORY

The Sociable Stars
that it is piloting proudly and safely through
the universe.

just as among humans family groups be -,n ociiited forming communities with
more or less in common, so among

GLOBULAR STAR CLUSTERS
ABOVE PLANE OF MILKY WAY

DIAMETER 300,000 LIGHT YEARS
DEPTH

MILKY WA''. REGION
-

POSITION OF OUR CENTER OF
OWN SUN IN MILKY WAY w
LOCAL GROUP -0

MILK'( WAY

GLOBULAR STAR CLUSTERS

MOST DISTANT BELOW PLANE OF MILKY WAY

GLOBULAR STAR
CLUSTER 220,000
L.Y. FROM SUN

Diagram Showing General Plan of the Visible Stellar Universe and Relation of the Globular StaClusters to the "Milky Way" Which 'Forms the Equatonal Segment. The Globular Star Clusters AreApproaching the Plane of the Milky Way at High Velocities None Are Known to Exist Within it.The Milky Way May Consist Partly of Disintegrating Clusters.

groups as the binaries or the multiple stars.
The two members of a binary star system
may revolve almost in contact in a period
of a few hours or days or they may be so
widely separated that years or centuries pass
before a single revolution is completed.

The larger family units of three, four,
five or six members, the multiple stars.
usually form into sub -groups. two stars
close together and in mutual revolution re-
volving about a common center of gravity
with a more distant pair or an isolated
star in a period of many centuries We
know many of these star -families by name.

Who has not heard of Epsilon Lyrae. the
quadruple star that consists of a widely
separated pair each member of which is in
itself a close double? Then there is Algol.
the Demon Star in Perseus. a close binary
made up of two stars revolving nearly in
contact, egg -shaped as a result of strong
tidal reactions arising from a too close
proximity. And who that has seen will
ever forget the regal family group of
Theta Orionis in the heart of the Great
Orion Nebula which is a sextuple star?
Here is a group of unrivaled splendor and
noble distances. All of these stars are mas-
sive giants and light takes many months, if
not years. to cross their domain which is
filled with soft nebulous light due to elec-
trical excitation produced by the stars them-
selves.

There seem to be few hermits among the
stars. Our own sun, reluctant as it may
appear to share its glory with another sun.
has its brood of small dependent worlds

the stars we find that these small family
groups frequently are gathered into loose-
ly bound star clusters that are drifting
along or speeding along, as the case maybe. in the same general direction and withequal speeds. Fully a dozen of these loose
or open star clusters, as they are called, areknown to exist within a few hundred light-years of the sun and his family.

OUR SUN IN A STAR CLUSTER
Our own sun is in. though not of, oneof these open clusters as one may be in,though not of, a crowd. The cluster to

which we refer is the Ursa Major cluster
which contains. among others, five of theseven stars in the Big Dipper as well asSirius. the brightest of the stars. which

isonly eight and a fraction light years away.Most of the stars of this L'rsa Major grotis,
are extremely hot, white. hydrogen typestars and they are moving parallel to the
Milky Way in the general direction of theconstellation of Ophiuchus with a common
velocity of twenty miles per second. They
appear to he gathered into a disk -like forma

-lion for all of the members arc included
within a region that is approximately fifteen
light-years in depth and about one hundred
and fifty light-years in diameter. Within
the limits of this group there arc many stars
that do not belong to it including, as we
have said, the sun. It seems indeed to be
a remarkable fact that such an associated
cluster of stars is so little affected by chance
stars that lie within it and, vice versa, that
stars that pass through the midst of such
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a group pursue their course taidis,
bj its presence. Though the stars
dently sociably inclined they art eel.
same time, not to be swerved from

a
he

path.
Another well-known moving cluster

''

hePleiades cluster which is at a distancet'
approximately three hundred lighr.yede:
This group has been very extensively

studiedin recent years and it has been found
thatin a region two degrees square withAlcyone. the brightest of the Pleiades

atthe center there are more than two hundred
stars that are moving in the same

general
direction with equal velocities. The naked.
eye stars of the Pleiades with which

weare all familiar-the brilliant, helium stars
that arc popularly referred to as 'TheSeven Stars"or "The Seven Sisters"-arid
a few other prominent stars in this group
of the same type, that are closely associated
with the nebulosity of the Pleieales, are all
massive, giant stars fully one hundred times
more luminous than the sun. Yet the great
majority of the stars in this cluster are
dwarfs, the brightest of which do not sur-
pass our own sun in brilliancy and many of
which do not possess more than one hun-
dredth of its luminosity. This Pleiades
cluster is one of the nearest and most thior
oughly investigated of all the dwarf slur
clusters and its stars do not appear to be
confined to any one particular type. It rep-
resents a heterogeneous collection of many
classes.

One of the most important and best-lmown
of moving star clusters  is the Tauru'
group or stream which contains more than
two score members whose motions have been
thoroughly investigated. Among these stars
are some of the well-known naked eye so"
in the Hyades and other neighboring star,.
distributed over an area of some fifteen
square degrees. It has the appearance ni
a globular star cluster with a small con-
densation toward the center. Its distance
from the earth is about one hundred and
thirty light-years and its diameter is a lit!le.
over thirty light-years. It is moving with
high velocity relative to the sun in the direc-
tion of the constellation of Orion and r,

has been calculated that if its motion re
mains undisturbed it will appear after a

lapse of some sixty-five million }ears ce

an ordinary globular star cluster of faint

stars with an apparent diameter about bin
thirds that of the moon. The stars in the

Taurus cluster are giants from ten to one
hundred times more luminous than the
and there is in our immediate stellar mit"-
h"th'?0,1 no association of stars to Ire eIln

Ninalg.Anuilliceinyt assemblage.

of brilliant helium and hydrogen stars sin,
volved in nebulosity. Here also is an a5-

Umsrbl:igte.

Some six hundred light scars away i!
magnificent Orion cluster consisong clues?.

The S., in ILion Are Moving in the Direction India )0.4the Arrows. Five of Them Belong to the gailCluster Known as the Ursa MajorShown) Group. Which Also Includes SO
Brightest Star in she Sky'



Elation of stars inclurbog many of the giants
of the universe, though in this, as in all
clusters, it is the giants that receive the
lion's share of attention while in actual
numbers they may be greatly exceeded by
the inconspicuous, dwarf stars. In general,
the members of these clusters or streams
of stars are not of any one class or type,
though in some instances they seem to be
dominated by stars of a certain type, such
as the hydrogen stars in the Ursa Major
group and the helium stars in the Orion
group.

The groups of stars that we have been
considering so far have, apparently, a com-
paratively small membership, a few score
of stars at the most, which the region that
each cluster occupies is comparatively re-
stricted, being only a hundred light-years
or so in extent, and considerably less in
depth. Now it has been known for soffit
time that the sun lies in the midst of a local
group of stars that includes all of the
clusters we have mentioned and a number
of others in addition. The Pleiades. the
Ursa Major group, and Taurus stream, the
Orion group and others appear to be sub-
groups in a greater organization that in
contents and dimensions resembles the Magel-
lanic clouds or one of the star -clouds of
the Milky Way. This local cluster con-
sists, evidently, of a conglomeration of stars
of all types intermingled with extensive
nebulosity that is broken up more or less
int,. sub -groups and clusters. Its extent
is prohahly of the order of a thousand light-
years and it lies close to the plane of the
Milky Way or Galaxy of which it. in turn.
is a subdivision or partially detached yor-
non. Owing to the fact that our own
sun is near the center of this extensive local
group of stars and is at the same time close
to the plane of the Milky Way. toward
which the majority of all the stars of the
universe crowd in a lens -shaped formation.
it appears as if our solar system were at
the center of the Milky Way. Simply as
a result of perspective we seem to be at the
center of a broad encircling band of stars
while as a matter of fact the sun is very
eccentrically placed with respect to the
renter of the Milky Way which is. accord-
ing to the estimates of Shapely, some fifty
thousand light-years away in the direction
of Sagittarius. And, lest we draw too much
satisfaction from contemplation of the fact
that we are at the center of things in our
own local star cloud or cluster, it must
be recalled that we are moving at the rate
of a million miles a day and in a few
million years the sun will be beyond the
humds of this local group. The man with
geocentric tendencies finds small satisfac-
tion in pondering over some of the discov-
eries of modern science. He is apparently
the center of nothing in the universe perma-
nently except of his own thoughts.

The Milky Way is the most important of
all stellar organizations. It is the equatorial
kgment of the visible universe. Though
there is still some controversy as to its
probable dimensions we would favor the
evidence upon which Shapely bases his con-
clusion that its diameter is of the order of
three hundred thousand light-years. With-
in this great central organization the stars
Show their social tendencies by congrekat-
tntr in groups, clusters. local star -clouds,
streams and drifts flowing to and fro. some
toward the center of the Milky Way. some
away I tom it. To classify these grout's.
drafts and streams and to discover the plan
and purpose of stellar motions is one of the
Most important and fascinating problems of
modern astronomy.

THE GREAT HERCULES STAR CLUSTER

Exterior to the Milky War and quite
evenly distributed above and below it are
certain compact organizations of stars num-
bvring in all, so far known. lest than
One hundred. These cares the globular star

aiPNA CORONA(

Her or DIPPER STARS
IN URSA MAJOR.* a  

BETA AURIGAE 9r-LT:.tP4IS

"5

Hit SUN SIRIUS

outs -

Some Members of the Ursa Major Star Cluster
Traveling With Equal Velocities Toward a Point
in Ophiuchus Near the Milky Way. All of These
Stara Are Marshaled in a Disk -Like Formation
About ISO Light -Years in Diameter and Is Light -
Years in Depth With the Longer Axis Perpen-
dicular to the Milky Way. The Sun is Tem-
porarily Located Within This Region. But it is

Not a Member of the Cluster.

clusters, characterized by their enormous
distances, high velocities and the large num-
ber of stars of which they consist, as well
as their strong central condensations.
Though the diameters of these globular
clusters do not exceed several hundred light-
years at the most, they contain anywhere
from ten thousand to one hundred thousand
giant stars and doubtless many dwarf stars
in addition, that are too faint to be visible
in the most powerful telescopes at the enor-
mous distances at which these clusters lie.
The great Hercules cluster faintly visible
to the naked eye lies at a distance of thirty -
.ix thousand light-years from the solar sys-
tem and it contains some thirty thousand
stars that are visible upon the photographs
taken with the most powerful telescopes.
It is probable that there are also many
dwarfs in the cluster that lie beyond the
reach of the telescope, how many it is diffi-
cult to estimate. As the diameter of the
cluster does not exceed one hundred light -
rears the stellar density must be very great.
far in excess of what it is in our own stel-
lar neighborhood. In a sphere of radius
sixteen light-years wills its center at the
sun it has been estimated that there are about
thirty stars including dwarfs and giants of
all sizes and types. It is certain that near
the center of a globular star cluster, where
the condensation is greatest the stellar density
must be far in excess of what it is in the
neighborhood of the sun. The magnificence
of the heavens near the center of a globular
cluster such as the great Hercules cluster.
with brilliant orbs closely grouped on all
sides, lies far beyond our powers to con-
ceive for such a stellar vision has never been
granted to our eyes. The periodic fluctua-
tions in brightness that are so characteristic
of many giant stars in globular clusters
may possibly originate in the close crowding
together of giant suns.

VELOCITY OF STAR CLUSTERS

There arc many globular clusters far
more distant than the Great Hercules cluster.
The distances of these formations range
from about ten thousand to two hundred
and twenty thousand light-years. according
to Shapley's estimates. They are all moving
with high velocities and in general toward
the central plane of the Galaxy. The aver-
age space velocity of a typical globular
cluster is about two hundred miles per sec-
ond. It is inevitable that after a lapse of
some millions of years certain of these

clusters will reach the Milky Way and
probable that they will be more or less dis-
rupted by the encounter. Indeed. Dr.
Shapley has advanced a most interesting
theory of the origin of the numerous loose
star clusters and local stellar groups of the

Milky WtY ',nth .c ,'d.,-
neighliorhoial.iiii the a.,umpl ion tin51t ni slit u
attetnpt to cross the plane of the
Way. many globular star clusters base be-
come partially disintegrated and disrier.,
This would accoing for the existence in thc
Milky Way of mary isi hated stars. N, I
as of streams and drift; of high vel-HtY
stars. such as the Cepheid variables, that
are characteristic of the globular star
clusters.

We have started with a consideration .f
the smallest of stellar groups the double
and multiple stars. the family units. and we
have ended with the Milky Way the most
extensive and heterogeneous of all stellar
organization and the globular star clusters.
enormous stellar units, exterior to it. but
subject to its control. In all of these stellar
units. from the simplest and smallest to the
II -lost complex, we see the associative ten-
dency, the working of the law of gravitation
which binds star to star and star -cloud to
star -cloud and produces star -drifts and
streams flowing to and fro through the uni-
verse. The sociable and friendly stars have
their family groups and their communities.
their fraternal organizations, their parades
and their marches, as well as we humans.
and there is no splendor to be compared with
that presented by these glittering orbs of
night, as they march down through the ages
to realms unknown.

CORRECTION NOTICE

In the Popular Astronomy article by
Isabel M. Lewis, M.A., entitled VENUS-
THE PLANET OF MYSTERY, which ap-
peared on page 136 of the June, 1923, issue
of this magazine, there was a mistake in one
of the illustrations. In the lower right hand
diagram on page 136, the distance from
Venus to the earth was indicated as being
262 million miles. This figure should read
62 million miles, as is obvious in compari-
son with the 26 million miles indicated be-
tween the earth and Venus when the latter
two planets and the sun are in a straight line.

CALLS STARLIGHT SUNSHINE
According to Jean Durfay. who has just

reported the results of his observations for
several months to the French Academy of
Sciences, starlight has its origin and source
in the sun.

M. Durfay prepared extra -rapid photo-
graphic plates and fitted his apparatus with
in extra -luminous spectroscope for study.
He waited till the sun was 20 degrees below
the horizon to be sure to eliminate all action
of twilight and turned his apparatus to the
north. The plates, however, registered no
rays except those characteristic of sunlight.

Durfay concludes that the mysterious
night light is reflected from the sun and sug-
gests that a medium, either of solid bodies,
such as meteors, or some rarefied 'gas, oc-
cupies a considerable space in the heavens.

RED STREAK He THE SKY SEEN AT
POUGHKEEPSIE

.A bright red perpendicular streak visible
to the naked eye. appearing in the north-
eastern sky shortly after 9 o'clock on March
15. attracted attention for a radius of
twenty-five miles. Members of the Astrono-
my Department at Vassar College were tin -
able to classify the appearance, after view-
ing it through a telescope in the College
observatory.

Shaped like a lead pencil with its point
up, the streak glowed and faded at intervals.

Rev. Father Hedwig, astronomical expert
at the Jesuit Novitiate of St. Andrews -on -
the -Hudson, a mile north of Poughkeepsie.
gave his opinion that the disturbance was
terrestrial. The body was not changing
its position with the stars.
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Mz6DTtcc Off IC,VerCYhady
By PROFESSOR JsZ9-0EPII DUNN)

MYSTIC FRUIT
PERHAPS it would be impossible to

find a more mystifying and effective
experiment in the entire field of im-
promptu conjuring than the one I am
about to describe. This experimentis not only exceedingly effective, but is onethat is of double value to the amateur con -

NO. 5 OF A SERIES

The Secret: The number upon the paper
is forced, as it is a simple matter for the
conjurer to exchange the stack of sheets for
a set of duplicates. This exchange is made
quite unnoticed beneath the cover of the
table cloth while the seated conjurer is di-
recting attention to the bananas upon the
fruit tray. The duplicate set of papers have

CUTTING
COPE

PREPARED BANANA

By Cutting a Banana With a Piece of Thread and  Needle as Illustrated Above One Can Perform
aVery Surprising Feat_ By Clever Manipulation of the Various Numbered Cards. it is Possible to Have

One Draw  Certain Card and Then Peel a Banana and Find the Fruit to be Cut Into Just the Number of
Parts Indicated on the Drawn Card.

jurer inasmuch as it is an after -dinner trick.
and is one of the few items in magic that
can be presented with apparently no para-
phernalia other than that of unprepared
available objects.

The Effect: After the conjurer and his
friends who have been gathered around the
dinner table have feasted to their heart's
content, the magician announces that he is
about to present a trick which in his belief
is little short of a miracle. A package of
unprepared cigarette papers arc passed about
to various members of the audience with a
request that they write a variety of num-
bers respectively on each of the sheets,
numerated, we will say, from I to 20. These
are collected by the magician, and after the
stack of sheets have been shuffled he re-
quests that one of the many be selected. The
number chosen it now found to he, we wilt
say for example, the digit 4. The wizard
now passes a plate of fruit about with a
request to someone in his audience that one
of the bananas be selected therefrom and
after the same is thoroughly inspected. it
is to be used as the item for the experiment.
The selected fruit is placed on a plate by
itself and the others removed from the table

The conjurer claims by a weird method of
control he will perform a most unexplain-
able phenomena. The magician takes up the
selected banana and strips the peal from off
the fruit which is found to have been mys-
teriously divided into four parts correspond
ing with the number upon the chosen ciga-
rette paper. The audience is. of course. led
to believe that if the number chosen had
been S Of IZ the banana would have teen
divided into whatever number of pieces

wield have been necessary for the success
of the trick.

ell been numbered 4's so it is quite impos-
sible for the spectators to secure any other
number when the selection is made. One
banana is especially prepared for the trick.
The magician takes a needle and thread and
passes the needle through one side of the
same, leaving the end of the thread hanging
outside the fruit. He then passes the needle
back through the same hole by which it was
drawn out, and passes it across another side
of the banana. This is repeated and so at
the end the needle is brought out through
the small hole in which it was first inserted.
The other end of the thread naturally is
still in that hole.

Ii Would Seem that Our
Hindu Friend on the
Right is Contemplating
Cold Blooded Murder and
That the One on His
Knees is Calmly Submit-
ting to the Same How-
ever. it is Only a Trick
and We Find That the
Wicked Looking Gentle -

an With the Sword is
Merely Going to Cut the
Apple in Half Without
as Much as Touching th
Neck of His Partner. The
Trick Lies in an Ordinary
Sewing Needle Passed
Through the Apple as II.
lustrated on the Lots

,_

It will be seen that in reality
thha- reallt threaded the pie, of

around the banana directly tinder''fit'''
The diagrams help to snake this cltva,'.
two ends I f the thread are now

takgently drawn out together, the thread"'
"

thtahet Pet!!

the banana. This process is eepeatcun4,,,,.,
the necessary cuts have been made,

civicthe fruit into the required number of ;",,bringing out the desired effect.

maldt

ise needless to
needlet aremark smalltha t

Lion is quite impossible. Should the manhole. however, be discovered it would
not bof any direct importance. inasmuch

as no mecould possibly suppose that it would
be the

means of tampering with the banana to brma'
about a complete cut in the fruit krireaders will, of course, understand that

theprepared banana is forced upon the spectator
when the selection is made. One or two

un-prepared bananas should be hidden wellbelow a group of apples, oranges, grape
and other fruits contained in the fruit dish
The prearranged fruit on the top will so.
urally be the first to be taken when a re-

quest is made that a banana he selected.
Still another plan to heighten the effect of

this trick would he to prepare two or three
bananas, dividing them into a different num-
ber of pieces, let us say, for example, air
banana into 4, another into 5, and nil:
another into 7. In this event the fruit,
would have to be of three different site,
the smallest of them divided into 4, the

next size into the 5, and the largest into the
7 pieces. When the fruit is selected, the
magician at once knows the number of

pieces contained within the peel, the info,
illation being easily imparted to him by the
various sizes. 14e, of course, has pee

arranged three duplicate sets of cigarette
papers respectively numbered 4, 5 and 7. in

different pockets about his clothing and se-
cures the necessary set to force the desired
number upon one of his spectators. A little
practice in the preparing part of the trick
will enable anyone to divide the banana in
such a way that practically no trace or evi-
dence of the action will be left upon the
peel.

THE HINDU APPLE AND SWORD
MYSTERY

Tourists passing through India cannot
overlook manv of the so-called startling

effeso nitni uclonijnu rti hn

e

opresentedAsMin t,nerefaatnn
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widoutitedly know this land nit mystery is
credited with many problems or so-called
unexpLainabk feats that have never been du-
plicated in America or Europe. Conjurers
in this part of the globe, however. who have
studied methods of East Indian magicians
express disappointment, inasmuch as they
state that their methods of mysticism arc
limited. and their truly impressive tricks arc
few and far between. Our magicians have
fotaid but little difficulty generally in dupli-
cating the effects employed by these wizards.
and the famous Hindu basket trick turban
trick. duck trick and ball -on -string trick,
have been discarded from many up-to-date
programs of present day magicians. Still.
as originally stated, there are a few mts-
terift presented in this land of enchantment
that are still generally unsolved and have
not been reproduced by European countries.
The effect I am about to describe is one
that is often referred to as one of the most
daring and unbelievable feats of Oriental
magic- and still to my knowledge has not
been presented other than in the land of the
Yogi due to the fact that its secret is so
little known_

The effect upon the spectator is as fol-
lows, The Hindu magician passes a large
razor-edged sword or Oriental knife for in-
spection It is found to be quite intact and
as sharpness is demonstrated by slicing bits
of paper. The conjurer's assistant, a rather
indifferent seeming individual, whose body is
bared from the waist up. is introduced to
the audience. The attendant kneels to the
ground and utters a short prayer to the
spirit of the East A plate of apples is
now passed for thorough inspection and one
of the fruit selected and freely inspected.
It is food intact and apparently free from
preparation- The fruit is placed upon the
hone neck of the attendant in a position as
indicated in the drawing. The fakir utters
a few words Pi ceremony and with a quick
sharp action brings the slurp edge of the
knife down upon the surface of the apple:
dividing it into two parts which drop to the
Boor. The attendant's neck. of course. is
=harmed. much to the amazement of the
onlookers. My readers will, of course. be
led to believe that this is the work of a
skilled performer who by years of practice
is able to accomplish this seemingly impos-
slik and unbelievable feat_ It is this belief
Put has probably kept many of our aggres-
ore magicians iron duplicating this experi-
ment.

Not v,. however; merely a trick is re-

sponsible for the effect. A needle of good
steel has been passed through the apple in a
sister as indicate" in the drawing. In

fact. all of the apples which are passed for
inspectino have been treated in a similar
way. so it matters not which one is selected.
the result will still be the same. The razor -
"lard satin does not extend throughout tlee
entire blade of the knife, as a section of the
edge nearest the handle is slightly dulled
It is this part of the blade that comes down
and divides the apple. and of course. is

natsiratly prevented from passing further
Ube the frail than desired. as it stops AK-
dssiday when it straws the needle. A en-
tail ammo* of practice of course- is iss:es.
Mgr to present Me performer from striking
llaulleik the fruit, bat even it this event
rem* wolf set be serious basin:eh as
the dims* of the blade and lack of suffi-
cient force is bribofeg down the losife would
preset any segos accident. The fruit is
oessitsed es semi in the son as a rule for
a than Abed of time prise to the perform-
ance shit% boo a eoedosey of softening the
ample create /a thee abbot the we-

. of &riles die fere wide ere more
posithe

Nothing IS More Mysteri-
Than to Produce a n

Ordinary SafetySafety Match
and Strike it on the Sole
xi Your Shoe Under
Normal Circumstances
Nothing Will Happen.
But By Preps-ing

the
Text,

as Outlined in the
Text. You Will Find that
the Match Will Light Im-

mediately.

LIGHTING SAFETY MATCHES ON YOUR
SHOE

I am sure that the readers of SCIENCE.
AND INeENTION will agree that a better ex-
periment that one call present impromptu
with less preparation than the trick I am
herewith about to offer will be hard to find.

It is commonly supposed that a safety
match cannot be struck other than on its
original box. The magician, however, upon
meeting a friend who requests a light.
amazes his spectator to striking this match
upon the sole of his shoe and then chal-
lenging anyone to duplicate the feat. Try
as they will, they will find it impossible
to do.

The secret is exceedingly simple. The
striking side of a match box was previously
rubbed against the performer's shoe at the
Instep. Some of the substance is in this
manner transferred from the box to the
shoe. One will, of course. understand that
the striking of the match now becomes a
simple matter. As the instep does not touch
the ground in walking the application will
not wear off for quite a time. Inasmuch as
the conjurer knows that his friends had not
previously prepared their shoes. he is free
to challenge them without fear of the feat
trine dtedl-ated

THE MAGNETIC CIGARETTE TRICK
This is an excellent impromptu trick and

an unusually effective pocket experiment.
Von offer a friend one of your cigarettes
from your case and incidentally remove
oste 1i:tura-If. After a few puffs the con-
jurer explains that he would like to demon -

A nabocing Cigarette May be Made With the Aid
of a Smell Piece of Metal as Shown in the Upper
Left Hand Corner It Will Balance Very Nicely

'ho Finger Tips or on the Edge of the Table.

31

se. rate Ille pnser n1111(1 "err matter, and
will demonstrate that ill order to impress
upon his audience the fact that he actually
possesses this weird quality. he will defy
all laws of gravitation.

The cigarette is placed upon his finger-
tips, the longer end of the cigarette pro-
jecting and much to the amazement of his
spectator it remains so suspended. To
further prove that as the magician claims
it is all mind -power and has no bearing
upon digital dexterity, he places the cigar-
ette with its end upon a table or any other
flat object. and still it remains suspended.

As to the secret small piece of metal
has been previously placed in one end of
the cigarette. The conjurer. of course.
knows where this prepared cigarette has been
placed in his case and is careful to see that
it is retained when offering the cigarettes to
his friend. The weight is responsible for the
miracle. The weighted end is of course
the one that rests upon the fingers or table
edge.

The Reversing Colors
By CHARLES D. TENNEY

Effect The Magician shows two wine-
glasses partially tilled, one with a red and the
other with a blue liquid. He stirs the con-
tents of the first glass with a wand. where-
upon they immediately turn blue. He then
remarks, "Turn -about is fair play." and on
stirring the blue liquid with the same wand.
it assumes a red color.

Explanation: The first glass is filled about
half full of water in which a tiny pinch of
the dye, Congo red, has been dissolved. The
blue liquid consists of a nearly saturated
solution of litmus.

The wand is a specially prepared glass
tithe. When one end of a soft -glass tube is
heated strongly in the flame of a burner or
spirit lamp, it gradually softens and begins
to close. If the heating is carried to a cer-
tain point, the end will appear entirely closed
hut in reality, a tiny hole will remain. .
foot length of glass tubing. treated in this
manner at both ends and coated with black
enamel. constitutes the wand.

Before working the trick, the wand is
placed (out of sight of the audience) into a
tall. narrow glass cylinder filled with hydro-
chloric acid. Then the palm is pressed tightly
over the opening at the top and when the
wand is withdrawn, a portion of the liquid
remains in the tube. The principle is the
same as that of the pipette. While stirring
the first solution, the pressure of the palm
is released momentarily and a small portion
of the acid spills into the liquid, thus effecting
the color change_ The pressure is renewed.
the rod transferred to the litmus solution
and the rest of the acid is released.

There can be no hard and fast rules for
preparing the solutions. but the strength
should be adjusted so that the tints match.
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Fig. 1 Above --A Metal Bind re Font Theoretically Placed Around r he Earth Afterwards This Band is Increased in Diamt er, so as to be Sii Feet
AveFrom the Earth All Around How Much Longer Do You Think st Would Then Be Than in the First Case? Thirty-eight Feet is the Answer. InProblem is-How Many Revolutions Does the Upper Wheel Make While ,t is Rolling Around the Lower or Stationary Wheel? In Fig. 3 An Aqedurt

n

to Crry Water Only. was Afterward. Chanted Into  ShiP Canal- Do You Think the Columns and Arches Woul pd Suport the Extra Weight of tin
Shin'Figs. 4 nd 5. Do You Think the Sh War Home is From A to B, or Around the Path, A, C, B?

Scientific Paradoxes
By EDWARD M. WEYER, Jr.

THE BAND AROUND THE EARTH
PROBLEM

LET us imagine a halt a million work-
ers. side by side, laying a metal band
completely around the earth. This
band is to he the same size as the
earth and is to touch the earth all

around. Since the circumference of our
world is approximately 24.8f.8.1 miles. this
hand would be about 24,800 miles or 131,-
100,000 fret in length. In Fig. I, the dark
circle surrounding the world represents the
strip. After the band has been completed.
however, it is decided that it must be length-
ened sufficiently to have it six feet from the
earth at all points. This means that the
strip will pass directly over the heads of the
workers, who are standing side by side. all
the way around the world. In Fig. I, the
thinner lint around the world represents
the hand after it has been lengthened. Now
stop here and make a common sense esti-
mation of how much you think it must be
lengthened. It will certainly seem strange
when you learn that the correct amount is
only 38 feet, or less than 13 yards. And
this is the amount which must be added to
any circle, no matter how large or how
small it may be. in order ti increase its
radius by 6 feet.

The solution is indeed simple. The diam-
eter of the earth is approximately 7,900
miles. or 41,700,000 feet. and the length of
the band would be 3.1416 X 41.70(1,000 feet,
or 131,004,720 feet. After the band was
lengthened, its diameter would Ise 41.700,000
feet plus 12 feet. or 41,700.012 feet. Its
length after it had been lengthened would
be 3.1416 X 41,700.012 feet, or 131.004.-
757.6992 feet. Subtracting the length before
it was lengthened from the length after it
was lengthened. we have:

131.004;57.6992 feet
1.31,004,720. feet

37.6992 feet
We thus see that this paradox is a phe-

nomenon crintrar to opinion only and not
contrary to reason-a phenomenon that ex-
hibits some contradiction or conflict with
preconceived notions of what is reasonable
or possible. Paradox literally means con-
trary to opinion; it does not mean contrary
to reason

110W MANY REVOLUTIONS DOES THE
WHEEL MAKE?

Fig. 2 represents two wheels of equal size,
in contact with each other. The lower one
remains stationary while the upper one
passes around it, rolling on its edge. Thus
the upper wheel revolves about its own axis
as it rolls around the rim of the lower one.
The broken circle shows the upper wheel
after it has started on its journey. The
question, which is simple enough, is as fol-
lows: After the movable wheel has passed
completely around the immovable one once.
how many revolutions has it made about its
ins. axis? Flow many would you suppose?
Remember that the wheels are exactly the
same size and therefore their circumfer-
ences must he equal in length. No point on
either wheel will touch the other wheel
more than once during one revolution. The
correct answer. which is contrary to what
is generally decided upon on first thought,
is two revolutions. You can easily prove
this for your own satisfaction by placing
two coins of the same denomination on the
table and revolving one around the other.
This is well worth while.

SHIPS CAN PASS OVER AQUEDUCT NOT
DESIGNED FOR THEM

Fig. 3 illustrates a hypothetical aquaduct
constructed for the purpose ,,f transporting
water for public use. After its completion,
however, it is found that it must be used
as an avenue for ships, and the question
arises as to whether or not its members will
stand the strain when large heavily loaded
ships are passing Over the aqueduct. It now
matters not whether the water is in motion
or stationary. The fact of the matter is,
that the aqueduct tent& stand the strain
just as well when ships were passing over
it, as when the same ships were up the
canal 5 or 50 miles from, the aqueduct.
Where does their weight apparently vanish?

This surprising situation is understood
easily when it is considered that when the
ships are on the aqueduct, the water which
they displace is not, and the water which a
ship displaces weighs exactly the same as
the ship itself. The principle is the same
as in the case of a ship on a lake. The
entire bottom of the lake shares in support.
ing the weight of the ship. Suppose that

when a ship were on the aqueduct, it should
spring a leak and sink to the bottom. Would
this place an extra strain on the column,
supporting the aqueduct? It would. Obvi-
ously there is a pressure on the bottom of
the canal directly under the sunken ship
The force of gravity holds it against the
bottom. There is still a certain amount of
water displaced by the ship. however. This
water, which would he where the ship is ii
the ship were not there, would press down
on the bottom with its own weight. KM
this water would not have dropped from
the top of the canal to the bottom as the
ship did, and consequently the ship would
exert a greater force on the bottom than
the water which would be there if the ship
were not. When the ship floats, its weight
is distributed equally over the bottom; when
the ship is lying no the bottom, a part of
its weight is directly under it and the re-
mainder is distributed over the rest of the
bottom. What happens when a bather.
swimming in the ocean, places his feet on
the bottom and walks out of the water to
the beach? This is a gradual shifting of hit
weight f the entire ocean bed to the

spot directly tinder his feet.
THE LAW OF CHANCES

The laws of chance are simple, but at tl
same time exceedingly elusive, and for the
reason there are quite a few tricky Pal'
doses connected with chance. It is sa

that at Monte Carlo there is a graveyard
for suicides.

"Hose slight a chance may raise or sink ji
soul."-Bailv.

When a Coin is tossed ten times. what!'
to he expected? Five heads and five tams
are to he Expected, hut this. of course.
not an invariable rule. Four heads ands;:
tails, or seven heads and three taih might
he the result. but no- combination will lw,nt
common as five of each. Suppose `,st
the coin ten times and the first five turns-
heads. Still there' is a chance of eel
the number and having use of each.
suppose the first nine tosses come headsd.
combination which will occur rarely 'Dr.
since the law of chance says that out of
tosses the chances arc that five will be thrall;

and five tails, is it not to be exceeded
chance will try and even the number as w."

(Continued on page 391)
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Pamcdcmll Motorc hrt.raa.
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

A FEW HINTS ON RAYFIELD CARBURETOR OPERATION

0 NE of the accompanying drawings
shows the Ray held carburetor of
the type used on some Lexington
cars. and while it may seem un-
necessary to say very much here

about this well-known carburetor, there are

HIGH SPEED
ADJUSTMENT

MAIN AIR
INTAKE.

FLOODING
BUTTON 's

DASHPOT---
CHAMBER

DRAIN COCK----

STRAINER

the priming button in a little, open throttle
a short ways on the quadrant, close spark
switch. and tuns over engine, when it should
start without trouble. He also said that
it was not necessary to use choker valves on
the air intake on this type of carhuetor, as
this is compensated for when the idling and
high speed jets are properly set, and also
when the priming by-pass valve is opened.
which permits the injection of raw gasoline

LOW SPEED
i ADJUSTMENT

a few hints which may prove of value to
other motorists.

This carburetor has a by-pass or priming
valve on it. which is operated by a small
push rod or button projecting through the
side of the carburetor case: see illustra-
tion. This button is pushed inward by a
small pivoted lever, which is connected with
a flexible cable running to the dash control
board. A peculiar thing happened shortly
after this carburetor was in use. and of

,,nt having experience with these
carburetors might have found the trouble
quickly. hot to one not used to them. the
exact trouble would not become known right
awas. It was impossible to start the car.
and the tn.iihle lay in the fact that the
flexible cable running from the dash to the
priming valve mechanism had become loos-
ened us vome way. pr,hahly due to vibra-
tion, and even when this priming !sultan tin
the dash was fully pulled out. the priming
valve button on the carburetor was not
pushed in the slightest bit.

Like other carburetors, the float cham-
ber may be flo.urled by pulling up on the
button on top of it on cold mornings. or in
case the engine i stubborn and does not
start. In one case. due to overflooding. or
for some other reason. the engine simply
would not start, and it xa. tinalls made to
^bey by placing the hand. and on another
Kcasinn a handkerchief, over the main air
intake. This acted the same as the familiar
clinker valve on other carburetors. No
trouble, however, has been experienced since
the Kilning valve and control rod to the
dash were properly adjusted. A Hayfield
expert in New York City gives the follow-
dtif suggestions for starting the engine. espe-
clalh on a cold morning. First. without
!lurk on and throttle closed, and with prim-
Ing button nn dash all the way out. turn
"er the engine once with the self-starter.
Don. t attempt to start engine with sparkfully advanced or you will be liable to knock

oat of the fly -wheel or break the
Benda stagier gear, or both. Second, Posh

TO INTAKE
MANIFOLD

SerniSectionsl View Through
Rayfield Carburetor Showing
the Important Parts and
Their Relation to Each Other,
Some Personal Experience.
in the Operation of This Car.
buret°, Are Given Herewith.

PRIMING
VALVE

directly into the intake manifold of the
engine. Where either jet is a little lean,
and in cold weather when the gasoline does
not. vaporize so well, the engine may be run
with the priming button drawn out a short
distance to enrichen the mixture.

This expert also suggests taking off all
hot air heating pipes to the carburetor intake
in the summer time: these are advisable
when the cool weather comes on, during the
fall and winter. With a Lexington car. he
suggested that the hot air warming pipe
from the exhaust pipes, is not as necessary
as in other cars, due to the Lex-gasefier
placed inside the intake manifold just past
the carbuertor intake, which heats the
mixture.

The adjustments of the Hayfield carbure-
tor are simple once you become a little
familiar with it. Both the high and low
speed adjusting screws are turned to the
right to enrich the mixture. A peculiar
thing which happened to the writer, and is
certainly worth mentioning in connection
with this carburetor, was that in one case
the dash -pot in the bottom part of the car-
buretor stuck. and the air cut off mechanism
would not come up. It locked so securely
that it could not he pulled up, even with a
pair of strong pliers and fearing to break
some of the delicate mechanism inside the
carburetor, it was finally decided to unscrew
the brass cap on the bottom of the dash
pot chamber. This was done and consider-.
able water found therein, together with a
slight amount of rust and dirt particles.
which had helped to cause the dash pot to
stick. A little nil was smeared around the
inside of the dash -pot cylinder with the
finger, and by pushing up on the dash -pot
the whole mechanism was finally freed. The
cap was replaced on the bottom of the
carburetor and the engine ran along all right
for a few miles. Sometimes that is all there
is to this sticking down of the air valve and
dash -pot mechanism, and the dash pot cham-
ber should he drained once a week or so, to
drain off any water or dirt which may have
gotten into it. Water strainers are nosy
available. But in the writer's case, the
operation aforementioned, had to be repeated
every few miles Until we finally arrived at
a carburetor station, when it was found that
the spring and one or two other small mem-

hers inside connected with the air intake
valve, had become disarranged. This trou-
ble was repaired and no further trouble
experienced.

One more unusual occurrence which
might be mentioned, as it may fool an inex-
perienced driver, and cause the engine to he
heavily carbonyl. etc. This incident relates
to the sticking of the air valve in the air
intake opening. This happened once or

twice, and the action of the engine in this
case was that it had but very little power.
and the t ble could hardly Ise diagnosed
from the seat. until lifting the engine hood
it was noticed that the air intake valve had
apparently jammed or locked. By pushing
douses lightly with the fingers on this, it
freed itself and examination disclosed a
slight burr on the valve. This was removed
and a little oil rubbed all around the air
intake ripening. thus obviating any further
trouble in this respect. In some cases if the
engine will not start and the main float
chamber has been flooded by pulling up on
the button in the center of this chamber,
another expedient is to push down on the air
intake valve for a few moments. which will
flood the whole carburetor. The writer has
found it advisable, especially during cold
weather, to have at least three priming plugs
in the engine, so that a mixture of alcohol
and ether, or else plain gasoline, may be
squirted through them, or into the cylinders.
by means of a squirt can filled with the
mixture. Some over -head valve motors can
he primed by pouring a little gasoline or
alcohol and ether mixture down the intake
valve stems, hut with some engines this
should not be done, as it is liable to fund its
way down to the motor oil supply in the
crank case, and thin the oil out, with very
undesirable results of course.

GRAPHITE ON BRAKES STOPS SQUAWK
Squawking brakes is one of the most

abominable nuisances and nerve racking
things one could think of. After several
garagemen had given up trying to eliminate
a decided squawk, when they were applied
even slowly, a graphite and oil mixture was
applied, and the brakes worked fine and did
nut slip as much as one would think. The
trouble seemed to have been that the brake
linings were so dry. and owing to the way
in which they coacted with the brake drums
that a terrific squeal resulted otherwise. It
was found effective to mix up some fine
graphite with some.neatsfoot or other oil in
a small dish. until it was like a thick paint.

(Continued 011 page 411)

BRAKE
BAND KNIPE

BRAKEORUm

WROTE
Squawking Brakes' If the Linings Are WornThin it May be That the Rivets Cause theSquealing Noise; in Any Event Graphite nd Oil
Mixed Together to  Thick Paste, and Placed
Between the Brake Band and the Drum at Sex.eral Points Around the Latter. Will Usually

Overcome This Noise.
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Exqperiimentall Ells ctro-Chemist-y
7 RAYMOND Ir, WAIILL.,E.

PART 12.-ELECTROLYTIC PREPARATION OF PIGMENTS

AM 0 N G the
pigments used
daily in the
manufacture
of paints,

white lead is perhaps
the most commonly
used. This substance
is usually made by
the Old Dutch process,
but many methods are
now being introduced
to supersede this meth-
od, satisfactory but
long.

Just how white lead
can be produced elec-
trolytically is easily shown with the use
of the apparatus shown at right. This
consists of an electrolytic vessel containing
sheet lead electrodes immersed in a solution
of sodium nitrate. The containing vessel can
be made, if desired, from a half gallon fruit
or preserve jar by filing a mark upon the
surface of the jar at the desired height and
in the direction which the cut to follow.
m this case around the bottle or along its
circumference. A soft cotton string should
then be wound once around the jar, cover-
ing this filed mark, and tied securely. With
running cold water at hand. pour several
drops of denatured akohol KM the string.
allowing none to spread over the surface or
side of the jar, and apply a match to same.
Rotate the jar and when the alcohol has
burned off the string. immerse the jar under
the running water. A crack will be made
around the jar and the upper portion can
be pulled from it. The tiled mark can be
an inch long if desired. The rough edges
can be removed with emery paper or a file
or. best of all. a whetstone This makes a
suitable container for many electrolytic and
other experiments.

About 10 grams of sodium nitrate fo,-
every 100 cc of seater in the vessel should
be used as the electrolyte. Two sheets of
lead serve as a cathode and anode.

THE CARBON DIOXIDE GENERATOR
A carbon dioxide generator is needed for

the experiment, and is shown at right.
This consists of a flask ( Erlenmeyer) fitted
with a thistle tube passing through the two -
holed stopper to the bottom, and a side tube
fitted with a delivery tube, the latter dipping
into the electrolytic vessel and placed in
close proximity to the anode or positive
electrode. Marble chips are placed in the
flask, and acid (one part strong hydro-
chloric acid, to three parts of water) is

poured into the thistle tube. This starts the
production of carbon dioxide gas, CO,.

The current passed through the cell should
be 3/4 ampere; it may be taken from a bat-
tery, or 110 volts I). C. with suitable resist-
ances in parallel to produce j amperes with
the circuit as in previous experiments will
serve equally as well.

The electric current tends to decompose
the sodium nitrate as follows:

NaNO, H,0 = NaOH HNO.
The water present also enters into the reac-
tion as can be seen above. The products of
the above decomposition are sodium hydrox-
ide, NaOH. and nitric acid, HNO,. The
nitric acid is formed at the leaden positive
pole or electrode. and immediately attaches
at. forming lead nitrate and hydrogen gas:

2HNO, -I- Pb = Ph(N°,)* +
The hydrogen gas escapes during the dct-
trolysis By suitable collecting vessels. it
could be caught and utilized. It must he

remembered that Pb in the above equation
represents lead (plumbum in Latin).

Now the sodium hydroxide or caustic soda
formed in the first equation or step will
react chemically with the lead nitrate
Pb(NO,), formed in the second equation
or step in the electrolytic process:

Ph( Ng); + 2NaOH = Ph(OH),
2NaNO

Here, lead hydroxide, Ph(OH I,. one con-
stituent of white lead, forms, and during
the electrolysis this formation takes place in
the shape of a cloud, or precipitate. settling
to the bottom of the vessel. It should be
noted in the last (third) equation that
sodium nitrate. NaNO,. is also formed.  In
other words, the sodium nitrate electrolytic-
ally decomposed in the first equation is re-
made m this, the third equation or step, so
that the sodium nitrate is never used up.
The lead electrode, or anode, is, however,
consumed. for the nitric acid attacks it and
forms the soluble lead nitrate, which reacts
with the caustic soda, forming lead hydrox-
ide, insoluble. and consequently sinks to the
bottom of the vessel. If the anode be
weighed before starting the experiment and
weighed afterward, a hiss in weight will be
found.

The carbon dioxide passing through the
solution will form sodium carbonate with
the sodium hydroxide formed in the first
step, and the sodium carbonate formed here
will react with the lead hydroxide forming
lead carbonate:
Na,CO, Pb(OH), = PhCO, 2NaOH.
So' that by continuing the passage of the
carbon dioxide gas the lead of the anode will
he converted into the lead carbonate.

White lead does not consist entirely of
lead carbonate, however, but also of lead
hydroxide. This hydroxide can be formed
in the product by cutting off the current of
carbon dioxide pas near the end of the ex-periment and allowing the electrolysis totake place alone for several minutes.

The cell should he placed in a pan of cold
water, for the electrolysis sets up heat which
causes the electrolyte to steam.

After the experiment has proceeded for
about fifteen minutes. the lead hvdroxide
and carbonate can be filtered from the solu-
tion and after washing awhile upon the
filter ran be preserved for future use.

PREPARING CADMIUM YELLOW
Among the yellow paints or pigments

cadmium sulphide (cadmium yellow) andchrome yellow are much used. Electrolytic
preparation of cadmium yellow is very fas-
cinating. for the yellow cadmium sulphide
precipitates by the action of hydrogen sid_
phide gas introduced into the electrolysis
vessel, forming beautiful yellow clouds' ofthe substance, which slowly settle to the
bottom of the container
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The Photo at the E veLeft Shows

Pigment P.m 0''E"Made by Electrolysi
Other Photo
Breves the
Preparation of White

Lead

The same vessel and apparatus used in
the manufacture of white lead can be used
for the preparation of cadmium yellow.

A 10 per cent solution of common salt is
made and the vessel is filled with the result-
ing solution. A bar of cadmium maul
should be used as the anode or positive Rat
and a carbon rod as the cathode. Before

using it, the carbon should be heated m
iron plate until all volatile matter bat bees
driven off.

The gas generator should be made to de-
liver a current of hydrogen sulphide gas
through the solution of salt in the vessel
This is accomplished by allowing either of
the acids as described before to act urn
ferrous sulphide (iron sulphide). IMO Rd'
phide can be made by heating equal "rei-
fies of powdered sulphur and iron filar
well mixed, in a test tube until the vigor=
chemical reaction has ceased. The tube
then broken open and the lump of iron sul-
phideflaisksused instead of the marble chips is
the

The current should be approximately
the same as in the previous experiment
The experiment is rather objectionable
to some because of the hydrogen sul-

phide gas which has the odor of sPgilea

eggs. If performed out of doors or m the
chemical hood, it will not be noticeable

In the BF.

or salt solution is split apart by the eke"electrolysis,

c

electrolysis, the sodium chlor

NaCI = Na Cl
The chlorine atom, Cl, is liberated at the

anode and attacks the stick of cadmiun
serving as the anode, forming cadnael

eNholowridteh,e ChdyCdli.,..gen(Csdulpmheidaneinggascawd.mhicilhano.

being passed into the solution or ekctrol..
while the current is passing converts the

cadmium chloride into cadmium suiPhYt
which is yellow and insoluble. and Merl
can be seen forming

li
in the solution a, a

low cloud. As the hydrogen sulphide ,b,

bles around the anode, a yellow cloud :401
LIP- due to the following reaction:

or

21-1C1

The CdS here is the yellow cadmium

It must be remembered fen;;';,;.
In the first equation. sodium. -

:'

lies installments of this series. that;ti,,,is
water or water solutions are present.Mop
when liberated by the electric ciirreinA.
!lever remain in the elementary or..1.70,,

n,,,,,a.,adrty:ir'lysdat

about
instantly

sodium hydra'

itsiiheeneel::heealesocmhti

collected,

ondatlgrt-ob+sefg

hydrogen

;:ns.mrh,

suitable

ab=sll eesNaF.eawdsagc

cathodeP14;o:u
e



Ya-zcacERCheinfAncallExpenlionlent
By RAYMOND B. WAILES

SIMPLEST AIR ANALYSIS APPARATUS
PERHAPS the first scientific experi-

ment which any one of us saw
demonstrated was the bunting of a
candle in an inverted tumbler resting
in a saucer of water. As the candle

burned, thus consuming the oxygen in the
air of the tumbler, the water in the saucer
gradually rose and took its place

This combination of a tumbler, candle
and a saucer is, perhaps, the simplest piece
of chemical -analytical apparatus which could
be devised, fur with it, the per cent oi oxy-
gen in the tumbler, or in the air, is roughly
determined. It was seen in this simple but
ascinating experiment that the water rose

into and filled the tumbler one -fifth full.
Since the water replaced the oxygen which
was burned, the per cent of oxygen in the
air could be said to be twenty per cent

But it may be asked of what is the re-
maining eighty per cent composed? Roughly
speaking, the remaining eighty per cent is
composed of nitrogen, but the following
analysis shows the actual composition of the
air we breathe:

Oxygen 20.9% by volume
Nitrogen 78.13 "
Carbon dioxide 0.03 "
Argon 094
Water vapor, present in variable

amounts.
Helium, neon, krypton, xenon, traces.

The oxygen is the active constituent 0:

Y MBE
I

NO. 1 THE AIR WE BREATHE

air, the inir,gcn strung to dilute the oxy-
gen. The argon, which, like oxygen and
nitrogen is an element, has no function
whatever. Helium, the gas used to fill non-
inflammable balloons and dirigibles is pres-
ent in the air in very small amounts. Neon,
the gas in the little glass tubes which are
held to automobile spark plugs to indicate a
faulty plug, is also present, and in every
breath of air taken into our lungs, this gas
is present. Krypton and xenon, rare gases,
are also present. The four last named gases
have no influence on the respiration process.

Water vapor is always present in the air
to varying extents. The carbon dioxide
which is present may be due in part at least
to the burning of combustible matter upon
the surface of the earth, such as fires, and
also the exhalation of the breath of animals.
humans included. From the composition of
air above we see that with every breath
we take in about twenty-one per cent of
oxygen. The oxygen in the exhaled breath is
about sixteen per cent, and the carbon di-
oxide about four. These two constituents
together should give the quantity of oxygen
taken in. or about twenty-one per cent.
Water. in the form of vapor is also elimi-
nated during exhalation. This can be proved
by breathing upon a cold surface, the mois-
ture or water vapor being condensed upon
it in the form of drops of dew.

HOW PLANTS PURIFY THE AIR
Man could not live in an atmosphere of

AIR WATER

Pig 2 A Porcelain Lead-in insulator Makes a Good. Inexpensive Combs.-
'lin Tube Used in Many Roper -menu. Here the Red Hot Copper f.ffire
' Tube XY Reenoves Oxygen from the Air Passing Over it the Nitrogen

Entering Bottle A.

carbon dioxide or of nitrogen. One of the
factors which cause a replenishing effect of
the consumption of atmospheric oxygen and
the corltamination of the iitmo,pherc with

Pig. I. A Very Simple Apparatus for Analysing
the Air Shown at the Immediate Left. The Liquid
Occupies About One -fifth of the Space in the Tube
Showing That This Amount of Air is Oxygen.
Fig. 3. The Photograph at the Extreme Left Shoots
an Absorption Tube for Removing Oxygen from
the Air While the Drawing Above Demonstrates the
Cycle of Carbon. Man Inhales Oxygen and Ex-
hales Carbon Dioxide. Green Leaves and Plants
Absorb Carbon Dioxide and Give Off Oxygen.

carbon dioxide is green vegetable substances.
Leaves of all growing plants containing
chlorophyll, the green coloring matter, con-
stantly absorb the carbon dioxide of the air
and, after removing the carbon from it, ex-
hale the oxygen into the air again. It is
a matter of oxygen going into man with
each inhalation, carbon dioxide eliminated
coon exhalation, and an absorption
carbon dioxide from the air by the leaves,
and with a consequent liberation of life
giving oxygen by the plant.

A funnel fitted by means of a cork to a
test tube. the whole being filled with water
and inverted over freshly picked leaves sub-
merged in water, will serve to collect for
examination and experiment, the oxygen
given off by green growing matter.

ANALYSIS OF AIR
A very simple apparatus by which the per

cent of oxygen in the air can be estimated
is shown in Fig. 1. This consists of a funnel
connected to a test tube by means of a length
of rubber tubing. To make an analysis of
air, lower the test tube so that it is hang-
ing by the rubber tube. Now place about
a quarter of a gram of pyrogallic acid
crystals in the funnel and pour over them
several cc. of sodium or potassium hydroxide
solution (1:1). A brown solution, quickly
turning black will be formed, owing to the

(Continued on pag 376)

Above is a Method of Approximately
Determining the Percentage of Oxygen
in Air and to the Right is the Proof of
the Past that Green L Give Off
Oxygen Which Can Be Tested for. With

Glowing Splinter.
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THE CONSTRUCTOR

Irfie-Lea StencEfing
NEARLY everyone is familiar with

the old style cut-out paper sten
cll. with its numerous ties It
has advantages and disadvan-
tages: the general method of pro

ceedure is familiar to all, but very few
people know of or make use of the art
to tie -less stenciling. This method has
been in use in Europe for many years.
in a limited way, and was never improved
upon until recently, when American gen-
ius grasped the idea. seeing its possibili-
ties, and adapted it to many different
kinds of work, where quantities of such
"stencils" or stencilled letters and designs
are reproduced from the original cut-out.

USES FOB TIE -LESS STENCILS
This modern stencil provided a very

rapid method of reproducing pictures, de-
signs, signs, cards and many different
kinds of decorative work in a true, hard
finished effect, in one or as many colors as

r JOSEPI-li GROTTY
you desire, on all smooth or semi -rough
surfaces. such as wood. metal, paper,
cards and all kinds of cloth. Oil and
Japan colors can lie used. and there are
practically unlimited possibilities in this
fascinating and interesting art.

The new stencils can lie used with great
success by handicraft workers to produce
many artistic novelties: school teachers
can reproduce useful pictures in quanti-
ties, such as birds, animals. etc.. especial-
ly for children of the lower grades: boys
and girls will find many uses for them.
and the hostess will surprise her guests
when she uses an original favor of her
own design.

Tie -less stenciling is inexpensive. con-
sidering the results obtained. The few
materials necessary for its successful op-
eration. with the exception of one article.
bolting -cloth, you will probably find
around your tool chest. You surely have

a hammer, nails and tacks, a few ships
of wood about )/J to 4 in. square, and;couple )f ounces each ofglue, shellac anddry lampblack. Then you will

need acouple of brushes I sables preferred), es,large and one small, and enough
silk

bolting cloth to meet with your requirements
This cloth can be purchased at any

mill -supply house (it is used in making sieves),
or at the embroidery counters of any ni
the large department stores. It is very
important that you obtain this panics.
lar cloth, as the nature and quality of
the weave is very important in the tie

-less stencil.
THE APPARATUS USED

The apparatus consists of a base board
which holds the paper on which the design
is to be made. A frame whose sides are
perhaps an inch square in cross section,
is made of the same size as the board,
and is hinged so that it will swing up and

SILK BOLT/NC CLOTH STRETCHED.
TACKED TO UNDER SURFACE OF
FRAME

BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE
UNDER CLOTH.
PAINT OUT ALL WHITE AREAS
WITH SHELLAC LAMP -BLACK PAINT

PRINT/NC FRAME ASSEMBLED

INK POURED ON BOLTING
CLOTH DESIGN AND SPREAD
WITH SQUEEGEE.

FLOW GLUE UPON CLOTH

SQUEEGEE

THE STENCIL

MN!

FINISHED
PICTURE

0

for the Production of Tie -Less Seen oils am Illustrated
Assembled, i the Upper C Also,. The Method f T k' he Silk

FrOtse:
Tile Various Pieces of

ilfghrHriantdNC7.22errYand the Enure Frame Assem nenter The Glue is Then P ° ' Side of the ott,the Picturee6P21aUceTrUnder it All White Parts are Then ons Wtth Stack Palm. The Appes,,, cn laced on the upperthe Lower Right Hand Corner the Stencil and the Finished Picture
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down. The frame is to be covered with
bolting cloth. This may be tacked by
a multiplicity of tacks to the lower face
of the frame, or What is better, it may
he carried up on the sides and tacked
thereto. This comprises the complete ap-
paratus. The bolting cloth must be per
fatly smooth without the slightest wrin-
kle.

PREPARING THE STENCIL
A solution of glue in its own weight

id water is brushed over the cloth, so as
to fill all the meshes and is allowed to
dry. When it is thoroughly dry, paint
the design, using a solution of shellac in
alcohol with lampblack stirred into it, so
as to make it opaque. The glue will
prevent the lamp black and shellac front
spreading. so that you will get a perfectly
sharp design on the cloth. When finish-
ing hold the -rime up to the light and touch
up all weak places with more of the
shellac preparati . After ten or fifteen
minutes the shellac solution will be per -

Now to

iectly dry. Then with a sponge or soft
cloth gently rub the glue so as to soften.
and remove it. A second cloth will con-
duce to drying it, and after standing a
little while the stencil is already for use.
Now place a piece of paper on the base
board and drop the stencil upon it. It
should lie perfectly flat against it. If it
does not do so, it may be padded up with
paper underneath it; what the printers
would call an "underlay." or "overlay"
turned upside down. The paint in which
the stenciling is done, must not contain
turpentine. as it Will prevent sharp out-
lines, and the paint must be rather thick
like a thin paste, but if too thick it will
clog the meshes and also interfere with
the work. You may experiment with
some lampblack in linseed oil with some
dryer or Japan mixed in.

PAINTING THE PICTURES WITH THE
STENCIL

We will next make a squeegee with a
piece of rubber packing about one -eighth

inch thick. fastened between to s*.rips
of wood which turn a handle. an -a-. ,e
length must ba a 1:tt:e bit less t7.17. :ne
width of the frame. Now put a su;i,plj
of the paint in the frame near the cr.,
as it lies horizontally on the paper Th.en
with the squetge.. -

tl
paint right act-. - -

frame and n.

should lie per:.
work properly. but .ike -

experience will tell you how
paint, and how to apply you:-
lution. and how to carry out rs
details.

A hundred pictures per hi_
easily made, and an expert
rate up to three hundred - -

and some wonderful pie:
doted. When t' -

ately clean the
pentine or gas,
fectly dry alcoh.: t. s

lac.

wild a Swimmer's Sail -Board
By LAWRENCE B. RO BINS

IF you want to create a sensation this
summer when you go in swimming-
launch one of these Sail -Boards and
take a cruise across the harbor in
your bathing suit.

The sail -board consists of a wide board
attached to three points of buoyancy and
equipped with a sail. The swimmer sits
or lies upon the board and manages the
sail and rudder exactly as he would in
sailing a real sail -boat. The fun of it
is, however, that lie doesn't mind a duck-
ing, a capsizing or even a squall of wind
because his craft is unsinkable, can't
spring a leak and will furnish wholesale
fun in a stiff breeze. Several such sail -
hoards would furnish a watering -place with
an endkss amount of novel and exciting
sport.

MAIN BODY MADE PROM PLANK
The hack -bone consists of a straight

grained plank 0 ft. long -12 in wide and

I in. thick. The bow end should be
rounded off and then sprung up in a
slight curve as shown. This can be ac-
complished by sawing several I., in. cuts
about I in. apart across the board and
extending for a distance of about a foot
or more in the spot where the bend oc-
curs. Soak this end of the board in warm
water for a half an hour and then the
bend can be easily made. A cleat with a
curved edge should then he bolted to this
portion so the curve will he retained when
the board dries out.

Put an eye -bolt in the bow. just for-
ward of the cleat, to which should be at-
tached the tie -rope.

PONTOON CONSTRUCTION
The outriggers and pontoons are con-

structed and attached as follows: Each
pontoon consists of a 3 -ft. length of gal-
vanzed rain pipe 3 in. in diameter. To
one end fit a 45° elbow and bolt a 2 -ft.

length of 2 in. x 3 in. along the middle of
the straight portion. Buoyancy is ob-
tained by cutting a 3 -in. automobile in-
ner -tube apart at a point as close to the
valve stem as possible, and then closing
both these open ends by vulcanizing them.
Now push the long tube through the pipe
until the valve stem is barely sticking
out of the straight end. Iodate these
tubes as full as practical with the tire
pump, there being two such pontoons.

Now bolt two pieces of 2 in. x 4 in_ 2
ft. long, to the plank-one at each edge
Set them so that the forward ends will b.
about 18 in. back from the bow. These
are the base timbers to which are bolted
the outriggers-two pieces of 2 in. by 3
in. set on edge-each 4 ft. 6 in. long.
Their arrangement is clearly shown in de-
tail in the sketch. As will also be no-
ticed-their ends are bolted to the pieces

(Continued nut page 3021
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THE drawing illustrates a semi -automatic
T square attachment, that is to be used
in connection with drawing boards under

30 inches, to take the place of the expensive
complicated attachments now used, and yet
answer their purpose. It will be seen that
this device is very simple in construction,
while of great value in connection with gen-
eral drafting. The T square can be attached
or released in a second, and will always come
in line again, regardless of its position, as
it is always held against the side of the
board. The tension cord bracket No. 1, pul-
ley bracket No. 2, and spring bracket No. 3,
are made of bronze or aluminum castings.
Tension cord pulley No. 4 is turned and
grooved 1/16 inch wide and 1/16 inch
deep for the cord, which is about 1/16 inch
in diameter. The pulley is counterbored, so
that the head of the screw No. 5 will set
flush, and clear the head of the T square.
The pulley should turn freely but without
any play on the screw No. 5. No. 6 is the
tension spring. 6 inches when compressed,
and 8 to 9 inches when extended. This is
made of music wire. No. 7.is the tension
cord, one end is held in the eye of the ten-
sion cord bracket No. 1, and passes over the
T square pulley, which is made like No. 4,
but is held in position on the head of the
T square with a 5/32 inch (No. 9) round
he'd wood screw.

Contributed by B. R. WICKS.

A Small Hydraulic Die and Punch Pt
Pet

vALE

By DALE R. VAN HORN
screwed into a floor flange.

oneT-htinthfl,'drTillheed

tram_ consists
foofr

pip,
lx-ing four by six studding, eachNliti
twenty inches long, and a similar gi,,,,!"
the top, also twenty inches long tii'Afr;is a timber slightly longer, four iiid.thick and eight inches wide. The b..,,.,e,
assembled with one-half inch heTt7 ,,shown, the heads on the under

side '04sunk flush.
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THE amateur craftsman often desires
efficient tools that, because of the na-
ture of the work, are too costly for

his use. However, ii a tool which will do
the desired work efficiently can be made at
low cost, omitting, of course, the labor item.
then that tool is justified.

A small hydraulic die press is herewith
described and illustrated which has a large
capacity for its size. and which may be used
not only for pressing light metal to shape,
but may be used for a punch. Its action
can be regulated at will. It has a
total force of about 1,725 pounds under
a working pressure of 150 pounds to the
square inch. The medium used is lubri-
cating oil mixed with grease to a consistency
that will just pour.

Fig. 1 shows the machine assembled. It
comprises the press, a pressure tank holding
both grease and air under pressure. and a
catch tank for holding the discharged grease

AIR
B MACHINED

PRESSURE TANK

until it can ne returned to the pressure
tank. The pressure tank derives its pres-
sure from air from any air pump.

The piston is made from a cylinder of
wrought iron four inches in diameter and
one foot long. It is turned down to the
shape shown, in a lathe, four recesses being
allowed for four piston rings. The shank
is cut away to reduce weight. This is also
drilled in the end for the dies and punches,
a set screw holding them in place. If de-
sired, more metal can be cut away from
the piston between the rings, while still in
the lathe.

The cylinder consists of a ten -inch length
of seamless steel pipe which is carefully
milled. ground and polished on the inside
to exactly four inches in diameter. It is
probable that a piece four and one-half
inches outside diameter will give the neces-
sary amount to he cut from the inside.

This cylinder is threaded on one end and

Two quarter -inch bolts hold the
flange

:rplace, though the hole for the One
-inch pi;.

", " Y. 1."

At a Cost of But a Few Dollars the
Hylrin.Die and Punch Press Shown At the Leh c,,Built. Very Rapid Work Can Be Turned

OwThus Home -Made Device

should first be bored, threaded and
the pip,fitted. If the wood has been cut accuratehand the fittings made tight, the r)lind,should be perfectly parallel with the

up-rights and be reasonably solid.
A bar of steel one -quarter of an kid

thick and three inches wide is drilled and
set under the lower end of the piston. Th,
is supported by four rather stiff zoil-sprinp
which raise the bar to a two and one-hal
or three inch clearance. Rods driven inn
the wood base will hold the springs what
they belong, though the tops sh,),M he

:

enough so that the springs can be (=-
pressed without striking the tops in gum.
Lion. This feature comprises the mechanism
which returns the die after pressure hat
been applied and released. The stationart
die is a piece of steel milled out to fit ever,
movable die. It is usually desirable to bare
a stationary die with every movable die
The lower ones are set in the notch cut for
them in the base.

A pipe line runs from the upper half of
the cylinder to a discharge tank as show:
A valve is included in the line.

I. Continued on page 376)

Seun-Automatic T-square

ip The Semi -Automatic
T -Square Depictellgram Above Will Hold the SO.... r"the Edge of the Board. Yet It will PenMoved Up and Down With Comparative
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Many Beautiful Designs Undreamt of Before Can Be Automatically Formed With a Horne.Made Kaleidoscope. The Method of Using the Kaleidoscope Witha Camera is Shown in the Center Picture. Tne Design at the Left is Formed From Paper Clips, While That at Right is Formed of the Images of Small Flower,
An Letters. Such as the -A" at the Beginning of the Article Below. can be Made of Actual Flowers and a Few Sticks of Wood With Very Attractive Results

How to Use Youn- Czmera
LTHOUGH photography

is quite universally em-
ployed as an illustrator

: the written word, as
really is the most de-

,...dable reproducer of
hawing and objects at

''or command. it is still
I ut little used as a basis
bit. the designing of
artistic and decorative
motives. Few. indeed,
appreciate the results

to he obtained through the camera with the
lid of various everyday objects. if these
objects are arranged in certain combinations.
In the hands of a practical man much can
he done, especially in the way of original
and striking ornamental designs.

A letter cut from wood or cardboard.
hung over a flower. and placed with light
forgers in a more or less distinctive position.
will produce initials of exceptional beauty
and simplicity of design which can be used
without the least touch of an artist's brush.

Far more manifold and practically un-
limited in diversity of form are photographs
taken from a kaleidoscope. This is a ma-
chine which will automatically produce the
most artistic and unique designs. the most

By DR. k..R.NE:1 BADE
No. 7 Photography. in
the Decorative Arts

delicate of scroll work, and the most massive
of decorations. All that is required fur its
construction are three large mirrors, two
plates of glass, one of them ground, and a
paper cylinder.

The paper cylinder should have a diameter
of approximately 5 inches, although this
is not necessary. It is probably best to take
the three equal size mirrors and. with
a piece of string, wrap it around them so that
they form a hollow prism, whose cross-
section is an equilateral triangle. About
this prism wrap soft cardboard, so as to
for an approximate cylinder, followed by
glue and more cardboard. The space between
mirror and cardboard is then filled with cot-
ton or with paper.

The two glass plates are next taken and
cut into squares of such size that they
will entirely corer the triangle of mir-
rors; if they are an inch or so larger,
they will give better service than if they
are cut to fit too closely. These two plates
are fastened together to form a shallow
box about Si of an inch in depth. This is
accomplished by pasting a strip of card -

hoard of this width on three sides of the
glass. This will leave one side open which
is absolutely necessary.

The mirrors and the box are now as-
sembled upon a table, and the camera is
focused upon the lower corner of the mirror
triangle farthest from the camera. Care
must be taken in tilting the cylinder of
mirrors so that a perfect triangular image
consisting of six smaller triangles, is thrown
upon the ground glass of the camera, and
that the triangle fills the plate.

A dozen matches or so placed in the hollow
glass mix and the box placed immediately
behind the mirrors, will form perfect sym-
metrical designs. But the ground glass of
the box must be turned away from the
camera and towards the source of light
which is to illuminate the whole by direct
artificial light, the light being at a little dis-
tance from the glass box. A slight move-
ment of the box in either direction will
produce an entirely different design. and in
fact, such an amazing number of them can
be obtained by even the slightest shock or
disarrangement of the matches in the box.
that it is impossible to follow the rapid
shifting of one beautiful design to another
still more wonderful.

(Continued on page 375)

A Simple. Cheap and Clever Electric Designing Machine is Shown
at the Left. While the Other Photos Here Reproduced Show Some
of the Work Accomplished With This Device. The Machine Itself
Comprises Simply an Inverted Metal Reflector With Tungsten
Lamp and Socket, to Which are Secured Four Small Mirrors Sup-
ported by Wire or Thin Metal Bands Riveted or Soldered to the
Reflector. The Downward Rays of Light Cast from the Mirrors
Cause Super -imposed Shadows to Appear on the Photographic
Paper Placed Under the Glass Plate. the Different Designs Being
Played on Top of the gloss Plate. so as to Form the Multiplicity
of Interlinking Shadows. as Shown. The Photos Above Show
from Left to Right Respectively. Shadows from Gear. 

Metal Washer. Paper Heart.  Paper Disk and a Cube.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First prize, $15.00; second prize, 510.00: third prize, S3.00.
The purpose of this department to sttmulate experimenters toward accomplishing new things,

ulth old apparatus or old atonal
!Be most useful, practical and original idis ea submitted to the Editors of this department a monthly s rtees of ;trues will he awarded. For the
idea submitted a prize of $15.00 is awarded: for the second hest. idea a $10.00 prize. and for the third hest a prize of So.00. The article col "
very elaborate, and rough sketches are sntficient We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet. Make sketches on separats%cr11

FIRST PRIZE 515.00
WIRE MEASURING INSTRUMENT

In the illustration herewith is shown how
to construct a wire meter from an old alarm
clock. All the gears and springs are re-
moved with the exception of the big gear
which also carries the minute hand on the
shaft, the gear and pinion meshing with the

aece at sore' #ry, shp
srel 1411/ 50,4214

bbtr
ore --

Titre ',beer
Pe/on---

125 114' 4000 4

680/11) i/left
47/4.

4110Chee

big gear, and the pinion meshing with the
second gear. On the shaft of the last men -
tinned pinion, a small rubber or fibre wheel
21/32' in diameter, and Si" thick, is at-
tached. A small fibre tube is then fastened
to the frame as shown. The same is done
on the other side of the rubber A
piece of sheet iron or tin is cut and bent
to carry the idler, which is also made of
rubber or fibre. A small spring or rubber
hand will produce sufficient pressure to hold
the idler to the wheel. The reduction gears
for the hour hand remain in the same posi-
tion as before, and the dial is calibrated as
shown. The hands are set to serve the
purpose of reading the number of feet of
wire drawn through the device.

Contributed by RICH eon PIETSCH MANN.

SELF -GRIPPING PLIERS
Here is an original method for holding

small parts. screws, nuts, cotter pins. etc..

while inserting them in awkward places
around the car. Ordinary pliers not long
enough to be inserted into places which are
not within easy reach. are nevertheless a
most efficient tool when equipped with the
spring handle shown. This device consists
of a length of one -eighth inch wire coiled
in the center, the ends being crossed over and

looped around the plier handles. It will he
found that this wire is sufficiently heavy to
hold securely any small part placed between
the plier jaws, and the system serves as an

effective method of overcoming the tedious
difficulty of inserting many pa rts.

Contributed by HARPS' MOORE.

A Pair of Pliers Whtch Grip Small Parts
Without Hawing to be Held by the Hands.

SECOND PRIZE $10.00
SPRING CLIP HOLDER FOR

NEGATIVES
When drying negatives, the amateur or

professional photographers generally use a
separate spring clip for each negative. A
clever Philadelphia photographer, Mr.
George W. Stedman, uses a coiled spring to

At the Left, An Instru-
ment For Measuring the
Number of Feet of Wire
Which Passes Through
Between the Two Rollers.
It is Made From An Old
Alarm Clock, and a Few

Additional Parts.

hold his negatives Bp to dry. It holds up
a dozen negatives. while the old way requires
a dozen spring clips, one clip to each nega-
tive. This method is not only cheaper, but
it is quicker and easier to operate.

It is constructed by supporting the spring
at each end by a cup hook screwed to a
strip of wood. To hang up a negative, the
spring is opened between the *turns at the
point where it is desired to hang the nega-

An Extremely Simple Rack For Hanging Up Wet
Photographic Negatives.

live, the negative is inserted and then the
spring automatically closes up and grasps
the negative. A gentle pressure of the
fingers, as shown in the accompanying
photograph, is all that is, required to operate
this simple and useful spring clip holder.

Contributed by JOHN B. FLOWERs.

WINDING COILS WITH BARE
WIRE

I hereby submit a little scheme which Itried a few days ago.
It happened that when I tried to wind

a tuning coil with bare wire I found it verydifficult to prevent the adjacent turns from
touching and thus decreasing the efficiency
of the coil.

This I overcame by cutting from a dis-
carded automobile tube, a section as long
as the cardboard tube on which I wanted
the coil wound. I then took the piece of
tube and drew it carefully down over thecardboard form.

This not only held the wire very securely.

360

THIRD PRIZE $5.00
TIME SWITCH FOR LIGHTS

Here is an idea for turning off the light,
at any desired hour in an electric light si,
I used the type of alarm clock, which when
the alarm goes off, the spring key

Another Time Switch Which is Actuated by Mesas
of a Falling Weight. Released by the Alarm Key

The lever is made of 14" flat brass. and

formed on one end to fit around the knob
on the snap switch, with a machine screw
and nut to hold it tight. This lever was
weighted on the other end with enough scrap
lead to make it turn the switch when the
alarm goes off. I attached an extension to
the clock key, mounted as shown, which
strikes a stud fastened in back of the clock
to keep the alarm spring from running

down. This scheme is well adapted to ant
electric display sign when one doesn't wish
to keep it lit all night.

Contributed by W. T. MAIIKOWSKI.

but also made a wonderful insulator.
After this I tried the scheme on corm`

of larger and smaller denominations and
found that a common Ford inner tube would
fit forms from 31'," to 4,/z" inclusive.

be used.
Contributed

inductance is wanted
recommend that a larger inter tube

W. B. Iiivrou.

An Inner Tube ShpP ed Over For w
rd ,s,a4

Wal Make a Very Good Surface
'

Coils With Bare Wire
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A BETTER WAY TO TAKE MEDI-
CINE; THAT SAVES YOUR TEETH,

ETC.
The common spoon methed of taking

medicine has four serious objections, all of
which are eliminated at once by the very
simple method presented in this article.

The four distinct serious objections to
the spoon method are as follows:

1. Strong medicines not only stain or cor-
rode the enamel of the teeth but also thereby
open the way for the decay of the teeth
themselves. Yet as commonly administered
with a spoon. contact with the teeth is almost
unavoidable and there are many whose teeth
have been permanently marred or injured
in this way.

2. Strong or unpleasant -tasting medicines
are not only revolting to adults but are ex-
tremely difficult to administer to children.
By the spoon method it is almost impossible
to avoid contact of the medicine with the
sensitive tongue. walls or roof of the mouth
and hence the unpleasant taste is felt not
only before but also after swallowing.

3. Medicines with a strong acid content
may undergo a chemical change while in
contact with the metal sp.on; such a change
is contrary to the original composition of
the medicine and may in some instances
prove distinctly injurious to the patient.

4. At the same time some medicines may
stain or corrode the spoon.

By pouring the required dose into a small
glass receptacle and imbibing the medicine
through a glass tube of small diameter (ob-
tainable at small cost from druggist or
chemist) or a "straw- (obtainable at soda
fountains. etc.), all of the above stated ob-
jections of the spoon method can be
wed without in the least way altering the
effectiveness of the medicine taken.

Contributed by C. NYE.

FUEL INTENSIFIER FOR AUTO-
MOBILE ENGINES

There has been advertised in the past
many fuel intensifiers for which extrava-
gant claims were made. A test of many of
these products showed them to he either
tablets of napthalene or napthalene powdered
or dissolved in some solvent. such as gaso-
line. The value of these is questionable, for
the writer knows a concern that manufac-
tures napthalene in all its forms, and still
does not use it in their truck motors. Nap-
thalene. by the way, is the substance from
which the so-called Tar Camphor Balls are
made. A mixture that will give pep, power
and reduce carbon can be made as follows:

Ether I part
Acetone I part
Turpentine 1 part

One ounce of this solution is added for
every five gallons of gasoline put in thetank Do not use more than an ounce to
two gallons of gasoline. This mixture will
increase the power of the motor and reduce
the carbon. Try it.

Contributed by THOMAS W. BENSON.

THE CHEMICAL FLAG
ei,),..very interesting chemical magical stunt

be produced by sketching an American
flag lightly,
The OD a large white sheet of paper.

"'tire &Id, with the exception of the stars,
stars should be outlined, and then the

should be painted with a solution of potas-
sium ferrocyanide (K.Fe(CN).). All of
the portions of the flag which are to remain
white, are not touched by any of the two
preparatory solutions, and care must be ex-
ercised in the use of the potassium fer-
rocyanide, inasmuch as this is very poison-
ous. Now proceed to paint the stripes that
are to be red with a solution of ammonium
thiocyanate (NH,CNS) and allow the two
solutions to dry. \Vhen ready for exhibi-
tion of the trick, the plain sheet of white
paper is tacked to a board and daubing a
wad of cotton on the end of a stick, previ-
ously moistened with a solution of ferric
chloride (Fe.C1.), over the entire surface,
the red, white and blue will appear in their
proper places. The red coloring is due to
the formation of ferric thiocyanate. and the
blue to the formation of Prussian blue.

Contributed by R. L. Pores.

TO REPAIR A CRACKED FOUN-
TAIN PEN BARREL

Secure a silk thread as nearly like the
color of the pen to be repaired as possible.
Then coat the section covering the crack
with alcoholic solution of shellac. Before
the shellac sets, wrap the section with the
silk thread as uniformly as possible, and
with all the tension that the thread will stand,
making no provision for the ends of the
thread except to smooth them down well in
the setting shellac. After this shellac
dry. which will only require a few minutes.
the job can be finished by covering the
thread with another light coat of shellac.
The part thus repaired will be the strongest
point in the pen. and if it be the barrel of
the pen, it will be absolutely leak proof. If
the shellac used is too heavy, it will not
make a neat job, whereas if it is too light it
will set before it can he wrapped. If too
light give the place a second coat, when the
first has half set.

Contributed by E. H. TAYLOR.

REPAIRING RUBBER STORAGE
BATTERY JARS

A great many good storage batteries are
junked because of leaks in the rubber jars
thereof, and because it is not generally
known how comparatively easy it is to rem-
edy this trouble. Leaks, usually caused
from freezing, when located on the sides or
corners of storage battery cells. may fre-
quently be repaired by vulcanizing. Remove
the entire battery from the box and also
remove the damaged plates from the jars.
These operations are performed by chip-
ping out most of the sealing composition.
and then running a flat blade like a putty
knife or a piece of old phonograph spring
between the battery box and the battery, and
between the inside of the jars and the plates
respectively, to melt and detach the sealing
compound. It is not necessary to remove
the lead connecting bars. The blade used
should be heated, or dipped in gasoline to
facilitate this operation. If the plates are
dry, it will be well to soak them in clean
water or electrolyte before attempting to
take them ottt of the jars.

The crack in the jar should now be thor-
oughly cleaned with gasoline or benzol, and
a coating of auto -tube vulcanizing cement
applied. When this is tacky apply some
tube vulcanizing gum, packing it well into
the crack. Cut some pieces of board to fill

out the inside of the jar to prevent it from
collapsing under pressure and vulcanize on
a hot plate. If no regular vulcanizer is

available, a sad iron, the laundry instru-
ment, either electric or ordinary, may be

used. When the rubber is cured remove
the inside blocks and straighten the jar.
which will be somewhat softened by the
heat. Chill this immediately in cold water
and replace all parts and reseal by pouring
on hot sealing compound. The old com-
pound may be remelted and used, and should
be quite hot. I have lately reclaimed four
or five "junk -heap" batteries by this method.
which are doing good service.

Contributed by L. E. ANDERSON.

REMOVING TARNISH FROM
HEADLIGHT REFLECTORS

Automobile and motorcycle headlight re-
flectors will become tarnished by use; the
result being that the light given is dimmer
and not as evenly distributed as should be.
due to the absorption of some of the light
rays by the film of tarnish. All reflectors
should be cleaned frequently, to prevent such
a deposit from permanently dulling their
bright surfaces, as dampness seems to add
thickness to the film and makes it snore
difficult to remove.

All headlight reflectors, whether used with
electric or acetylene lamps tarnish sooner
or later, but the products of combustion
from acetylene gas causes a bright surface
to stain far more quickly. The first thing
to do is to remove the tarnish before repol-
ishing. This is best accomplished by using
a weak solution of acid in alcohol; the pro-
portions are one pint of alcohol to a table-
spoonful of pure sulphuric acid. Always pour
the acid into the alcohol and not vice versa.
as it is apt to spurt around. Dip a piece of
soft linen into this mixture, squeezing out the
surplus so as to leave the cloth fairly damp,
then quickly rub the tarnished part until the
film is removed. Now wash the surface
with alcohol alone, using a clean rag for the
purpose, and finish with clear water. Every
trace of the sulphuric acid must be removed
from all parts of the lamp in order to pre-
vent corrosion. Procure from your drug-
gist ten cents worth of precipitated chalk,
dampen a soft clean cloth with water, and
dip it into the chalk; then rub the reflector's
surface briskly. Under this treatment it
will acquire a fine polish of intense bril-
liancy, quite free from any scratches if
carefully done.

Contributed by W. S. STANDIFORD.

WATERLESS FACE WASH
\Vhen motoring or traveling and it is

impossible to get a wash in the ordinary
way, carbonate of magnesium in powder
form is useful for dry cleaning the face
And hands. Scatter a little of the mag-
nesium carbonate on a clean soft rag and
rub well into the skin. The dirt comes away
freely and a general feeling of refreshment
is experienced.

Contributed by S. LEONARD R STIN.

TO MAKE BENZINE SAFE
Add about 10 per cent carbon tetrachlo-

ride, CCI,, to the benzine. This mixture
will not catch fire. Since carbon tetrachlo-
ride is also a cleaning liquid, the product is
as good as benzine alone and many times as
safe.

Contributed by KENNETH H. SLAGLE.
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RADIO BROADCAST
APT iD

Left This Photo show, the High Power Transmitting Vacuum Tubes at the Old WJZ Station in Newark. Some Idea. of the Size of These Tubes sad
Arrangement is Gleaned from Thia Interesting Photo. Center The Author of the Present Article Shown With Racho to from Grandstand. Rios
This Photo Shows the Daily Mail of WJZ. Which Requires a Corp of Two Men and Four Stenographers to Answer. The Day's Mail Received front Breadcat

Listeners Averages Five Hundred Letters.

Radio Broadcasting Problems and
Their illossiblie Soflution

By C. W. HORN*
WHEN radio broadcasting first be-

came popular the person "listening
in" was thrilled when he recog-
nized sounds as music or as some-
one speaking. This "listener in-

isas generally, at that time, an amateur radio
telegraph operator, as no one yet had pur-
, based apparatus to listen to the experiments
being conducted by one or two prominent
radio experts.

We all remember the individuals who pre-
dicted that radio broadcasting was but a fad
"There was nothing to it and it would
die out in a very short time.- But radio
broadcasting did not accommodate these
pessimists by dying out, hut has devel-
oped into a lusty infant industry which
some day will be compared with the auto-
mobile and motion picture industries in its
rapid growth and development. There is
a reason for this prediction and that rea-
son is that it fills a long felt want. We
needed the automobile and we needed the
movie. Also, we needed something at home
which would open the wide spaces and per-
mit Ito to attend functions and affairs and
he entertained without the necessity of put-
ting on a stiff, starched shirt and enriching
the ticket scalpers. It will he a part of every
household for the same reason that the
phonograph became successful. People
wanted music and. instead of going to the
music, had the musk brought to them. But
radio has none of the limitations of the
phonograph or any device or mechanism
developed in recent years. From my pres-
ent viewpoint there is as yet no limit to
what radio may be called upon to do, but
it is not necessary here to repeat the many

SrPoristonalear .1 Radio Oporations. Wasting-
imane Deane b lfonnfaciaaing Compamy.

and varied activities to which radio can be
applied.

As in the case of the phonograph, public
enthusiasm ran away ahead of the practical
development of the apparatus. This. of
course, stimulated the engineers and those in
charge of development work to greater effort
and has been the cause of the great strides
tieing made. One of the forms this enthusi-
asm has taken, and the one which has caused
the greatest amount of embarrassment to the
science itself. has been the desire of a large
number of individuals and concerns "to en-
tertain the people.' in many cases merely to
get publicity. It is of this latter phase of
radio work that I am best qualified to speak
and which I will discuss here. It is a very
serious matter and will have much to do
with the immediate future of radio and
vitally concerns the public.

There were before the end of 1922 more
than 600 radio broadcasting stations in exist-
ence. There were probably not more than
25 or 30 of these stations so situated in
centers of population and so operated and
maintained that they were giving unselfishly
the best that could possibly he given at the
present stage of development. This meant
the outlay of enormous sums of money with-
out any possible revenue accruing from this
expenditure. The majority in this group of
more than 600 licensed stations were in the
game merely to spread their names over the
map and to obtain for themselves all the
publicity that they could. These stations
may he classed as offensive billboards on the
highway reserved for pleasure and educa-
tion.

They obstruct the view of the person
seeking to broaden himself by listening tothe many fine speeches and talks given
nightly over the radio and in place of these
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desirable talks and entertaining musk which
this poor listener could pick up he mak

,listen to the "Blaa-Blaa Station of the Blav
Blaa Company" blaaing. Generally thi
"blaa-blaa" station was built by some mot'
getic amateur whose experience in radio kk-
phony was obtained from having one seta
a radio telegraph spark set on a ship

Contrasted with these are the nations boil
by the large electric companies- each of
which maintains a large and competent sofi
of engineers who have all the inform*
there is available on the subject and tl
facilities and assistance of research lalswa
lodes, etc. Determine by means of 4
engineering commission the number of sta-
tions that can operate simultaiwousb
different wave -lengths without undue i4-

terference. Then very carefully all,"R
these stations throughout the country. Y`'
tug particular attention to the large citei
The cities that are most favored with hat
ities for obtaining talent, such as New 3.4."
and Chicago, should he permitted to bane
least four stations, each operating on
separate wave -length. These station, slwaw
all he allowed to make use of consider'
Power and in fact should he required to 4,fairly high power in order that listener'
distant points can pick them up.

a

All the other broadcasting stations 4'41:
he put on a number of fixed wavedef*J.,,,
and permitted to go on 360 to 400
In my estimation, the ideal cimdition

Shouldn
find

be one under which it would be PPoihk.,.61the average person to turn dos dial to
point and know that he would be able ,tf L,;
upa certainhe

th
st station nh-t ttht-nadniet

serial is such as to be uninterestiet .t°be could then turn to some other staer'._,,,,,pick that one up again without inter



Miss Dorothy Benkeser With Her Home -Made Radio Set is Shown in the Left Hand Photograph. Operating the Same. The Set is of the Single Tube
Type Using a Two Circuit Tuner and Gores Very Good Results. At the Right is Shown Miss Benkeser With the Antenna Which She Erected Herself.

The Aerial Masts Are Attached to the Chimneys.

My Fia-at Radio Set
By MISS DOROTHY BENKESER

WHEN I decided to make a radio
set, a friend of mine said. "Well.
you go ahead and buy the things.
and when you need my help, just
call me up." I told him I would.

but made a mental reservation never to let
him hear from me if I couldn't get along
without assistance.

You see. I am not in the radio business.
and I have no technical training whatever
I am and have for some time been in life
unurance business, so it was natural for
ins friend to think that I would send an
s.o.s.

I went to a radio store and looked over
the sets and they appeared simple enough.
so I bought enough parts to work on for one
evening. With the parts I received a book
)-4 directions with diagrams and a lot of.
what seemed to me. very technical terms.

The panel was drilled and the coils were
hound, so that helped The "one evening"
lengthened to three and at the end of the
third. I had screwed on the parts to the
Panel and was ready to wire. When I
realized how complicated this was I just
"'anted to give up, but I had the diagrams
and I had seen the sets hooked up, so I
stuck at it.

Everything went along beautifully until
I was ready to solder. The soldering! I
had never done anything like it in my life
and in fact had never paid any attention to
such things. I had taken our Victrola apart
and fixed it, but I never had to solder any
Parts. Consequently I had strange mis-
givings when I realized there were so many
Parts.

I had no tools but the few my mother
bad for her sewing machine, and as I was
dory anxious to get things started and had
Is!) soldering in.°. I searched for something
11,_", as good." The only thing I could

"` of was an old fashioned curling iron

--the kind you heat in a stove or with gas.
This iron had a metal handle and while I
did manage to solder some of the parts.
when the iron got red hot the handle was
also very hot and this was most uncom-
fortable.

So I waited another day and a friend sent
around a soldering iron with a wooden
handle which seemed like the trickiest
thing I had ever seen. You put alcohol in
the handle and its burns near the tip of the
iron and keeps it hot.

This was an entirely new toy, and it in-
terested me very much until I began to
work with it-then the flame worried me
and I had visions of burning all the tubing
and insulated wire and just about every-
thing in sight. but much to my relief. the
flame would go out occasionally and it was
at such times that I worked best.

When I had completed the set. I bought
a lightning arrester.

The circuit is what is termed a loose
coupled or two circuit hook-up employing
no regeneration. I have a WD -11 vacuum
tube operated with a single dry cell for the
"A" battery. I find the Baldwin phones ex-
cellent and have two sets of them, so that
in an emergency four people can listen.

I was very anxious to install the set, so
one fine Sunday we climbed to the roof.
laden with poles, insulators. wires, rope.
cord. scissors, hooks and what not.

\Ve had a dreadful time walking around
the roof for the front of it (and the way to
the roof is up the front of it) slopes con-
siderably. and we are not good acrobats.

\Ve tied poles to two of the chimneys and
attached the copper wire to these poles.
This gave us an aerial only about fifty feet
long, but about ten feet from the tin roof
and it has been very satisfactory.

Perhaps if you closely examined the aerial
you would smile-in fact I'm sure you

would. We used all the rope and cord we
could find and I know it is a terribly ama-
teurish job, but it serves the purpose. The
knots are very poorly tied, and I know
even a very young "Girl Scout" would never
he proud of them, and I know some day
we'll have to make another trip up there
to tighten the poles.

In order to attach one of the poles, I tried
to climb on a little ledge which is a good
deal higher than the rest of the roof and
quite near the edge. My friend told me
it was very foolish to do this for the house
was old and she thought any part of it
might be very apt to become detached and
besides, she didn't think the chimney was
a safe thing to hold on. I asked her if
she were making any reference to my weight
and told her to "unhand me" for I was
very confident the chimney was strong
enough to hold me. This she refused to do
and I was struggling to get away from her
and to pull myself up when the piece of the
chimney which I held gave way and had
she not held me, I should most likely have
landed on the cold and unsympathetic pave-
ment three or four stories below.

We were a couple of very much unstrung
and very tired persons when we finally gath-
ered together our tools and went down to
connect the set, but we felt it was worth
it and besides there were no casualties, I
having got away with a few scratches on my
arms.

I shall never forget the thrill I experi-
enced when I actually hcard an announce-
ment over this set.

The set has been quite. a success so far
(it is about two months old) and we pick
up distant stations with eery little difficulty.
and it has given us tin end of pleasure lust
the other night I got Springfield. Mass

No, I did not wear overalls.
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The Photos Above and to the
Right Show the Interior of the
Studio of Station WEAN Oper-
ated by the Shepard Stores of
Providence. R. I. The Or-
chestra Shown in the Above
Photo is the Band of the 7th
Coast Artillery of Newport as
They Appeared When Broad:
casting Selections Front WEAN.
The Photo at the Right Gives
a More Comprehensive View of
the Lay -Out of the Studio,

Ni................."Showing the Microphone and the
Tasteful Arrangement of Furni-

ture.

The Photo to the Let t and Below Show. Respectively.
the Transmitting Antenna and the Studio of St.
tion WGI, Operated by the American Radio and
Research Corpin, of Medford Hillside, Mass.
Better Known as Arnrad. This Station Has an
Enviable Record Which it Acquired in the Early
Days of Broadcasting and Has Maintained Ever
Since. Their Consistent range is Over 300 Miler

and They Have Been Heard 1500 Miles.
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a Wire Fence Doing Duq in an Aerol. Fig. 5.

Tree Aerial" Fig 7. An Under -Water. Insulated Antenna. Fig. S. a Spiral Aerial For Use Either Indoors or Out.

Vacation Time Radii°
WIIEN you sit down :unit: L.e-
mng and start to figure up ex-
penses acid other incidentals for
your vacation trip, do you con-
template taking your radio set

with you or are you going to store it
away until you return? Ii you are con-
sidering the latter, just dismiss the
thought at once, for your vacation will
by no means be complete without the
good old radio set. No matter how you
are going to travel or where you are
going, you can still take your set along
and derive great enjoyment from it.

If you are going to tour in an automo-
bile you will find that a set can be handled
with the greatest ease. One of the promi-
nent manufacturers has put on the mar-
ket a set embodying the reflex principle
which can be tucked away in one corner
of the tonneau and used at any time de-
sired. It is entriely self-contained and
utilizes a loop aerial. One of its many
uses is illustrated in Fig. I.

LITZ RAISES AERIAL
A Cased is attached to the kite and the latter

f raised to some distance: then an insulator
ll attached to the cord, to the other end of
which insulator is attached a considerable
Igulth of No. 22 D. C C. wire. The kite
3 then allowed to ascend higher. carry-
ing the wire with it. When desired a
ISO, may he made in the wire to which
a second insulator is attached. the other
end of the latter being connected by a
raid to a stake driven in the ground.
The wire running off from the insulator
,,_'' !hes attached to the net as an aerial.
nult is illustrated in Fig. 2, in which we

By A. P. PECK
a its indicate how a wire fence may be
used as a counterpoise. Any of the other
antennae misitioned below could also he
used.

AUTO AS ANTENNA
Ii Sou arc touring, it is !no:smith, to use the

franc of your automobile as an antenna
merely by connecting a wire to some part
of the metallic frame. This may be used
in connection with all iron pipe a foot
or two long. driven in the ground. The
latter will serve as a temporary ground
connection and the complete installation
is shown in Fig. 3.

A wire fence may be utilized as another
form of substitute antenna in connection
with a driven ground. such as described
in the last paragraph. as is shown in
Fig. 4. It will generally he found quite
necessary to use a variable condenser
with a large capacity in series with the
aerial when using a fence for this pur-
pose.

When touring in an automoile it is not
necessary to carry a separate .A battery
with you, for, as shown in Fig. 5 it is pos-
sile to connect the battery used in the
ignition and starting system of the car
directly to the set. As is shown in this
figure. an aerial may be erected by throw-
ing a cord with a stone attached to one

end over a limb of a tree and pulling up a
wire to quite a height by means of this cord.
A small insulator should he interposed
between the cord and the wire.

A TREE ANTENNA
Under some conditions it is possible to

make use of a large tree as an antenna
and the method for doing so is shown

in Fig. O. Two six inch spikes are driven
into the tree one very close to the ground
and the other some distance up. NVires
are connected to these spikes and lead to
the ground and aerial posts of the set
respectively. The use of such an aerial
opens quite a field of experiment to the
amateur.

%Viten a camp is located along the shore
of a lake or other body of water, it is
possible to reduce static to a very great
extent by submerging the aerial in the
water. For this purpose a length of No.
14 rubber covered wire should be used.
with the end which is to lie in the water
securely covered with rubber tape in
order to render it water proof. This
type of aerial nay be used in connection
with a driven ground in the ordinary way
as shown in Fig. 7

SPIRAL ANTENNA ALSO GOOD
ll'hen it is desired to use the radio set

in a summer bungalow on the shore or
some other point, where it is impractical
to erect an outside antenna, and where
none of the other makeshifts given above
will he found available, it is possible to
make a very gond antenna which is to
lie suspended between the walls of a room.
This is shown in Fig R. Tt consists
merely of a form made of a couple of
barrel hoops and some lengths of heavy
twine. Around this form are wound
numerous convolutions of wire as shown
It is not necessary to line insulators with
this installs:ion when it is to lie used in -
di ors. lint the same type of aerial is
readily applicable to out -door use. where -
soon it should be as well insulated as
ihr usual types of aerials.
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Fig. IA We Have a Standard Three Circuit Tuner With the Addition of Several Switches. Their Uses Can Be Very Readily Seen By Referring it
he Diagram. The Two Point Swach in the Upper Right Hand Corner Allows a Change Over From Audion to Crystal or Vice Versa. Fig. is Shows

a Parallel Connection of Phones With Switches. Points Marked X Connect to Points Marked in the Same Way in Fig. IA. Fig. IC Shows a ChangeOver Switch So That Either Loud Speaker or Phones or Both May Be Used. Fig. 2 Shows a Four Pole. Two Throw Switch For Changing From the
Second to Third Stage of Audio Frequency Amplification When a Separate "B" Battery is Used For the Latter. Figs. 3 and 4 Show Switches Designedto be Mounted in the Roar of the Panel. The Former is an ordinary Inductance Switch. While the Latter Changes from Detector to One or Two Slater

as Required.

Radio For the Beginner
XVIII. SWITCHES

By ARMSTRONG PERRY
TIf radiorad "ads." and Catalogues ley affair My first one weighed more, that the dead receiver in such a case con -
devote little space to switches cost more and took up more space than stitutes a "dead-end" of large proportions.They seem to be considered as the receiving outfit I started with. Some and for psychological effect if nothing
among the accessories that the beginners try to get by with a little knife more it is better to cut it out entirely andradio fan will buy without urging switch that will carry 25 to 35 amperes thereby eliminate it from the consider -if he needs or wants them, yet there are hut that is like trying to use a one -truck tion when difficulties arc encountered.few home radio stations in which an ad- truck for a four -ton load; it is sure to

ditional switch or two would not add to break down when it is most needed. An
EXPERIMENTS MADE POSSIBLE WITH

SWITCHES
the convenience of the operator. save amateur who wanted his lightning switch "The lack of switches to change overtime and annoyance, and possibly in- out-of-doors but did not want to go out -from one set to another often robs the
crease the clement of safety. of -doors to operate it, put it on the nut -

LIGHTNING PROTECTION SWITCHES side of the house, bored a hole through
fan of interesting experiences. Many use.

a crystal detector set as a stand-by natdNo set used with an out-of-doors aerial the wall and installed a crank and shaft fit to insteadPick up local broadcasts. .a.
can be operated without at least one for turning the handle. 10,

switch or other approved safety device. A switch in the ground wire is not often of a tube set for distant stations or
louder results with the local stations

if the house where it is installed is in- seen but it has advantages. If there are
;

because it seems wasteful to keep ty6!..sured. unless the owner is willing to run two receiving sets, for example a long- burning all day when the crystal set self'
the chance of losing the insurance as well wave and a short-wave set. which arc used

th,Vgeg hienarldoctahlroburgohadocuatsatsrolooumdlp.y.heenr;:ghbethas the house in case of fire. The Nation- with the same aerial and ground wire.
al Board of Fire Underwriters requires a a single -pole double -throw switch will listener is busy with quiet work. `....IOU -ampere lightning switch which dis- connect one or the other with the ground.
connects the receiving set from the aerial The usual practice is to wire both sets to installedt at ,l,l.eod 0S.c.switches

theit

t takes bit

and connects the aerial with the ground, a trouble -pole double -throw switch, so as when something comes across that needsoutside the house, when the station is to change both aerial and ground con- to be brought out more distinctly. !Wit,not in operation. An approved lightning nections at the same time. but conditions it is necessary to fumble with witel'sarrester may be accepted in place of the may render it more convenient to have making the change. the desired featurgi,switch, but while that may draw off a separate switches in the aerial and ground often lost and the fingers may get .ttportion of the surplus charge placed upon leads. The statement is sometimes made Punctures from copper wire thatthe aerial by a stroke of lightning, enough that two sets can be grounded with the hayfe b
may still pass into the receiving outfit to same wire and that if one is disconnected

teeger renotrnd t
avoided.vi

connection.o
tube se s .tAnd but Ai.damage or destroy it. from the aerial and the other connected. aerial,i

LARGE LIGHTNING SWITCH NECESSARY the dead one will not affect the tuning and "B" battery, a change -over
I CO" Ii.IIICd nn page 376'The 100 -amp. lightning switch is a bul- of the active one It is a fact, however.
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A Microphone Amplifier
By

CONSIDERABLE interest has been
involved to produce a device which
will be able to satisfactorily amplify
speech and music and which does
not utilize a vacuum tube for its

operation. However great this interest has
been, a suitable amplifier is yet to be devel-
oped. The well known Brown microphone
relay is perhaps the best known of these
devices, but its excessive cost proh;bits its
use among the radio fraternity. In order to
compete with the vacuum tube amplifier, for
which there is no peer, the amplifying device
must be easily constructed and low in cost.
It must be able to faithfully reproduce the
original sound waves that are desired to he
amplified. The frying noises inherent in any
loose contact device such as the microphone
must be of such small magnitude as to he
practically negligible when the instrument is
in operation.
EQUAL TO I STAGE OF- AMPLIFICATION

While the device herein described cannot
be claimed to be equal to the Brown relay,
it is nevertheless a satisfactory understudy
of it. besides being very easy to construct.
Actually, it took less than four hours to
build the unit. It is equal to about one stage
of tube amplification, using a tube detector.
when the unit is properly adjusted. Unless
the transmitting station is close by. a crystal
receiving set will produce hut mediocre re-
sults so that a bulb receiver is recommended
if satisfactory operation is to he expected.
In fact. the greater the energy input into
the device. the better it will work.

BALDWIN PHONE AND MICROPHONE
BUTTON NEEDED

Tn make this amplifier. a Baldwin type C
receiver unit and a microphone button are
required-and the junk box. In the junk
box one should find about eight inches of
Ii' by iss" brass strip. a few 6-32 round
head brass machine screws, a 10-32 flat -

BERT T. BONAVEN TURE
headed machine screw, PA" long and a
length of phosphor bronze or other stiff
wire. Steel piano wire will do very well.

In the accompanying sketch (Fig. 11 of
the assembly of the unit are given the dimen-
sions of the brass angle pieces that support
the microphone button. The 54" by tii"
stock should be bent according to those
specifications. In the bottom support drill
two holes in the feet to clear a 6-32 screw
and tap a 6-32 thread in each leg N" from
the top of the yoke. The top angle is for
added rigidity for the microphone button
and two holes are drilled in each leg 'At"
from the ends as indicated. In the exact
center of the top of each of these angles
drill a hole that will just clear a 10-32

machine screw. These holes will be in align-
ment when the two brackets are assembled
and serve to guide a 10-32 screw on the end
of which the microphone button is mounted.

MOUNTING THE MICROPHONE BUTTON
As to this button, the writer used a

Newman -Stern, which is very much the
same as the well known Skinderviken. The
entire button must be taken apart for the
next operation. care being exercised that
none of the carbon grains arc lost and that
the mica disc is not injured in any way.
Through the center of the back support.
which has a cup -shaped recess cut in it,
drill and tap a hole with a 10-32 thread.
Countersink this hole from the inside. Since
there is not 'much thickness to the brass
shell at this part. be careful not to counter-
sink too far. otherwise e threads will be
cut away entirely. The head of the 10-32

screw will have in be filed down until it
becomes flush with the surface of the cups
shaped hollow. during which process the
slot in the head will no doubt disappear.
Only experiment can determine just how
far to file the head so that repeated trial
fittings are necessary. In case the micro-

phone button does not permit any counter -
.inking at all, use a round head screw with
the head filed down quite flat. This project-
ing head of the screw will take up some of
the space formerly occupied by the carbon
granules so that some of these may be dis-
carded in the microphone assembly.

Thread the rear support of the button Tn

the screw, replace the carbon grains and
mica sheet, thus completing the job of
attaching the button to the movable support.
Before beginning with the complete assem-
bly. sweat the brass tip of the front of the
button with solder as this will facilitate the
later attachment of the connecting litik to
the armature. Next assemble the complete
amplifying unit before mounting on the
Baldwin receiver. The stiff spring, made of
phosphor -bronze or steel piano wire. is
placed between the button and the bottom of
the lower bracket. A lockout goes in
between the two brackets. If no lock -
nuts arc handy, use ordinary large hexa-
gonal nuts. A coating of black lacquer
completes this part of the amplifier. All
that remains now is to attach the exterior
part to the actuating mechanism of the Bald-
win phone.

ATTACHMENT TO BALDWIN PHONE
Unfortunately. to do this, the whole

Baldwin unit must be dismantled. Do not
he dismayed by this prospect for it is a

very simple operation. First scrape off or
heat the solder on the washer which holds
down the mica diaphragm and unscrew the
washer from the connecting link to the bal-
anced armature. The mica diaphragm will
now be free to be removed and put in the
junk box. You may as well keep it, since
you may wish to reconvert the Baldwin
into its original form.

Next remove the two screw's which bold
the permanent magnet on the pole -pieces.

(Continued on page 375)
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!..Good Microphone Amplifier Por Radio Receiving Circuits. is Here Described by Mr. Bonaventura A Model of This Device Was Demonstrated to the
.4ners and Radio Experimenters Will N. Doubt Be Interested in Trying Th. Out. A Multiple Stage Microphone Amplifier. Such As That Shown

Cascade Circuits Herewith. Was Used in the Old Telefunken Station at Sayville. L. I.. Por Trans -Atlantic Reception The Brown Microphonic Relay
I tunable Por TeIephomc As Well A. Telegraphic Amplification in Such Circuits as These. and Has Been Used succession, For This Work. Bur m rhr
CO"'' et Thew Brown Rasa. is AlwwwaimatelV AMOR to $100.00 a Piece. They Do Not Come Within the Reach of the Average Experimenter', Po, ketbook
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Li- PRIMARY OF VARIO COUPLER
L2 - SECONDARY Or VARIO COUPLER
TI -3T01 AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSF.
T2- RADIO FREQUENCY OR SPECIAL

NR CORE TRANSFORMER

THIS CONDENSER USED
ONLY WITH NR CORE
TRANSFORMER

TO GROJNO

R,- 001 Mr MICA CONDENSER

F.13E005 MF VARIABLE CONDENSER
R1 - 200 TO 600 OHM POTENTIOMETER
112. RHEOSTAT D. DETECTOR

TO 1 UNER OR
LOOP AERIAL

A - AUDIO /T.OATI
R F - 103A1 CORE RADIO FREQUENCY

A
K.

AN.
CO.5D MF FT MICA CONDENSER, .

R. RHEOSTAT
0- DETLCTOR

With a Single Tube and Crystal Detector, It Le Possible To Obtain the
Effect of One Stage of Audio Frequency Amplification and One Stage of Radio

Frequency Amplification Using the Circuit Shown Above.
The Above Circuit Diagram illustrates the Use of Three Vacua
Tubes and a Crystal Detector In a Reflex Amplifier, Which Ma

Very Easily Be Used In Connection With a Loop Aerial

Practical Notes On Reflex Amplifier
Construction

By ROBERT E. LACAULT
THE reflex amplifiers have recently
come to the fore for several rea-
sons. the main one being that with
a minimum number of tubes great-
er amplification may be had since

each tube does double duty. On account
of their price and cost of operation this
performance of double duty is quite an
appreciable feature for the majority of
radio amateurs, and has made of the re-
flex amplifier a very popular type of re-
ceiver for broadcast reception.

Reflex amplifiers are by no means new,
as in 1916 the writer, then with the radio
research laboratory of the French Signal
Corps, worked on the development of the
first reflex amplifiers, which were de-
signed for use in the French army during
the war by Mr. M. Latour, the well
known engineer.

The construction of a reflex amplifier
is not an easy problem if it is to give
maximum results, and the experimenter
contemplating the construction of one
should remember that patience and care
arc necessary to make it work properly.
One of the greatest drawbacks is that
the circuits have a tendency to oscillate
on account of feed -back effects occurring
through the grid -to -plate capacity inside

of the vacuum tubes. This may be over-
come. but necessitates the use of special
ransformers. Another defect which must
be avoided is the rectification of the sig-
nals before they reach the detector. By
referring to the diagram, Fig. 2, it may

be seen that the secondary winding of
the audio frequency transformer which is

generally shunted by a by-pass condenser,
acts somewhat as a grid leak and grid
condenser making the tubs to the grid of
which they are connected, operate as a
detector partially rectifying the oscilla-
tions. thus destroying the benefits of radio
frequency amplification. Thc best method

to reduce this is to omit the by-pass con-
densers across the secondaries of the
audio frequency transformers. The dis-
tributed capacity of the winding is suffi-
cient in this case to allow the high fre-
quency currents to flow in the grid -fila-
ment circuit.

A ONE -TUBE REFLEX CIRCUIT

The use of a potentioineter should be
avoided, as this instrument, although help-
ful for tuning, introduces undesirable
losses, as it is generally connected. In
order to further reduce the resistance of
the grid circuit, connections should be
short and of course all contacts should be
soldered. In a one -tube reflex amplifier,
such as shown in Fig. 1, the secondary
of the coupler L2 should be wound with
heavy wire and have a comparatively
small number of turns. In order to stabil-
ize such a circuit. and prevent undesirable
oscillations, a resistance, which may be
a standard potentiometer, may be con-
nected in the plate circuit as shown at
RI. The transformer T2 may be either
a radio frequency transformer of the
proper type to cover the band of wave-
lengths which it is desired to receive, or
another coupler consisting of a tube three
inches in diameter wound with 60 turns
of No. 22 or No. 24 wire for the secondary
and about 20 turns wound directly over
and in the center of the secondary for
the primary winding. if such a coupler is
used a .01105 M P variable condenser should
shunt the secondary to tune the circuit.
This provides greater selectivity and
higher amplification, but generally neces-
sitates the use of either a resistance, as
shown at RI or a fixed condenser of .002
M F or more as shown by the dotted lines
itt Fig 1. in some cases it is helpful to
ground the positiveo

n- i nodfu ctt vee resistance.aerthrough a high
368

TUBES FOR REFLEX SETS SHOULD HAYS
LOW INTERNAL CAPACITY.

It is very difficult to lay down hard
and fast rules for the design of this UV
of amplifier as the conditions arc different
in every case and with every make of
tube. However, it is desirable to use vac -
mini tubes having as low an internal ca-
pacity as possible. There are on theme
ket at the present time several tubes ful-
filling this condition. It is the case with
the UV199, the Myers audions, the Wr*
ern Electric "N" Tubes, the French tubes
and others of similar construction. it has

been said that such tubes as the UVI99
or the UV201A and C301A were not suit-
able for radio frequency amplification
This is erroneous, as these tubes are on

the contrary very good amplifiers, but
perform as such only when the grid is at,
negative potential. Since in most of the
radio frequency amplifiers now in um!.
is necessary to make the grids of t

O laceil tubestions'a

tubes positive in order to prevent 'Li

arc
results arcobtained.

th s

MULTI-TUBE REFLEX AMPLIFIERS
\Viten a loop or small indoor aerial

is

to be used it is necessary. in order tor]
ceive distant stations, to use 507.1-,
stages of amplification. In this case
more difficult to make a reflex amPh..,

method
temporarilyis

work properly, unless one experime.%
before making the complete set. The 7:ic

toOnha.;,1:0.
board, keepingal

the tahltralsi

formers at least a few inches from ,At
other and making the wiring as stra'atie
as Pos.ilile. It is important to the Padefarnon,intthher,transformers to

Worksorder
determineerl

properly
nip!,

and plate of each tube short and al"

lier"eastretufle!he,%
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'120V
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Instead of Using a Crystal Detector For Rectification. It Is Sometimes Desirable To
Use a Vacuum Tube Detector. This May Be Connected As Illustrated Above and
the Two Switches I d In the Circuit Allow Variations Not To Be Obtained
Otherwise. The Use of a Vacuum Tube Detector Gives Greater Volume Than Would

Be Obtained When Using a Crystal Detector.

all the apparatus at hand in a straight
circuit using separate tubes for the radio
and audio frequency amplifier. An audi-
bility meter may then be used to deter-
mine the intensity of some standard sig-
nals, which should, of course, be the same
when the same transformers and tubes
are hooked up in a reflex circuit. A
standard signal should be available to de-
termine the efficiency of the amplifier.
This may be either a near -by broadcast-
ing station which is always received with
the same intensity, or a small driving cir-
cuit which may be composed of a coil,
condenser and buzzer with battery as
shown in Fig. 3. With the coil 3" in di-
ameter and wound with about 32 turns
of insulated wire, shunted by a .0005 MI,
condenser, the circuit radiates a wave
of about 360 meters which may he used
as the source of constant intensity sig-
nals. the buzzer being kept always at the
same distance from the loop -aerial con-
nected to the amplifier. An easily con-
structed home-made audibility Meter may
consist of a potentiometer shunted across
the phones as shown in Fig. 3A. By not-
ing the readings on a scale a comparison
my be made between the standard cir-
cuit efficiency and that of the reflex.

TESTING THE REFLEX SET WITH
BUZZER TRANSMITTER.

Once the standard circuit composed say
of three stages of radio frequency. a vac-
uum tube or crystal detector, and two
stages of audio frequency, is hooked up.
the buzzer of the driving circuit is start -

A
The first requisite is a strip of celluloid

about half an inch wide and long enough to
reach from the point on the map indicating
the owners location to the most distant parr
of the chart. If it is impossible to obtain
cdlloid, a strip of thin woad or bristol
board may be used.

Consider for a moment the use of celluloid.
The scale of the map is determined and
la, td off on the strip starting half an inch
from one end. With a scriber, sharp
scratches should be made in the material at
wry division point, which in the case of a
mite scale map need not be closer than the
distance representing 25 miles. The short
scratches can then he lillyd in with black

Fig. 3 Shows  Buzzer Transmitter For Testing a Reflex
Set. A Potentiometer Connected A. Shown In Fig. 3A Acts
Ae An Audibility Meter. If Greater Volume Is Desired It
May Be Obtained With An Additional Stage of Audio Fre-

quency Amplification As Shown In Fig. 5 Belong.

ed and the audibility of the signal is re-
duced to a minimum by carrying the buz-
zer away front the loop. This should be
made with the potentiometer at maximum,
that is with all the resistance in circuit.
One listens carefully and adjusts the po-
tentiometer until the signals become in-
audible in the telephones. The setting of
the potentiometer should be carefully
noted, and should be about the same
when connected to the reflex amplifier,
which may then be hooked up according
to the circuit of Fig. 2.

Before connecting the second audio
frequency transformer the telephone
should be introduced in the plate circuit
of the second tube instead of the primary
of the transformer AFT2. All the tubes
being lit up and the detector adjusted,
no signals should be heard while the buz-
zer or the station tuned in is being re-
ceived; if the signals are audible before
they reach the detector, this shows that
they arc being rectified by the first tube.
In this experiment the phones should la
used alone, without the potentiometer
shunted across. After this is verified the
second audio -frequency transformer may
be connected as shown and the telephone
introduced in the plate circuit of the third
tube.
THREE STAGE RADIO AND TWO STAGE

AUDIO REFLEX SET
Fig. 4 is the circuit of a French Army

amplifier which was extensively used dur-
ing the war in direction finding work.
This type of amplifier is provided with

four tubes. three stages of radio -frequency
and two stages of audio -frequency ampli-
fication, the second and third tubes being
used to amplify both frequencies and the
last one being the detector. These ampli-
fiers were generally connected to a one -turn
loop about six to eight feet square to locate
short wave transmitters used by the enemies.

Very great distances were covered,
which are very

stable in operation over the whole range
of wave -lengths extending from 200 to
1,200 meters. As may be noted in the di-
agram. Fig. 4, some condensers and re-
sistances may be used in the circuit. These
are for the purpose, of stabilizing and
are shown here as suggestions for the
building of such amplifiers. It has been
found that the best results are obtained
with low ratio audio -frequency transform-
ers not exceeding 3 to 1, and iron core
radio -frequency transformers, some of
those on the market today being very
suitable for the purpose.

In general it is not advisable to use
high plate voltage on a reflex amplifier
and if a loud speaker is to he used it is
best to connect to the output, an extra
stage of audio -frequency amplification us-
ing an extra tube and separate batteries
as shown in the diagram Fig. 5.

It is not absolutely necessary that a sepa-
rate storage battery to supply the current
for the filament, he used. This sepa-
rate battery is, however. an advisable addition
as it will lessen the squeal which may other-
wise be developed.

Simple Range Finder

WI is*a/4111111,O0_%

The Method of Securing the Range Finder To the
Map and Using the Same Is Illustrated Above.

India ink, and in order to make a neater
job as well as a clearer reading scale, every
long division indicating 100 miles should be
marked in red. The figures representing
distances may be marked in as desired. This
same scheme may be carried out on either
a wood or cardboard strip.

Next the city in which the amateur is
located is accurately found on the map and
a pin placed through the first division on
the scale is affixed thereto. It is now vert
easy by swinging this indicator around its
pivot to determine with a very fair degree
of accuracy the distance of any point on the
map. When not in use the indicator will
fall to a perpendicular position.



SeRective Radio Canng
153, FRED ERECK V. kit) ikr):

THE ideas about to he described are
.onplc illustrated in the accompan)ine
schematic diagram. Referring to the

diagram be letters the explanation follow 
TRANSMITTING

sane transmitter is modu-
lated by tuning fork A. which is electricall)driven hr circuit
thus interrupting
contact C, at the fre-
quency of the fork
Adjustable weights
\V, and VV, allow this
frequency to by
varied. This trans-
mits a wave strongly
modulated at the fre-
quent') I the fork.

RECEIVING
The receiving set

is tuned to the wave-
length of the trans-
mitter. Any audio
frequency !nor re-
ceived will he trans-
ferred through a telephonic or frequency re-
lay to the external circuit 1, in which i,
placed a harmonic MAI ringer, which, ii reso-
nant to the received frequency, will ring
loudly. Frequency relay D is of quite simple
construction. consisting of an ordinary low
resistance telephone receiver i 75 or 80 ohms 1
to the diaphragm F. Of which is soldered
the silver contact G. Contact 1-1 being ad-
justable, it is normallc in contact with that
on the diaphragm. The received frequency
causes the diaphragm to vibrate. breaking
the external circuit at that frequency. Har-
monic ringer j. is of ono, -lox construction.
init had best be bought. as it .01 he rather
difficult to make. Its construction is here

k:l  15 tit..)
sner \ 1:.d Ix'.1 rung,

as oritiiiar) lel,.
it.. 1.,11-111g, ,q1 ! .0111.t

'tire Is, 1,0 priiii.i I and I,. elnch .o es,
I It flat itR ..I a It th Ca nor the I I.

Ilk, ,orals. ibrsr
111.1, -..oral staell.itil

VARIATIONS
, i 111OIt to htItter. coil; !,04. an) other

1.1 :1,111e,t. 10 odtti,r of loth- jrc,,,5,
for Wiling fork \

MN*? ofstations an,
In

A Schematic Diagram of the Connectio s of the Apparatus Necessary to Use in Selective Radio Calling
is Shown Above The Action of the Tuning Fork 'A". Controls This System as is Fay Explained

in the Tent. This System is Applicable Only to C. W Transmission and Reception

11111,1,1,. as Ili 1; SO (s. cpilrs Ixr
aarnl, etc.

OPERATION

Transmitting slalom. having previously
determined the frequencies produced by
different positions of the adjustable weights.,
places thew weights on the frequency as-
sirmil to the receiving statism he wishes to
call. Upon ;alining the transmitter the
modulated wave is emitted. This is of
course received liy all stations within range
which am timed to that wave -length, hut it
affects only the receiver whose
"Meer is resonant to that frequency. The
operator or attendant then plugs in and re-

periment with t6system. an iinfix,
polarized hell rats,
may he sulagimw
for 11w

ringer shown, at.
system Nit tkplid.
ing upon the Ilse ofdid ferret wave
lengths for

"vitY
APPLICATIONS
AND POSSI1111.1.

TIES

A complete rails
Hi:phone system mu

Is. set tip offering the flexibilit) of the pr.
rut land practice. utilizing wave -length sew
lion as Well as different harmonic rein -
frequencies. Ship, at s -a nuy agree
a definite frequency for a distress sigiu!

the necessity of keeping a reds

operator on constant watch to listen ior

SOS signals. In titne of national crisis the
President may call the make; to dirk ry-
ceiving sets fin' the dispensing of impornat
in format ion.

PRACTICABILITY
This complete s) stem has Ion experthee-

tally put into proved to tem
actuality by the author at the Silittal COT
Research Laboratory, Ohio State 121fiverset.

How a 700 -Foot Radio, Tower ia alanced
on a Peint

Strange as it May Senn, tho Gigantic 700 Foot
Radio Towers Employed at the BMWS ie Naaen.
Germany. are Balanced on Their Points. The
Towers Thertiseiyes Are Triangular in Shape and
Each One Weighs 792.000 Lb .

and Rest. on 
Foundation uf Por.elain The Complete Installa-

tion se Shown Al..,

0 NE of the most curious things winch
the radio -technique has created are
the great towers oi Nanen. which bear

the antennae. Are you able to balance a
jxncil out its point? VIM certainly will
have the opinion. that such a thing is fib-
soliftel) impsible. Hi;wever the great

of the radio station at Nadeau near
Berlin, the greatest one of which has a
height of 7111) feet, arc balanced on a point.
They resemble indeed gigantic pencils of
triangular sections, which are put on their
sharpened conical point Each one of the
two great towers has a Wright ,if .10u.otli
kilograms. that is 1.4 kilogram for each
millimeter of height. The total pressure
on its foundation is 792 pounds foreach tower. The foundation consists of 72
plates of porcelain, which are arranged in
such a manner as to form small pillars.
Each pillar contains six round plates of
porcelain. the pillars are standing on a
bb ek

On
i

balances the

-..ft i.nczt;ty,.

porcelain
high and hoary tower with its point.
balancing is made possible by a number ofguys which go from different parts .if the
tower to points in all dirt-ctions, and which
are fastened with anchoring irons in great
blocks of concrete. The tightness of theguys is such that the tower can move alittle under the pressure of the wind. Iithat precaution were not taken, and if itwere stiff and unmovable. it would break
down at the first strung blast of wind

371)

4r -

A View of the Tower Base is Shownthe Outside Casing
Removed Th.,..,,d10M

That It Can Sway
of the Tower Is movable Upna.1",._:

10Slightly ,......voitrceeHigh Winds This is Necessw7 Iva.; "Possibility of Beggkggg g High .simeplate Description
of This Rase is Coma



RKe fio Ozzcle
la this Department we publish questions and a ewers which we feel are of interest to the novlce and amateur

this Deportment cannot be answered free. A charge of 25c is made for all questions where a personal

A TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER
we. George Bunker. Toronto. On,

Canada. mqvuuts
Q. I. Lan yon furnish me with a circuit dia

shoring the connections of a two stage
femme., maphfier employing  honey comb

ceml and variable eondemer ior moing sod sting
filonem control Ochs between the tubes?

"2 GMBPID - -

The Connections for a Radio Set Employing Two Stages of Amplification and a Very Simple Tuner Are
SiP42 in the Above Diagram. Filament Control lacks Are Used to Cut Out the Tube, Which he

Operator Does Not Desire to Use.

VARIO.COUPLER VERSUS LOOSE
COUPLER

, le:, Mr. Milton Beck. Buffalo Lake. Minn..
asks:

U. I. Will a loose coupler give better results
than a vat:to-coupler in receiving radio messages?

A. I. For short waves the vatio.coupler is
douhtedly better than a large loose coupler, but

1

.1k*IPUT

: We are gis,rig cerewah sirruit
Ifs. requested

RECEIVING SET QUERIES
(HO Mr. Lot Dennis. jr. Melvin VRIage.

submits a circwit dmgrana of a tingle ral-
e. mum and asks .

Q. I. What &mid he the capacity of the
yard& mankmer consorted in servo with the
goner, al the varionospler?

A. I. The variable cendemer is the antenna
had of the dam par test mes. shank'
lam  ...my of MIME F.

Q.2. I bare a 4 itch mum nod a 336 inch
ram iwr  emin-compier. How shall them
two mhos he souse

A. 2. We world advise mo to use shoat SS
tar a Xs. 22 wee onthe primer, of Tint
meinsempler. nod Mod emit it of the Of

ma ma& Ho- Ore a it wal hold. Of
comae. this rotor Moiling Mould be ..lit in the
O ddly is =he room her the dna.

Q. J. WW you Mod& Mat ewer the enclosed

art
&gram mal tell me why I mss mate my

week?
A. J. The brake. you sohmitted is correct.

b. we mold odwise you to experimmt a Bali
K Poor A hammy oomitetimaa; that O. re-
verie them, to se M pest a diffensatrire Is
 .81/Mina jai& dthe Misery. maY
he.. rime dam on glar awards. of yam act

Yon dm*. Rh Awe sit the enassetions so
TM' alI may MAIM& god Muse that they nor
a amen eV willilsoL Thin is hopisMot. he-
esse d dot lists Oa melt a small einem i
"'asst. A 'late egassenos twitis
st.stin redssall sisiewer

r

RATTERIF4
'IN) He. Cod Akeriehlt. East Toronto.

= i.a.a of lamasery mom be need as71,6.1.n
 fi  implimyks a C.Y..210, lathe

I. Yes am nee any oraaminsi make of
bletry. far the ..A" lottery of a

refs let. 11,0, the ..1"' battery yes sts Pt.tch..
Lhath hatintlen made especially toe this PerfoMe.

LOADING A CIRCUIT
IMO Me. A. O. Rented, Ky..

Me nee net 1.111 may time to 360 me Hr
aks:

I. Nos ens I increase the wavelength of
namestet ea that I mat e from commercial

eroding OM MO as; 1100 meters?
maid Moe so OM your us

"v. aillerent pima is osier to obtain eNheinatis the Gm piece. non monad seed a
:4 end is the acumen &milt, .. well owe

one, with the at ilmemsriox:Pixt;
xm min with the grid of Me detector tab,

users moos with the vise waritmeter. This
 sremwee, m .flge, t. hairnet the .mm1,,

arr7A014.11.1-all

!Or long waves it will found necessary to
employ the latter. In such ecase. it would be
connectea the same as the iarionanipler. and a
iartabk ion.fenser .hen el I,r aninted across the
r.-tindar,

ANTENNA
(166) Mr. M. I.. Bender. Spring Valley,

Minnesota. wants to know
U. I. Does it make any difference where the

t.aa-in is vaunt -cud to an aer.1?
A. I. II 'on male the inverted I. type of

aerial, bring your wire off the exact end
id the flat tap. If you make it a "'I- type. our
:sect the lead.in exactly iii the middle. Other
sew you have an unbalanced condition. with cur-
rents buekinp each other atne or more places
as they escalate. Solder allo the joints. Use
oranded wire. Surface is what you want in wire
used for radio currents and there is more surfxe
M a stranded wire than in asolid wire of the
muse Mae. One hundred feet ought to be a good
length her your purpose. If you can point the

asow formed byec the dot top and the lead-inLof an
type aerial directly at the transmitting station

your chances will be invreased. If it is a -T"
aerial, point either end at the transn l fitting station
you want to get.

Letters add
answer is desired

INDOOR AERIAL
oo 51r. iiCraCI Blocks°, Michigan Cii y.

Ind., asks:
ilding aortolouonrrood

room
from the
should the wire be suspended on instil

Iron this menilding or may it be fastened the-rt
with nails?

A. I. It would be much better under all co°
ditions to suspend your aerial wire from inailatne.
rather than to allow it to touch the rnoldinu
This will give much more efficient results in damp

Cher.wea
2. Cana crystal set be used with 51101 add

aeial?
A. 2. It ia possible to use a crystal set with

an indoor aerial if it is desired to receive: °ice
comparatively short distances only. How eve,. for
hest rem you should use an audion detect°,

nel preferably two stages of audio hewn:in.
amplification. If greater distances are desired.
you should use one sage or radio frequeil,
amplification.

STORAGE BATTERY TROUBLE
(ISO, Mr. J. V. Bromiirbl. i:alctia, Kansas.

writes:
When I listen in on my set and turn on the

detector rheostat, the signals come in loud but
gradually fade out and do aot return till
turn out the tube, and leave it out fors ome tints.
This happens even after the A battery has been
fully charged. He asks:

Q: I. Can you tell me what can possibly be
the trouble?

A. I. A poor "A" battery is the only pos
sihle solution to your trouble. When your batters
is fully charged, the hydrometer should read from
1300 to 1350. It may be that your "A" battery
does not keep its charge, and that is the reason
for your signal,: going down ill volume after
the tube has been used for some time.

RADIO FREQUENCY SET
(171) Mr. F. Buffehr, Cheyenne, Wyoming,

refers to the circuit diagram publisheil on page
156 of the June. 1922, issue of SCI ENCE A\1)
INVENTION, and asks:

Cl. I. How may I use this circuit without the
Iwo stages of audio frequency amplification?

A. I. To use this circuit withont the two
stages of audio frequency amplification, all that
is necessary is to leave them out and connect
your phones iu the plate circuit of the detect,
tube ni place of the primer.) of the first audio
frequency transformer.

RADIO AND AUDIO FREQUENCY CIRCUIT
(172) Mr. C. P. Allen, Bartlesville, Okla

'counts:
I. Can you give MC a circuit diagram

showing one stage of radio frequency alake.
tion. a detector and one stage of audio re.

amplification using a vario.conpler and
two varionseters for tuning?

A. I. Von will find the circuit diagram you
,lesire below.

A Standard Three Circuit Tuner Used in Conjunction With One Stage of Radio Frequency Amplification
and One Stage of Audio Frequency Amplification is Shown Above. More than 45 Volts May Be

Applied to the Plates of the Amplifying Tubes if Desired.
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LATEST PATENTS
SOUND AMPLIFIER

\o. 1,449,530. issued so Frank
E. iler.)

The sound amplifier designed by
famous surgeon. Dr. Frank E.Miller, possesses many unusual

features. It is made in the form
of a conical horn having a ridge
projecting inside and outside of
the wall of its main portion. Along
the path and beginning at one -
quarter sector of a spiral from the
center orifice, and thereafter to-
sated at every half turn of a spiral.
are resonators made of brass Ch
other substance. These are spite,
icsl in shape.

ELECTRIC MASSAGE APPA-
RATUS

(No. 1,433,104. issued to Henry
Cmnyi.i

Themoat distinctve features ofmo
this novel massage apparatus are
the method of locating the same
within the case, as illustrated
herewith. and the system of
mounting the high tension coil and
massaging clectio-les in the orJi-

nary fdashliglit ,..se, making a very
impact unit. The massaging ele-

ments may be detached in the
same manner a flashlight bulb
is removed from

AS
the case. namely,

by removing it and its fixtures.
The high tension coil is placed
within the case and makes contact
with the positive pole of the upper
ashlight cell. Leads gas. to the

riectrmles acs which the circuit
is completed wroshen they are laid
on the Being close together.
they cause the effect to be 'oral.
ired.

DISPLAY RACK
(NO. 1.445,123. issued to Lewis L.

Zimerman.)
A very clever display rack is

that depicted in the diagram. This
is driven by a belt and an it tor.
tine resembling a small wind vane.
I iew the fart that nearly
every storekeeper possesses an
electric fan, the inventor has cut
down the p ice of the installation,

IL.

so that one nerd
rather efficient ta... mg
stream of air againtt the n Ind
vanes of the turbine it older to
obtain the desio1,1 1110t It.
changing the relatise sire of the
polleys, the speed of the rack nmy
he decreased or increased. Of

mcourse, the aount of air which
the fan develops will determine
the speed at which the rack ro-
tales.

AMUSEMENT DEVICE
(No. 1,440,306, issued to Entails

A. Lexert.)
This is a very beautiful amuse-

ment device and if installed at
some of the summer resorts should

attract great attention. An end-
less chain on the bottom of the
runway is rotated constantly by
an electric motor, which motor
also turns a large propeller at the
bottom of a circular tank through
which the ships must pass. Se-
cured to the runway are also a
series of spring bumpers either
staggered or lying side by side.
Rollers on the bottom of the ship
come in contact with these guides.
Stinnosiug now we have these ves-
sels loaded with passengers and
the clutch mechanism which drives
the sprocket chain is thrown in.
The movement of the chain Car.
fies the boats with it, because they
are coupled to the chain by means
of a very flexible coupling. and
the bumpers serve to lift the boat
:Intl sive it a longitudinal rocking
motion, where they are paired, or
produce a lateral rocking motion
where the single bumpers are en.
countered. W h e n the vessel
reaches the whirlpool, the boat
being free to move on its coup.
ling, is given a whirling twisting
motion, after which it continues
on its original course.

FLASHLIGHT
(No. 1,436,798, issned to Fred

Evans.)
This is another hand -operated

pocket flashlight which employs a
unique method of operating the

train of gears. AS will lie seen in
the diagram, this gear train is con.
tamed within the easing of the
lamp. A rod extends through the

theing
and projects on either side

reof. By pushing this rod first
in one direction and then in the
other, the rack causes a toothed
wheel operating within it to romtc
continuously. The motion is nil
parted to a gear wheel, for the
purpose of increasing the sliced el
the permanently magtieti?ed 9rffia-
tore, which gear mesh, wilt tik
other gear above allot:el to. by
means of a third cog when
mounted upon its stale.

ADVERTISING DEVICE
(No. 1,447.74°. issued to Ray-

mond L. Beselin.1
This (mimic ad,

l oeruticngm l.device
topv ofy asimosed

cautomobile. styli

as a delivery wagon. a Todd Of
later cigar, pipe or cigarette is
mounted. This has an openingi
its rear end, communicating with
a pipe passing down through the
automobile. and thence coupled to
the muffler of the engine by means
of a piece of flexible Whin. The
top of the pipe or the end of the
cigar or cigarette is closed with a
disk perforated lip numerous small
holes. The exhaust gases are now
caused to pass sayInto the pipe,
making it appear that a lit mon-
stet- pipe or cigarette is being car.
ried on top of the machine.

WAVE MOTOR
(No. 1,444,693, issued to Joseph

A. Lymburner.)
A float of suitable construction

is located within the area defined
by posts, and provided with guide

rollers operating in channels ot
the posts as shown. By thist van .e vrtically.
Attached to the float and' extentl-
ing above the same arc gear -rack
bars, and inounteal upon the plats
form adjacent to each of the rack
bars, is a standard which carries
a shaft, upon which if a gearwheel which turn engagesthe gear racks. A crank arTicoupled to the gear -wheel shaft
connects with piston rods of the
numerous pump devices. As thefloat slides up and down due to

m
the action of the waves, the pumpsa operated.

ROTARY BRUSH
(No. 1,448,630, issued to CharlesLewis.)

The brush Unit this invention
mmosable, and is made

Iform of a cylinder ot the
e The power unit 'tea at one
within the cylinder "d"tatainetithe handle at on ado

toowIrlhsettehaetpower unit, the handlee at the op-posite end merely acts asin a re-taer to lock the rotating cY lindt"upon the revolving shaft. This

brush it adaptable Ire

MN'iltO I tiO7111.1t17 rat mow.
I him flIrniture, androloir3FM1
of light or heavy work:. bahhe

interesting to note thatidea here given was developlargely, anal the original
w:IS Lade by the pate,' ttorkl
search department of the V.-.*importing pony.rom -weirs--------

AUTOMATIC RADIATOR
CURTAIN

(No. 1.443.465, issued to IV ts,M. Fulton.) '-
If this invention is Placed apot

the market before the forthorr.
winter, it should prove a b.,.
autoists. As will be sent is .

diagrams, a thetnIOSISI
an expansible fluid has its up,
extremity located in the reid:
pipe from the auto engine to
radiator. This thermostat
trots a switch for reversing
starting an electric motor, 53.
in turn is connected by a tin,
gears to a cable attached (c d.

curtain, rolled up in front Si
radiator. In starting. the 15,11.,
curtain is, of course, down: .
IS -1112111S ill this position mini r.
engine has warmed up steam -at..
to cause the thermostat to Os,
in the switch, starting the ekct.
motor. This having occurred.*
curtain is released, and beat.
of its own spring contained ntier
it ascends.

FILM CUT-OUT
(No. 1,433,693, ic,nrcl to Alfred

L

Atherton.)
In lighting circutts worn

number of lamps ore otter.'':,
series, a means must be pm':
to automatically
lamp when it burns out(

a,11,, lamps ,con

to o -
becomes a difficult matter

jt
IT'ostbethe lamp causing the

this
onAlthoughfilme.

emptored
ort,newMary base reCcPta. 7,,st
ranged that either the cuts
the lamp may be 110
noticeably

mac
,r too b.'

lanes III the
1 the lamp socket a slcije,

be found
lamp

IS In"
when the lamp has bee%'-oye
into the socket. but ta.tito
circuits the socket OW. ts.

is withdrawn, thus fat,...
film cut out fn. bring
every time the lamp is re
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THE ORACLE
The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all scientific experimenters. Questions will Le answered herefor the Lefton of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be published. Rules under whichquestions will be answered:
I. Only three qUeStions can be submitted to be answered.2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written ink, nopenciled matter considered.
.3. Sketches, dtagrams etc.. must be on separate sheets. Questions addressed to the departmentcannot be answered by mail free of charge.

4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cento is made for cash
questton. II the questions entail considerable research work orvitricate calculations a special rate seat be charged. correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are answered.

A PROBLEM IN HEAT
(15061 Raymond Coup, McKeesport, Pa.. gives

the following problem. In order to tied the tem
perature of a stove lire, a piece cd cast iron
neighing 1 pound is placedcopper ves-
sel weighing pounds is partly filled with 3!,
Pound s of water. the temperature of both being
8... Aftr the cast iron piece has been placed in
the mmeel of water. the temperature of the tnii
tare is found to be 128'. What was the tem.
yerature of the tire? He asks:

Q. 1 Can you give me the answer to this
problem and show all the work done?

A. 1. In order to solve this problem it is neces-
ary to consider several factors. These are all
riven helms.. The weights in pounds that you
gne are changed to gram.. The calculations are
ayornermate, not being carried out as far as
po.sibk.

The specific heat of copper = .0951.
The specific heat of cast iron = .1298.
I pound of iron = 453.44 grams. 1.5 pound

trial = 080.16 grants. 3!. Pounds of water =
1473.68 grams.

The thermal capacity of the vessel = weight in
grants x specific heat = 680.16 X .0951 = 64.6832.

TVs heat lost by the iron = weight in grams
X specific heat X (Temperature of iron (unknown
and represented below by Ti - resultant
mm = 453.44 Y. .1298 X (T - 128./ = 58.85
T-7532.8.

The heat gained by the water and vessel =
(weight of water is grams + thermal capacity of
reaeli x (resultant temperature - temperatnte
of water at starts = (1473.68 + 64.68/ X

= 1538.36 X 43 = 66149.48.
The brat gained by water and vessel = heat lost

by east iron. Therefore:
58.85 T - 7532.8 = 66149.48.
58.115 T = 66149.48 + 7532.8 by transposing.
M.85 T 7.16113.28.

= 73682.28 divided by 58.85 = 1252. Plut,

A FREAK PHOTOGRAPH
Mr. Roy McIntyre of Akron. Ohio, one of our

feasters has potnted out to us a freak photograph
witch aPPeared our magaztne. He refer to
late 941 of the February moue. the top photo -sr add,. It will Le noted that If one looks at thism titre and toncent his gate just above and

the kit of the white dot he will see an almost
Periect human bee outlined.

Clogs receipt of this information from our
eeader we looked this up arid were able to hod
wears! oaks-, faces motioned by the occult:or forma
Wand the rock on the mountain side. It might

.r rre.t t, others to look thii

Ztlst
& I. 5t is brood the ...ogre of the averaraimakese Modsanic to make a COM Won abstainIts, bent Moho or bokelite. which on be used... Pantils Mad witch knobb son oho Om. of"4. stilleson

SlieSnit*
Oft ile=ebs"folloting.". r:::...,1

Ail WINN Os melon' toliftt.14
Nobs. Mosier_ ist Poi molds

tor. as part of ram, and

the
stsilkikkartstaelr., iill

s ennooseed
slit M = si "pial ki " 1 1.171F.titioe emit it moss. Aster the woeMa So hardened it may be removed front theene

aid ell. Zilant Vs our, or rotten woo
both, it, beat way to polish ...eh

INSULATING COMPOUND
Q5071 Mr Jive A Martin, Hopkinmille, Ky.,ado:
1- I. Will you lone me a formula for making
111998. black Madonna compositiou similar toMed milker or beltelise which can be used for

hashs and maser parte of alectrimd appo-

TESLA GASOLINE TURBINE
(15081 Mr. Frank F. Michel, Oakland. Calif..

requests:
Q. I. ('an you tell me where to obtain some

information on the operation .if the Testa gasoline
turbine?

A. I. The Testa gasoline turbine was fully
described in an article under that title, which ap-
peared to the July, 1920, issue of SCIENCE AND
INVENTION.

PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN GAS
05091 Mr. John H. McMillen, Dewey, Okla.,

Says:
SOttle time age. 1 had the opportunity to examine

a device which was supposed to be operated 00
hydrogen gas drawn from the air, he asks:

Q. 1. ( an you tell me anything of such adevice and whether or not it is practical?A. 1. The invention you described in yourrecent communication is absolutely impossible.
Hydrogen gas does not exist in the air, and there-
fore, the motor you describe could not possible
have worked on the principle of extracting hydro-
gen from the air.

IMPORTANT
TO NEWSSTAND READERS

I N order to eliminate all waste and on -
sold copies it has become nessary to

supply newsstand dealers only withe the ac-
tual number of copies for which they hare
orders. Thin makes it advisable to place
an order with your newsdealer, asking him
so reserve a copy for you every month.
Othervrim he will not be able to supply
your copy For your convenience, we are
appending herewith a blank which we ask
you to be good enough to fill in and hand
to your newsdealer He will then be in a
position to supply copies to you regularly
every month It you are interested in
receiving your copy every month. do not
fail to sign this blank. It costs you noth-
ing to do so

To . Newsdealer
Address

Please reserve for me . copies of
SCIENCE & INVENTION every month
until I notify you otherwise, and greatly
oblige,

Name
Address

There are two or three way, of making hydrogen
gas; the first, is the electrolytic decomposition of
water, separating the water into two volume. of
hydrogen and one volume of oxygen gas. The
second, is by mean of the action of sulphuric
hydrochloric Or cartons other acids on zinc or
iron. thus evolving hydrogen gas. Commercially,
it is prepared by the dissociation of water, elec-
trically.

Therefore, we would advise you not to invest
in such speculative scheme. because hydrogen
cannot be este. tell from the air.

REMOVING WALL PAPER
(15101 Mr. W. H. Hunt, Somerset, Neb.,

wants to know :
t'an you tell me the best method for

reirlotrIng wall paper from ordinary wallsi
A. I. We know of no mebettermethod of removing nail paper from the ells than by soak-

ing the same with water. Some wall paper re.movers use a mixture of water, starch, or other
substance. which prevents the water from evaporat

ol too rapidly.
15:e consider ordmary warm water to be as

goal as any of the other methods.

COUNTERACTING MAGNETISM
(1511) Mr. Van Haynes, Tennessee, asks:
Q. I. Is there any metal or other substance

thatagtic lines of force will not penetrate?
I.

ne
A. I. There is no metallic substance. any

substance of any kind which magnetic lutes of
force will not penetrate.

The only ways to counteract magnetic attrac
tion is by another equal magnetic force. In other
words, it you place the north and south poles of
two magnets together, that is north to north and
south to south, there will be repulsion instead of
attraction between the same, and if of equal
strength they will not attract iron.

AN AIR COOLED RESISTANCE
(15121 Mr. W. D. Croy, Henryetta, Olds,

asks:
O. 1. What resistance should be used in series

wall all electric arc furnace for experimental use
when used on 110 volts A. C.?

A. I. A suitable resistance for a 110 volt are
furnace will be about 8 ohms. This should lze
wound With either some grade of resistance wire
or iron wire Upon two uprights, preferably made
of porcelain and so arranged that there is plenty
of space between the windings. This resistance
is air cooled.

MAGNET QUERIES
(1513) Mr. G. W. Daniels, New York City,

wants to know:
Q. I. Must a permanent magnet be made in

the shape of a horse shoe or can it be made in
the form of a disc which will attract an armature
or steel objects to its flat sides?

A. I. A per magnet could very well be
made from a solid disc as you suggest. in which
iase it would attract a steel or iron armature to
either one or the other of its flat side.

Q. 2. Of what material should such a magnet
be made?

A. 2. This disc should be made of tungsten
steel to secure the best results and Most perm.
Dent magnetism. This disc may be magnetized
lip placing between the pole pieces of a powerful
electro.magnet. The current supplied to the electro-magnets should be interropteil several timesa second.

GUN POWDER
(1514) Mr. Fletcher Douthitt, Chicago. III,.asks:
Q. I. Why cannot sodium nitrate be used inplace of potassium nitrate in the manufacture offlat gun powder?
A. I. The reason sodium nitrate is not em-ployed in gun powder, is becauve of its hype..eriph: properties. It absorbs moisture to such an

us
extent, that when used in making gun powder. the.esultant becomes unfit for e noun after beingmade.

Q. 2. Would not the products of combustion
of a mixture composed of ammonium nitrate, car.Iron, and sulphur he entirely gaseous?

A. 2. Yes.
O. 3. In what order do the following chemical; stand as to the readiness in which they giveup their oxygen? Potassium permanganate,potassium chlorate, sodium chlorate, and ammonium chlorate.
A. 3. The following is the order in which thevarious chemicals stand ready to give t.11 theiroxygen. Potassium permanganate. ammoniumchlorate, potassium ehlorate, and sodium chlorate.The last two are about on a par with each otherin this respet.

IMPEDANCE COIL
(1515I Mr. R. J. Coombs, Hagerstown Stdwants to know:
Q. 1. Can you give me the data on an im-pedance coil that will draw one ampere on 110volts. 60 cycle current? I want to use this inplace of a lamp bank.
A. I. For your impedance coil, we would susgest that you wind 666 turns of No 15 Ware

ot,

a soft Irmo core 1 inch in diameter anti 10 incheslong.
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OMCL YORE-ePERPETUAL MOTION
'Win Font.. t minor. Plutaatelpnia. Penns

road. a Wildman of a smells. by means of whichser Mania to get perpetual sours The M-ammas consists of a motor which divesan aircmPremese Wit
mores

ta a tank. whichcamerame' WV JO tons drives as WI motor. whoers ilea drives a gemerator. which t
emon,.Pfmeed Sei drive the motor and Oirstrak Per

Q. al sad: a tuatara work and if not.Met Yoe tel me why?
A. I. The best gray that we can disprove yampapetad motion wiachae try (ivied r. rbeithantsage_ of etheithey developed by each of theswam amebae' seal As electric motor is about

82/a mat driest. am am compressor oboes
dor ere.  comargairdoir motor oboe. 411saiperd imam ahem 112 per cent There.

lathes a the it compress..ash, elossalat. sod wiser piths*
kw adwewaheageely 14 per cent dmacrameiciestIt Is ithsoolble ith the an. to *Pr,att. *Mt seek 1 Mks i We apparatus.

DIM"'
;

1 Ng CCIASC°1SWITON

Cussu

a

PARTY'S(
laCITCP

hard", Variation of An Old Perpetual Motion
Selomme. The Oriental Was a Motor and Gen-
e rator Belted and Connected Together. They

Were to Ron Each Other

A MAGNETIC WINDOW DISPLAY
fill:, Mr. Jet. F. Heredia. bagnago de Cobs.

Car. says:
1 or pirrog a error dopey so which I

lease to Imre Oacod several demo -sag.
othw Time sowthess are attract attar. chairs
atherod cloth The door of tbe room mace-
 ated in the yes window will li=ierti
ammo& and made sipoery Gorr
the elites will be mommed ow wheels. Th. mpg -

Oa tiwelli be Wile so attract the rimers mer a
disarm el about sin bet. He mkt:

(4, I. Cam you oat me any data ..eke cm
sinieliss as dream. tharbaafwill oad1

A. 1. Is order en there the polies pewee that
misi..iirrierr, a mopes swede twee is be el pro

War awl prom II tweb a repot were
the pith wadi  err, that

re."'""711datile allanved emir motart mei the
owe si the loossies mead be be an. aid.
owl a wawa tbas is wadi i peobebirof
Wwwweed. It woad maitortior waselies a the

ro-Sobborliesail

MILK Or LIME
(15111, Mr J. B. naiad. Esinlairps. B. r..

Coa. ask,
O. I. Wbot is sib of ire math of ad bow

oat I snake a at Wee?
A. I. Toth moth by loathe lathed

Sine ow* to Ash* daimon dim a ...Or
rtNIOVOtrOCT.

TODISIL TESTING SOLUTION
rifiSi Mr. J. I. Hod. Kosaloops, B. t

(swath. wants so loom:
O. I. Nita is der Wise solotio. rethowthl

el obi* ia ow/ for itherthwiag dor presswee
w omb isaLmooketioet

A. J. sthesave d loom, Okla. may
tieZrameed my bugOisee, is third Me

die porsewth of march my matins

CIGARETTE HOLDERS

411.62$, Mr. Otto Illeracher, Seattle. Wadi.,
wars so lenee: telail, I. Caw pow the bow con robs we made
sow a imam* yeah a to be end for aloha.
V.. awl eireethie Wien?

e
AL llse wird al cora owls. kw

wothorceigoe sisi thereto bead ao the
poththothis of bathed is swo fee erri olio disso oth bore al Me commowl very

sad trgetagage lom
""otok it wiethwIliobeil bp othesthilig
theposiatip, othielb rasa pia

Balaaorsithir. dor Wilk dry er orb
Thieto Ihe candor-

la thew male Ida as imbalfwei gather.
which is hewed Imo rigor or eigerror bolder
Sep mows of hydra irie

REPAIRING MARBLE
Noftr Nagy. Yomillie. La, ri-

I Cm fro gave me the lemma lar making

'ampotittoo that will repair broken marble
objects.

A- We are flong you nerewith lormula for
the ',Parr., of marble. 3.1.x together lour parts
ot trbsustr and one par! of finely powde-ed
am W. Then with a cold aolution of borax make
this into a mortar -like rna AntLY trl' to 
pans to be joined, and fasten together. Leave
the mended objects for several dais

A cement which dnes instantaneouly may be
made as follows. In a metal ...awl or large
spore, melt 4 parte of rose:, and 1 part of Meseas. This immure must be applied rapidly. it
Wing advantageous to slightly heat the surfaces

tied.be need, which mturally must hare been
previously well cleated.

Another good cement consists of 10 parts of
slaked hate. IS part. of chalk. S ;tans of kaolin
mixed together. Immediately before using, stir

ae evert amount of potassium silicate. or
..t.ih teeter glass.

INVISIBLE WRITING
:21 Mr. C. B. }Jansen. Coronade, Calif

siss 
te 1 ran you tell me of any method whereby

I 41. Onto upon a prepared piece of paper nub
a steel point or stylus m that it will be invisible.
but will become lemble lip treating with mac
solution or some other method?A I. Unless you wish to resort to photographic
methods. the only way to obtain the results you de.
ire. is to owe two sheet. of tsinei au!, . irhim

DR. J. A FLEMING
DR. G. W PICKARD

"leventor of the Crystal Detector"

ELLIS PARKER BUTLER
of "Pigs Is Pigs' fame.

and a number of other celebrities are the
oetributors to the big August issue of

RADIO NEWS. As one of it's readers
mote lately: "RADIO NEWS is getting
better and better every day." Do not fail
to read this Mane.

Lim of radio articles in August issue
.4 RADIO NEWS:
SHORT WAVE DIRECTIVE RADIO

TRANSMISSION By Francis W.
Dunmore std Francis H EngeL

RECORDING SIGNALS FADING 
SOME INTERESTING EXPERI-
MENTS CARRIED OUT. With a Spe-
cial Recording Apparatus Designed by
Dr. G. W. Pickard

THE WAVE FILTERS
By W. Palmer Powers

RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVER DE-
SIGN. By Kenneth Harkness

A LOW POWER PHONE AND C W.
TRANSMITTER, AND ELIMINA-
TION OF RF-RADIATION INTER.
FERENCE. By D. R Clemons

REVISED LIST OP BROADCASTING
STATIONS WITH NEW WAVE-
LENGTHS.

paper between them. By writing on the top
siert with a steel dyke,. the writing will he
practically imitable w that ahem but on the
Lames sheet wdl be tiff tit legible.

PURIFYING THE MOTOR EXHAUST
153, Mr. Harry Gesider, Ness York City.

ask.:
(4.. I. Is there any known way of purifying,

other words extracting the iartion monoxide
from the exhaust of a gasoline engine?

A. J. The only way to purify the exhaust from
a machete motor would be tow it thrmigh a

of maroon chloride. This thonld absorb
the carton messonide present in the exhaust.

ELECTRICITY THROUGH THE AIR
(1524, Hr. Prenk Farms, Peterbary, Sask .

ClOada. Ott.'
Q. 1. le M posesew toseed an electric current

tIonotith dr satm that it will do some work
pp; gg gmagerssig sa automobik?

A. I. 1111thirithly timkmbrrdir be sent
Wet air rid Dr. Testa has proven this

heart eati., of this is so great that it would
be impewhoar hi ~play thinwethod Inc ordipsji,
ma. Mr. Teta a sow working on despsi,
in ebb dietetics.

Wlissever s wicks. otailiim station is operating
 atroie wroth of electricity to passed Into the
ok big Maar op shot that it takes a
vows rateisef to detect it

i / ,, : I oi!loil for /flux,'
' 52A 111(JI1 TENSION LINE p

, I:: Jo. Eggert. s.m..k, ,,Ll°11111111

.0,n(d..ibet...iggrhiolu:nwnd:tonithrp:k:11.'lbrelyt; byl:,:pasa.m..."-,..."....1...ii

the other side is free Iron. the g7o lks..,
the secondr.ry has acbidentally

,tweirl':',,shr:dttiba.:1;11.1crtb7:1,:tIrtirtion?ndi :ch.e.q."0,:lerr,t:r1

high-tension .44,74 .4630,4

ed. Therefore, an accidental connecting tote.
the Primary and accomfar, of ta ,.....,,,,
zotr.Indrrepstot in awcou,rhr,entgit

::::.,inic,:i.:1;e:te,,isc:arol:cfc : ::1T;hh,eiw;P';:rha:,be'wto4ukith!lry,..,...z..,._;1:

the diagram given herewith. It ism,
 t once why a person would be kiii,-,ne

attrieo'clo"::! I' l'I'inoen.'ssideere0mtailthe'incia"cueirta'. init''at,:!
an accidental connection would result it a 1.---a,It generator.

SIGN TENSION NUM(CEtif..RATCR ./COPINIL-ro,

R
TPANSFOPMER

1r
POINT OF CONTSCf ', -

Ceti....
A Person Would Be Shocked to Death WM
Touching the Point of Contact, Dm to the Aco.

dental Connection.

THE COLOR OF THE SUN
(1526, Mr. Allred Fierro, New York Gk.

asks:
I. Would not the color of the sue le 3

bright blue if vi bard from outside our atmosphere
A. I. There oi no reason suppose thn skr

one reaches the limits of the atmosphere the ia
appears blue.

Sunlight is composed of all the prismatic colon.
and if one reached the limit of the atmosphere
would appear a ilaaeling white, and of a dent

When the rays of the sun reach the almosSlat,
is, to refraction due to water sap. p Pr
atrunn.plier, a blue color is obtainnt The

color in not entirely .111, to dust. lint ',mesh.
m the intensity of our atmospheric veil.

The Moe sky is found in practically diode,
ph.i us, as kr install., ON it

mountainous pe.iks.

THE STRENGTH OF A SPRING
(1527i Mr. Royal Daggers, Staten14a

N. V.. asks:
Q. 1. Flow long would a spiral

trout very Ives, hardened steel POO.
awl original shape when Olatftl nr,,
stsifisient in recluse it length to ore lets
tirtspnal?

A. I. It will be impossible to state PA,
I. a spiral spring will retain its shelk
to'ItY when used as yins

eb

sultana. ilea" scar.1-setelwill enter into this, such as the tOtt." -
toted in the spring. the place in which the3,1t.,11

used, that is, the atmosttheric c;".sit+
the same. and th, amoinit of Ott.t.'

COIN CONTROL MACROS/
(1128 r.i Martin . II Walnut. Toledo. °I''''

chin's

Cj hook
Q.

1.1. od:e .a:Inihnegyr eowu IX: 1.7'7 oe

getma

thi:c:TML,...____,,,,t:.4:---.
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A Microphone Amplifier
This permits the magnet to be removed and
aki, the (lip pole -piece. Now pull out the
wire saddle in the other pole -piece on which
the rear of the armature nde:. The arma-
ture stns being perfectly free, the magnet
,,it can lie removed after unsoldering the
leads to thy plume terminals. This. leaves
the bare aluminum mounting plate on which
we fastest the part previously made. The
holes are already drilled for this purpose.
there being six large holes punched in the
mounting plate. Of these six. only the two
center ones are used for our requirements.
Two 6-32 machine screws hold the micro-
phone support to the al m plate. S

thin sheet Mkt-lite. mica, hard rubber or
they insulating material is placed both
above ancl below the aluminum so as to
insulate the brass framework front the
aluminum plate. If a suitable washer is at
hand, the screw should also be insulated
where it goers through the mounting plate.
This insulation may be omitted if the unit
is carefully assembled so that the screw
does not touch the aluminum anywhere.

After the bracket support has been mount-
ed on the aluminum plate. the receiver parts
may be replaced as the) were, reversing the

An
gauged from the fact that it penetrated
twenty-three layers of tightly packed straw.

The incandescent mass set lire to the center
of the stack. but owing to the absence of
sufficient air, the straw did nut break into a
blaze until combustion had progressed slowly
outwards to the surface. The hole made by
de meteorite thus remained
clearly observable f Si One hours.

Examination of the csmled and solidified
substance of the meteorite, supplemented by
observations of the stack prior to its burn-
ing out, lead one to believe that it had a
ilefinite shape, with a distinct head and tail.
The meteoric material collected weighed
some Six Suns. with a total volume of some

By BERT T. BONAVENTURE
I( ontinned from Noe 3671

procedure previously cited. Now free the
tension ,111 the spring by entirely loosening
Isiah locl,mts. so that the tip of the micro-
phone button comes to rest on the tip of
the connecting link to the armature. On
WinCil the threaded washer Itas been mis-
placed. Now the trick is to solder this
washer to the front contact of the micro-
phone button. It will take patience Inn it
can be done. Then draw up the losionsts
somewhat and priweed to test out the am -

TESTING THE AMPLIFIER
Using a low resistance lisudspeaker of

about 35-75 ohms its series with six volts.
attach one wire under one of the screws
that hold the penis:mem magnet in posit'
This makes connection to the front contact
of the button through the armature of the
Baldwin receiver. The other wire is con-
nected under a screw provided for that pur-
pose on the hack part of the button. Lay
the unit sits its side as it operates best in
that position.

Every time the circuit is closed, a loud
click should lie heard in the loud speaker
and upon tapping the entire unit. these
vibrations should he considerably amplified.

See Fig. 2 for the hook -tip of connection..
Upon connecting the Baldwin to a tube set,
the amplifier will faithfully reproduce the
signals that are coming in. the tension on
the lockouts being adjusted for best imera-
t ion.

Especially goixl results have been "titanic,'
by using a Bristol loud spea1ser, with the
transfssrmer in the base left out of the eir-
cuit entirely. A Magnavox should be very
satisfactory, only he careful to regulate the
voltage on the button SO as not to buns out
the moving coil of the Magnavox. In this
ease also, the transformer of the I I speak-
er is not used.

Ott a crystal set the functioning of the
amplifier leaves something to Ise desired and
it is suggested that cascade arrangement:
of these amplifier units would provide fruit
lad results. besides affording interesting ex-
perimentation. If a low resistance bond
speaker is not procurable, a step-up trans-
former will come in bandy. This may he a
modulation transformer or an ordinary tele-
phone induction coil. Fig. 4 shows the cir-
cuit by which this may be done. For the
cascade arrangement. Fig. 3 gives the hook-
up.

Unusual Meteorite
(Continued from page 3441

ye hundred cubic feet (approximately
8x x 8 feet). These data, and the small
sire of the hole originally made by it in
the stack, appear to warrant the supposition
that when travelling through the air, its
shape must have been that of a small and
elongated comet. of molten and vaporous

The substance of the meteorite, of which
samples have been sent for expert analysis.
appears to an unskilled observer to include
three fairly distinct classes of material.
Firstly, at the point where the head of the
meteorite presumably reached. it consisted
mainly of a dull slate -grey igneous rock.
fairly heasy. and marked with spots and

veins of (lark turquoise blue. Secondly.
there was a certain quantity of jet black
highly glazed slag resembling black vol-
canic lava. with nunserous air pockets an I
similar turquoise veins. Lastly. and roughly
where the tail would have ended up. were
quantities of material resembling grey coke
in appearance and weight.

All the material is very friable, most of
it being comparatively light.

A curious feature is that, at any rate to
an untrained eye, there are no traces of the
pure iron which is commonly seen in small
meteorites.

Contributed by MA J OK COL. BRONLOW,
Staff College, Quetta. Baluchistan. India.

Man -Made Lightning
far made in the high tension laboratory at
Pittsfield shows that the disruptive strength
of water is much greater than that of air.
Between 1' spheres and with a gap of 1.5
centimeters or about %', the impulse kilo -
yobs to break down this 'tap in a globe
filled with water was 165 K. V.. while for
the same spark gap in air but 46 K. V. were
required. With a six centimeter or 244' gap
between 60 degree points on % inch rods
the impulse kilovolts required to disrupt this
tats m water was 15(s K. V., while the same
gap in air was disrupted hs 56.5 K. V.

The impulse generator circuit employed

How
This is also the place to mention the

PbokirraPhy of the shadow produced by
aft artificial light. Around a metal shade,
which has been inverted so that it points up -
"hut four mirrors are attached with a
thin bend of iron or brass. that they are op -
float each other, the light. reflected from
dot mirrors. being concentrated on the table

lamp at one point. This then%rabid, ours, one for each mirror.
peat of glass is taken. and

AM Ow Nadu so that it rests
Awe the table. If a white

(( ontinued from page 3231
by Mr. l'ixk comprised a high tension 60
cycle step-up transformer, with protective
resistances connected to the secondary ter-
minals, across which was connected the
sphere or other spark gap. One side of
this gap was grounded and across the gap
was connected an inductance. resistance and
capacity of known electrical dims:mims Its

this way all of the electrical phenomena tak-
ing place could be checked up mathe-
matically.

The photographs herewith show the huge
condenser built up of glass plates supported
on rib post insulators. There arc ten glass

plates in each series of the frame. These
plates are made of glass coated on both
sides with tin -foil. The insulated stands a:
shown will hold forty-eight frames or cells,
sir a total of four hundred and eight con-
denser plates. The capacity per plate is
.0112 microfarad, and per cell .00112 micro -
farad. The cells are readily arranged in
multiple and series combinations as required.
Three cells in series on each side operate
satisfactorily at a million and a half volts
maximum to ground. The resistance used
in the shunt oscillatory circuit was a water
tube having a value of 5,001) ohms.

to Use Your Camera
(Continued from rage 359)

piece of paper is placed under the glass
upon the table, and if an object, such as a
cube or a disk is placed upon the glass,
four shadows will be thrown upon the paper.
one partly overlapping the other, while an-
other part is lighted by the reflected light
of an opposite or adjacent mirror. In this
way shadows of different intensity and tone
value are thrown upon the paper.

To obtain these shadow pictures in their
full tone value, is very easy, for a piece of
printing paper need only he placed under
the glass where the shadows are found.

Before this is done, the source of light is
covered with a piece of yellowish red en-
schme paper. which. of course, passes only
non -actinic light, and the printing paper
is placed under the glass, slightly weightinu
the edges so that it cannot curl. Then the
yellow paper covering the light is removed.
so that the paper can be exposed. An ex-
posure of one minute will generally he corn -
cent when using a 50 -watt tungsten lamp.
The lighted paper is then des -eloped as de-
scribed under printing, it is fixed, washed
and dried.
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New X -Ray Plates

Part to yellow light. The photographs of
the hand will demonstrate this point. In
both cases half the plate was exposed to
the action of yellow' light sire the
X-ray pictures bad been taken. Note that in
one of them the effect of the exposure to
yellow light has completely obliterated the
details of the X-ray photograph and, fn
fact. has almost totally destroyed the effect

By DR. H. BECHER
(Continued )coin page .1441

of the X-ray on that half of the plate. This
is the ordinary photographic plate. With
the Neo-Riintien plate, however. the effect
of the yellow light was almost nil. For this
reason, developing the plate is considerably
facilitated, as the plate call be exposed to
yellow light and the attendant, who need not
lie a skilled operator, all examine the plate
in a rather brilliant light without necessarily

guessing at possible results. The ex,
lion of the plate under a ruby light

isfore, completely done away with. It ion:,
that if the new X-ray platy would

possible: the time of epo,P6m, '

general use. much clearer X-ray pbu

could behe decreased; an unskilled °per.'
conk! develop the plate in a room g,..74'
with yellow light.

A Small Hydraulic Die and Punch Press
A valve is also included in the line from

the top of the cylinder to the supply tank,
and this continues to near the bottom of
the tank.

A short pipe line is run from the upper
portion of this supply tank, this, too, with
a valve, and the end is upturned to take a
small funnel. The grease is poured into
the tank through the funnel until the lower
end of the supply pipe is covered for a foot
or more. The valve is then closed.

Next the air pump is started, with the
valve in the outlet pipe closed, until the dial

Ii omitted Iron page .t3Si

registers one hundred and fifty pounds. The
die is now ready for use. When the dis-
charge pipe valve is closed and the sup-
ply pipe opened, admitting the grease under
pressure to the cylinder, the piston is forced
down. When the metal has been formed, the
supply pipe valve is closed. and the dis-
charge pipe valve opened, freeing the grease
as the coil springs force the piston hack to
its place. The process is then repeated.

Since grease cannot be compressed, the
amount used each time is less than a half
pint which accumulates in the discharge
pipe. After the grease in the supply tank

runs low, the air is released and the gig,
again transferred to the supply tank.

Since heavy grease is used, there Will
beno leakage past the zings, if they hacc been

made accurately.
Assuming a working pressure of one huo

dred and fifty pounds then the formula
would Ix. r R to find the total pressure

2X2 equals four X 3.1416 equals I2504
and 12.5664 X 150 equals 1884.96 lbs. or the,
total pressure, discounting no loss by Ire.
tion. Assuming that this loss is 8% or
150.77 lbs. then the total pressure will be
1728.18 lbs.

Practical Chemical Experiments

absorption of oxygen in the air surround-
ing the funnel by the alkaline pyrogallate
solution in the funnel. Gently pinch the rub-
ber tube. A bubble of air will rise through
the liquid in the funnel and the liquid will
enter the test tube. Keep the funnel almost
full of the liquid and when the level ceases
to sink, invert the test tube and clamp it in
the position shown in the photograph. Keep
the level of the liquid in the funnel and in
the test tube on the same horizontal line as
shown, and tie a string or spring a rublwr
band around the test tithe at the level of the
surface of the liquid. %Iso seen, a string
or rubber hand around the tube 31 the level

By RAYMOND B. WAILES
,rairisied front page 355)

11i the inner end of the stopper in the test
tube. Unclamp the whole set-up and rinse
with water. Now pour water into the tube
until it comes to the mark marking the inner
end of the stopper, and measure in cc, the
amount of water. Call this number "Y."
Measure the water contained in the
up to the other string, and call this number
of cc "O." Multiply this last number in cc
("0") by 100 and divide by the number of
cc "Y." This will give the per cent of oxy-
gen in the air in the tube, or, in the at-
mosphere. For instance: V is found to he
30.5 cc: X, 6.4 cc. Then:

30.5 :6.4 :: 100: B.

or, when this is calculated, B, or the pr
cent oxygen is found to be 21.

The alkaline pyrogallate combines Mogi-
catty with the oxygen, and causes a Vanilla
in the test tube. this sucking more of tin
liquid in until the pressure inside equals

that of the outside air. Rotating the test
tube serves to faciliate the absorption el
the oxygen. The test tithe should he handled
as little as possible for the heat of tin
hand will temporarily expand the roma*
nitrogen in the tithe and louver the resuk.

(Concluded in next issue.)

Uncle Sam "Keeps Tab" on Flier
hulletin board. Chairs. tables and lockers
in which to deposit equipment are among
the facilities at the disposal of aviators visit-
ing Bolling Field.

(Continued from page 343)

Wireless telegraphy, quite obviously, is the
supporting vehicle whereby the War De-
partment keeps momentary track of the
progress of its aircraft in flight. Not only

is the operations office at Washington
equipped with complete radio apparane.
hit wireless facilities are in service at 1111
other important whits along the airwat.

Radio for the Beginner
(( ontinued/raw pone .C66)

switches takes a lot of time and some-
times inspires cuss words. When the op-

erator at last gets wise and wires the
outfits to convenient switches so that the
change can be made in an instant, he al-
ways wonders why he did not have sense
enough to do it at the start.

Some of the switches common on radio
receivers seem to puzzle beginners. A

ten -point switch, or a seyett-point switch.
or one in which a lever or tongue makes
contact with any It ber of points as it
moves through the arc of a circle, mere-
ly cuts in one or more inductance coils or
more or fewer turns of the same coil.
The beginner may understand it better
if he imagines himself an incoming elec-
tron on an antenna. lie presents hint -
self at Gate No. 1 of a big railroad sta-
tion, the radio receiver. because he wants

to go out on Truck No. I. For reasons

best known to the station master, all the
gates are barred except No. 9, so the
electron has to make the long circuit up
through Gate No. 9 and come back to
Track No. I. Each switch point repre-
sents a certain distance that the current
must travel in going from the antenna
to the ground. The shorter the wave-
length, the shorter the distance. This
switch sometimes has two arms, making
two contacts at the same time. This is
because of the design of the windings
and connections inside. The leading arm
usually governs the amount of inductance
in the circuit at any given setting.

Switch parts can be purchased and as
by beginners. Even the multi.

point switch is easy to put together al.
ter the purchaser has the necessary knryt),
lever, points and stops.

One of the most ingenious switches
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ever developed is the
switches. The function which gave it i
name is to change a condenser OW

CO'.

ample one used to lengthen or
the fundamental wave -length of an avt6P
na circuit), from a series connectio%
which shortens the wave -length. to a P' ,..P
allel connection, which lengthens I;
Wave. It has many other uses

lengthens

g e01111eCting all instrument. such ...in ch r

a meter, to either of four circuits: chain
. frowlogshortenaerial and ground connection.

from loud speaker to phone: rotting,,eies
teries in and out; connecting l'al" of

mite set to another: changing connect;

lnaerdittyi,nga t

'cries -Parallel

or discharge, etc.

msooriehastettsh, errYitecuant he titn";':1 rsseYi-tehrsitn7r;.

more sets: putting a battery a
I:hhoenetes"Yneiit'rriseiotlfictrheofsetic:vhs°creca
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If An Ordinary
Electrical Worker

Can Command $60 Per Week,

You, As a Graduate, Can Easily

$100.00 WEEKLY
I he field of opportunity for the well -trained electrical man is practically
unlimited. Billions of dollars arc invested in this great industry. Thou-

sands of men arc employed in it-but the demand today is for men who

are trainrd ipet These mcn command handsome salaries-$2,500
to $6,(X00 and up to $10,000 a year and more. Why don't you get into
this fascinating, highly paid field of work?
You tan complete our Home Study Course in Practical Electricity within six months from

the day you sign the ioupon below. Electricity offers a better chance for advancement and

a bigger starting salary than any other trade or profession.

With our rertihc ate of qualitica you can enter this great profession and as you advance

in linowledgr and en pertness, sour salary will be increased ,Urprisinzlv.

A Short -Cut to Big
Money

We operate. in 11411,....,L the largest Plertrical
whorl in the totted burn 7 he lessons are writ-
I/II In simple language, and anyone who ran read

a newspaper ran underwand them. With the
help we offer students, who study at home an

or Iwo rub evening, through the President'.
letlitte given in our Radio Broadcasting Depart-
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the United WIN., you get, twice a week, free,
knowledge that will help situ smilingly in your
..,dies
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temente wino,
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This
Man
Wouldn't Stay Down

HE was putting in long hours at un-
skilled work. His small pay scarcely

lasted from week to week.
He saw other men promoted. Then

he learned the reagon. They had special
training. He made up his mind to get
that kind of training.

He sent to Scranton  coupon like the one
below. That was hts first step ups ard.

The reward w. not long corning-en increase
in salary. Then he was made Foreman. Nowhe is Superintendent.

It just shows what a man with ambition can do!
Whet aboxt you, Ton don't have to stay down.
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work you like best.
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Advanced
By JACK G.
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Up and down spasmodically on the labora-
tory floor came the two hundred and ninety
pounds with the professor thrown in..

Mottles tumbled front the shelves. Furni-
ture was upset. Precious liquids flowed
unrestrained and unnoticed. Finally the
professor dropped with exhaustion and the
rat sold Slag Nesia made a dash for free -

Early in the morning pedestrians on Aril-
ington'Aventie were attracted by a sign in
brilliant letters.

DEATH IS ONLY A DISEASE.
IT CAN BE CURED BY

PROFESSOR PAUL CARBONIC
Professor Carbonic in the morning be-

took himself to the nearest hardware store
and purchased the tools necessary for his
new profession. He was an M.D. and his
recently acquired knowledge put him in a
position to startle the world. Having pro-
cured what he needed he returned home.

Things were developing fast. Mag Nesia
met him at the door and told him that Sally
Soda, who was known to the neighborhood
as Sal or Sal Soda generally, had fallen
down two flights of stairs, and to use her
own words was "Putty bad.** Sal Soda's
mother. in sending for a doctor, had read
the elaborate sign of the new enemy of
death, and begged that he come to sec Sal
as soon as he returned.

Bidding Slag Nesia to accompany him,
he went to the laboratory and secured his
precious preparation. Professor Carbonic
and the unwilling Slag Nesia started out
to put new life into a little Sal Soda who
lived in the same block.

Reaching the house they met the family
physician then attendant on little Sal.
Doctor X. Ray had also read the sign of
the professor and his greeting was very
chilly.

"How is the child?" asked the professor.
"Fatally hurt and can live but an hour."

Then he added, "I have done all that can
be done."

"All that yen could do," corrected the
professor.

With a withering glance, Doctor X. Ray
left the room and the house. His reputation
was such as to warrant no intrusion.

-AND THE CHILD LIVES
"I am sorry she is not dead, it would be

easier to work, and also a more reasonable
charge." Giving Slag Nesia his instru-
ments he administered a local anesthetic;
this done he selected a brace and hit that
he had procured that morning. With these
instruments he bored a small hole into the
child's head. Inserting his hypodermic
needle. he injected the immortal fluid, then
cutting the end off a dowel, which he had
also procured that morning; he hammered
it into the hole until it wedged itself tight.

Professor Carbonic seated himself com-
fortably and awaited the action of his in-
jection. while the plump Slag Nesia paced
or rather waddled the floor with a bag of
carpenter's tools under her arts.

The fluid worked. The child came to and
sat up. Sal Soda had regained her pep.

"It will he one dollar and twenty-five
cents, Mrs. Soda," apologized the professor.
"I have to make that charge as it is so in-
convenient to work on them when they arestill alive."

Having collected his fee, the professor
and Mag Nesia departed. amid the ever.
rising blessings of the Soda family.

At 3:30 P. M. Mag Nesia sought her em-
ployer. who was asleep in the sitting room_

"Marie Paul, a gentleman to see you!"

ice,; and 1117i -1;60n for

Chemistry
HUEKELS

the
issor awoke and

hatl her

Thu matt entered hurriedly, hat
"\n yon Pt-gift-N.41r Carbonic?.

"I am. what can I do for your
Lan you- ?" the man hetet.,

friend has just been killed in
YOU couldn't-" he hesitated aga;'"',

"1 know that it is unbelievable:* -the professor. "But I can." 'intern

A TOUGH CASS

Professor Carbonic for some Soo...
suffered from the effects of a egeacL_mt
His fears on this score had recently-""I
entirely relieved. He now had tlescription-Death no more! The ar.
discovery, and thc happenings of

the loretwenty-four hours had began to take eggon him, and he did not wish to make -call until he was feeling better.
"I'll go," said the professor after a per*of musing. "My discoveries are to tr

benefit of the human race, I must two
sideir myself."tisfid

He himself that he had all hi
tools. He had just sufficient of the yrepe-,:,.
tion for one injection: this, he th..edr.
would be enough; however, he placed ehis case, two vials of different solstices
which were the basis of his discovery. Thee
fluids had but to be mixed, and after tie
chemical reaction had taken place the wrp
aration was ready for use.

He searched the house for Slag Seim
but the old servant had made it certain the
she did not intend to act as nurse to deal
men, on their journey back to life. Re-

luctantly he decided to go without her.
"How is it possible !" exclaimed the

stranger. as they climbed into the waitiott
machine.

"I have worked for fifteen years before
I found the solution," answered the Pro-
fessor slowly.

"I cannot understand on what }on malt
have based a theory for experimenting
something that has been universally acCeDO'
as imp..ssible of solution."

"With electricity, all is possible; as
have proven." Seeing the skeptical Ire
his companion assumed, he continued. l'Elov
tricity is the basis of every motive zone
we have; it is the base of every formarec

to the°sv:flit.'jyeetT.he
professor was warr-that

uro.

"Go on." said the stranger, "I am WT
interested."

"Every sort of heat that is lalOrr-
whether dormant or active, is only cor ar!..
of the gigantic force electricity. 'rte
of our knowledge of electricity has 97;
gained through its offspring:maglet

devoid of electrictY-

rents?""But how did this lead to Your exP6-

tpehei:lheuillanisas:PaminmraCe-rent
presence in manylngntl

,n0

01"If magnetism or motive force. Is the
orspring ..i. electricit. the human body

and does contain electricity. That
or

e_Hwy
more electricity than the human body we
induce is a fact . it is apparent the210
that a certain amount of electricit!otyr
generated within the human body, slu' bas
out aid of any outside forces- L"''''.. 0known for years that the body's Pile
brought into action through the bradi4tk eelli
brain is our generator- The Tele*and the fluid that separate them - ..
same action as the liquid of a wet pi
like a wet battery this fluid mars

_......iiii(Continued DR tag( 360)
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Lonn PERSONS WILL DIE TODAY
vw MANY BEFORE THEIR TIME
Of the thousands who die from respiratory diseases, bronchitis, pneu-
monia, kidney diseases, tuberculosis, influenza, and intestinal dis-
orders, a large proportion would not have died if they had been able to
recognize early symptoms and had known how to treat themselves.

ALMOST always the persons who die
before at least seventy or eighty
years of age deliberately rob them-
selves of years of life. And the

persons who do not enjoy good health
throughout life almost always rob them-
selves of Nature's boon to mankind, which
is perfect health.

Nature always warns of impending
sickness. The occasional headache, that
tired, exhausted feeling, loss of appetite,
a casual cold and other slight disarrange-
ments are Nature's warnings to you that
your body isn't functioning properly or
that you are not living and eating cor-
rectly.

You can rule your health just as surely
as you can rule your actions. If you are
not enjoying perfect health today it is
because you haven't employed the method
provided by Nature to keep you well. If
you don't know what her requirements arc.
you are sure to blunder into some kind of
sickness-perhaps fatal disease.

How to Know Nature's Re-
quirements, Her Laws

for Health
Bernarr Macfadden r Encyclopedia of

Physical Culture tells you how to build
rugged health, vitality and strength. It
gives invaluable information on fasting,
diet, exercise, and hydropathy for both
health and beauty building. It gives a

horough and extensive treatment on th
aws of sex, the attainment of virile man
hood and womanhood, and happy sac
essful parenthood together willa the de

How
PO5PeSS exhilarating health every clay is

the year
know your own hods
eat for health
diet for the core of disease
know the an of food preparation
build a powerful physique
correct physical imperfections
become a physical director
avoid unhappy marriages
avoid disease
last >5 CUP, is, 42111PC
Cure hr hydropathy (heal by the use of

water
apply all methods of drugless healing
eve first aid JO emergencies
apply borne treatment for disease
'ecognire diseases by manifestatsons
build nervous energy
treat the common forms of di...ea,r
understand the process of reproduction
benefit by laws of me ansl marriage
meat el/seams of women
dikgnose diseases
bane healthy and vigorous chAdlkn
meat female disorders
treat male disorders
obtain virility and manhood
can for the complexion
manicure, care for the hair and feet
cultivate the mind.

These are ooly a few of the matters
ran/stifled in the E-ncyclopedia

tail. tut the diagnosis and treatment of
all sexual diseases. It contains many
handsomely illustrated charts on anatomy
and physiology.

Bernarr Macfadden has spent more
than thirty years in guiding physical
wrecks back to glorious health and
strength. Out of this experience he has
built his Encyclopedia of Physical Cul-
ture. It is comprehensive and complete in
every sense-is neither dull nor technical
-and you will easily understand every
page and every word.

rective exercises, physical culture
exercises for women, sports, ath-
letics, beauty culture.

Vol. 3. Fasting, hydrotherapy, first aid,
spinal manipulation, mechanical
diet and regimens.

Vol. 4. Diagnosis and detailed treatment
for individual diseases, alphabeti-
cally listed.

Vol. 5. Sex hygiene, physiology, mother-
hood, pregnancy, maternity, baby -
care, disorders of men and women.

You may have any one of these vol-
umes that you select for five
slays personal examination.
Just MI in and mail the cou-
pon to us-or a letter or post-
card will do-and we will
immediately send the chosen
volume to you.

ItilCaltwl baCYCLffElk MCnt.121i tMEYeloMn
or OP or OP Or

rigraleaL 0111(SICAL PNYSICAL PAYSMAL nwmt
gULTUPs

wain wawa wawa .PCITPIO,

volume 111111.110 9111121111BM NOLUME r, VOLUME'.

reitisj..eme immoiive tinews:.iarer kesettieve
a:mum. orroLviv mummy. mambo.

"Plain, sensible, and priceless"
writes one grateful owner
"1 cannot express the wonderful value

of these great books," writes one owner,
"and feel they will lead me to a successful
married life 35 I have recently married.
They are a plain, sensible and priceless
guide to a perfect physical life"

Another owner writes: "I wish to thank
Mr. Macfadden for his great work. The
Encyclopedia is going to be my best doctor
now and always."

What would it be worth to you to be
able to instantly identify in its earliest
stages any sickness or disease that might
overtake vou or any member of your
family? To enjoy perfect health, almost
complete freedom from sickness, doctor
and hospital bills, and no days of suffer-
ing and worry, or salary lost through
sickness?

FREE Examination of Any
One Volume

Vol. I. Anatomy, physiology, diet, food
preparation.

Vol. 2. Physical training, gymnastics, cor-

Send No Money
Remember. you do net

place yourself under any ob-
ligation, neither do you send
any money in advance in
order to have any volume you
wish to examine sent to your
home-the five days' examina-
tion is free.

After you have made your

thamistanon.
if you decide

t you want the Encyclo-
pedia, just send us a deposit
of only $2.00 and the other
four volumes will be sent ine
mediately to you. prepaid.
Then, all that you pay is only
$3.00 a month until you have
paid the total cost of SA
for the full five volume set.

If you decide to pay all
cash, just send only $31.00.
But, of course, it isn't at all
necessary to send all cash un-
less you really want to do so.
We gladly extend the monthly
payment plan to you.

With each purchase of the Encyclopedia we
include a full year's subscription to Ptl1SICAL
CULTURE Maga:one-no matter which plan of
payment is adopted.

lf you are anxious to keep your present good
health, or are eager to restore yourself to good
health. you should at least examine one volume
of this wonderful Encyclopedia. Sign and re-
turn the coupon today. You risk nothing, nor
do you pa yout one cent. Sign and return the
coupon NO

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Dept. SI a, Macfadden Bldg.

1926 Broadway New York City
London Agent

ATLAS PUBLISHING CO.
8 Bride Lane London, E. C

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. INC.
Dept. SI 8, Macfadden Bldg.,
1926 Broadway, New York City.

send ive Inc snsorctsen Volume Si Inn Leer
cloned. el Physical Culture I mom to return use enlnwe
its nee days or Dag isi sn for the entire Encyclopedia
ec 635 w the easy seems mentlooed is this ativertieeme.t
II I accept the offer It also Include. a 'Mee euberrinum
PHYSICAL CULTURE Magazine
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For the ino.if part-Opportunity tomes
burhose Whotartyn for st -,n other
word. to those who
make Opportunity
insteadorwasting
tor

Make
Opportunity

Come

Whereillrou Learn lliat?

Xinc out of ten young men arc waiting for
Opportunity. They wish, they dream, they
sigh. Often they complain.

The tenth man is looking ahead, seeing
isliat he can create for himself one, two Or
three years hence.

If sou are one vi the "unfit- group, we invite
you to write for a helpful chart showing bow to
plan your spare hours for a bigger career. We will
tell you about a new tmie of instruction 1,11,1
service that is bringing every month scores of let-
ters telling of new positions and responsibilities,
snore comforts and privileges, bigger lives.

An Indiana student writes: "I have been asked
directors and large stockholders to take the

rashiership made vacant by the pro lllll thin of Mr.
B-. This marks a big upward step for me."
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Start Opportunity in your direction by mark-
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Dart. 44-A, xrrotr
United Y.M.C.A. Schools
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SALESMEN
Largest radio publishing organization

in the world wants salesmen, either

whole or side line, to sell an assortment

of 20 books to the trade. Liberal com-

mission to hustlers.

Box 233

SCIENCE & INVENTION
New York City, N. Y.

Advarrlcfr
I ( on/count

we must replace the fluid or the sal arn-
nriniac or we lose the live of the battery or

I have discovered what fluid to use
that will with the brain cells produce the
electricity which the human body is unable
tii induce."

"We are here," said the stranger as he
brought the car to a stop at the curb.

"You are still a skeptic," noting the voice
of the man. "But you shall see shortly."

The man led him into the house and intro-
duced him to Mrs. Murray Attic, who con-
ducted him to the room where the deceased
Murray Attic was laid.

Without a word the professor began his
preparations. He was ill, and would have
preferred to have been at rest in his own
comfortable house. He would do the work
quickly and get away.

THE PROFESSOR OPERATES ON A DEAD
ONE

Selecting a gimlet, he bored a hole through
the skull of the dead man; inserting his
hypodermic he injected all of the fluid he
had mixed. He had not calculated on the
size of the gimlet and the dowels he carried
would not tit the hole. As a last resource
he drove in his lead pencil, broke it off
close, and carefully cut the splinters smooth
with the head.

"It will be seventy-five cents, madam,"
said the professor as he finished the work.

Mrs. Murray Attic paid the money uncon-
sciously; she did not realize, whether he
was embalming her husband or just trying
the keenness of his new tools. The death
had been too much for her.

THE DEAD COME TO LIFE
The minutes passed and the dead man

showed no signs of reviving. Professor
artionic paced the floor in an agitated

manner. He began to be doubtful of his

for August
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I ;,

about) to bring the man back. wore
continued his tramp up and down ti:led
I I is heart was affecting him tocen

tempted to return the seventy -h, *is
the prostrate wife when-THE

DEAD

throat, with his head thrown hack dt°

MAN MOVED!
The professor clasped his hands

tz.

to the floor. A fatal attack of the
leaHe became conscious quickly. niihotl,

he whispered, "Mix-, inakol'a,
ttihoenr.e"," Ile became unconscious again gt-

The stranger found the gimlet and hand
a hole in the professor's head, hastily seu

gq
one of the vials, he poured the contents It;
the leeply made hole. He then realized that
theresi iwx atshearnnop hr

rbitictedd e.the almost hysten.
calItwwoamsan.

too late, the one vial was empty,
and the professor's body lay lifeless.

In mental agony the stranger grasped the
second vial and emptied its contents she
into the professor's head, and stopped the
hole with the cork.

Miraculously professor Carbonic opined
his eyes, and rose to his feet. His eyes were
like balls of fire; his lips moved inaudibly,
and as they moved little blue sparks were
seen to pass from one to another. His hair
stood out from his head. The chemical
reaction was going on in the professor's
brain, with a dose powerful enough to re-
store ten men. He tottered slightly.

Murray Attic, now thoroughly alive sat
up straight in bed. He grasped the brass
bed post with one hand and stretched out
the other to aid the staggering man.

He caught his hand; both bodies stiffened;
a slight crackling sound was audible; a his
flash shot from where Attic's hand made
contact with the bed post: then a dull thud
as both bodies struck the floor. Both aka-
troented, and the formula still a secret.

Speed
By HAROLD F. RICHARDS, Ph.D.

(Continued from page 337)
logarithm of 2, which is 0.69315; multiply
the latter by the product of the resistance
and the capacit, which are. say. 1200 ohms
and 0.0000002 farad (0.2 rn.f.l, respectively,
and we have as a result the time, which is
0.000167 second. Dividing this number into
the distance between the two contacts, one-half foot. say, we find the speed of the
bullet to have been 3.000 feet per second,

r 2.040 miles per hour.

CHECKING THE ERROR IN MEASURE-
MENTS

By adding one resistance anti two switches
to the apparatus shown in Fig. 2. we can
easily detect any error that may have re-sulted from inaccuracy of the galvano-
meter. The modified instrument is shown
in Fig. 3. Here, when the battery switch

isclosed on side 1, the current flows through
R,, R,, and back to the battery

; but thecondenser is charged only to the voltage
-drop across the terminals of R,. When

the bullet breaks contact C,, the condenser
discharges through R, until C, is broken.
and then remains insulated with its residual
charge as before. The next step brings
the check on the accuracy of the previous
determination. Switch S is now closed.
and the battery switch is reversed, so thatcurrent again flows through the batterycircuit; and then key K is depressed, auto-matically connecting the condenser across
the terminals of R,. The height h, thebattery voltage, and the resistances R, and R,

have been so chosen that, if tote prrions
determination of the speed of the bullet fon
correct. the voltage of the condenser, after
the bullet has been fired, will be exe(Lt'
equal to the voltage -drop across
any deflection whatsoever of the senno.r
tio/ranometer is due entirely to the r,"!
of the previous determination, provided. ot
course, that the two bullets traveled at tbe
same speed. In practice. the speed of

given projectile is usually known apPto.t"

'inaorte'sitY igal Inurecatnie atsl'ilerelnineoir'et. sr: that '''therefitted ID-

strument at the beginning, setting
expected speed and then correctinfC
sneed, in the manner described, to one fg
its one million.

FESHOW MAGNETIC INDUCTION MEASt1
SPEED OF SHELLS

The foregoing method is mit well 'a,a/e
for making several determinations d'
speed of the same projectile at disc

0,1
o,

Points of its path. owing to the fay} op.

the shell ust necessarily touch sot' 0;
jects and therefore be deflectedh

nature are necessary, however, ill °_Ard' IC'

slightly slowed. Measurements of e,. p

Ordnance Division. notably Dr. 6. 1:.1, doe

efftheect baofilisati(ir-iarnessistoaincet.heaTti.5.

have recently perfected a device wlZog hid
not require the shell to touch anYt" 10
air. This apparatus, entirely eleconsol
nature, is shown in Fig 4 The ISM'

(Continued en page 3.11'5)
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RADIO PATTERNS
These three additions to the "Radio Constructor Series" comprise full size working
diagrams and complete instructions for building three of the most popular radio sets
nosy in vogue.

PACKET No. 4
How to Make a Reinartz Receiver

PACKET No. 5
How to Make a Reflex Receiver

PACKET No. 6
How to Make a Cockaday Receiver

Each Packet
Complete

50c
Each packet contains complete instructions for the construction of these circuits inc uding the tools required, part.needed, directions and pattern for drilling, mounting and wiring and most important of all. full instruction en hatto tune the circuit. Sets constructed from these plans have been thoroughly tested and pronounced perfect.

a NEW SUPPLEMENTS
To the Famous 20 RadiophoneDiagrams and Hook-ups

t--

14060 PhDrie
nirurams[Z,Z

WOO 5,11
ow. NI WO. RZCOVINZ COMM

411MMLIIMMOM con.A -wo-e---
owns..

This Packet, Complete
with

4 New Supplements

50c

We could not improve the ones we already had but to live up to our polio' of
keeping our plans and diagrams

up to date we added in sheet -form the COCK-
ADAY CIRCUIT. REFLEX CIRCUIT, REINARTZ CIRCUIT AND
N EUTRODYN E CIRCUIT.

The other circuits in this series are:
I Single Slide Tuning Coil with Crartal De.tease.
2 Double Slide Toning Coil with Crystal De-tector.
3. Loose Coupler faith Crystal Detector
a. Reprom set. using 2 slide timer
5. Plain Auanvection Detector ("neat.
6. Feed hack Circuit with a loose Coupler.

Arontrong Feed -halt Circuit.
S Standard Short Wave Regenerative Set
1. Hones min, rod Receiver for all ...yelengths.

10. Short Wave Regenerative net, with 2 stepamplifier.

II. Combination Circuit for Long and ,
Wave.

12. Detector and Two Stage Amplifier sin .-
tornatic Filament control Jack,

-13. Single Circuit Regenerative Tam,
14. Circuit for elimination of Mantel- ',-

power lines.
15 Loop Aerial Receiver.
IC Radio and Audios frequency am111,65`
17. Circuit of a C.W. Transmitter lot

Power.
5Watt Radiophone

19. 10"Watt Phone and C.W. Trantnolle:20. High Power CW. Transmitter.

In addition to the above connection
diagrams, the packet alsoincludes a four -page instruction

pamphlet, explaining eachdiagram in detail, also, "HOW TO READ DIA-GRAMS" - "HOW TO FOLLOW CIR-CUITS" and. A COMPLETE KEY OFTHE MOST COMMONLY USED
RADIO SYMBOLS.

Order From Dealers Whose Names Ap-
pear on Page 316

II Your Dealer Cannot Supply You, Send Us His
Name and Address
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The "Rico"
THIS loud speaker is the outcome of several
thousand experiments, and we present it tO
the American radio public in full confidence
that we hare produced the lowest priced
and at the same time the highest class loud

speaker on the market today.
The "RICO" TUNED MELOTONE SPEAKER
is not a roakeslult, not a toy, but a high grade
scientific instrumenti built In very large quan
Mies in order to gve the public the advantage
ol our loo manufacturing costa.
These are the specifications:

Actionable and tuned "RICO" Loud Talker. fit
fed in cast metal hau, handsomely finished,
oith too coats of

oli
baked enamel;

Nickel plated and pshed gooseneck:
Full fibre horn.
Five -loot attachment cord.

THE I TUNED 1 FEATURE
,/ur rrossYertion diagram shows out new adjust-

leature, hy which it is possible to make this
loud talker give out almost any and within rea.
me The MELOTONE SPEAKER can not pm,
whir shatter nor rattle under any circumstances, w development comprises a speciallyiiof,Mire l'ara Rubber Gasket. accurately

non which the diaphragm rests. Be tighten.
ing or loosening the shell of the receiver its chaph.
;01m,r4a.Por or vales the desired diatance

Iron the pole mores. So remark-
, n. ashustinent. and so wonderfully exactdoes it orli. that .ny mund volume or rosaisty

be readily obtained.
tam nista

se dlnce. a given adjustment dl bring in cer-
It muhties of 'mind heretofore unobtainablesp;.74/. . Power to TUNE the MELOTONE

in surh manner that if you wish a,, unman. of sound you can readilv obtain
ivish volume as bo instant.... band..,, on ran be. made instontan

INDUSTRIES
CORPORATION

1111 Dane Street, New York City
Iiicotrade, New York

11.114"rbe*Yr".taaa
k . Mean. it

TUNED

No. 250

Melotone Speaker
By means ot this new adjusting feature, the diaph
inn% can be moved to or from the pole pieces
iron. WM' to .025' To make the adjustment.
ktIlspiy urea the case within the base of the
speaker slightly backward or forward. No screws.
no nuts. no fussing. no damaged diaphragm.

ACOUSTIC PEATURES
Alter you have listened to all of the expensive loud
talkers. all we request is that Y.e give oUrs
trial. riot salt find that it compares favorably
wsth the higher peiced loud speakers on the market.
The "R I CO" MELOTONE; SPEAK ER gives goal.
ity and volume. without dsstortion, doe to the
tuned feature.

RUBBER GASKET

On tau or three wage* of amplifirattno, any Rood
dio outfit with the "Rico" lielotons Speaker will

bring in the sounds loud and clear to till a large
root. or hall. The fibre horn gives the mellow tone
that is sought by every radio enthusiast. There is

richness of sound that <AMOS,. most favorably
with the moat expensive horns on the market today

In appearance, the "RICO" MELOTONE LOUD
SPEAKER is a richIooking and accurately. as

well as scientifically constructed inStrument, that
looks rich anywhere, among the best furnishings.
Yet the airs is not wa large that the apparatus will
appear cumbersome. Esse is equipped with felt. tn
overranlete resonance egeets and to prevent the

marring of table mac

3R3

The dimensions are as follows: Length overall.
1414 inches; length of horn. 1119 inches; Diam
eter of bell. 616 inches; Total height of instrument.
9 toasts; Diameter of base, 5 13/16 inches; Total
net weight, 3 lbs.
Each MELOTONE SPEAKER is enclosed in a
heavy corrugated boa. and nr guarantee safe de-
livery to you.

Order from your dealer or direct from us.

SPECIAL OFFER
tO are so convinced that you will be enthusiastic
about this loud speaker that we make this unusual
offer

SEND NO MONEY
USE COUPON BELOW

We require no money in advance.-n0 depoeit.
All you need to do is to sign the coupon and we
will send the MELOTONE Speaker at once, the
nitnute we hear from you.
All MELOTONE. Speakers are guaranteed to be as
represented by us in this advertisement.
Note: The "RICO" TUNED MELOTONE Lend.
Speaker No. 250 mt be used in connection with
a I or 2.stage amplifieru or more.
Send for free illustrated literature of "Rico" Nead
phones; "Rico" Phoncolapters; "Rico" tuned loud-
speaker phone., fibre "Iticohorna "

-----SEND NO MONEY-.-.
COUPON N. aloe

thhIlo induitries cornnration
CI Toomor ntrors, biros York

.entlemin Please send me by Pair,, Port winTi NVI. Winton* Speaker for which I will stalint noon. amountKSe H NM mat.
You cumin. mu Mt TVNILD DAZIAY1.001

mtther h el art!, at ttoretonLed by yr",

NAMI

STANXT ANti Ion

vITY STATE
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A TRIUMPH IN RADIO ACHIEVEMeITTL.

THE SINGLE TUBE RADIO FREQUENCY SET

$
1000 Without

Tube

Including Two
Interchangeable
Inductance Coils

NATIONAL

MONODYNE
TALI. TRADC

TUBE SET
MODEL GT-I

THE IDEAL VACATION SET
CLARITY VOLUME DISTANCE SIMPLICITY ECONY

For many months our radio engineers have been exerting their efforts toward developing the ideal tube set. They knot

lions of homes would welcome the I,,w priced instrument that embodied simplicity of operation with a minimum cost ,`.
The) wanted an instrument that would bring in volume and distance, clear and loud, with a single control, an instmoe.-

would be classed as a work of art, the possession of which anyone would be proud. That their untiring efforts have bee"
withsuccess is now certain.

The NATIONAL MONODYNE TUBE AIR PHONE includes all these features and more

The MONODYNE CIRCUIT is one of the most radical advances in radio engineering since the advent oidw:
strong Circuit. Parts heretofore considered essential are omitted and one simple tuning control gives a 'ekt?"'Iif not superior, to that of sets costing hundreds of dollars. A child can operate it.

AIMIGXOPNSIOO.115.1seisesoots cassosiersaays lasin,viso s iittorinsisiosc000ievaoassoinessetiosssionsonriviiissonsessmsuisooise,,,,,so,,,
sissoosausi

SIMPLICITY
The NATIONAL IllONODYNE uses but one dry cell tube preferably the
WO12 or any other standard dry cell tube, limb as the I.V.190 or C.299
types. Local broadcasting comes on astonishingly loud and clear, without
distortion.
The tube socket is of a new destgn and most practical because it holds the,oho with a positive grip on all tour prongs bat a depth of more than on
quarter of an inch.
The NATIONAL MONODYNE AI RPHONE veill find especial favor with
ea

NATIONAL
of Irs adaptaby in many differeas hook ups, a thingoat posnble with any other low priced outfit.

LONG DISTANCE of

In our New York latooratoer seat, rrtar"1_,..r'dera"'
('hiss...WOC at Davenport.. Iowa, and in of"
This without resorting to any mode of amt/libration dryr
The. NATIONAL. MONODYNE is the mos, Prtcoe'
as corriplete sn all details. It is onle 61, inches "'",o'rnices,
25i inches high of durable, compact and rvirt,',. 4.t aging is moulded from hard rubber cumposuirnstS

about 1500 miles. 75.foot aerial is recommend,
The NATIONAL 110NODYNE has a ,e5'"rif "5,o,

ALL WAVE LENGTHS tit
With the outfit are furnished two intercharigeabli

ed double inductance coils, ranging from 7(4 to
Deafer., Jobber. and Distributes

Send for Sernpfee and Prices

coRPORATO

sse

err, ---------- 20 HUDSON ST.
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Speed
(Continued from page 380)

hell. 3 or b inches in diameter, for ex-
ample, is first magnetized and then pro-
'ected so as to pass successively through
he centers of two solenoids. The momen-

tary change of magnetic induction through
hese coils of wire, due to the magnetic field

which the shell carries with it, produces
two instantaneous surges of current in the
rimary circuit, separated M time by the

period required for the shell to pass from
he center of one coil to the center of the

other. These two currents induce cor-
responding surges in the secondary, and arc
recorded photographically as a result of
including the element of an oscillograph
in the secondary circuit. The oscillograph
resembles a string galvanometer, having a
wire or a particle of iron suspended under
stress in a magnetic field, so that the pas-
sage of a momentary surge of electricity
causes the clement to be deflected. A very
small mirror is attached to the sensitive
element of the oscillograph, and a narrow
beam of light is reflected from the mirror
to the moving film. When the mirror is at
rest, the resulting photographic trace is
straight line; but when the mirror is de-
flected by the electro-magnetic force. there
is a corresponding deflection of the photo-
graphic trace. Thus the passage of the
magnetized shell through the two coils of
wire produces two sharp peaks on the film.
and as soon as we know the speed of the
moving film we can determine the time in-
terval corresponding to the distance between
the peaks.

The ordinary means of measuring speeds
of rotation are not sufficiently accurate to be
relied upon for a measure of the excessively
short period of time required for the shell
to travel two or three feet. and so a time
calibration is placed on the film simultane-
ously with the oscillograph record. For
this purpose a tine slit is attached to one
prong of a tuning fork vibrating at a con-
stant rate of one or two thousand times per
second. and a part of the beam of light
from the arc is reflected by a series of
prisms so that it can pass through the slit,
and thus reach the moving film, only once
during each vibration of the fork. By this
means the ballistician is enabled to trans-
late the distance between the two peaks into
the corresponding time interval; and it is

then a simple matter to divide this time into
the distance between the two coils and
so obtain the speed of the shell.

The great advantage of this magnetic
chronograph over the condenser -discharge
apparatus is that during a measurement the
projectile touches nu material substance
other than air, so that by setting up similar
coils at different points of the path of the
shell a number of records of the same flight
can be secured automatically. These suc-
cessive records tell at once the falling off
of speed per forward foot. due to air re
sistance, and can also be used to find what
shape of shell is least affected by air -re-
sistance. Furthermore, by enclosing the
whole primary circuit in a huge pipe of
great length, and using merely an inductive
linkage with the measuring apparatus, the
effect of varying the pressure and tempera-
ture of the air can be studied at will, on
the ground Such measurements permit
mffitary engineers to calculate exactly the
advantage of firing long-range shells through
the rarer air of the upper atmosphere-an

i advantage which the Germans seem only
to have guessed at in bombarding Paris

Iwith their Big Berthas --and accordingly'
the new use of electricity remove,. any need
of trymg to manipulate the yardstick and
the stopwatch in an airplane without getting
bit.

If He Had Passed It Up
He would still be a laborer at ;2 Utt a day. No money,
nothing ahead but hard work, longer hours-and regrets.

But He Didn't Pass It Up. lie decided to team
MECHANICAL DRAWING. He buckled down
to work with the Columbia School of Drafting.
When he had a quiet half hour to spend he spent
it-as a woe man spends money-to get full re.
turns.
Made $275 Extra in 3 Days. He recently received
0275 for one drawing that only took him three days
to draw.
Now How About You' Are you working up hill or
down' Count the money in your pay envelope
beat pay day. You'll find the answer there.
Make $35 to $100.00 a Week. We will train you
to be an expert draftsman in your spare time at
home by mail. There's lots of room for you if you
act now.
Promotion is Quick. WE'LL QUALIFY YOU
fora high -salaried position in the drafting field and
keep you in touch with openings for draftsmen in
the big machine shops. industrial plants and United
S Government departments. Men who start

as draftsmen are often advanced to Chief Drafts-
Chiefa Lngineer, Production Manager and

SO on.

Get the Right Training Mr. Clot in. the founder
and director. stands personally in back of the
Columbia School of Drafting. You spend no time
in long winded theories-uselem and expensie to
you. You start on actual drawing work the day
you receive your first lesson.
You Nerd No Previous Training. The course is
easy to understand and easy to follow. Many .tar
dents are qualified even before they complete the
course.
Susie,. Calls Mess of Action Only If you are a
man of action clip the coupon now and show tl!at
you are a man of action. Keep right on top of
this opportunity to make real money. Dont go
looking for a pair of scissors. Tear the eoupon
off and mail it right now. We have a special offer
for those who reply promptly Get started now.

What You Get FREE
Practical Problems You are carefully coached in
practical drafting work.
We Help You Get a Job. We help you get a post
tins as a practical draftsman as soon as you are
qualified.
Free Training as a Drafting Specialist. Alter
completing the course in mechanical drawing we'll
train you free in your .holce of one d our special
elective courses.

Draftsman's Equipment. We give you Free a full
met of drafting equIpment as shown in the picture
below.
Consultation Privileges. You are free to write us
any time for advice and suggestions regarding
your succeSS.
Diploma The diploma we give you on completing
the course attests to your proficiency as a drafts-
man. It is an 'entering wedge.' to niece...

Free Subscription to Draftsman's Publication "The Compass"
U S Civil Service C.. -.mission Calls for Draftsmen
A few el wa.y Oesitleas ro.staatly op. 1,1 G
onew dejlerlowtods.
Salaries are starting salaries, subject to inc ccccc
Practically all of them carry a bonus of S240 a
year additional.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER-S4,000.
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN (Aeronautical) - Naval
Aircraft Factory. $15 04 per day.
AERONAUTICAL DRAFTSMAN-Field Service
of Navy Department. SS 20 per day to $12 00 per
day.

Free Book Send in this coupon
today. Immediately

on receiving it we'll send you our book,
"Drafting - Your Success.- It tells you

all about our new method of teaching me-
chanical drawing and gives full details of
'sir offer.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
ROY C. CLAFLIN, Pres.

Dept. 2062, 14th & T Sts. Washington, D. C.

FREE Drafting Outfit
We give you free with your course this FREE BOOK COUPON
professional drawing outfit. It's yours to
keep.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
Dept. 2062, Washington, D. C.

Enter my name for a subscription to 'The Compass"
rd without obligation to me. please reed me you/

illustratedcompto,o,k honomeDrstnyg oder

your
securing > position as Draftsman. e

wee

Name

I Address

City

Age

State
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YOUR BOY'S HAPPINESS
is one of your first considerations. Get the BOYS'
WISGAZINE for him. He needs this great boys'
periodical. Parents owe it to their sons to give
then dean. interesting and instructive reading that
will make them selereliant, manly and courageous.

AN 8 MONTHS'
TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION
FOR ONLY 50 CENTS!
krki, is way below the regular prier)

Each issue of THE BOYS' MAGAZINE con
tans from two to four splendid serial stor and
from twelve to twenty thrilling short storieins, be-
sides special departments devoted to Radio. Me.
ebonies. Electricity. Popular Science, Athletics.
Physical Training, Stamp Collecting, Outdoor
Sports, Amateur Photography, Cartooning. etc.
Beautiful big pages with handsome covers col.
ors. Profusely illustrated throughout. A biin g lot
of Jokes and Comic Drawings. Eight issues equal
20 big volumes, which would cost, as books, as
least 520 00.

A special feature is the award of 1220.00 in
cash prizes for the best amateur work in many
subjects. There is no reason why YOUR boy
should not win some of these prizes. Remember.
only 50 cents for eight months. If you are not
satisfied, we will refund year money promptly and
without question. Remit in stamps if more con.
Yemen!.

IC., iota at all nensifonds-I0c a copy.)

TEAS OUT OM

'the Score F. R.I.DrILLD Co.,
9242 Main St., Smethport, Pa.
I accept your special half-price introductory offer

and enclose 50 cents for which send THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE for eight months to

(Write name and address plainly)

Name

Street or R.F I)

City State
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The Man from the tom
By G. PEYTON WERTENBAKER

ConiMucti faint 32")

With this little object in my lap, you could
grow forever, until there was nothing left
in the universe to surpass. Or you could
shrink so as to observe the minutest of
atoms, standing upon it as y01? now stand
upon the earth. It is an invention thaty will
make scientific knowledge perfect! He
halted with flushed face and gleaming eyes.
I could find nothing to say, for the thing
was collossal, magnificent in its possibilities.
If it worked. But I could not resist a sus-
picion of so tiny a machine.

"Professor. are you in absolute earnest?"
I cried.

"Have I ever jested about so wonderful
a thing?" he retorted quietly. I knew he
had not.

"But surely that is merely a model?"
"It is the machine itself !"

II

I was too astounded to speak at first. But
finally. ''Tell me about it." I gasped. "This
is certainly the most fantastic invention you
have made yet! How does it work?"

"I am afraid," suggested Professor Mar-
lyn, "that you could not understand all the
technical details. It is horribly complicated.
And besides, I am anxious to try it out.
But I will give you an idea of it.

"Of course, you know that an object may
be divided in half forever, as you have
learned in high school, without being en-
tirely exhausted. It is this principle that is
used in shrinking. I hardly understand the
thing's mechanism myself-it was the result
of an accident-but I know that the machine
not only divides every atom, every molecule,
every electron of the body into two exactly
equal parts, but it accomplishes the same
feat in itself, thus keeping pace with its
manipulator. The matter it removes from
the body is reduced to a gaseous form. andleft in the air. There are six wires that
sou do net see, which connect with the
body. while the machine itself is placed on
the chest, held by a small belt that carries
wires to the front of the body where the
two controlling buttons are placed.

"When the user wishes to grow, he
presses the upper button, and the machine
then extracts atoms from the air which itconverts, by a reverse method from the
first. into atoms identical to certain othersin the body, the two atoms thus formedjoining into one large particle of twice theoriginal size.

"As I said, I have little idea of my inven-tion except that it works by means of
atomic energy. I was intending to make anatomic energy motor, when I observed cer-tain parts to increase and diminish strangelyin size. It was practically by blind instinctthat I have worked the thing up. .And nowI fear I shall not he able to discover thesource of my atomic energy until I can puttogether, with great care, another such ma-chine, for I am afraid to risk taking thisapart for analysis."

"And I," I said suddenly. with the awefelt for such a discovery quite perceptible,I fear, in my tone, "I am to try out thismachine?"
"If you are willing." he said simply."You must realize. of course, that there area multitude of unknown dangers. I know

nothing of the complete effects of the ma-chine. But my experiments on inanimate
objects have seemed satisfactory."

"1 am willing to take any risks," I saidenthusiastically. "if you are willing to risk
your great machine. Why, don't you real-
ize, Professor, that this will revolutionize
Science? There is nothing, hardly, that will

willdobahrt:

't

beiunknown. Astronomyh
be nothing to

crease in size enough to observe beyond,:
atmosphere. or one could stand upon
like rocks to.t o examine,e others."

calculated
t her sied

that theeffect of a huge foot covering whole oz.tries would be slight, so equally distributed
would the weights be. Probably it "nig
rest upon tall buildings and trees with

en,But in space, of course, no support
shouldbe

as you said, one could Arid
necessary.esstahre}n..rii

until the mysteries of electrons
would berevealed. Of course, there would be danger

in descending into apparent nothingness.
notknowing where a new world -atom could Ixfound upon which to stand. But dangers

must
tbt neou,

risked.".
"Bu Kirby," remarked the Profes-

sor officially, "time passes, and I shouldlike you to make your little journey
soonthat I may quickly know its results. Have

you any affairs you would like to put in
order, in case-"

"None," I said. I was always ready for
these experiments. And though this prom.
ised to be magnificently momentous, I wasall ready. "No, if I return in a few hours.
I shall rind everything all right. Ii not.
I am still prepared." He beamed in
approval.

"Fine. Of course you understand that
our experiment must take place at suite
secluded spot. If you are ready, we car.
proceed at once to a country laboratory' of
mine that will, I think, be safe.'

and we hastily donned our
overcoats, the Professor spending a moment
or two collecting a few necessary apparata.

and
nss

his
epackedxhome.the machine in a safe bo

left
".Are you all ready, Kirby?" The Pro-

fessor's voice was firm, but my practiced
ear could detect the slightest vibrations that
indicated to me his intense inner feelings:
I hesitated a moment. I was not afraid of
going. Never that. But there seemed some*

partaking
was

of finality about this
departure,

after a brief moment.
"Are

from anything

"All ready, Professor," I said cheerfulli

you going to magnify or minimize

"It shall be growth," I answered. without
a moment's hesitation there. The stars. al
what lay beyond.

. It was that
cared for. The Professor looked at the

earnestly, deeply engrossed in thought
Finally he said, "Kirby, if you are to Ina°
an excursion into interstellar spare. re,e
realize that not only. would you freeze to -
death, hut also die from lack of air.' rr.

room,
a lkingopetoned

it
acabiannetd i,,n.itthhdeterv.earijosTg.

some strange looking paraphernalia.
he said, holding sip a queer looking sult;.:r..
mademetal

cells,of hermetically
titclaulalTisteyaledof. fin,tormrIce55;:ht

the air has been completely exhaustedto give the cells a high vacuum. These
rate cells are then woven into the fabnr

radWhen you wear this suit, you will nn Sobe enclosed in a sort of thermos bottle orheat can leave this suit, and the 11,'''tsive cold cannot penetrate through it_ pgj

as- heavy
I quicklyasgot into

mightintothe intsuaitli
whichit wgoyeaored

he entire bodY, but the ltd
5°1hands as well, the hand part being a

After I had gotten into the suit. tbernselessor placed over my head a sort of
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parent dome which he explained was made
of strong unbreakable bakelite. The globe
itself really was made of several globes,
one within the other. The globes only
touched at the lower rim. The interstices
where the globes did not touch formed a
vacuum, the air having been drawn from
the spaces. Consequently heat could not
escape from the transparent head piece nor
could the cold come in. From the back ,f
this head gear, a flexible tube led into 11,
interior: this tube being connected to a stn.,.!
compressed oxygen tank, which the Profes-
sor strapped to my back.

He then placed the wonder machine with
its row of buttons on my chest, and con-
nected the six wires to the arm bands and
other parts of my body.

Professor Martyn grasped my hand then,
and said in his firm, quiet voice:

"Then goodbye, Kirby, for awhile. Press
the first button when you are ready to go.
May the Fates be with your

The Professor next placed the transparent
head gear over my head and secured it with
attachments to my vacuum suit. A strange
feeling of quietness and solitude came over
me. While I could still see the Professor.
I could hear him talk no longer as sound.
cannot pierce a vacuum. Once more the
Professor shook my hand warmly.

Then. somehow. I found myself pressing
down the uppermost of three buttons. In-
stantly there was a tingling, electric flash
all through my body. Martyn, trees. distant
buildings, all seemed to shoot away into
nothingness. Almost in panic. I pushed the
middle button. I stopped. I could not help
it. for this disappearing of all my world
acted upon my consciousness. I had a
strange feeling that I was leaving forever.

I looked down, and Professor Martyn. a
tiny speck in an automobile far below. waved
up to me cheerfully as he started his car and
began to speed away. He was fleeing the
immediate danger of my growth, when my
feet would begin to cover an immense area,
until I could be almost entirely in space.
I gathered my courage quickly, fiercely, and
pressed the top button again. Once more the
earth began to get smaller, little by little.
but faster. A tingling sensation was all

er me, exhilarating if almost painfulover
the wires were connected upon III].

forearms, my legs, about the forehead, and
upon my chest.

It did never seem as though I was chang-
ing, but rather that the world was shrink.,
away, faster and faster. The clouds we,.
falling upon me with threatening swiftness,
until my head broke suddenly through them.
and my body was obscured, and the earth
below, save tiny glimpses, as though of a
distant landscape through a fog. Far away
I could see a few tall crags that broke
through even as had I, scorning from their
majestic height the world below. Now in-
deed, if never before, was my head "among
the clouds!"

But even the clouds were going. I began
to get an idea of the earth as a great halI
of thick cloud. There was a pricking sen-
sation beneath my feet. as though I stood
upon pine needles. It gave me a feeling of
Power to know that these were trees and
hills.

I began to feel insecure. as though m.
`uPPort were doing something stealthy he.
neath me. Have you ever seen an elephant
perform upon a little rolling ball? V.

that is how I felt. The earth was rotahn,
while I no longer could move upon it

While I pondered, watching in some alarm

at
it became more and more like a little

ball. a few feet thick, it took matters in its
own hand. My feet slipped suddenly off,
and I was lying, absolutely motionless, pow-
erless to move, in space!

watched the earth awhile as it shrunk,
and even observed it now as it moved about
the sun. I could see other planets that had
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plane of my chest. but above that they
seemed to cease. I could now see no planets.
only the tiny sun moving farther and
farther. faster and faster along its path. I
could discern. it seemed to me, a trend in its
and its companions' paths. Fur on one side
they seemed to be going one way, and the
opposite way on the other. In front. they
seemed to move across my vision. Gradually
I came to understand that this was a great
circle swinging vastly about me. faster and
faster.

I had grown until the stars were circling
now about my legs. I seemed to be the
center of a huge vortex. And they were

en...praphy anti TTPW coming closer and closer together, as thoughlwvee.aa,,,es. to hem me about. Vet I could not move allCivti Service
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"I'm Going to Make
More Money!"

green at first a trifle larger and were now
getting smaller, about the same size as the
earth. a tiny ball of some two inches thick -
nee,.

It was getting much darker. The sun no
longer gave much light. for there was no

blinding ball of tire near my feet now,
atmosphere to diffuse it. h was a great

and
the planets were traveling about it swiftly.
I could see the light reflected on one side.
dark on the other. on each planet. The sun
could be seen to move perceptibly too.
though very slightly. As my feet grew
larger, threatening io touch it. I hasti1y
drew them up with ease and hung suspended
in the sky in a half -sitting position as I
grew.

Turning my head away all at once, I
observed in some surprise that some of the
stars were growing larger, coming nearer
and nearer. For a time I watched their
swift approach, but they gradually seemed
to be getting smaller rattier than larger. I
looked again at my own *stem. To my
amazement. It had moved what seemed about
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me as Fred Moore and Bob Roberts, for but there were faint streaks of light in cir-we used to work side by side. But des about the sun, and I understood thatthey've gone far ahead of me. these were the tracks of the worlds that

"Why? Because they saw the value now moved about their parent too swiftly to
be followed with the eye.of special training, and I didn't.

I could see all the stars moving hither"But I know better now. If the and yon now, although they still continuedInternational Correspondence Schools to appear closer and closer together. Ican raise the salaries of men like Fred found a number lying practically on the
Moore and Bob Roberts, they can raisemine, too!

"If they have helped others to ad-vance, they can help me. To-day-
right now-I'm going to send in this
coupon and at least find out what the
I. C. S. can do for me."
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few yards away. My own sun was like aArchitect
Blue Print Head. bright period upon a blackboard. But theceentr`.rani bet..' stars were coming nearer and nearer. Itseemed necessary for me to move somehow.el eee!""" L",,e"'"".. se I drew my legs up and shot them outisith all my force. I began to move slowlyAirplane Eosin.

pppitr, away, having acted upon what little materialblalltarasPlal
substance there was in the ether.

The stars were soon only a few feetapart below me, then a few inches and
suddenly, looking out beyond them.

I wasstruck with the fact that they
seemed to bea great group, isolated from a number offar distant blotches that were apart fromthese. The stars were moving with incred-ible swiftness now about a center near

UrlittPvCs! And those universes
betin another great universe! Suckl.Itbet.

to wonder. Could there be notita711h4
infinity than universe after uniyee **tiltpart of another greater one? sa't. oat
seem. Vet the spell was upon me bevel
seas rot ready to admit such stetigi,aiel
I most go on. And my earth!

Yet
not even be found, this seism thattesit
itself seemed almost the universe, 4 e

But my growth was terribly
fastThe other nebulae were merging it bet

seem at first, upon me. But my skitle'il
ress through space became faster as I;'ee-
llaikregeor). inagndarervoenws asnov.tbiely

shot
Then they, too, merged. The result revast nucleus of glowing material.

otobserved, far rest
all al:

me.
greatgArbeoatveliflisuddenly

seuo
hireersses. tl atis seeutitmed to

beganextend
.a/ltvieivr

the deft ,neagseabsruithough use were in a gems ve
ainndthtehecennetebinlae,

Buta
nunlikeechvaind:

larger, -
every instant, the roof -like thing diffuse+
even as before things had converged et
formed into separate bodies, like stars.
passed through them finally, and they

canetogether again behind me as I shot are
another great body.

which was what I imagined to be the sun.though I had lost track of it somehowThey merged closer and closer
together, thevast group shrunk more and more, untilfinally they had become indistingufsh

fpjr

A coincidence suddenly struck me. Was
not this system of a great ball effect eit"
a nucleus within similar to what the electra
was said to be? Could the nucleus and its
great shell be opposite poles of elettrei
energy, then? In other words. was this r
electron-a huge electron composed of 7.2.
verses? The idea was terrible in its mag-
nitude. something too huge for comprebc.
sion.

And so I grew on. Many more of :here
electrons, if such they were, gathered to
gether, but my luck held and I passed be-

yond this new body thus formed-a mole-
cule, I wondered? Suddenly I tired of tee

endless procession of stars coming loge*
forming ever into new stars that came :Vs:
gether too. I was getting homesick -

wanted to see human faces about me agsrei
to be rid of this fantastic nightmare
was unreal. It was impossible. It ma'
stop.

A sudden impulse of fear took hold
me. This should not go on forever. I bat

stop,

earth again. All at doe,.

reached down, and pressed the central lra

But just as a swiftly moving vehicle we
not stop at once, so could not I. The tr-
rific momentum of my growth carries to
on, and the machine moved still. thou
slower. The stars seemed shooting optit
me, closing about me. I could see to
of them before me. I must stop or
would be about me.

Closer in they came, but smaller °leesmaller. They became a thousand Pial'

thick,shooting.en atsc lmosuehdooat Tibonhguet

up

me, thickety m! rged

loti

growth had stopped. Theclonuowdbe. but l:e'cold. clammy thing that bleldedyt, peeentities. They were all part of a huge
.

touch' and-and it was
' in it. l

water'cloud now. that seemed somehow
familiar water! And I was floatingWhat did it suggest? It was pale, diffused

Yea".
sof

at the ends, but thick and white in the Suddenly I shot up. out of the T
age' etcenter, like a nebul-a nebula!

That was fell back Strength returned te . toll,
it I A great light broke over me. All these

warmth, and love of life. It 5la,',u'is,
stars were part of a great system that something I knew something

out °titre'of the nebulae.
formed a nebula. It explained the mystery friend. And so I swam. ,Van' ,

I vuntil my feet touched bottom' a, te -
And there were now other nebulae ap- leaping forth out of the water. 'preaching, as this grew smaller.

They took sand.n the resemblance of stars. and
they beganto repeat the process of closing
in as the

There is no need to drag the tale
ea -"

stars had done. The stars, universes
within

awoke finally
from an exhausted
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found myself in a world that was strange,
vet familiar. It might have been a lonely
part of the earth, except for an atmosphere
of strangeness that told me subconsciously
it was another world. There was a sun, but
it was far distant, no larger than my moon.
And vast clouds of steam hung over the
jungles beyond the sand, obscuring them in
a shimmering fog, obscuring the sun so that
it danced and glimmered hazily through the
curtain. And a perpetual twilight thus

reigned.
I tried to tell myself I was in some strange

manner home. But I new I was not. At
last, breaking beneath the weight of home-
sickness and regret. I surrendered in a fit
of weeping that shamed my manhood even
as I wept. Then a mood of terrible, unrea-
soning anger against Fate enveloped me. and
I stormed here and there about the beach.

And so. all through the night. I alter-
nately wept and raged. and when the dawn
came I sank again in peaceful slumber. . . .

When I awoke. I was calm. Obviously,
in stopping I told myself I 'had been left in
a cloud of atoms that proved to be part of
another group of matter, another earth or
atom, as you will. The particular atoms I
was in were part of the ocean.

The only thing to do was to return. I
was ashamed of my madness now, for I
had the means of return. In the third but-
ton . . . the bottom button. I 52W

reason for delay. I splashed back into thc
water, and swam hastily out to the point
where it seemed I had risen. I pushed the
lowest button. Slowly I felt myself grow
smaller and smaller, the sense of suffocation
returned, only to pass away as the pinpoints
shot about me again, but away this time.
The whole nightmare was repeated now, re-
versed, for everything seemed to be opening
up before me. I thrilled with joy as I
thought of my return to my home, and the
Professor again. All the world was friend
to me now, in my thoughts. a friend I could
not bear to lose.

And then all my hopes were dashed. How.
I thought. could I strike my own earth
again? For even if I had come to the right
spot in the water to a certainty. how could
I be sure I would pass between just the
right cloud of molecules? And what would
lead me to the very electron I had left?
And, after the nucleus, why should I not
enter the wrong nebula? And even if I
should hit the right nebula. how should
find my own star, my own earth? It wa.

hopeless, impossible' And yet. Sc

constituted is human nature that I could
hope nevertheless!

Hy God! Impossible as it is, I did it!
I am certain that it was my own nebula I
entered, and I was in the center, where the
sun should be. It sounds fantastic, it is
fantastic. The luck of a lifetime, an infin-
ity, for me. Or so it should have been.
But I looked where the sun ought to be
found, in the central cluster. I halted early,
and watched long with a sinking heart. But
the sun-was gone!

I lay motionless in the depths of space and
I watched idly the stars that roamed here
and there. Black despair was in my heart.
but it was a despair so terrible that I could
not comprehend its awfulness. It was be -
send human emotion. And I was dazed,
Perhaps even a little mad.

The stars were tiny pinpoints of light, and
they shot back and forth and all around like
Purposeless nothings. And ever would they
"nide, and a greater pinpoint would be
horn. or a thousand pieces of fragments
would result. Or the two might start off
on new tracks, only to collide again. See -

Oath it took them to cover what I knew to
be billions of trillions of light-years.
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Educators and Rusin...
Men have recommended
the American School They
know that our long experi
ence as an educational in
stitution guarantees better
training at lem cost than
can be even by any school
conducted for profit.

Satisfaction or Money Back
""'' 'an 111, I RICAL EXPERT-we GII R

AN I. it If > r are n..t aboolutel

Free Electrical Outfit
We give abeolutely Iron a real Elmtricel

Outfit-containing  high-grade mtor.
bridge. electric ei bider,

o
ei.-

it Is not a playthina. but  nrutlrat
le,imerita1 outfit. dust would cost you
230.00 paean.

Make Money by Joining
the Big Pay Class

You wish you were in it new. V sue can be

Inr'ti.lr''1"7::ra. abri'd" get car ufrtad
can -page Xuiletin.

American School
Dee. E.C.n, Demi An. A Sin Si., Claim

AMERICAN SCHOOL. ChIcado
Dept. E.C.26. Drexel Ate. & sable St.
Send 'be a 1r, co, of your .100 page bolleilin
deembang wonderful oinentuoio Int me
in Electricity. Thu request puts me under
no oaligation.

Name

Address
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WHAT IMPRESSION
DO YOU MAKE

I HAVE A SYSTEM OF UNUSUAL
EFFECTIVENESS

ovn:

MY ARTART BOOKLET

CHARLES MACMAHON
5519 N. Fifth St.

Studio C-3 Philadelphia, Pa.

You, Too, Can Play the
HAWAIIAN.GUITAR
Just as the Natives Do-
After Your FIRST LESSON
You Will Play "ALOHA".
Was Guarantee That-
011IF thod is no stmple. "resuna

wester that aou bairn in our
Slist MTV awe
=low avisUr Melds lir seem
Ur hmilieYewtleg lisMmiles Oskar
jmit &UM mime f

Duly Four Illodosio-
eve yew auvisieraeo esouslys

reriexPo.'"=ars.
MaG-M=

U. Mmes. Ifeeeledge IIimeeserr

amearo Peel Card ter limells
giW.'""r.7,5="reTtf.anew
Plesalliounifian Consererferr

}Music, Inc.
Pea 40 spa..,or...so.
a...Sere tan

A Beautiful
MUMS/jail
Guitar

Have You Something To Sell or Exchange
A C MIA 111 Ad i SCIENCE  INVENTION math

etc at a Mat M Only It wets  eel.

Scieng, tin/ Invention for AM..

And gradually the truth daw..ti upon me
the awful truth. These stars were suns
even ac mine had been, and they grew and
died and Were reborn. it seemed now, in a
second, all in a second. Yet fair race,
filotmted and died. and worlds lived and
died, races of intelligent beings strove, only
to die. MI in a second. But it was not a
second to them. My immense size was to
blame on my part.

For time is relative, and depends upon
size. The smaller a creature, the shorter
its life. And 3et, to itself, the fly that lives
but a day has passed a lifetime of years
So it was here. Because i had grown large.
centuries had become but moments to me.
And the faster, the larger I grew. the
swifter the years. the millions of years had
rolled away. I remembered how I had seen
the streaks that meant the planets going
about the sun. So fast had they revolved
that I could not see the circuit that meant
but a second. to me. And yet each incred-
ibly swift revolution had been a year! A
year on earth, a second to me! And so, on
an immensely greater scale. had it been as
I grew. The few minutes that meant to me
the sun', movernen: through thy ether oi

riyaars,d.ahyada ibe:nt,,:.. :
the earth. Before I had livra tZatIbk

strange existence. Profeeww IN

hinaill'ilthearddfle:nirriisrhedMand' hiaadllencrThep''"'
fedmankind

of air and water. In ten 'awe

. erh,.had died away from ,Th.

"f A71 Ifseife.I Sit h_e're now, pining how

raento

for my Mother Earth. This strange p,
of a stranze star

l :;.;men arc strange .and their custom, c'wfore

tTohecoirmlparnegh'elangde. yet mine they bow
hook. I find myself a savage. a ,,,,,7
to be treated with pity and esteem :r:
world trio advanced even for his comereywY
sion. Nothing here means anything

to kI live here on sufferance. as
an igiloy,African might have lived in an income,

hensib le, to him, London.
andto

.A

be playedlure, to play with
children. A clown . . . a savage .IAnd yearn as I will for my earth I

IntoI may never know it again, for it waste,.
forgotten. unexistent a trillion egntorit

Vanishing Movies
By TEDDY J. HOLMAN

( from page .335

visible. A beam might be said to be sortie -
what similar since there is a surrounding
envelope of weaker light in most rases.
Several things operate to cause this. The
diffusion of the reflector and the lenses is
one of the principal reasons. Of course
such diffusion is very slight compared to the
strength of the beam. Thus the problem
would be to form a shield that would allow
the beam to pass through but stop the glow.
This might be done by encasing the light
source and passing the beam through a tube
the inside of which is non -reflective: that is,
painted with lampblack so that the glow
would Ile absorbed and not reflected. We
must also remember that the reflection and
the refraction from the screen and proj-
jeetor would serve to nullify any appreci-
able and that such lights would be
located to take full advantage of this. This
merely shows that it would be possible to
construct lights that would conceal the beam:
therefore we will have to seek other proof
to disprove or prove our hypothesis."
THE TROUBLE MUST HE IN FRONT OF

THE SCREEN

Jackson thought a moment and then said.
"You may be right ; still, remember that a
thorough examination of the room revealed

in front of the projector the shadow prog-

nothing, and that when I passed a shield
prog-

ressed across the screen,"
"Do you think anyone would set up such

apparatus without feeling certain it couldnot easily be found?"
"You've got the trump on that. I move,though. that we adjourn until tomorrow'

We shall then examine the room again and.
this failing to produce anything, work

outsome other way of locating the light, if there
is such a thing."

The following day they conducted theirsearch systematically, canvassing the floor,ceiling, and walls thoroughly. It was as un-successful as the others had been.
believe that light stuff is all bull"grumbled Jackson. lighting a cigar andpuffing out great clouds of smoke.

Frank watched Jackson closely for a

ex.Nlaoimwin!,,ha"tI ahraevey.i.tr'

after?"

moment and then dashed out of the room,

yelled Fred.

"I think we have a sufficient supply of
mysteries as it is." However. Frank had
already disappeared. Nothing was heard o:
him until nearly night.

"Now if everything goes off right -Frei
explained that night, "we cannot fa..'

"Everyone must be alert and ready for ks
scant action."

The crowd was very small for, as Jack
son had said, the incidents of the Melva.
night had driven them away. In spite of
this, the show started as usual and the Pi,'
tures went on the screen for fifteen minute'
without interruption: they then berall to

behave as on the previous night-

THE SOLUTION IS APPROACHED

Frank, who was standing near the sea'
decided, after the pictures had been varr,Ir
ing at short intervals for several minutes
that it was time to spring his surprise. s'
as the picture faded, he pressed a hots'
RANG! The few who were still present ae

appeared.

greatly astonishedalliv an explosion new seen
Great clouds of dense smoke's

thrown in all directions. Esidently rt
a smoke bomb. The picture stidde

"We have it." cried Jackson as
Fred

joined him. "Mv men saw several

thean

and joritngth:e. location of two. It Ad"'
child's playing finding the others by traeig

A Commotion near the door attracted
attention in that direction. "W'.e'' 1

da

suspiciously04man!" cried Fred. "He has been

him"
all night and just now trn,

escape but one of Jackson's men illerc"-

Jackson bent over and looked
the mi,oner. "Dandi,.- giuPed.an officer !"

"What kind of outrage is this?"
Dangly angrily.

"Tell it to the judge." Jacicsoel
"Here is where one of the lets

be." called Frank, indicating a Paw 0
sheet metal ceiling. "hut I cc
see anything wrong. Move

Able to "_ss"
little to you, Jackson, SO .

Irk
Here is a little circle ctrl
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That may have some significance. Suppose

we go upstairs and see what we can find."
"Nothing wrong here," Jackson declared.
"Nothing, eh!" exclaimed Frank as he

jerked a board off the floor. "Look at this!"
"Thunder I" Jackson roared. "The clever-

est thing you ever saw!"
"See," explained Fred. "he has a nitrogen

filled incandescent light with a reflector be-
hind it. This is all encased in a shield with
a tube projecting from it in such a way
that it directs the light on a second re-
flector, which, in turn, focuses it through
another tube acting as a shield onto the
screen. This last tube has several elec-
trically operated shutters in it to cut off
the beam. The inside is blackened to pre-
vent it from reflecting any light. A hole
has been cut in the ceiling for the beam to
pass through and a metal disc matching the
ceiling is held in the hole by a spring when
the shutters are closed."

"I understand that, but how did he man-
age to work the shutter so effectively when
I shielded the light from the screen?"

"From his connections here I judge that he
has a whole bunch of sensitive selenium
or photo -electric cells concealed in the beam
from the projector and so connected with
these shutters that they are open only when
the light shines on the cells. There are
eight shutters here and they probably form
a selective combination so that a shadow
starting from a particular side would op-
erate a certain shutter whose shadow could
be seen rapidly crossing the screen: so

rapidly, in fact, that you would he unable
to distinguish its shadow from the one
formed at the machine. If you tried to
move the shield slowly the operator would
have time to open the main switch turning
off the lights. This particular light is so

small that he would need at least ten to
produce the desired effect on the screen.

What a tale for the Star tomorrow! But
here comes the officer after Dandly"

A STRANGE FINISH
"We have a clear case against him, of-

ficer," declared Jackson "These boys know
all the facts, how he has been threatening
me. and how we caught him with the good"
on tonight."

"Yes, Jackson had a strong case against
Dandly," Frank explained. "but we now
have a still stronger case against the per-
petrator of this crime for I myself saw the
criminal press the button controlling the
concealed lights: but for that he would have
succeeded with his plans. Officer, Ft

Jackson!"

Scientific Paradoxes
By EDWARD M. WEYER, JR.

(Coodasited from page 3521

she can, and bring the next toss tails? In

other words, after you have won on heads
for nine successive times. isn't it easy to
think that the chances for heads appearing
next are very small and that the safer bet
is ea tails: because in the long run the num-
ber of each will be even, and at present the
number of tails is far behind the number of
heads? What if you wait a day or a month
to toss the coin the tenth time. or use a

different coin? In flipping a coin. the thing
which is always true is that the chances are
eheaY equal for heads and tails. regardless
of what the order has been preceeding or
!hat order will follow.
'Who thinks that fortune cannot change her

mind,
Prepares a dreadful jest for all mankind!"

-Pope.
to all gambling institutions are seen those

who endeavor to win by system. I will de--
kill:a the "one -one -two -one" system. and ask
Yea to take it for what you think it to be
worth.

Learn Public Speaking

1 LESSONS
Write - quick - for FREEparticulars of this extraordinary

offer; an opportunity you will
never forget if you take advantage of it. Ten lessons in effective public
speaking absolutely FREE to those who act promptly, to introduce our course
in localities where it is not already known.

We teach you by mail to become a powerful and convincing speaker-to influence

and dominate the decisions of one man or an audience of a thousand. We have trained
hundreds and helped them to increase their earnings and their popularity. Learn, in
your spare time at home, how to overcome "stage fright" and conquer fear of others.
how to enlarge your vocabulary; how to develop self-confidence and the qualities of
leadership; how to RULE others by the power of your speech alone; how to train your

memory Our

WHAT THE COURSE
TEACHES YOU.

How to talk before your
club or lodge;

How to address boar
meetings:

How to propose and re-
spond to toasts;

How to make a political
speech:

How to tell entertaining
stories;

How to make after -dinner
speeches;

How to converse interest-
ingly;

How to write better let-
ters;

How to sell more goods;
How to train your mem-

ory;
How to enlarge your vo-

cabulary;
How to develop self-

confidence;
How to acquire a winning

personality;
How to strengthen your

will power and ambi-
tion;

How to become a clear,
accurate thinker;

How to develop your
power of concentration.

How to be the master of
any situation.

New Easy Method
perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison
Kline, former Dean of the Public Speaking Depart-
ment of the Columbia College of Expression, can hr
learned in 15 minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one of
the foremost authorities in the country on public speak-
ing and mental development. Do not let this chance
escape you.

Offer Limited
Send This Free Coupon Now

This Special Offer of TEN LESSONS FREE is nude
strictly for advertising purposes and will be withdrawn
without notice. \Vine now, before it expires. and
receive full particulars with enrollment blank by return
mail. No obligation of any kind. Just tear off and
mail this free coupon-or a postal will do.

IMMIIMM11111==ElltEMIIMI.

FREE LESSONS COUPON
North American Institute,

Dept. 744C, 3601 Michigan Aye, Chicago, Ill.

I am interested in your course in Effective Public Speak-
ing and your offer of ten lessons free. Please send par-
ticulars. It is understood that this request places me
under no obligation of any kind.
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Ten years, and
no breakdowns

That's the record which James Bishop's
Auto -Wheel Coaster has made. Read what
he says:

"I have had an Auto -Wheel Coaster for
ten years. Have hauled heavy loads most
every day on rough ground, but the wagon
went through it all without a breakdown.
Jas. Bishop, Knoxville, Tenn."

cliuo.3Nixoel
Coasters andStuto-Carts

Superior construction makes Auto -Wheel Coasters
sturdy and dependable. Holster. of hard maple
will not collapse; fat superior to steel construction.
No springs to get out of order, no rattling as with
steel bolsters. Other features: Mortised joints:
self-contained roller bearings; hound brace; hand
brake; special hub rap and locking pin; rubber -tired
disc wheels (oversize tire, on three largest), or steel -
tired disc or wood spoke wheels.

Write for catalog showing all models of the Auto-
Wheel end also all models of the

Ntl:t7ttl;ethr rte
namesandaddressesTfthrerco% Otter
wagon dealers in your town, telling
which one. sel1 the Auto.Wheel, we

give you a year'
ran subscription FREE

. to theAuto.Wheel
Sp.okesmsm", der,-
dy magazine
for  boy like you.

sAakoCzirt

Auto -Wheel Coaster Co., Inc.
North Tonawanda. N. Y.

Be A Practical

Electrician
VOU can qualify in three months
... for a real job by the Sweeney Sys-

tem of Practical Experience. You
don't need to be an engi-

neerCs

or scientist to install,
operate and repair all kinds

Wile of electrical machinery.
es, We teach with tools. You
v- i learn by actually working

on our $150,000 special\' equipment in this world f a-
-.n mous Million Dollar Trade

',4-' .Scbool where we have
turned out 65,000 trained mechanics.

Simply send name
today. Get our
Special Offer and

interesting Electrical Catalog. Free
radio course. Free Railway fare to
Kansas City. Big opportunities in
Electrical industry for young men.
No colored students accepted.

WRITE US AT ONCE

FREE

1. Before you start betting, write down
1

1

2
1

leaving plenty of room below the figures.
2. Bet the suni of the extreme figures.

which in the beginning is 1 + 1, or 2.
3. If you should lose. write below your

column the amount of your loss, which hap-
!, m t- he 2.

1

2

2
4. If you should win, cross off the ex-

treme figures, leaving
1

2
5. Continue. always betting the sum of

the two extreme figures. and writing below
the column the amount of the bet. when you
lose, and crossing off the two extreme fig-
ures when you win, until all the figures are
crossed off. You will always find yourself
5 ahead when all the figures ore crossed off.
This system is applicable to most gambling
games. The question is: Does the system
win for you 5, or does it merely tell you
when you have won 5?
ZIGZAG DIAGONAL PATH ACROSS

SQUARE NOT THE SHORTEST
Who of us. in walking from point A to

point B in Fig. 4, would not take the zigzag
route indicated by the heavy line and think
that it were shorter than the path around

tit cid It looks shorter
the tsi. suit. of the square, end
thought NVI tell us that it were- "die
but a little reasoning will show Otaisw

not It you add up all the horizr qua it
portents of the zigzag tourney you will Nslure equal in length to the line CB tee

zigzag
vou add all the vertical coponeot

line you wall get
an

line ta;il'"'length as Al. This proves that both
areFigexasc(tIliy,

pela7isaltbe same.tahenomen,,
strikingly. The diagonal journey fro m"B is still the same length as the
longer path around. by way of C

lr,the zigzag route might be made up oi
small horizontal .and vertical lines
would be impossible .to detect that it -2.anything but a straight line. The aZ
straight lines which make it up might
only 11,000000.000 of an inch in length
still it would be the same length. gm. a;
soon as the zigzag line becomes a stra,a;
line, the path instantly becomes Ijyi
long.

It is somewhat of a paradox in itself
thatalthough man has probably been preseet ,o`

the earth for ,500.000 years. until only Si:
generations ago the world was practically

awilderness. Only 200 generations ago the
earliest civilization had not yet begun. Otit
70 generations ago the Roman civilization
was at its height. Fifteen generations 4,
white man had not set foot on America me
two generations ago none of the presentabi
conveniences such as the telephone. electric
light. typewriter, wireless and automokli
had appeared.

How To Build A Swimmer's Smil-Board
By LAWRENCE B. ROBBINS

(Continued front raw 3571

on the pontoons so that the latter are 4
ft. 3 in. apart from their centers. Then
across the center of the base timbers
should be bolted a piece of 12 -in. plank
with a round hole in the center for the
mast. A block with a smaller square hole
should he screwed to the plank directly
below this round hole.

The third point of buoyancy is obtained
by fastening a solid barrel hoop to theplank 6 in. from the stern end. A block
of wood fastened to the plank at the endserves as cne point of attachment aswell as a solid point through which tobore a hole for the rudder post Thefront edge of the hoop can be fastened tothe plank by angle irons. Cut a largeinner tube in two the same as before
and close the ends by vulcanizing. Thencurl the tube up in a spiral and fill in thespace inside the hoop and lash the tubein place with wide tape. Then inflatethe tube until it fills the space com-pletely.

Make a rudder of some hardwood
orsheet metal and provide a rudder postwith a squared end. The tiller can alsobe cut out of hardwood and a squarehole cut in the center to fit down over therudder post. Drill a small hole in thepost above the tiller and keep the latteron by a pin.

WORKING THE KEEL
Drifting or "side -slipping" when

theboard is tacking along a course must beeliminated and this is done by fastening
a keel of metal or hardwood to the centerof the bottom of the plank at a pointabout midway between how and stern.It should extend down at as nearly rightangles as possible and several lone angleirons on each side will hold it solidly.Now that the hull is completed give itat least one coat of linseed oil followedby two coats of good paint. Of course.when possible galvanized fasteningsshould be used rather than black iron-

especially if the board is to be used O
salt water.

MAST AND SPARS
For the mast and spars use a good

clear spruce. The mast should be abou:
6 ft. long and 2 in. in diameter a: the

butt. tapering to not more than an into
in diameter at the top.

Make both the boom and the gaff 8 It
long and 11/2 in. thick in the middle and
tapering slightly toward each end. SO.
paper each spar smooth after rounding
off with a plane. Then give all thre
spars two thin coats of spar varnish.

HOW TO MAKE THE SAIL

'fucking
sail should be made of light woe:

inttilieshape ofi.ailoenqguiclanteralli.

Use cloth not over 30 in. wide and 11:
with the longest piece, placing the e

vege edge of the cloth on the ontlo
edge of the sail called the leech. pod,
snort -lithe strips together and the cute.
should be double hemmed. Then 3 sly
shape job can he accomplished lie

strengthening each corner with tringuad
Pieces of cloth sewed on each stdeme
by V."making eyelets or placing ' the
along the edges which come next ton
gaff and boom. The sail can Of NI
lashed to these spars with stout rot'. tat

as shown.

to the mast head and attach the for

Itoonai

the sail fairly taught on the spit'
not enough to stretch it. Lash theteds

loosely about the mast with 1 .0 d'e

Tie

sail should sit with the after end,in the right Ps'ti of ll'i

lightsom erorpelia tv,htihgeheb,r,,tmhafnorthsebeet

Prelastnk

NAVIGATING THE -- . op t -
marl' otr

the sheet and tiller and then !ca;a0
craft with the wind exactly as-
sail

.To navigate this sailboard-set If 3

foarndtheuseshtohueldaefrtr oirnnaerrtirt4
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Dr. liackensaw's
Secrets

By CLEMENT FEZANDIE
(Continued front page 3301

ror. The enlarged image was thus as well
illuminated as the first one. In the same
way I was able to select a portion of this
second image and throw it, enlarged, upon
a third mirror, and so on, the illumination
always remaining the same, or even being
increased if I wished. That settled the
light problem. In order to avoid distortion
and chromatic aberration as much as pos-
sible, I made use of only the very center
of each image. The center of the image
is always very much less distorted than
the edges. I ant thus able to receive very
clear images, even though highly magnified.
As to troubles due to imperfection in the
lenses, I have reduced these to a minimum:
and, to avoid those caused by impurities in
the atmosphere, I have installed the tele-
scope on the top of a high mountain. The
results exceeded my wildest hopes, but the
distance of the telescope from my labora-
tory here, rendered it inconvenient of ac-
cess. So I tried another tack, and improved
my television apparatus. You have seen
the instrument. As I explained to you,
every object in the universe is radio -active.
that is to say, it is continually emitting
ether waves. Now my television apparatus
is so constructed that I can tune it to re-
ceive any of these waves that I wish. I
cannot only tune the instrument to receive
waves of any given length, but I can direct
it so as to receive only waves coming from
an object in a certain direction and a certain
distance away. By means of amplifiers I
cart then increase the intensity of these
waves. and by means of special audions I
can transform these radio waves back into
light -waves again, and so obtain an image
of the object.

"Up to this time I had been content to use
re, television apparatus to view objects
at the earth. gradual]) increasing the power
until I could see objects across the Atlantic
and even as far as China-twelve thousand
miles away. Now the moon is only some
210.000 miles from the earth Many men
have traveled that distance, and it occurred
TO Me, that with some improvements, my
television apparatus could he used for view-
ing objects on the moon. If so. I could set
at rest. once for all. many problems that
puzzle our astronomers."

"it's a pity," remarked Silas. "that you
couldn't make your instrument powerful
enough to show us the surface of Venus
and Mars. so that see could see whether
hmnan beings exist there. or only animals
and plants. The moon is certainly a cold.
dead body without either air or water. I
km [soled at it through a telescope. The
surface is only a series of extinct volcanoes.
and no life of any kind could exist there!"

Donor Haekensaw chuckled. "Don't be too
cock -sure of that, Silas," said he. "In the
first place the so-called volcanoes are notextinct craters as is popularly believed.Of course it is natural to imagine that, as
enn4nions on Venus and Mars closely ap-
proximate those on the earth, the life there
mast he somewhat like our own. On the
"the' hand, as we can perceive little or nonr or water on the moon. it seems to usthat no life can exist there. So, to a savage.
Using it the tropics, it would seem impos-
iffe that own could live in the polar regions.

'nd. Yet the Esquimeaux manage to live
there- And remember, the Esquimeaux
44areation to his surroundings is what you"fight call artificial in the moon the
thatarkmation may be clue to a natural evolution

hasMaze lasted hundreds of thousands of

Analyze Your Eating Habits!
You Will Be Shocked

But

It May Save Your Life
The wonderful chemistry of digestion

and assimilation causes the food you eat
to become a part of your body and brain
within a few hours after eating.

This fact you know and from it you
also know that your body and brain can
be no better than the food you place in
your stomach.

Since you are what your diet makes you
and since your diet is what you make it, the
mare you know about foods, how to com-
bine 'them intelligently into well balanced
meals containing all of the necessary food
elements in proper proportion, how much
and how often to eat, how to distinguish
between what is fit to eat and what should
not he eaten and how to avoid harmful com-
binations of otherwise harmless foods, the
more nearly you will be able to control your
own destiny.

Practically all disease begins in the stom-
ach. There is no longer any doubt on that
Were. The food you eat determines the
diseases you may contract or whether you
may expect to be entirely free of disease
of every kind. A properly nourished body
is immune from maladies of whatever na-
ture. It will not contract disease nor will it
permit any hereditary weakness to develop
into active state.

How Much Poison Do You
Eat Each Day?

You have heard all i.our life of had com-
binations of food. NVhen you eat a food
combination that is so extremely bad that
the stomach positively cannot and will not
stand it you become violently nauseated or
contract diarrhea. That kind of bad food
combination you recognize because if cannot
he ignored.

But, do you recognize the dozens and
dozens of other food combinations that are
far worse for you because while poisonous
to the system are not sufficiently violent to
cause ejectment? Those are the foods that
kill because instead of being violently cast
forth they are absorbed by the system,
which becomes saturated with insidious
poisons that slowly but surely sap away
health and vitality.

if you knew the countless thousands of
cases of Bright's disease, diabetes, gout, rheu-
matism, nervous disorders, anemia, blood
disorders, general debility that have grad-
ually developed due to innocent but pro-
tracted mistakes in diet, you would realize

MACFADDF:N PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Dept. SIA, Macfadden

1926 Broadway, New York City.
I am interested in "Eating for Health and

Strength." Please send me a copy by return
mail. I will par the postman 62.00 upon re.
«ipt of the book with the understanding that
I can return it at any time within 5 days
after receipt fora refund of my money.

Name

Address

more truly just how vitally important a well
balanced, properly chosen diet is to you
and yours.

"Eating for Health and
Strength"

is the wonderful new book by Bernarr
Macfadden that covers the subject of diet so
completely and at the same time in a manner
so simple and easily understood that you are
enabled to grasp all of the underlying laws
of nuitrition almost without an effort.

As a health insurance policy this book by
the greatest living physical culturist is worth
its weight in gold.

By following its teachings you are enabled
to choose and combine your food so intelli-
gently that your body receives exactly the
nourishment it should have.

By following its teachings you avoid all
of the unhappy consequences of dietary errors
that are killing countless thousands.

If you have your own best interest and
the interests of those you love at heart, you
will wish to examine a copy first hand. All
that is necessary is to sign the coupon
provided below and mail to us to -day. Da
not send any money with your order but
pay the postman $2.00 upon receipt. After
that examine the book for 5 days and then
if for any reason vou do not wish to keep
it, send it back. Your money will be re-
funded promptly.

The following list of subjects covered will
give you an idea of its tremendous scope:-

Food Science and Personal Efficiency.
Food Chemistry. Physiology of Nutrition.New Discos es of Experimental Biology. What to Fat. Balancing the Diet, How
Much to Eat, When and How to Eat.
Food Production, Manufacturing and Mai
kering. Home Preparation of Food. Prat
tical Food Economy and Mental F.fficiencY.
Eating to Gain Weight. Eating to Reduce
Weight. Fowl and the Sexual Life. Feeding
the Baby. The P«ding of Children, Ea,
ing to Prevent or Cure Disease, The Diet
in Old Age.
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"At any rate." said Silas. "even admit-
ting that life exists on the moon. it must

be a very low form, because the moon ii
much newer than the earth."

MOON'S LIFE OLDER THAN OURS

"1 don't know how it is that people get
that idea," replied Doctor Hackcusaw. The

converse is the case. The moon is older
ithan the earth, using the phrase n the

pd 'polar sense, for of course both moon and

earth are of the same age, since they both
originally formed part of the sun. Accord-
ing to the Nebular Hypothesis, the sun with
its planets (including the earth I. was

formerly one immense body of incandescent
matter extending far beyond the present
orbit of Neptune. As this fiery mass cooled
and contracted, Neptune was first formed,
and so is the oldest of the planets, then
Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter and Mars and then
came the earth. The earth and moon were
then combined in one mass, but as the earth
cooled, its miter portion was thrown off
and formed the moon. And the moon, being
already the coldest portion, and cooling
more rapidly than the earth, owing to its
smaller size, must have been cool enough to
support life hundreds of thousands of years
before the earth was in a condition to do
so. Hence we may truly say that dile moon
is older than the earth. Life has had a
start there of perhaps countless thousands
of years, and evolution was probably more
rapid there than with us, since the moon
is already cold. If intelligent beings were
born on the moon, they have had time and
opportunity to obtain knowledge and wisdom
undreamt of on earth!"

"Doctor," asked Silas eagerly, "Do you
believe that there are living men and women
like us on the moon?"

Doctor Hackensaw shook his head. "No,
Silas," he replied. "The chances are as
infinity to one against it. I spoke of in-
telligent beings-not human beings."

"What are your reasons for believing
there are no human beings on the moon?"
asked the reporter.

HOW PLANET LIFE ORIGINATED
"To understand that. Silas, you must

understand how life originated on the earth.
Evidently there was no life of any kind
present while the earth was in its incandes-
cent state-at least we have no reason for
believing so. But as the surface became
cold, minerals formed, either crystals or
amorphous masses. Chemical changes oc-
curred, and, as a result of these, the first
specks of live matter must have appeared,
probably in the form of one -celled plants
like the amoeba or slime that is found in our
kitchen sinks. These amoeba are mere
specks of protoplasm and their life consists
simply of the power to feel and to contrast.Touch a bit of protoplasm with a pin. Itfeels the touch and it contracts. That islife in its simplest form. The amoeba also
possesses the power of absorbing food andof growing and splitting up into two ormore specks of protoplasm each with a lifeof its own.

"That is the way life must have originated
on this earth. Whether all living beings

havedescended from one single speck of proto-
plasm, or whether a number of these speckswere formed at the same time, is an openquestion. It is even possible

thetihsatgoinprocess of spontaneous generation
on at the present day. To me, ho everg.the probabilities seem to be that,wall ouranimals andplants have descended from

to

one original species of plant cell. Thereisis too much unity in animals and plantsallow of a different belief."
"In that case." cried Silas triume

must
"the chances are that life in thehave started from the same kindmP
and consequently must have followed

ctehle

irate and Ini-ent ion fur An9k51

as t-ita say, that It fe on the
all

Delievt

oitritgsriingsimottfydaet the.are eaportshsible

man, as it did on the earth" 'mg 64,

, and

Silas, but not your conclusions. ,Piereik

began, if it ever began at all, by ,FT°ba, !sly.
from the same amoeba -like form i3O,°'atite

"I ant willing to admit

same road and culminated by eu0i...

Of cour"°,41

Your

even imagine living beings unlike tbq

animals or plants,
same

the probibilif et6er
that the start of life was the ,'" art
satellite as here. The moon ant tbe%
were similar in composition. anj

we''rTellenn°t." Suilcahs utriumphantly,nlike"
"ifstart were the same, and conditions

alike, the results should be the sank
"Von forget. Silas," retorted the deci,

"that even here on the earth where mil'
tions are approximately the same, theorig=H-,
forms have branched out into end-ij,
Species of animals and plants --millions 0;
different forms from one original ph,e
forms as diverse as the elephant, the oysta
and the oak -tree. On the moon, ewe 4
conditions were almost identical with tltt
here, millions of other forms must banes.
isted, and yet the chances are great that
among the millions, except in the veri
earliest forms, no two should be alike, sue
superficially, as the moth resembles t},
humming bird or the hat resembles the spar.
TOW. Hence the chances are infinitesimal
that anything that we should call a hour
being, exists upon the moon. You max
remember, too, that the lunar day combs
of fourteen of our days, and as there is
little or no atmosphere to temper the ran
of the sun. the temperature must be blistc
ing hot. Then follows a night of fount=
days. With no atmosphere to hold it, the

beat is radiated off into space, and a cold
we can scarcely dream of, follows. Ccori
lions so different as these must have pro.
duced an entirely different kind of life ea
the moon.

MOON'S GRAVITATION ONE -SIXTH THAI
OF EARTH'S

"Another thing that has probably muter
some influence is the difference in grans'
tion. The moon is smaller than the earts
and its attraction therefore less. Grioe

on the moon is measured by an aceeletaMe
of 2.65 feet per second instead of 16.0 tee.,
Per second as on the earth, in other am?
the attraction is one -sixth that of the ear",
A hundred and fifty pound man
weigh only twenty-five pounds on the mt.
If animals or plants live on the swan
the present day, they must certainly,
different from ours. I am convuxed.;
the lowest forms, like our own, hail,0,
skeleton, but that the higher femireou.,
some kind of skeleton or frame-wort 0.

a shell like the clam, or an external
tcrnal frame -work somewhat like the
ton of an animal. I think it Marcrudite
!leo wd. ei eerr.e ntth adti hc ti ise bssk e al est oin sahoste.fitsof,,,,

example, than extend in a single ' tar9

of theseretadnimalsaend plants, like 0

Possess powers of locomotio°nth.e"A!P:7
organs, they must possess means .Whetlie;
ing and assimilating their food- ,he td
they breathe or not depends 00 I; or!
of life they possess. Our plants t; st:,'

dioxide from the air and sPid,o'
carbon and oxygen. Our art;the it ;
oxygen from the air and brew,died
combined with carbon as car pscr

On the moon a fourth kingdofomitu elo

on a different chemical combana
may exist which depends

"How about sex on the 6

4::,Ttaon understand that, .fY05u,7ugu tlta N*

The lowest forms of animals
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asexual-that is they have no sex. They
remoduce by growing larger and splitting
up into two or more living cells. At the
next stage, two living one -celled animals
unite to form a single one -celled individual.
At a still higher stage two distinct animals
each throw off one cell and the two cells
unite into one. There is still no such thing
as sex-the two parents are alike and the
two cells that join together are alike. But
now sex begins to appear-the parent forms
begin to differ and evolve into male and
female, and the cells thrown off likewise
differ and become sperm -cells and egg cells
respectively. The male and female parent
may be separate individuals, or both may
form that part of the same individual as in
most of our flowering plants. As it is an
advantage for the sperm -cells and egg cells
of different individuals to unite. cross-
fertilization is evolved-the wind or the in-
sects carrying the pollen from one flower to
another. In animals the same result is ob-
tained by the evolution of the act of pairing.

"At first sight it would seem impossible
that the union of the two sexes could have
resulted by slow steps. Either the egg -cell
must be completely fertilized or it will not
grow at all. No partial step seems possihk
But the intermediate links still exist at th,
present day, as we can see in the fish. In
certain species of fish the female lays the
eggs. and the male fertilizes them after
they are laid. Gradually the males learned
to follow the females and finally attached
themselves to the females and fertilized the
eggs as they were laid. From this it was
hut a step to fertilize the eggs before they
were laid. and by slow stages the act of
pairing as it exists in our mammals was
evolved. the eggs being fertilized several
months before the young are hatched.

"Now. how about sex on the moon?
Evidently the lowest forms of life, like
ours, are asexual. But cross-fertilization
is such a great advantage that some form
of sex has probably been evolved. But I
think it extremely probable that on the
moon more than two sexes may have been
evolved. I think it likely that three or
more different parents may be necessary for
each birth, or that the egg must pass from
the body of one parent into the body of
several other parents at different stages of
its growth. This, however, is all mere
hypothesis. Reproduction on the moon may
be entirely different from anything we know
of on earth. The new generation may even
be produced synthetically from chemicals
for aught we know!
SILAS LOOKS INTO THE SUPER -

TELESCOPE
"But I am wandering off into flight of

fancy. If you will just step into my labora-
tory here for a few minutes, you will have
some lads. I want you to take a look at
the moon through my instrument, and then
I will tell ynu of a plan I have formed-
a plan which. if successful, will throw all
my other achievements into the shade."

Silas somewhat skeptically took a se,r
before the television screen and waited whM-
Doctor Hackensaw adjusted his instru
meets. And then the reporter gave a cry
of surprise, for there appeared on the
screen a picture unlike anything he had
ever imagined.

"That." explained the doctor. "is a smal
portion of the moon's surface. It is some
what hazy and distorted. due to the tre-
mendous magnifying power used, but it i
sufficient to give you a tolerably clear idea
Of conditions on the moon."

LIFE ON THE MOON
"What funny plants !" cried Silas, in

amazement. "And how is it they are not
green They appear to be all the colorsof the rainbow; and as for shape, we have
no Plains at all Lke them; unless perhaps

et
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Mastering Nature's Forces
Without the telephone "re-

peater," the entire electrical
power available on the earth
would not be sufficient to make
trans -continental speech com-
mercially possible. The three
thousand repeaters now in use
on Bell System long distance
lines have increased the talking
range of every telephone by
thousands of miles. By mak-
ing possible the use of smaller
gauge wires, repeaters have
kept down the cost of equip-
ment by millions of dollars.

The repeater is only one out
of scores of scientific develop-
ments of equal or greater im-
portance in the advancement of
telephone service. Bell System
progress has been a continual
encounter with seemingly im-
possible barriers, and a con-
tinual finding of new ways to

overcome them. Each step in
extending the range of speech
has come only after years of
study. Each important piece of
telephone apparatus has had to
be created for the need. Each
working day this pioneering
goes on. Nature is harnessed
to a new duty and mechanical
ingenuity improves the tools of
service, as fast as science finds
the way.

Not only is the Bell System
daily conducting research within
its own nation-wide organiza-
tion, but it is studying the dis-
coveries of the whole world of
science for their possible appli-
ration to telephone service.
Only by such eternal vigilance
has the United States been given
the best and cheapest telephone
service in the world.

"BELL SYSTEM'.
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed
toward Better Service

FREE
RADIO CATALOG

of Standard Quality Parts
AT REDUCED PRICES

Our Guarantee Protects You

Write for our Catalog No. 100

GREAT LAKES RADIO CO.
136 W. LAKE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

$75 to $100 per Week
C.,, easily be made by lien
men In any territory. shill,
Ewen limit Generator. A s.
on burned that Is now bete. t...

In .II sections or the country where coal m wood were
formerly used. A burner with perfect combustion. An
.rta can operate it at. he wed heating um..
L, res. laundry stores. hel . hot water or rteaIn tact. any place where heat Is rmiuired. 0 t

the around flmn In V.I. localit .mortor tl e
 1,1 or ,nta town or rnonts proteri ou

EVEN HEAT GENERATOR CO.
lit Went Jackson Blvd. Camas,. ill
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WOOD DYE
With Johnson's Wood Dye in-
expensive soft woods, such as
pine, cypress,ffir, etc.. may be
finished so they are as beauti-
ful and artistic as hardwood.
Johnson's Wood Dye is very easy
to apply-it goes on easily and
quickly, without a lap or a streak.
It penetrates deeply, bringing out
the beauty of the grain without
raising it-dries in 4 hours and
does not rub off or smudge.
Full instructions for finishing all
wood-old or new. soft or hard, are
given in the booklet.
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some of our marine growths. There's a

golden plant that looks a little like a bunch

of coral. And there are some that look more
like roots than plants. And what arc those
things that are moving about and those
others that are jumping so high? Are they

animals?"
"They arc either animals or else plants

that possess the power of locomotion.
"Flow queer they all look, and all the

queerer because they arc upside down
Everything looks as if it were hanging
from the moon and would soon drop off!"

"What puzzles me." said Doctor Hack-
ensaw, "is whether these creatures possess
intelligence or not. Of course it is diffi-
cult to conceive of intelligent plants, but
the thing is not impossible. I am convinced
that the fixed forms we see possess life. I

have watched some of them grow from small
seedlings into very large plants. It is not
a mere crystallization such as we see in
minerals, but a real growth. Some, how-
ever, are puzzling. They move about freely
when young, but become fixed at a later
stage of growth. But on earth some species
of 3fedusae, or jelly-tish, do the same thing.
In the jelly -fish stage they swim about, but
their eggs take root and grow into a fixed
stalk, which, at maturity, breaks up into
a number of new and free jelly -fish."

"The commonest creature up there." re-
marked Silas, "looks just like the jack -
stones that children play with. Surely those
things cannot have intelligence. And notice
how they roll about from place to place.
Instead of walking, they roll around on
four of their six spokes."
SILAS SEES STRANGE MACHINE ON

MOON
Doctor Hackensaw now turned the instru-

ment in a new direction, and the screen
showed, in natural colors. as before, a large
and most peculiar metal structure on the
moon. It was evidently not a house, but
some kind of machine, for portions of it
were in motion.

"Well, Silas," he cried, triumphantly,
"What do you think of that? If that isn't
a machine of some kind I'll eat my hat!
..1nd if the selenites arc able to construct
machinery, they must surely possess intel-
ligence, no matter how peculiar their shape."

"But what is the use of that machine?
It doesn't look like anything we have here
on earth. I'm not even sure it's made of
metal."

'Probably it is made of some composi-
tion we know nothing of. Remember, the
Selenites' machines must be at least as far
advanced as those man will possess severalhundred thousand years from now. Hewould he a rash man who would ventureto prophesy what they would be. Thinkof the possible inventions during the nextthousand years. and then try to imaginethose of the next hundred thousand years!At any rate. one thing is certain. There areintelligent living beings on the moon. and
I should not be surprised if this machinewere designed to store up the heat duringthe lunar days, and give it forth at night.thus making the moon more comfortable

t'.

Helicopter LiftaThree
The helicopter of Etienne Oehmichen inis latest trials lifted three persons to aheight of five meters. says a Paris dispatch.

The machine also twice rose with the samenumber of passengers to heights
of threein five meters.

It now has to its credit a total of two hoursin flight. with one flight of nine minutes.and the average of all the flights threeminutes. it also accomplished a horizontalflight of 400 meters.
After the engine, which was worn out,is changed, the inventor will attempt aI kilometer flight in a closed circuit.
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what its object is,
I find

ht*-How so:..
THE DOCTOR TOMCOOOMNIIIINICATS

Wttt

"I am going to attempt to c
with these intelligent creatures in thcinTeINNia

'By wireless'"
liriela. At present, bowie 41..4'

purpose is to send a car to the
a message.uda ioarr,itthevSh elenitmees'ss'ag::

"Send
Silas. "Do you happen to know sheikmk
guage, or do you expect them to tind,;14
English?" he added sarcastically Nse

"Neither!" replied the doctor, trano,,,,shall use a more universal language 7c

s

begin with, I shall send painting
L

jects in their natural colors. There
a savage tribe on earth that cannot trade.
stand a picture-at least to a certain

"But these creatures on the moon d'c'ic,
seem to have any eyes. How can they cm,
stand a picture if they are unable to seem

"In addition to the pictures," contiossi
the doctor, imperturbably,
life -sired models of men, women, and a
dren dressed in modern clothing, and alst
models or real specimens of our anima!,
and plants, our houses, machines, etc. Pe.
haps our Lunar friends will send me in re.
turn some models of things on the moon
What a triumph it would be to recent
some of their machines or to analyze toot
of their chemical productions. Think ei
the possibility of my learning in a few loan
what it has taken these creatures hundreds
of thousands of years to discover! My
the prospect is dazzling! All that I am
afraid of is that my intelligence is too

limited to enable me to understand tier
machines. I shall he as unable to mkt
heads or tails out of them as Christi*
Columbus would have been if he had toned
an electric motor with the storage tatter
attached. He would see that the armature
revolved, but could form no idea as to

what made the thing work. Similarly, if

the moon -people send me a machine twin.
by atomic force, it may teach me no snort
than the motor would teach Columbus!'

Silas Rockett sneered contemptuoutlY

"It's my opinion," said he, "that you mgk
as well send your specimens to a sew"
of fish. They would be just as likely
understand them as these creatures

moon,tendon

opinion.of
w seetI...mseetoonheawsligsohtl

"\What is it?"
"How are you going to send Yuut

raping.
Burt

the moon ?" And as he uttered
words, Silas gave a delighted chuckle.
he thought he had caught the doctor tar

But Doctor Hackensaw smiledlog
placeny. "True," said he "the 91
ofactlaranoreapsryojetchtiinle8 todthemOOS:.is/1's%
means but

solved many. tough problems in lt,!). fan

and I think I can solve this one. ,loI'vei

I may say, that I believe I have
already. But that's another storY 
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c lietheaLt,hi.taeeelus
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In ibis Department we publish such mancr oi "'wrest to dd.-dor. Lind owneulerly it. Mod whoare io doubt as to certain Patent Phan,. Regultr inumrien addrewed to Patent Advice- ennnof be an eyedbv mail free of charge. Such inquiries sre published here for the benefit of all tendert. II the idea is
ihoaght w be of importance, w make it rule not to distills all details, in order to protect the inventor
es far as it in possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by road nominal charge of $1.00 is curdle for each question. Sketches enddescriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.
NOTE-Before mailing your letter to this department, see to it that tour risme and address are upon theletter and envelope well. NI.. letters are returned to because either the name of the inquirer or hissddress i incorrectly given.

OUR ADVICE VERIFIED
In the May i Patent Ads ice Department,

A. Kursawskt, of Lossue, s Angeles, California, asked
a question regarding water tractor. We did not
advise application ior a patent. Our advice in
this case is further backed by a letter which we
have received during the past month from Ralph
J. Lackner, of New York City. We desire to
thank Mr. Lackner for his kind letter, and wish
there were a great many more readers of this
column, who would send in their experiences with
patents, so that we may give future inventors the
benefit of the experience of others, and which
cost them in some cases quite a fortune. We
often receive letters of the nature printed below,
and because they do not relate directly to some
patent advice previously given in these columns,
but describe inventions upon which but a weak
patent might have been secured. we have not
taken the liberty of publishing the time. We
will make it our duty to publish from time to
time letters relating to patent advice given on
thts_page. Mr. Lackner writes:

"For the benefit of Mr. A. Kursawski, and with
reference to your reply No. 709, given in the May
issue and for the benefit of others who may be
working on similar devices. I wish to tell of my
experience with a similar idea. Back in 1910 I
designed a small water tractor, which would not
only permit ma flat bottomed shell to vir tually
skim along on the water, drawing no more water
than the shell itself, but would also permit it
to be driven up on shore like a car. The front.
back heel arrangement over which the end-
less paddle chain was placed. was  failure with
regard to economy, although it proved more
successful with regard to the increased speed ob-
tained. This was then changed by me to a de.
vice having two wheels in front. and two wheels
behind, set between two shells. thus forming a
double boat. This method placed the hubs of
both is just far enough apart to prevent the
*rockets from touching. The paddle chain could

dthis manner, be made very tied, and the
rag reduced to almost nothing. Mechanically,it was a nieces*. I then changed the device.

coming back to the single shell, and using a double
arraugensent in the back for drising, while single
Paddle wheels with raised sides in front wereemployed Inc steering. I found no demand for
anythrng of the kind, so I dropped it. as I was
Personally unable to do what the edor of Patent
Advice column so often claims is nitecessary, that

manufacture the article and cream a demand.
Meanwhile, I also experimented wall a floating
.ths-Ycle. the tricycle being d, two wheels
.eing `lased in front. and one at the rear. Thedevice propelled by an ordinary screw pro-
thIlthr set at such a patch as to lift up the tof !Me at the same time that it propelled it. sothat it would draw very little water. The working
amodel operated exc-eptionally well. but-again nodtmand. It would, therefore. not pay Me.hursawski, nor anyone else. to devote furthertune or money to this device. I have expendedseveral thousand dollars myself. receiving nothingin return. Neither of the no systems have beenPatented by me. although they are well pro.tested by priority claims searches, and every otherlegal method which my.attorneys have been ableto call into use.

(The editor of this raisers .11 erpreruste the
"`"., of letters simile. to the .base. referriep toe.gememes sigh serious domed, similar to those"",.eh me give "paean, asItire..")

PLY TRAP
DU/ M E Ferris. Shuns Tenn., asks whetherye to kill flies by sucking thew, into  "FPc't'ifid he built and patented

,_,, Although the device could be made which
Ihes into it by mean. of suction, flyingm four feet from the nozzle, the expense

ber;"4":::k12110= imprint:, U. 2v..f.ably, and we
Mad. a device would be rather high.

AUTOMATIC SHIP STEERING SYSTEM
17151 Oscar Ferrell, Jr., San Antonio, Texan.

asks whether a device to keep a vessel along a
certain definite and straight course would lie of
value.

A. There are  few devices which do exactly
what you describe, the first of these is strictly
magnetic compass invented by a Commodore
Andrea. The second is a gyroscopic compass.
both of which control a ship along its course.
Torpedoes as you know, are likewise set upon
a certain course, and then maintain that course
without deviation.

CARTOON MOVIES
1726) Ernie F. Riser. San Francisco, Calif

writes:
Being a maker of cartoon movies, I would liketo know whether I should copyright or patent a

system. whereby I can make cartoon movies of
delicate surgical operations in about a tenth the
tune usually required, and can show the opera-
t

A
ion in abnolute detail.

If you ..ould see your way clear toward
making the films, similar to the samples you have
forwarded, without patenting the process, we
would advise that you do so. As you undoubtedly
know, a patent broadcasts your invention, and
even though other individuals may he prevented
from using the system, there in little possibility
of your proving that they have employed your
plum:plc, and therefore, they could get away
with quite a good deal of valuable data. If you
find it necessary to have draftsmen or other artists
draw for your system, or find it neces.ry that
a doctor or surgeon be at your side while making
youro photographs, we would advise that you apply

ra pate. on those most important processes,
and leave the critical parts of the systems out of
the patent, seeping them as trade secrets. Re.
member that your trade secrets, if they are learned,
will practically ..break" you; but if the are
retained so your private property, may "make" you.
The patent will protect your system and prevent
others from using it, provided that you can prove
that they do so. The copyright will not protect
you in any way. Neither will the secret protect
you when once disclosed. The film itself should
be copyrighted. however. to prevent other con.
cerns from using it as a whole, or qi part, and
a frame from each new version of the operation,
or each scene should be forwarded to the copy.
right bureau. The films are very fine indeed, and
we wish you the beat of success in your venture.

U.S PATENTS
,mil
;es

IEEND FOR
- -THIS FORM"

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your formsinention to not

conception"
for blank "Evidence of

Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
hero,e filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and CanatIn in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
rusosable. The form "Evidence of Con
reption" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon refined. A -h for them. -1 post
card will do

255 (WRAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON. H. C.

.'Orisinators at form Evident. et Cenceptlaa.

TO THE MAN
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex-
perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-
tion.

Send sketch or model and descrip
lion, fur advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents.
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur.
wished without charge.

Sly experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to prob-
able patentability before they go to
."734:2:recif valuable information
and form for properly disclosing

your
idea, free on request. Writetds y

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
154 Omni Bulldog, Washington. D. C.
22711-g W.lowth Bids-, New York City

PATENTS
TRADE -MARKS

,COPYRIGHTS
Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write

for our blank form, "RECORD OF INVENTION." This should be
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or sketch
and description of the invention we will give our opinion as to its
patentable nature. Radio and Electrical cases a specialty.

Our illustrated Guide Book, "HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT,"
sent Free on request. Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonahle Terns

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys
Chicago Offices: Pittsburgh Offic.e Philadelphia Offices- San Francisco Offisesa1114 Tacoma Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg, 714-715 liberty Bide. Hobert Bldg.New York Offices: 1001 Woolworth Bldg.

MAIN OFFICES: 772 NINTH, WASHINGTON. D. C.
Mama. Addrau
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UNITED STATES
AND

FOREIGN

PROi[C1
YOUR RIGHTS
PATENTS

Any new article, machine, design or
improvement thereof, or any new com-
bination of parts or improvements in
any known article which increases its
efficiency or usefulness, may be pat-
ented, if it involves invention.

IF YOU HAVE ANY
NE\V IDEAS

which you feel are useful, practical and
norel, take prompt action toward pro
ternne poor ',gilts. If silo has e in
rentedanv new machine. or new corn
bination of parts or improvement, or
new process or design,

Send Drawing, Model
or Description

of it for information as to procedure
to secure protection.

WRITE TODAY FOR
BLANK FORM

"Record of Invention"
to be returned to me with drawing. des-
cription or model of your idea. Prompt-
ly upon receipt by me of your idea I
will write you fully as to procedure
and costs.

No Charge for the Above
Information

All communications are held in strict
confidence. NI, personal, careful and
thorough attention is given to each
case. I offer you efficient. reliable and
prompt service-based upon practical
experience. Hieest references.

Write today for free book "How to
Obtain a Patent." This book will give
you valuable information. and it mar
save you much time and effort. Seed
for it NOW.

My practice is devoted exclusively
to United States and foreign patent.
and trade marks. Very' probably I can
help you. Write today.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
Roo I P At

241 Soothers Bldg. Washington. D. C.

CI.ARF.NUE A 0131(11 '

241 Southern Budding.
Patent Attorney.
Washington. D.

Plane send me your !rm.
booklet. 'Ham to Oats.
Palette' and blank form
-Record of forrittioa" with
ant any obligation on my
seat -

Waite
Aseoso

Around the
Universe

By RAY CUMMINGS
&Contoured from ;,tai. 3311

. . -
"That's where the sun strikes the tops of

the mountains," Sir Isaac explained. "The

Let us have breakfast. Aren't you hungry?"
dark places are valleys and plains. .

"No-yes, sure I am." Tubby rose to his
feet from where he had been kneeling heav-
ily on the floor. "That Venus is awful
pretty. How tar away is she? When do
we get there?"

"\Ve intersected her orbit at a point
1,142,606 miles away, roughly speaking," Sir
Isaac replied. "I had to change our velocity
once or twice during the night-but still I
fancy I may say we have done fairly well:'
Sir Isaac drawled this out complacently. He
was, indeed, very English at times.

"I ain't got nothin' to complain of," Tubby
agreed. "When do we land?"

"Our present velocity is only 575,001 miles
per hour. Venus is coming toward us at
the rate of some 68.000 miles per hour.. . ."
Sir Isaac seemed to be calculating in his
head. ". . . But allowing time for land-
ing-we shall have to slow up much more
a little later on, you know-well, I think
we should be there by ten -thirty or eleven
o'clock this morning."

"Very good," said Tubby briskly. "Come
on. Let's eat."

They had bacon and eggs for breakfast.
and iced coffee with whipped cream, because
it was too hot for regular coffee. Tubby
would have made pancakes, but there did
not seem to be any maple syrup, at which he
was exceedingly annoyed. Several times
during the meal Sir Isaac went into the in-
strument room for a moment to make a
brisk calculation, to verify their course and
to decrease their velocity a little.

Tubby's questions about Venus were inces
sant at first: but as Sir Isaac said, whydiscuss it theoretically when they were to
see it so soon?

The store -room, which they were usingas a dining room because it adjoined the
kitchen, was directly under Tubby's bed-
room. The sun hung level with its window.
but they kept the shade closely drawn.
After breakfast they returned to the instru-ment room, Tubby insisting he would notwash up the dishes so soon after eating;
and Sir Isaac showed him the earth. It wasabout level with the instrument room sidewindow and thus almost exactly opposite thesun. So far as Tubby could see it was astar no different from any of the rest ofthem, except possibly a little larger. Themoon, of course, was invisible.

Venus, through the window beneath theirfeet, had grown very much larger duringbreakfast. It was now an enormous glow-ing ball, half dark, half light, apparently
nailed fast to the black surface of the firma-ment. The sensation that they were highabove it and falling directly down to itssurface came to Tubby suddenly.

It madehim a little giddy at first: but the unpleasantfeeling soon passed away.
For nearly an hour they sat talking idly,while this glowing sphere beneath

them grewsteadily in apparent size. They could dis-tinguish even its dark portion quite clearlynow, and its convexity was unmistakableThey were hardly more than
25,000 mile;above its surface, and falling

slightly towardits northern hemisphere. when Sir Isaac sug-gested that Tubby wash up the breakfastdishes.
"I shall go down through

the atmospherevery slowly." he said. "But still I think weshall be there in rather more
than an hour"Tubby hastened into the

kitchen. and SirIsaac, pencil and pad in hand, took his sta-
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lion at the keyboard. When Tubby
retuning the instt ument room was consider-
ably' darker than before. Sir Isaac, with
two small electric bulbs lighted, was still
seated at the keyboard.

"Say," began Tubby indignantly. "The
sun went behind a cloud or somethin'. I

ain't quite finished, but I don't know hot,
to light the lights."

They had already entered the atmosplici,
of Venus, and had encountered, as cli.01;
would have it, a heavy bank of cloud',
heavier than clouds ever are in the atm-
phere of the earth. The sun thus obsce,
the interior of the vehicle had grown -tune
dark.

"Never mind," said Sir Isaac. "Let it
11'..11 be there very shortly"

Tubby located his Panama hat. rollc
down his sleeves, and dunning a thin blue
serge jacket, sat down to await their land-
ing. He could see nothing but grey mist
through either window for a time; then, at
they burst through the clouds, the I:00111

suddenly brightened,
Sir Isaac bent over the window in the I

floor, calling to Tubby. Beneath, spread out
in a vast panorama extending to the horizon
in every direction, lay the landscape of
Venus-forests of green vegetation; a thin
silvery ribbon of water; tiny grey blobs
that were cities; and in the distance a range
of blue-green mountains with heavy white
masses of clouds above. And, curiously
enough, by a familiar optical illusion, it
seemed now a concave surface, as though
they were hanging over the center of a hug,
shallow bowl, with the horizon rising up
ward to form its circular rim.

"My r exclaimed Tubby. "Ain't that
pretty? Just like bein' in a airplane, airft
it, perfessor ?"

Sir Isaac, hovering anxiously between the
fluor window and the keyboard. was now
exceedingly busy.

"I've got to select a landing place," he
said. "If you see a large open space where
there are nu trees, tell me at once."

Tubby, forgetting the possible damage to
his white trousers, sat down on the floor
beside the window, peering intently down-
ward. They were falling rapidly; the land-
scape grew 'momentarily larger in detail.
passing slowly to one side as they fell diag-
onally upon it.

The instrument room was now hotter than
ever before. Tubby took off his hat and
coat again, and dashed the dripping perspi-
ration from his face.

"Hey perfessor, slow up a little," he
called to Sir Isaac at the keyboard. "We're
gettin' down pretty close."

They were now at an altitude of hardly
three thousand feet. The circular horizon
had already risen so that the range of moun-
tains in the distance was visible through the
side window. It was a beautiful day out-
side-subdued rays of sunlight filtering
through the white cloud masses and falling
upon the vivid green countryside in brilliant
patches of light.

They passed over the narrow river, and
Tubby saw an open space surrounded by
tremendous forests of tangled green vegeta-
tion, with occasional white blobs that might
have been houses. Beyond, perhaps five
miles distant, a city lay-its low stone build-
ings gleaming a dazzling white.

When they were directly over the open
space, Sir Isaac depressed another key

sharply; and the vehicle began falling ver-
tically downward, with constantly decreasing
velocity, until, when they were only a few
hundred feet up. it seemed floating gently
down rather than falling.

Sir Isaac's eyes were now glued to the
window, his fingers resting lightly en the
keys Tubby stood up and put on his coat
again; and a moment later, with scarcely
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a perceptible jar, the) landed on the surface

of Venus.
Sir Isaac relaxed, his face radiating

triumph.
"We have landed," he cried exultantly.

"A perfect trip, my dear fellow -12 hours.

14 minutes and 7 seconds elapsed time I"

"Right." said Tubby. "We're here. Conte

on perfessor, let's go outside an' get some
air."

"What's that ?" Tubby exclaimed abruptly.
"Don't you hear somethin,' perfessor?"

Music was wafting to them on the breeze
-soft, liquid tones like the music of a harp,
and the sweet, pure voice of a girl singing.

"It's over there." Tubby half whispered.
"Overs ee:in the banana trees. Come on-let's
go

They crept quietly forward; and within
the grove of trees came upon a tan -bark
path. As they followed it the music grew
steadily louder, until nestling under the huge
spread of banana leaves they saw a little
white marble pavilion, with a tiny splashing
fountain before it. The figure of a girl in
white reclined beside the fountain-a girl
who was apparently alone, playing on a
small harp -like instrument and singing to its
accompaniment.

"Hello -o!" Tubby called incautiously.
The girl sprang erect; and stood trem-

bling, lyre in hand, as they hurried forward.
Tubby saw she was a rather small, very
slim girl, dressed in a flowing white gar-
ment from shoulder to knee, which was
gathered at the waist with a golden cord
whose tasseled ends hung down her side.

"Good morning, ma'am," he said gracious-
ly. "It's a nice day, ain't it ?"

The girl smiled, seemingly reassured by
his greeting.

"We trust you speak our language," Sir
Isaac added anxiously. "It has always been
my theory that on Venus-"

The girl replied in a gentle, softly musical
voice:

"I speak the language of the North Coun-
try of Venus, sir."

Her fear seemed to have left her. She
stood, with dignified bearing, waiting for
them to explain their presence.

Sir Isaac, with infinite relief on his face.
turned to Tubby. "You see? I am vindi-
cated. I always knew that on Venus par
ticularly in the North Country-the language
'vas-"

Tubby frowned. "3/y name's Tubby," he
said to the girl. "An' my friend's nameis-"

"Sir Isaac Swift DeFoe Wells -Verne."
stated Sir Isaac impressively. "We are
charmed to meet you, Miss-er-"

"I am called Ameena," said the girl sin,

t

ply : she extended her hand in most friendlw
fashion.

3Vhen they had all shaken hands, she
added:

"You are not of my world, surely. We
so seldom have visitors here, I cannot

"We're from the earth," said Tubby
promptly. "\'e just got in this mornin'.'

"The earth!" Ameena exclaimed. Sheseemed suddenly perturbed. "I had thought
you were Mercurian-men of the LightCountry perhaps. We have never had
earth -men here before. Never have

I
seen"N"a-o,'s' id Sir Isaac. "We are the first."The girl had seated herself on the marblerim of the fountain; her pretty little facewas clouded over with anxiety.

ab t ti

"I am so"glad'you came," she said f ea moment "NowT
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of Mercury zee their allies. Only last
month they were here in Venus-emissaries
asking our people to join with them." She

shrugged. "We would not do that. of
course. Vhat is war to us? These Mar-
tians do not covet our world, for we have
nothing-only one fruits and our wine, and
our simple buildings, and our music and
poetry-and love -making."

She added, "But your earth-that is dif-
ferent. Your world they desire. They-"

"Martians to conquer the earth!" Sir
Isaac gasped, stupified.

'They have gone to Jupiter also," Ameena
went on. "When they found we would not
join with them, then they said they would
enlist help from the great Jovians them-
selves. I do not know if-"

"Oh, my gosh!" Tubby was almost speech-
less with fright.

"To conquer the earth!" Sir Isaac re-
peated. "When, Ameena? Only tell me
when?"

She answered quietly, but with obvious
agitation:

"Already they have conquered your moon.
Your poor Selenites could offer but little
resistance, and a Martian outpost is estab-
lished there. And the Twilight army of
Mercury is already massed in readiness on
Mars."

She paused; then added swiftly:
"At the next opposition of Mars with your

earth-only two months off they say it is-
then the Martians and their allies will de-
scend in hordes upon you I"

CHAPTER IV

IN WHICH TUBBY TAKES COMMAND AND
A FATAL CATASTROPHE IS

IMMINENT

In truth it was a drastic, desperate situa-
tion for their native earth of which the voy-
agers were thus informed.
Even without his reference books, or the
use of mathematics, Sir Isaac's well in-
formed mind told him that they had no time
to waste. Mars would reach opposition-
that point in its orbit when it was nearest
the earth-in just 57 days. 6 hours and 30
minutes from the present moment. Sir Isaac
knew that. He also knew that if the miser-
able renegades of the Twilight Country of
Mercury were allied to the Martians in an
attack upon the earth, this attack, when it
occurred, would be irresistible. And already
the enemy had conquered the moon-occu-
pied it-established there a hostile outpost
barely 250.000 miles away!

Sir Isaac's stern, intellectual face was
pale as he questioned the Venus -girl more
closely. Tubby, when the details of this
dastardly plot began to sink into his mind,
spluttered with indignation.

"How dare them people attack our moon ?"
he demanded. "That ain't right. \Ve never
did nothin' to them. 1Vhat are we goin' to
do about it, perfessor ? We got to do
sumethin.."

Sir Isaac had seated himself beside
Ameena on the fountain rim. He was
trembling a little, and his thin lips were
pressei tightly together.

"Yes," he said, struggling to keep a sem-
blance of composure in his voice. "Yes,
You are right. \Ve must do something. But
what?"

"That's what I said-what ?" Tubby
Prompted. "Go on, per lessor."

He had so forgotten Ameena's gracious
beauty in the excitement of the moment that
his hat was now jammed on the back of his
head and his fat little fists were clenchedbelligerently.

It isn't the moon I'm worried over," Sir
Isaac went On musingly. "That's a mere
detail. It's the safety of our earth itself.
If they land there 111 any strength at all
we'll be annihilated in a day-every living
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being on the earth! Why with that 'Mer-
curial' Light -ray -and with those great ma-
chine bodies to house the Nlartian
genre-" Sir Isaac broke off. overcome .0
the thought his words invoked. Ile recov-
.',.ed after a moment. however, and added to
Tubby and the girl impartially :

"I fancy you have never readI k
'The lire 4 the ll'orlds:a11:1 'The Fier
l' -0V' I've told all about it in them.

Ameena shook her head; Tubbv seemed
embarrassed.

Sir Isaac obviously was disappointed. "Oh
well, of course here on Venus they had n..
sale. It is immaterial. . . . This attack
on our earth is too horrible -it is unthink-
able. It must not he."

"No," agreed Ameena soberly. "It rin..t.
not be. But what can we do to prevent it

"We?" exclaimed Sir Isaac. "You will
help us?"

She held out her two hands simply; and
Tubby and Sir Isaac impulsively grasped
them.

"I could not let my cousins of the earth
c.,ine to harm for lack of my help," she
said quietly.

Sir Isaac. sentimental by nature, was
again overcome with emotion; Tubby
pressed the girl's hand warmlj, beaming on
her.

"That's fine, Ameena." he declared.
"You're a regular girl, ain't you?"

There was a brief pause. Then Ameena
said:

"I do not know ii in Jupiter they are
lending help to the Martians or nut. B...t
in the Light Country of Mercury I know
they hate the Twilight l'eople-these outlaw
neighbors of theirs who are joining with
the Martians. They of the Light Country,
perhaps, would help us."

"The Light Country of Mercury!" Sir
Isaac echoed. "By jove, how stupid of mc!
Of course! They, too, have the Light -ray.
With one Light -ray we can fight the other!"

"Fine." agreed Tubby, still beaming at
Ameena. who flushed prettily under his
openly admiring gaze.

Sir Isaac stood up with determination.
"Mercury is now fortunately approaching
inferior conjunction with Venus. It is
barely thirty million miles away from us atthis present moment. Let us go to Mer-
cury at once!"

"Come on!" cried Tubby enthusiastically.
"Let's go. Let's aim to get there this after-
noon -we can if we hurry." .And clutching
Ameena by the hand. he started off at a run
through the giant banana grove, Sir Isaac
following close behind.

After a hundred yards Tubby stopped
abruptly, almost jerking Ameena off herfeet.

"Say, listen, little girl -how about yourfamily? Ain't your family liable to getscared, you rennin out into space this waywithout say in' nothin' to nobody?"
Sir Isaac also seemed worried by thisthought, but the girl smiled readily. "Ihave heard about your earth families,"

shesaid. "In Mercury they have them also.But here on Venus there is only the Stateand the Individual. At fourteen I was free
from control of the State. I am my own
mistress now." She raised her arms witha pretty gesture. "Even love has not cometo me yet. I am free."

Sir Isaac was relieved. "Of course!
Naturally. How stupid of me. I should
have known that on Venus --

"Great," said Tubby. "Come on then-let's get goin'." He started off again as
fast as his fat legs would carry him.

They departed from the surface of Venus
ten minutes later, hurtling up through the
atmosphere at a velocity that heated the
interior of the vehicle like an oven. SirIsaac put its cooling system into operation
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at once-chemically cooled coils over which
air was driven by elect it.: fans and then
circulated through the various rooms-after
which, ignoring their guest, he seated him-
self at the instrument -room table and began
a computation of their course to Mercury.

Tubby showed Ameena over the vehicle
with enthusiasm. He had forgotten for the
moment the dire portent of this new journey
and was like a boy on a holiday. The girl
was intensely interested in everything, espe-
cially in the marvelous, ever-changing aspect
of her own world as they slowly turned
over and dropped away from it.

"You can have all the upstairs to your-
self," Tubby declared, with due regard for
the conventionalities. They were standing
then in the doorway of one of the dainty
little chintz bedrooms. "The periessor an'
I'll bunk downstairs. He's a real nice guy,
the perfessor-you'll like him."

"I'm sure I shall," Ameena said. Her
eyes, glancing at Tubby sidewise, were
veiled by their heavy black lashes. She
added softly:

"And you, too, my friend Tubby."
Tubby did not quite realize it then, brt,

indeed, this Venus -girl, typical of her ra,.,
had a distinct talent for love -making.

When they came to the kitchen Tubb
was much embarrassed over the remains ,.
the breakfast dishes. But Ameena prove..
herself a real housewife by immediate:
assuming charge of this department of tl..
vehicle. She began washing the dishes ..
once-a curiously incongruous sight in In
Greek -maiden robe as she bent over 1!..

kitchen sink!-while Tubby stood adnin
ingly by, watching her.

When the kitchen and store -room
immaculate, Tubby and Ameena returned t

the instrument room. The sun was shininc
tip through the lower window ; the vehicle
was costing off a trifle since leaving the
atmosphere of Venus; they were now well

I launched into space.
Sir Isaac. having completed his computa-

tions, greeted them triumphantly.
"We have traveled 2.138 miles." he said.

"I am heading directly for the sun now. I
have been taking it very slowly until a mo-
ment ago."

"Very good," Tubby agreed, with a most
business -like air for Ameena's benefit. "But
we got to hurry from now on if we're goin'
to get there today."

They sat down then to discuss the future.
Ihere was really very little to discuss, as a

matter of fact, for Ameena's knowledge of
war conditions throughout the solar system
was very slight. What the voyagers could
do to protect the earth depended upon two
factors. Had the great Jovians joined iii
this dastardly war? And would the Light
Country of Mercury lend its aid-its Light-
rays and other weapons-for the earth's
defense?

"Well," said Tubby, "we'll know pretty
soon. What's the use arguin'? Ain't I

right?"
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Sir Isaac yawned involuntarily in spite of
their interesting argument. He looked em-
barrassed.

"You're sleepy," exclaimed Tubby soli-
citously. He added to the girl:

"The perfessor ain't had a wink of sleep
since we left the earth last night. He'd
better go take a nap."

Sir Isaac was indeed tired out. "I must
direct our flight," he said. "I cannot leave
our course go---"
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My int, l planetary vehicle
Cr) simple principle," he .°bZlIss.A.

ou must know that the law or' Ai
.,vs that every body in the uhifts1714:.41%
,Cry other body directly as the ,..,_140q,

oversely as the square of the dipZe,Illei

 "''L'ut.ibcnt3 and:'f Ameena were
le.

"We don't quite get you," Tw:lyelltiok

.tractive force of the little one,', the

iely weighs 100 tolls and an.gh
to tons, the big one will exert ten

.cae

ttlsh

'Directly as the mass mean: dutialt:,

"That is very clear." said Amem.

".1-G1ond on inversely."noddedas

Tubby.

square of the
tance means that when bodies are ta-6"'AL

far apart they only exert one-bourh-,-..)'

.

attractive force upon each other. Th
see every mass of matter in the univerilg

"e

e:"attracting every other mass according
t,"

thoseeach
olaws of the six faces of this

re.hicle-top. bottom, and the four
lined with a metallic plate. nig
curious metal is found principally 0e i;
cury-although, as I have shown m
books, it has been prepared by one ximaa
on earth-he who went first to the atom
My projectile, fired from an enormous (21,
non, you remember, failed to reach the
moon, but merely encircled it."

"I remember that other one,"' Tubby es.
claimed. "'The First Alen in the Mn.:o
That was a great book. Go on, perfesior

Sir Isaac was pleased. "Yes. . .

That was where I explained my grant!
screen. . . . Well, we are using now a
device very much like that, only vastly

more efficient. You see, in this particular
inter -planetary vehicle I have a cur=
something like the Ilercurian Light -ray,

and something like our own electricity

With it I charge any or all of these metallic
plates both negatively or positively. I mow.

I can make them neutral to gravity-so the
gravity is cut off entirely as in the case oi
the gravity screen. Or I can make then
attractive, or repellent. Without any charge
you understand, they are attractive, as all
matter is. With my negative charge that
repel with exactly the same force as oce
inally they would attract."

"Alt," said Tubby.
Sir Isaac warmed to his task. "Let we

explain to you the exact result of On
When we were resting on the earth's sur-
face, I cut off-only partially, for yvu ye

'he change may be made with any eafffd.':'
desired-the gravity from our base. Han!
then an insufficient attraction from the an
to we left its surface. thwg

off at a tangent because of the earth's row'
But 1 0°1 g'

into that. . . . Once in space. as 0
now, I merely make one face attractive
the others neutral or repellent. Thus
attractive face acts on whatever Ilea`

bodies lie in the direction. and we are.(d."0,
toward them. Fur greater speed I ab'bio
the repellent pourer cif those bodie:...,Htt
behind us. For instance, after kayo
earth, 1 used the attraction of the
rutty a portion of it. of course- r
merely for experiment. I combined iso*
that a fraction of the earth's rer:agbel

Early this morning, when we aP_P"euttid
Venus. I used her attractive power.
offthe sun completely."
quite similar to the keyboard of a verlibel°
typewriter-and with more keys' erkiw'

lkueeryesdwpelareinloyi.
red and black-and all of them we°

Sir Isaac turned to the keyboard- orthree different cohdrig

observe are on six banks-each
erning a different face of the Veh.".:0

key's," said Sir Isaac. b."1eir41:,

lie indicated the 1')
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of keys-"this bank governs our base. And
this, the top of the vehicle-and these are
the sides.

"There are, you notice, fifteen keys m,
each bank. When they are all up ther,
no action at all-the face allows any heal
ly body to attract with its full, normal force.
But, when I press down this red key-each
bank has one, you see-then the face he -
comes neutral to gravity. The seven white
keys give seven different intensities of attrac-
tion, and the seven black ones give seven
different intensities of repulsion. A key
pressed down stays down until you pull
it up."

"Sure." agreed Tubby. "That ain't so
awful complicated."

Sir Isaac went on:
"You will understand then that when num-

ber seven white key is down, the face is
fully attractive, just the same as it is with
all the keys on that bank up. Do you fol-
low me?"

"Aboslutely." nodded Tubby. "I doped
that out long ago."

"Well," said Sir Isaac, "with these ninety
keys, working singly or together, a very
great number of combinations can be ob-
tained. We can go in any direction we
choose, and at almost any velocity-at least
I have never been able to calculate any limit
to the velocity if sufficient time for accelera-
tion is allowed."

"Right." agreed Tubby. "You mean we
don't get up speed all at once-we keep
gain' faster. That's good. . . . Show us
what's doin' now."

"Our present course is very simple," con-
tinued Sir Isaac. "You observe five of the
red keys are down-the top and all four
sides of the vehicle are neutral to gravity.
On the bank governing our have the first
white key is down. We drawn
toward the stet pulled by one -seventh of
the sun's attraction. If we wanted to go
faster we could use more of the sun's attrac-
tion, or some of the repulsion of Venus.
If we wanted to go slower, we could com-
bine some of the attraction of Venus, which
would act as a drag. By balancing the
attraction of Venus and that of the sun we
could stop entirely. . . think I shall
ruse another seventh of the sun's attraction.
Watch carefully."

Sir Isaac suited the action to the word.
pressing down the second white key of that
hank, and then releasing the other.

Tubby watched closely. "That's easy.
What else?"

For half an hour more Sir Isaac ex-
plained the navigation of space-with prac-
tical demonstrations during which he made
the heavens swing over at will in most
dizzying fashion as he altered the vehicle's
course Finally Tlibby announced himself
'itisfied. and competent to assume charge for
a few hours at least.

"You go lie down." he said. "We'll get
you up when Ameena has lunch ready."

Still Sir Isaac hesitated. "In half an
hour," he explained. "I would. I think, in-
crease our speed by using about three -
sevenths the repellant power of Venus."

He indicated the changes. "Our velocity
is steadily increasing as we approach the
sun-but we must go still faster. We are
in a hurry."

As he turned to leave the room, his face
clouded with sudden anxiety.

"We shall shortly attain a velocity of
nearly seven million miles an hour," he said
soberly. "I-I hope I'm not taking too
great chances. It's so crowded in here with
meteorites. We've been marvelously lucky
so far."on

bed," commanded Tubby. "I
ain't goM' to let us hit nothin'. I'll watch.
If I see anything comin' ell thump them
keys, or yell for you."
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Most reluctantly, Sir Isaac gave up com-
mand: and. with Anieena's gracious permis
sion, hr tel to one of the upper bed-
rooms.

It really was Ameeita's fault, though
Tubby was too much a gentleman ever to
say so-for if Amelia had not called him
into the kitchen it could never have hap -
pelted. She had gone to prepare the noon-
day meal, and Tubby reluctantly had parted
with her and maintained his post at the
lower window of the instrument room. The

1.1111 shunt up at him intolerably bright.
Nothing showed in the sky below, except

that huge, flaming red ball slowly but
steadily increasing in size-the sun as it
appeared through the smoked glass-and
those glorious constellations of stars hang-
ing immovable in the black firmament. In
thirty minutes exactly, by the instrument
room's chronometer-Tubby had added to
their velocity three -sevenths the repellent
power of Venus. This world they were so
rapidly leaving hung directly overhead-an
enormous silver -blue sphere now completely
illuminated by the sun, but, visible only from
the upper windows of the vehicle.

It was just after he had put on the addi-
tional speed that Amecna had called Tubby
into the kitchen to ask him how to open a
can of tomatoes, for canned goods were
unknown on Venus. Tubby, once in the
kitchen, had forgotten to return to his post.
lie was sitting in the doorway of the adjoin-
ing store -room, chatting vivaciously with
Ameena, when suddenly he became aware of
art unusual light coming diagonally in
through the side window.

Leaping up, he saw in the black, starry
void a huge silver disc-a thousand moonsin size! It was below them, off to one side.
It was so close he could see barren, rocky
mountains on it; and it was turning over
like a ball thrown into the air. Even while
he gazed, with his heart in his throat, itdoubled in size, so stupendously fast wasit approaching-and already exerting its
attractive power upon the base of the ve-hicle, it was altering the vehicle's course so
that the heavens began shifting sidewise.

With a startled cry, Tubby dashed into
the instrument room, Ameena following himwith the can of tomatoes still in her hand.Through the instrument room floor window
the heavenly derelict, again doubled in size,shone directly beneath them. They wererushing into it, drawn irresistably by itsattraction!

Tuhhy took one horrified glance, and then,jumping to the keyboard, he depressed halfa dozen of the keys indiscriminately. Therewas no answering vibration perceptible with-
in the vehicle; but outside its windows

theheavens were whirling! The sun, Venus,
the threatening derelict globe, a myriad of
stars-all flashed past the windows so rap-idly they were distorted into mere blurs oflight. The vehicle, beyond control, wasspinning on its axis and falling abandonedin space!

Tubby and Ameena, standing stock-still
onthat solid, apparently motionless floor,

were

Tubby bellowed.
giddy the rsight.fes

"Help, perfessor ! Come here quick! We're
all fallin' to pieces!"

Sir Isaac came clattering downstairs,
hisapparel awry', his face still dazed by sleepWith one quick glance at the windows
hehastened to the keyboard. Tubby and

thegirlstood anxiously beside him.
"Somethin' w -went wrong." Tubby

tered. "There's a b -big world right outside.We was r -rennin' into it."
The vehicle, spinning like a top, gave SirIsaac no opportunity of locating the correct

treys to depress. He first threw them allinto neutral; then tried, tentatively, throwing
the attraction into the base of the vehiclefor that instant when it was facing Venus,
and releasing it an instant later.
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For five minutes he worked. his face pale

with anxiety. "Am I stopping our rota-
tion?" he asked. "Are we slowing down?"

Tubby forced his gaze to the window and
saw that the heavens were spinning with a
little less rapidity.

"Go on." he encouraged. "You're doin'
fine."

"I don't dare leave everything in neutral,"
Sir Isaac muttered to himself. His gaze
was glued to the floor window ; the perspira-
tion was rolling down his face. "Inertia
would carry us forward on our former
course without any force of attraction. We
could not avoid collision. Perhaps we can-

not anyway."
"Don't say that." pleaded Tubb,. "Go on.

You're doin' fine."
Arneena now crouched on the floor, grip-

ping a chair leg to steady herself ; and
peered intently downward through the win
doe. At each instant when Venus came into
view she called to Sir Isaac, and he promptly
depressed the necessary key, releasing it

once the planet had swung past. With
Ameena's help he did this more accurately
than before, and gradually the vehicle's
axial rotation was decreased. Finally they
caught Venus and held it directly beneath
them.

Sir Isaac stood up, trembling. "Thank
God!" he exclaimed. "\\'e are headed the
other way. The danger is past."

Now that the excitement was over, Tuhbv
felt extraordinarily weak in the knees. He
sat down is a chair, panting.

"What was it, perfessor? NVhat hap-
pened?"

"An asteroid," Sir Isaac answered, smiling
weakly. "A minor planet. unknown to

astronomers. I knew its orbit lay in here.
but I had calculated the asteroid itself to
be nn the other side the sun this month-
fool that I was!"

A moment later. carefully, Sir Isaac re-
sumed their former course. The asteroid had
disappeared; the sun now shone up from
beneath them as before.

"How close did we come to it?" Tubby
asked, when they had all three recovered
calmness. "I guess we didn't miss it by

more'n a mile."
"We passed it about 4,000 miles away l"

Sir Isaac answered.
Tubby was amazed. "Four thousan'

miles! An' I thought we nearly hit it!"
Sir Isaac smiled. "I should not care to

come any closer. Our velocity at that mo-
ment was 7200.000 miles an hour. That is
exactly 2,000 miles per second. In just two
seconds more we would have collided with
that asteroid and been annihilated! That's
why I said we were crowded in here. It
is very dangerous to approach within a

million miles of anything."
They had lunch shortly after that. Sir

Isaac insisting on having his served on the
store -room floor so that he might keep close
watch through the lower window there. for
comets, and even infinitesimal meteorites, as
well as asteroids, were to he avoided. As
Sir Isaac pointed out, to collide with even
a hundred ton meteorite at a velocity of
2 10) miles a second would be a fatal
catast rophe !

.After lunch. over their cigar: while
An' 'lastraightened the kitchen, Sir Isaac
cold Tubby about Mercury, which he had
h pod they would reach about live o'clock
that afternoon, but which now they might
not arrive at before six Or seven o'clock.
_e_r_ifecurl." Sir Isaac explained in his
"minlY Pedantic war. "is the smallest of
the Mai', planets. and the closest to the sun.

tirliit lies at a mean distance of 36.000.000
quiet."

(Coalinued on poor 409)
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BOXING
tliu-Jitsu
Wrestling

This great course sold for $5. Sales grew
fast-so we cut the price to $385. That
boosted our enrollments still higher. Now
Marshall Stillman says, "Cut the price to
$1.97."

Think of ill-Over 00 complete lessons in Boxing,
Jitelitsu and Wrestling for only $1.97, 6 books, 581
pages. 246 illustrations. The greatest secrets of the

`herbsbest blows and guards used by the topnothe Jack Dempsey Triple. the Benny
Leonard Triple. the Fousimmons Shift. AU the fine
points of feinting. ducking, clinching. breaktng
ground, judging distance and timing. Three rounds
of shadow boxing, combining an the hest blows used
by professionals. Instructions on how to train. with
questions and answers. The International Sporting
Club Rules for Boxing. Muscle.building and other
special exercises for development.

Wrestling and Du-jhtsu to stslwItte an
armed opponent. how to break a strangle hold, the
Gulch Toe Hold, the Stecher Scissor Hold, etc.

4147tr's$1a.r0:. over 240 illustrations in ski, great
Muse. It is finely jwintedon good paper. With the
course you get FREE a history of 60 great prise
Fighters with their pictures and "inside- stories.

10 -Day Trial Send No Money
Simply fill in and mail the coupon. When you

have the course in your hands, deposit_ 07 cent plus
actual postage with the postman. Use the course for
10 days-try it out thoroughly. At the end of ten
days. either send us the small balance of $1 in final
payment. or return the course, and we'll d your
deposit back at once. Mail the coupon nosenw.

COUPON
Marshall Sttlitme Asseelatien.
Dept. 142341, 42nd St. and Magi.. Am.. Now Ted.

inn may snd me anpreom the Marth11 Fillings
Couree I sill deaselt 97 tent, Iglus tual with
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im ;Want!, refunded It I keep the ,Dune I ars elmell l.
send mu $1 in anal payment

Name

Adam.
cnadian and rnrelfrn orders inwit no h rah

111.11 U. S. fund, eubleet to money hate guarantee It
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SAVE YOUR BODY
Conserve Your Health and Efficiency First

"I Would Not Part With It for $10,000"
So writes an enthusiastic. grateful customer. "Worth more than a farm,.
says another. In like manner testify over 100,000 people who have worn it.

THE NATURAL
BODY BRACE

Overcomes WEAKNESS and ORGANIC AIL -
I IMENTS of WOMEN and [MEN. Develops erect.

graceful figure. Brings restful relief. comfort,
ability to do things, health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free
At Our Expense
Dec. sway wit h the et rein and {win
of .landmir and walkang; replaces
and supports misplaced internal
omens; reduces enlarged abdo-
men; stew rtte and Bernth-

sel:r11:17re7deVel;:nT,...
and bust; relieve. backache.

curvature, nevousneaa. rule
ennstination.at ter elTeetof

Flu Comfortableandmay to wear

Keep Yourself Flt
Write today foe Illustrated booklet. env,
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Howard C. Rash
Pres. %antral Rod) Brace Co.

286 Hash Bidg.,Salina, Kansas
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-NEW 25c BOOKS ----
Every Novice or Amateur Needs

100 Radio Hook-ups
THE EXPERIMENT&S UBRARY. F40.7

100
17 RADIO
HOOKUPS

MAURICE LMUNIEMAN
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LOUD
TALKERS
Mew ro SUMO THEM

HVOICortrSlallICE

A

PRICE

20

By M. L. NIUHLEMAN

A book for both the novice and advanced radio
amateur containing a varied selection of hook-ups
from the simple crystal to the more elaborate cis.
cuits, with a circuit for every requirement. Crystal
hook-ups, combined crystal with radio and audio
frequency amplifiers, non -regenerative, and regen.
erative vacuum tube circuits with and without radio
and audio amplifiers. Amplifier units, with straight
jacks, filament and switching arrangements, power
amplifiers, choke coil, resistance coupled and trans-
former coupled radio frequency amplifiers.

Includes all of the latest, one and multi -tube
hook-ups including the numerous types of Reflex,
super regenerative, super -Heterodyne, Neutro-
dyne, Reinartz, Flewelling, and Bishop. The values
and constants of all apparatus employed in the
hook-ups are given. A list of radio symbols is in-
cluded, which are of material help to the reader in
determining the meaning of the conventional hook-
up diagrams. The text includes much helpful in
formation.
52 Pages-Two-Color Cover 25c.

Thu hock to in comprehensive
form, the fundamental principles of
tuning. The characteristics of radio
waves are fully described and illus.
traced. Illustrations are used so that
the non -technical reader can easily
understand the identical actions as

applied to radio. Several chapters are
devoted to the use and functions of
all radio apparata. The book describes
how to tune such sets as the Reinarts,

Neutrodyne, radio pre.
quency amplifier receivers and °ill, -

52 pages,
25 1::uttrations
Prepaid 25c

This book describes and gives coin-
plete data for building two distinct
types of loud talkers. One chapter
deals with improvised loud talkers.
and gives complete instructions oil
how to build suitable horns for use
in loud receivers of the Baldwin and
other types. In preparing these dc.
signs, the point has been constantly
kept in mind to use the simplest parts
possible, so that anyone can build a
successful loud talker, equivalent to
the commercial types, costing W.n.,
Or more.
48 Pager. Peal scaly

25cIllustrated
Prepaid

A nontechnical book for the be.
ginner. Gives complete constructional
data on the building of a complete
Crystal Detector Set, Tuning Coil,
Loose Coupler and a Single Audion
Tube Set with Amplifying Units. Itfurnishes all dimensions and working
drawings of every part that must be
constructed by the amateur. Written
in plain, simple language that anyonecan understand. The opening chapter gives a complete description ofthe theory of radio and tells what it'sAEI abou

so
t, teac

that
hithegn

constrp
the

uctorrinciples ofwireless
what he is doing. knows

40 Popes, 26 Illustrations
Bound in Beautiful Two- cColor Corer. Si,,e 53,
,7%., PrePaid ............ LiJC

This book is for the more advanced
amateur, showing the construction ofthe Radio Frequency AmplifyingTransformer and giving completeconstructional data. It shows theapplication of Radio Fre"'
amplifying units that thearct'aYteutormay already

possess and gives IIhookups showing practicallyevery
ye Radio Frequency A"'

y

1.Transformers
can be put to. 'ng

32 Pages, 15 Illustrations
Bound in Beautiful
Color Core '
.r7+/, in. Prepaid .... 25c

HOW TO MAKE
RAD104110NE
RECEIVING SETS

:creme saws.

RADIO FREQUENCY

AMPLIFIERS
AND HOW Ti MAKE DIEM

JONI. 111 AVIA,

page 316

THE E. I. COMPANY Agents ) 233 Fulton St., N.Y. City

complete list of dealers carrying these books will be found onIf your dealer tannot supc,:y you-order direct rom us-giving dealer's
name and aE CONSRAD CO. ddress
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Around the Universe
By RAY CUMMINGS

it nil rte. d fc,nn paq, 407

"An' how far did you say Venus was
from the sun?" Tubby asked. He was be-
coming avid for astronomical mathematics.

"Sixty-seven million." answered Sir Isaac
"An' the earth is 93.000.000. An' the

moon a quarter of a million from the earth."
Tubby was memorizing the figures. "All
right. Go on."

"Mercury makes one revolution around
the sun every eighty-eight days. That is
the length of its year. It is so close to the
sun that the enormous solar attraction holds
one side of it always facing that way
Hence it, axial rotation is also once in
eighty-eight days. and it has no day or night
-always daylight, twilight or darkness ac-
cording to that portion of its surface you
are rm."

"What part are we goin' to?" Tubby
demanded.

"To the Light Country, where there is
daylight-but it is not too intense. Heavy
clouds and a dense atmosphere make life
possible on Mercury. even though it is so
near the sun. In the Fire Country, which
directly fares the son, the planet is prac
firefly uninhabited. We will land at the
Great City-the largest renter of population
on the planet. It is the light Country peo-
ple we want to enlist as allies. against their
outlaw neighbors the Twilight people and
those horrible Martians"

This brought them again into a discussion
of the Martian plot which they were deter-
mined at all hazards to frustrate. Alumna
joined them shortly after that, and for an
hour they argued, without however, reach-
ing any stew conclusions.

Sir Isaac was momentarily growing more
sleepy: and finally, when Tubby had sol-
emnly promised that for two hours he would
cart leave the window under any circum-
stances and would call out at once if any-
thing unusual came into sight, Sir Isaac
again retired. Thee were then about 18.-
000.000 miles from Mercury. which shone as
the brightest star in the lower hemisphere
of the firmament, visually quite near the
sun's outer limb. And so great was their
haste that again Sir Isaac had resumed
almost their former speed.

During these two hours. Tubby and
Ameena sat on the floor by the window, ex-
changing accounts of their respective
worlds.

"I'm strong for Venus," Tubby declared
owe. "When we get these Martians pin in
their place. an' get our moon back. I believe
I'll come to Venus to live."

The gad ogreld that world be wry nice
!lased: end Tubby, intoxicated by her
beauty and the fragrance of her person,
suddeniy laid his hand over hers.

Ain't this romantic though-thew-din'
around the sky like this? Sing somethin'.
Anseena. Where's that harp you had?"

Ameena played on her lyre, and sang:
Tubby listened, and complimented her, and
urged her rons(ati(L. I.r more Th at,

.'/,' ' r1 l.,,t to ac,1 Meri Itr,, gro-w trio
a gleaming star to a silver crescent-larger
,t_stl larger until, like Venus of the corning,.

stretched an enornsons arch it the black -

iris. with the sun to one side behind it.
Fortunately for the safety of these bold

'erasers (and indeed for the future exist-
.

'aka of earth itself, which depended upon
the atatae of their mission). no other on-
..... wanderers of spate chanced to beill the vehicle's path during those two hours.

It was nearly half -past four when Tubby
lame to himself. A glance through the win-
dow reassured him that all wan well, and,
reluctantly tearing himself from Armenia
presence, he went upstairs to awaken Sir
Isaac.

They entered the atmosphere of Mercury
at 6.57 I', M., shortly after a hurried slip-
per. Falling diagonally over the Dark
Country. they came into the Twilight Zone.
A few moments later the Narrow Sea lay
beneath them, and at last they sighted the
Great City at the edge of the Light (ountry.

It was 7.29 I'. M. exactly when, with only
a slight jar, they landed upon the surface
of Mercury.

(Continued next month)

GAS TO BALK SUICIDE
British chemists have evolved a household

gas so harmless that would-be suicides can
get no more than a headache from it. Thr
new gas, which is now in use at Newark -
on -Trent, can he produced at about a third
of the cost of ordinary gas. It contains only
I 4 per cent of carbon monoxide. which is
the poisonous element in household gas.
.American gas contains ore than 4 per cent
of this ingredient.

The new gas gives off a pungent. pene-
trating odor of such power that it ran he
detected I I"-

Cots item
These leading manulartur-
r of quality radio lie,.

COM & Washington
Jones Radio
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Zenith (Chicago Radio

Laboratory)
Midwest Radio Co.
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Illinois Radio Eng. Co.
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ERNEST ELECTRIC CO.
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The
Favorite

A perfected radio cabinet.

A powerful generator of radio waves.

Eliminates static and danger from light-
ning.

No loop, no aerial, no ground or other
attachments necessary, has good rarer.
provides for sharp selective tunim:
crates any good hook-up and any '. I.
uum tube.

Carries and conceals all batteries and equipment and is a beautiful piece of
household furniture. 11/rite for drsrriptive matter and prices.

MANUFACTURED BY

G. A. BARTHOLOMEW
409 Guardian Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio

(WILL. LEASE SHOP TO OTHER MANUFACTURERS
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WIRELESS
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If you own a Radio Phone Set and don't know the Code, you are
missing most of the fun.
OMNIGRAPH MFC. CO. 22 Hudson St., NEW YORK
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The Complete Book of $900All Radio Information

PRICE POSTPAID
PRACTICAL ELECTRICS COMPANY

RADIO FOR ALL
By H. GERNSBACK
toild ledton No. " Sr.,.r and

lelhe lo oo" and 1'r caul ledertre."

If'dh 07,r 130 iiln.trations and diagrams. and 12
thoesprarlis, 300 rages, sec Pi"

What the 'Inver., in radio needs i a book in which he can get all the 4f
...'necessary for him to understand radio telephony and telegraphy. to Malte,

recetving act amiable to his means, to know how to operate his set, and
.'an izaderetanding of the radio art. information that will enable him to W hi 4

get the most out of his outfit. All thin must ordinarily be dug out of .hen,,.
un-pamphlets and government puhlications. but the aim Of this book

o."
t h b'n

data and information that the beginner will need from the time that he takes ,,'
It in a permanent, comprehensive reference book for the dyedin.the-woo
Radio.

What the Book Is.
A onnblnation of a radio row, 1.-r the novIre In radio telegraphy and telephegs ,

IMO hook for the aura experienced amateur. Half a doaen books In one. Lo a

For the Beginner.
The theom of radio rarrfully eaplained with drawings.
Peseription of and Instru,lon for opriating instruments of welting and tending

Menne diagrams of the wiring of the apparatus.
liow to ma,, >nor own reretong art. rioting front $1,00 to 9,9 On

far pee, rictiere diagram there is a corresponding Melaka]. men.
Being non gmbols In aaaaa I of drawinga.

flos to tune sharply and eliminate Interferer., from nther stating,
flow to protect your set fmm lightning and mho lows regarding Installation.
Explauation of time sod %rather signets

For the More Experienced Amateur.
Flow to inal.  prattlesi vacuum tube detector. two stage amplifier set costing ley

that will work.
How thy radio commies works.
All ahout underground aerials. loop aerials and directional aerial..
Formulae for ending wace length. miwellanemis formulae for finding capacity of tendert.,

reother instruments. Tables of wire nee. lengths and their corresponding
rerprosilniele yea. lengths for different erii, toning coil data, and much more lemisse.,
formation.

Special Features.
Lists of all the hroatiresting Mel.. In the rolled States and rattans for moans vs

of
aignals. weather reporta, press. stock market reports, eto.. with their rail, wave kagth ate Laesending

Petalled rieseription of Washington weather signals and their traneatiOn.lie.roption  modern ternatlesSling st ationnd II/ operation.
Wir

Largo map silohooing location of all s.radio telephone braadesstlat Makes mutt.ergoop no M eon..
Coll...ion of miscellaneous radio Information for the amateur.

In Other Words.
.p,711:,..inZn.144,talon Tit" you 11,71Zariollythitre,x diboo:. out of government publimticnk ten.:+. 
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11 ireless Course in 20
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The How and Why 1)f
Radio Apparatus

Sy H. N. Baser, ES.
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DEALERS-Ask for wholesale discount
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$11.000 For Spirit :

Manifestations
(Continued from p.,,,, 321)

9-Methods employed by telepathists, mind
readers. and mental force. nonot be accepted
as esidence of spirit force.

10-Should preparation for duplicating a medium
effect require a space of time for building or
<mateing thry e necemary paraphernalia. such time a,.
ia ncessa must begranted by the contestant.

II-This challenge expires on Mayo 1st. 1924,
In case of a tie, a duplicate prise will e awarded
each con ttttt ant so tying.

12-In case the $1,000.00 has not been awarded
by May 1st, 1924, SCIENCE & INVENTION
may, at its option, withdraw the offer of such
prise.

13 --In case a prise is awarded to any contest.
ant, SCIENCE & INVENTION agrees to pay
this amount in gold, within ten days after the
coding, of the disinterested committee.

We desire to impress upon the minds of our
raders that it is not the desire of SCIENCE &
IYVENTION to ridicule 1,,

lime in so-called spiraistic
desire to show that the COIT.,
lestations alleged by med.:-
emanate from the other nur:.. , -

can be duplicated be an act:mold...lied magi,
We hold that these manifestations are
cient to prove that the communications are sin,
natural or that the physical manifestations are
actions of the dead.

Up to this time there has not been any scient.
basis to prove conclusively by scientific means th..,
there is a communication between the deceased
and the living. Whenever scientific proof is given
that such communication exist. SCIENCE &
INVENTION will be the first to publish such a
discovery.

. -
New Apparatus for
Micro -Photographytography

LBy DR. H. BECHER
(Continued front page 3371-

sufficiently and brings all irregularities of
surtace into relief. This fact alone makes
R invaluable in micro -photography, preven
ing flat pictures.

The refracting medium is made of
suitable transparent material, preferably
optical crown glass. The light enters t'
medium from its lower surface, being ca.:
thereon by a mirror mounted on the base
of the microscope, or the light may be pro-
jected directly onto the illuminator, thus
dispensing with the mirror.

Its intensity may be varied either at the
source of light, or by changing the position
of the reflecting mirror. The best resu'f
are obtained when the rays of light a,
Parallel and the resulting Iwarn is of suffi-
cient diameter to cover the entire medium
Hence by varying the position of the mirror.
Practically any degree of illumination can he
obtained to suit the needs of the observer
For special purposes a color screen may alsobe interposed between the mirror and themedium.

--
Practical Motor

Hints
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

(Continued Pram page 353)

Sow of this was then inserted between thebrake linings and the brake drums by meansof a knife, taking care not to cut thelining.
Of course too

much should not be placedon at first, but a little can be put on everyday at first. and about once a week after-vfard The writer found that in this waythe squawking
brakes lost their squawk coin-

tlemly in about one week, and they stopped
be

st
car m good order even from the veryfir

RADIOGEM
The Dollar

Hear the programs of the Broadcasting
Stations on the RADIOGEM

-
T ---

Radio Receiving Set
The Simplest Radio Outfit \ lade
-Yet as Practical as the Most

Expensive!
You need know absolutely nothing about wire-
less to operate and enjoy the RADIOGEM. It
is so sturdy. so simply constructed Mat is
small wonder radio engineers who have tested
it have pronounced the RADIOGEM a brilliant
achievement. The RADIOGEM is a crystal
radio receiving set for everyone at a price any-
one can afford

Why The RADIOGEM Can Re
Sold For Only $1

Here's the secret: The RADIOGEM Construc-
tion eliminates all unneceasary trimmings. cab-
inets and the like. which do not play any part
in the operation of a set. You receive the
RADIOGEM unassembled. together with a
clearly written instruction book, which shows
you how to quickly and easily construct the set,
using only your hands and a scissor The out-
fit comprises ell the necessary wire. contact
points. detector mineral. tube on which to wind
the coil. etc . etc. The instruction book ex-
plains simply end completely the principles of
radio and its graphic illustrations make the s-
sembling of the RADIOGEM real fun Re-
member the RADIOGEM is  proven. practical
radio receiving set and will do anything the
most expensive crystal set will do.

The RADIOGE11 is the Prise
Winner of the Ape

Our of hundreds of radio models submitted re-
cently in a great nationwide contest. radio en.
(ulcers. the judges. unanimously chose the
RADIOGEM as the winner-the mniplest radio-
r«eiving set made! And the RADIOGEM
costs you nothing to operate: no loon of local
electricity is required.

Sent Postage Prepaid on receipt of SI
-stamps. money -order or check.

Order Your Radiofern To-day-
or send for Free Descriptive

Circular

DEALERS
Tree RADIOGEM is the wonder it
of the radio age. It is storming the
country, for the RADIOGEIWS price is
so low everyone is able to buy one
Write immediately for full particulars
before that shop across the street beats
you to it

?he RADIOGEM
CORPORATION
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NEW YORK CITYihmonoma
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When a few applications of this won-
der working lotion has cleared faces

of pimples, blackheads,
FRtaaE,

nne.ritati..oz poe,..nthzof;slc
terbody,
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fthi.g skin, y..0 can realise
why CLEAR -TONE has been
tested and approved in over
100.000 Test Cue...

The simplicity of the tambnorlt.
The Story ofNow Cured Me-
mel/ a all explained in My
free bookletlet Write for yotarnitif
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ELECTRO - CONDITE "
STARTLES THE 'A ORLO

Thausands of people are marveling at
the wonderful metonnance at the -Elet
40-Cattlite- Converter. Clarifies, an-
ise., etaipoM, mature. and mellow,
Meet kinds 01 berera,e. M.,i.fs hart
aster an, etc. Ma, mir.tril
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DEAFNESS IS .MISERY
I Now became 1 was Deaf and had Head Nolte.
In over 10 years My invisible E4f
Denme reemad my hearing and siopord Had
Nolen. and will do It for you They an Tiny
Memphones Cannot be seen elan warn. Eder -

0.0 when Darns.. is caused by Calash or be
Perforated. Partially or Wholly Doweeed Natural
Drums. Lary to Put In, easy to mite out. Am

Unseen Coniforty Write for
Rootlet and my men. Mehemet of bow 1 recov-
ered my hearing.
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l'ett SELF-CONSCIOUS?
Embarrassed in company.lacking in self control? Let

me tell you how you can overcome these troubles.
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Radio Outfits and Supplies

Agnate Wanted le Gary City to sell itandard radio
070 ...... on a liberal commits. basis A few stoekilig
&Melo. Shen to tellable minas Deltaic, l2 Meeting
Street. Pawtucket. X I

Fibre Panels any size. Bile inch Ic mu.. Inch. dell'
end Ohio Comb l'o . (terrine. 0,ffed....

Radiant

RMIIMBLIghl Set 11 eallalete. Illuminates 6 'eateries.
look,. Switches, Sight, (i.ges Genuine radium AP -
plied with pen. Hammer Radium Coronas. Denver, Colo-
rado.

Salesmen Waisted

factory seeks represeetatIves to look Mot sales In mane
territories l'nusual opportunitt for the right mart to mate
lag money ExPerleme unnmessery. Mrite fully diner*
Motors Cu. Hattie Clerk. Mich.

0742 Last Month for Bark of Buffalo Introducing late.)
adeerthim plan, nothing else like It; every merchant osnts
It: nay sale, no deliveries: no collections: specialty sales-
men write quiet for offer. National Adv. Seale, P.O.
Sc. It. La Mance. Ind.

Stories, Manuscripts Wanted
Shell Stories.  u.i.clays, to . fire wanted for pulallea

000 1.10r.ry ........000 Hannibal. Mo

Song Poems Waisted

Stagorriters-Send tor free laaMiet  The Truth About
Koog Writing Learn 101 legitimate publisher. reien
Your songs Author ot "When you Wore A Tulip" and
.111. 1.10 lilts Jerk Mahone, Deft I. 115 West V. NI.New York
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coons great deal of Information not tome ht eat
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One Thousand

Agents Wanted

Whether You Are Fifteen or fifty

This is a Good Proposition

NATE want one thousand agents
to

V sell subscriptions w RADIO
NEWS, SCIENCE AND INVEN-
TICN and PRACTICAL ELEC.

TRICS during their vacations. We

will pay a generous commission
far

this work and help you ineves
way. Our three publications

art

leaders in their fields, ready selIT
and this is an offer well worth fa',
while. A few spare hours a
will bring you a handsome return

Write regarding our prolsinsiv°1
once and be the first ant to

I

started in your vicinitY

Experimenter Publishing
Co.

H FOSTFR'thee Swi
53 Park Place
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WHY NOT?
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This magazine is
edited by

H. GERNSBACK
also Editor of

RADIO NEWS

SCIENCE and
INVENTION

100 Articles
Over

100 Illustrations

FOR SALE AT
ALL NEWS STANDS

20c. the Copy
$2.00 a Year
Canada and Foreign

$2.50 a Year

SEND FOR

FREE
SAMPLE COPY

TODAY

See Coupon Below
for SPECIAL OFFER

"The Electrical Magazine for Everybody"
P

i

,men
I i y to -Its', the

al ivelot of the month
._6400,17 is non -technical language. It caters
i_. ...Pose intereqed m electriesty. be he-.r.... u. ,a M. as ectneio. or in..n.....--esch grill Load "stnstraarsk.... de.tummen.... t for hinist41 sad . mare.""' AMtatit Moe now on the nessestandsMishima 44 pages and over 100 different articles444 over
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INTERESTING ART !Gaff{ IN AUGUST
PRACTICAL ELECTRiGIS
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PRIZES
This reams.r miss number et trues. as

$7.0 00
Prize count to Junior Claw,

elms and Eieetrimi Eszerimenters inciud. as it.
wissesti iononciis. as crest degree norett
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PRACTICAL ELECTRICS CO., 53 Park Place, NewYork

I lna ,ssue alba, coNlawe a; tills bt aome
of the greatest electrical writers, workers and
students. The magazine will prove a revelation
to any one in eeeeeee d in electricity.

Every issue besides its many other features
contains the following departments:

"New Things Electric"
"Experimental Eleetrics"
"Electrical Digest"
"Junior Electrician"
"Elec-Tricks"
"Motor Electric."
"Short Circuits"
"How and Why" (Questions and An-

swrs.)
Make all checks payable to "Practical

F.lectrws Co."

SPECIAL OFFER
Gentlemen:

I Although your regolar price is ST 00 per year.

aaacncddepirTh.ht se:$.2b.s.n5r:',Pert"r enclosemt1

them
a ;r'741:herewith

deoa in totes:.

s

8.23.
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"Rasco Has It"
Partial List of Goods Listed In
"Rasco" Catalog

No.9
Detectors
Navy Knobs
Switch Handles
Pointer.
Lock Nuts
Cord Tips
Copper Ribbon
Switches
Crystal Cups
Sliders
Litz Wire
Rotors
Panel Scales
Switch Lever.
Condenser Platm
Carbon Balls
AudioFrequency

Transformer.
Reilly Panels
Name Plot.
CrystIs
Bornite
Silicon
Radioeite
Condensers
Ground Clamp.
Plug.
Contact Arms
Aerial Connectors
Bus Bar N ire
Enameled Mire
Transformer Coils
Copper Strip
Flexible Cord
Knobs
Panel Knobs
Key Knobs
Binding Posts
Lock Poste
Machine Screws
Switch Stops
Telegrph Key Knobs
Hard Rubber

Binding Po.t.
Nickel -plated Switch

Peon.
Zinc Spark Grip Ends
Panel Switches

Tin Foil
Rheostat Windings
Spring Clips
Antenna Connectors
Lock Fork
Spacing Washers
Carbon Grin
Blow Torches
Mineral.
Copper Pyrite*
Don P, rites
Soft Metal iHugoniumi
Threaded Bra. Rod
Cord 'Tip Jricks
Vacuum Tube Sockets
Mica Diaphrgrns
Radio Cement
Choke Coda
Magnet Wire
Bra Rod
Grid Leak Condensers
Phone Cords
Metal Dial
Universal Panel Bearing

ndles
Snitch Knob.
Potentiomter Windings
Binding Poet Name Plate.
Spozhtti-Insulating Tubing
Radio Frequency Transient..
Instrument Poem

N Zincite
Spring Binding Poet. MinerI Set.

limes WasherSwitch Studs
l'opper Braid
Jack
Rh Winding.
Vacuum Tutse Fos,
Leek Washers
Dial Vernier.
Resiotances
Silk Wire
Honeycomb Cool.
Phone Condrn.ers
Separable Cord Tip.
Compo.iiion DMIs
Plus.
Aerial Insultora
Phone,

D
Bra. Log.
Conner 1.40'
Chola
Lubricated Snitch.,
Panel Switch Lever.
Mira 'chest.Vorio-Coutil.,

Rotor
Battery Switches
Switch Blades
Selenium
Diaphragms
Carbon Batton.
Trandomer Stamping.
Solderallr

1,,c11,1111. fur ...iugust:;..

"Build Your Owniii
Specialty ca....n

lor -bort. is pbabl
radio parts suropply the coK

req.States, if not in

y

world in lCompany makes a sperialt
.Nnodor1,ruerrncAn Iwut;nots-ro.n

,,imple reason that moot of ..- iOrr es*,
rhannt:elititation of this Comma,
solely on service. Ask any or
quaintunces what they thir', 01..ta..!
goods. "RASCO- service, -promptness! Thousands of ...1"5testimonials on file prove

that 'w-7.76..
t6hIenoPyubhiolocseb*oseliaint that their
shipped within tenty.four
year's record in

tour
Order r.,;°. Iactually shows that vie r kYL;orders leave within twelve jai.; L,

receipt. We invite you to try...R4,-
:service on a 50c order. MAUPROVE WHAT WE SAY. CI
Sixty-eight per cent of till ofturners come back for more 110.:,?;
they have tried our service

once
11reason is very eiMPle. as we tine-

i.s'ta lay b.umsiVeissorilev7e h:diet:14.1f:
new customer. eontinually.
-RASCO" SERVICE IS FLITCOUNTS!

-Rasco Catalog No.9
The new "RASCO" catalog, so,
will prove revelation to tbe trawho "builds his own." In this calas
ore listed more parts and Rion lea
than you have previously dam&
sible to obtain.
T catalpa meats
over 500 different radio stove ssl
ho, been erratic enlarged over
Preceding one. IT NOW OA.
TAINS 64 PAGES. INSTEAD Nil

ILLUS.] RATION FULL SIZE

300 Illustrations
This catalog contains over three hun-
dred illustrations. On account of its
very great cost, it can not be dis-
tributed free of charge.

Mailed only on receipt
of 15c. in stamps or coin

Tills boom" was iK ift177K wits thesake wool. to sir to toe anateo
who kat mondl seder.. ALL Or Olin
01(0t115 APE SMALL and that is any
Your swan order gill, emir be aid,traded

by us A trial Order troll make

ALL GOODA PREPAID

I DEALERS
Get Otte Special

PIlIPMH4014

100 PARK PLACE. NEW YORK CITY "t -

Price Reductions
Many item, have been 7,

hhIr C1.7I,TIVE: the L. r,

Factories in Brooklyr,
N. Y.. and Ethridge,

Md.
Thee two factories. "hen
screw machine work. oar ma
inc and our comtowitise
turned out. make it poestbk
us to offer the very lowest Pe.'
In the ...Jot,.

75 Vacuum Tube
Hook -Ups!

There hools-ups of ALL
,:;0:0'

iinfrw?._t
vacuum tube connections at
in clear diagmma `"th
explanations. This la hee:i.
only catalog mathi'd"
wealth of information,
Vacuum Tube seta, 10^.,
the correct volues of sags.
men.. so that 1.1..1: Wreadily

hook us, !
inetructiLms furnished..

All Armstrong Circuits: These ioepMV.gose.
re explained clearly, all MI..rtortleaving out nothing that could letr...e', env!.

I t t n af w of the Vacuum Tube
the k.T. as a detector nd onea., 7-1"-
regenerative circuit DeForest ultratid,t7wo
to receive undamped and spark signels,-.10,,
circuits; one-step radio frequebcr oriel*detector three stage audirefreq.ng, te.
.bort wave regenerative circuits: let
Phone, 4 -stage radio frequencl

T.

resi;;
and audio frequency amplifier, inducts.
amplifier Armstrong suPemn.d"'.corshild.
`l'leneg amplifier and crystal detector .

detector one stage amplifier: w?, Reit
(rrinency amplifier and detector (;" nocc7.

"Selleg (regenerative.:using .Ingle rt4der orb roll: Arrostor__.,;'- notrei.,iroolt too I radio proem CT ,._ getnoeireult tuner tieing two-sildepy. O. or
.q.,: two spice tilino-trenswiror Y T ono sure mat..o.
and one
ourne, dometor eed-bock me,circuit nith two og. ot radkt,,ftOr tra,17.00....co, ono .0 ten mile radon.- tr, or
.(":fMorid'r f"T'..". 'rucee.resert= =:or. ono('

ovo
eliminate Interference.

1 inanote tomwereiew

tl you were to bur a book cont.:mins. 0.6
!t Hookup. coo wad hoot to tPr

SS DO to se..ure the Lune
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AUDEL'S ENGINEERS & MECHANICS GUIDES Pocketges8
- ...

Stre-Flexible Binding 47 ve,:, ,0

41P :, 1,
Every Engineer, Mechanic and Electrical Worker will wet -

it will help you with your daily work. A Sure source ofer

rtj..Preeu...
Gf..f";&F -74esA...ALFZmtlmfeRylia÷grilLaiarket Materials. Boller ConftruetIon--11712:01z1 4::olt.V.,11 ABLIBrn.:IrLs--E.Set. -4
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come this new Master Set. It will answer your problem.,

advancement and higher pay. Complete up-to-date informs- Complete
tion that is thoroughly and easily explained on every branchof Modena Engineering and Electrical Practice. i` V-Ze 4A dollar a month is all it costs to have in your
the latest information on engineering.
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R/
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Come to Chicago-the Electrical Center of the World-I pay your railroad fare from any place in the
United States. Grasp this opportunity to see the country at my expense. Don't stick in one spot-travel
-get experience. Come to Coyne- learn electricity in 3 months. Fit yourself for a big paying job. The
largest electrical school in the country specializing in electrical instruction ONLY.

Learn Electricity in 3 Months
Get a complete training so you can make big money as Power Plant Operator, Superintendent, Telephone
man, Construction worker, auto, truck or tractor electrician, battery man, radio expert, or you can go
Into business for yourself as electrical contractor, dealer, auto ignition or battery expert and make from
$3,000 to $20,000 a year. Hundreds of our graduates today axe making big money and you can do thesame If you grasp this opportunity-act now.

Great Shops of Coyne
No books or useless theory. You are trained on
$100.000 worth of electrical equipment Everything
from door bells to power plants. You work on motors,
generators, house -wiring, autos, batteries, radio,
switch -boards, power plants-everything to make
you an expert ready to step right into a position
paying from 545 to 5100 a week.

RADIO COURSE FREE. We include the following free
wall the regular course:
(11 A complete course In auto. truck and CflIrtOT electrieirr and

storage batteries. Co. outlay of auto. electrical and
battery equipment in the country.

(2) Corpse in Radio-the marvel, the see. Corirtructing.insnall
o(3) Life md

n
I the C.o' e h I Si.,s lonhg . youwish anTreavrti forfurthertvre'`"aniuig rat 'any time in the nano.

Earn While You Learn! We help students to secure jobsto earn a good part of their expenses while studying

Send this CouponToday
B. W. COOKE. Pres.

Coyne Electrical School
1300.1310 W. HAIT11.0., 35-. DOCC-1513 Chinas.
Dear Sts Please send me free roar b.s csolos and
full parn.-ulan of tour speccal offer of Free RatIroad
Fare and two atra usages.

Name

Address

Don't delay a minute-send that
coupon right now for our big free
catalog and full particulars of Free
Railroad Fare offer. Remember this
special offer is limited so act now!

1300.1310 W. Harrison St.. Dept. C-533.Chicago

sa.i.nt Sgat.,


